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The prestige of a work is undoubtedly linked to the number of opponents it succeeds in 
mobilizing against itself. One can say the same about the quality of readers that the 
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This thesis reports on an ethnographic-based practitioner research design study aimed at the 
explicit co-construction of knowledge about certain key aspects of Hallidayan functional 
grammar for the development of formal academic EAL writing with a class of Year 11 students 
studying the NSW Board of Studies Fundamentals of English program during 2008 in a school 
in West Jakarta, Indonesia. The specific purposes were to develop students’ knowledge of: (1) 
language as system via a ‘cake’ model representation of Halliday’s metafunctions; (2) nominal 
group structure, particularly classifiers for the construction of technicality and post-Head 
embedding as a resource for increasing lexical density; (3) nominalisation; (4) and grammatical 
metaphor. Particular attention was focused on Ideational and Textural resources, including the 
principle of thematic development via Theme-Rheme relations. A second, no less important, 
purpose was to raise students’ metalinguistic consciousness by means of a dialogical pedagogy 
grounded in the analysis and discussion of a wide range of texts. Data was collected over a 
formal research period of six months, preceded by a preparatory period of a further six months. 
Results showed significant development in students’ employment of post-Head embedding in 
their writing as well as an impressive ability to talk about language from a theoretically 
disciplined stance. The study was grounded theoretically in Halliday’s functional grammar, 
post-Vygotskian sociocultural theory, key aspects of Bernstein’s theory of pedagogy, van 
Lier’s ecological approach and a number of important constructs from Meadian symbolic 
interactionism. One key implication of the study is the need for a critical and exotropic theory 
of pedagogic interaction. The researcher is a doctoral candidate in Education at Deakin 
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Notes on navigating the thesis 
Textual dimension 
Structurally, the thesis has evolved as a meta-textual division in two parts corresponding to a 
systemic functional grammar analysis of the clause.  Chapters One to Three constitute the meta-
Theme (Given). The remaining chapters, Four through Nine represent the meta-Rheme (New). 
The function of Chapter One is to link the research to my experiences in encountering systemic 
functional grammar, to my first attempts at introducing English language learners to the theory 
and to rise to the challenge of making that exposure accessible for them in the development of 
their written texts. In textual terms, this chapter constitutes the equivalent of a Continuative 
Theme. Chapter Two provides an account of the theoretical basis for my blended ecological 
pedagogy (See page 35). It is an abstract and hypothetical conversation with the people behind 
those theories, with Halliday, Bernstein (via Jill Bourne), van Lier and finally with George 
Herbert Mead. There are other voices, of course, in this conversation, but these were my 
principal guides. The textual function of Chapter Two, therefore, is in the form of an 
Interpersonal (vocative) Theme. Chapter Three provides the contextual detail for the research 
as I carried it out at IPEKA International Christian School in West Jakarta during 2008 together 
with information concerning the data and its treatment purposes. In textual terms, this chapter 
fulfils a circumstantial purpose. It is the marked Topical Theme for the thesis.  
Moving into the meta-Rheme, Chapter Four provides a picture of how the project was 
introduced to the Fundamentals of English ‘B’ group during the first half of 2008; and Chapter 
Five lays out the specific details of how the formal research pedagogy was instantiated during 
Semester Two. I have labelled these two chapters ‘Pedagogical Field (1) and (2)’ since they 
are concerned with the ‘What’ or ideational dimension of the research. Chapter Six examines 
important theoretical dimensions of the pedagogy in interpersonal terms, focusing on the 
notions of pedagogic scaffolding and pedagogy as symbolic interaction. This chapter represents 
the pedagogical ‘Tenor’ (or ‘How’) of the research.  Chapter Seven examines the notion of 
pedagogical ‘Mode’ through the lens of one student’s writing in terms of the key grammatical 
features underpinning the 2008 teaching and learning project (the ‘Cake’ metafunctional 
model, nominal group structure, grammatical metaphor, and so on). It forms a minor case study. 
The remaining chapters, Eight and Nine respectively provide additional evidence for the 
success of the research project and draw the thesis together with concluding thoughts, an 
indication of its limitations and some suggestions for how such a project might be further 
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Figure i. Textual mapping of the thesis 
Tables and figures 
I have departed from convention in not providing a list of tables and figures for the following 
reason. Only a small number of figures are included in the main body of the thesis. They are 
usually of the more abstract, conceptual kind (e.g., models). The rest, together with all the 
tables and the appendices are located external to the main document and are accessed via 
hyperlinks. These open in pdf format and are indicated in the text by numbered brackets: for 




1. THE PROJECT 
Those who argue against focusing on language, on the explication of its internal character, 
on the power of the lexicogrammar to construe reality, or the efficacy of discursive 
knowledge speak from a less than adequate understanding of the role of language in the 
living and shaping of social life. Whatever else literacy pedagogy needs to be, one thing it 
cannot avoid is to help pupils to ‘intellectualise’ in the Vygotskian sense of the term the 
nature of language. Learning about the nature and structure of language is not an expendable 
educational activity. (Hasan, 1996, p. 415) 
Background  
My argument in this thesis is that a dialogic pedagogy grounded in the explicit sharing of 
certain key theoretical elements of systemic functional grammar (SFG) has significant potential 
for raising learners’ linguistic awareness and for contributing to an increase in learner control 
of key lexicogrammatical features of more advanced formal academic, scientific and technical 
writing. The thesis is not an introduction to systemic functional grammar. It is meant to aid 
development of a writing pedagogy for teachers of English as a second, foreign (ESL/EFL) or 
additional language (EAL) with some existing exposure to functional grammar, either as a 
result of formal study at undergraduate or postgraduate level (e.g., in Australia in programs 
such as the Master of Applied Linguistics or Master of TESOL courses at Macquarie 
University, or elsewhere) or through self-directed study (Burns, 2003; Burns & Knox, 2005). 
It may serve as a resource for teachers having an interest in applying SFG, particularly for 
writing development, but who may lack confidence in their ability to implement relevant 
theoretical knowledge.  
The present research was motivated, and continues to be, by my engagement with 
functional grammar based on the seminal work of Michael Halliday (Halliday, 1966, 1967, 
1969, 1977a, 1977b, 1977c, 1978a, 1978b, 1979, 1980a, 1982, 1985a, 1985b, 1986, 1987a, 
1987b, 1988a, 1988b, 1988c, 1989, 1990b, 1991, 1992a, 1992b, 1992c, 1992d, 1993a, 1993b, 
1994a, 1994b, 1994c, 1995, 1997a, 1998a, 1998b, 1999, 2003a, 2003b, 2004, 2005; Halliday 
& Hasan, 1985, 2006; Halliday & Martin, 1993; Halliday & Matthiessen, 1999; Halliday, 
McIntosh, & Strevens, 1964; Martin, 1993b) which I first encountered through my Master of 
Applied Linguistics (MAppLing) studies at Macquarie University in the five years from 1998, 
particularly as a result of the privileged opportunity I had to work with Rhondda Fahey on the 
subject Grammar, Meaning and Discourse (Ling900) in the first year of that course. Even at 
that early stage of my exposure to Halliday, I was intrigued by the potential of these ideas for 
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raising linguistic awareness in students from non-English speaking backgrounds (NESB)  and, 
more specifically, for developing their control of advanced forms of writing. It also occurred 
to me that knowledge of functional grammar had implications for second language teaching 
extending well beyond the teaching of ‘grammar’, that is language structure. One of the initial 
motivators for my subsequent research arose from a conversation with Rhondda (personal 
communication, c. 1998), where she expressed reservations about the potential for using SFG 
with second language learners due to its complexity and conceptual difficulty. I was determined 
to respond to that challenge.  When I encountered research in developmental psychology and 
began to read Vygotsky and others in the sociocultural tradition such as Wertsch (Wertsch, 
1985; Wertsch & Addison-Stone, 1985; Wertsch & Tulviste, 1996; Wertsch, 2007), Wells 
(Chang-Wells & Wells, 1993; Wells, 1985, 1987, 1990, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1996, 1998, 1999, 
2000, 2002) , Lantolf (2008; 1994; 2000; 1994a, 1994b; 2007, 2011; 2006) and Daniels (2001, 
2007, 1996; 2007; 1996), I began to consider how the combination of Hallidayan linguistics 
and post-Vygotskian sociocultural theory could represent a challenge to and departure from 
accepted ways of teaching English, particularly EAL, through a focus on the development of 
higher order thinking. From my very first tentative attempts to theorise a ‘blended’ pedagogy 
of this nature through to the research I conducted with upper secondary students in a school in 
Jakarta in 2008, a major part of my motivations was to achieve what Hasan, quoted above, 
suggests as the need to place language at the centre of students’ learning experiences, to treat 
language as object as well as the medium for developing higher order thinking, in other words 
to develop a pedagogical model where language becomes content discipline. This model 
represents a very different curricular entity from Subject English (Christie, 2001, 2006; Christie 
& Derewianka, 2008; Christie & Macken-Horarik, 2007).  
These beliefs in the potential of a blended SFG-sociocultural model of pedagogy were 
reinforced by, among others, the research of Rod Ellis (Ellis, 2008; 2005; 2005) and his 
colleagues at the University of Auckland, whose work suggested that the teacher-led traditional 
model of grammar instruction could be said to contribute little to the development of control 
over grammatical forms and that it is, rather, through the dialogic interactions of students when 
talking about their texts that development is evident. These conclusions were further reinforced 
by the work of Merryl Swain and her colleagues (2000, 2001, 2006; Swain, Brooks, & Tocalli-
Beller, 2002) in the context of Canadian bilingual education.   Therefore, the role of talk about 
language seemed to be criterial to any re-modelled EAL pedagogy.  
As I experimented with implementing this blended pedagogy, I came across research 
by Burns and Knox (2005), whose study examined the implications of tertiary level exposure 
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to functional grammar for entry level EAL classroom teachers. The authors found that, when 
they were faced with real-time classroom demands, these teachers resorted to tried and true 
more didactic approaches to teaching grammar. This then made the question of how to translate 
academic knowledge of functional grammar into a meaningful and effective form of functional-
based pedagogy even more relevant. It also helped me respond to Rhondda’s earlier-mentioned 
conviction that SFG is too complex for EAL. Burns and Knox note that “the relationship 
between a teacher’s KAL [knowledge about language] . . . and classroom action and decision-
making . . . is dialectic and dynamic” (p. 254) and point out that major pedagogical goals for 
the course were “enabling our students to understand the theory of SFL and the application of 
the pedagogical principles related to it” (pp. 239-240). Similar principles applied to the research 
I conducted both informally and formally (2008) both at the King Fahad University of 
Petroleum and Minerals (KFUPM) in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia, between September 2003 and 
June 2007 and at IPEKA IICS1 from July 2007 to June 2009 with the qualification that the 
amount of SFL theory shared in those contexts was more limited than that reported by Burns 
and Knox, and that the purpose was for students to apply that knowledge to their own writing 
rather than teaching it to others. My role in that process was critical.  
As much as this incipient blended pedagogy represents a challenge to accepted ways of 
presenting grammatical knowledge to learners, particularly in relation to the Cambridge/RSA 
CELTA/DELTA model and those pedagogies based on or inspired by such a model, it also 
represents a challenge to the methods-driven approach to EAL (Kumaravadivelu, 1994, 2002, 
2006; Richards & Rodgers, 2014; Savignon, 2007). The approach I was seeking to develop 
was based on the union of a powerful theory of language with an equally powerful theory of 
learning. It was not a form of praxis that drew contingently and opportunistically on theory, 
but one where praxis itself was informed by theory. Such a re-ordering of pedagogical 
priorities, I argue, allows for a pedagogy where no one methodology predominates over another 
but where everything is informed by a view of language as rooted in social meanings. It was 
also not another take on the genre-based approach (GBA). As important as the work on genre 
has been, particularly in Australia over the recent decades (for a range of overviews, see, for 
example, Christie & Martin, 2005; Cope & Kalantzis, 2014; Martin, 2009; Paltridge, 2014; 
Unsworth, 2005), my concern was not to focus on the teaching of particular generic forms of 
writing, but to develop learner understanding and appreciation of an important range of 
                                                 
1 The full name of the campus in West Jakarta of IPEKA where I worked is IPEKA ICS (International Christian 
School). The name ‘IPEKA’ derives from the Indonesian ‘Yasasan Iman Pengharapan dan Kasih’ (the ‘Faith, 
Hope and Love Foundation’).  
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grammatical resources lying at the heart of more advanced forms of writing. These cut across 
a range of different written genres. I was also motivated to make some of the essential 
lexicogrammatical differences between ‘more spoken’ and ‘more written’ texts explicit to 
learners and to raise their awareness of how formal features of language integrally reflect 
particular social purposes.  In this way, my blended pedagogy represents a significant departure 
from the genre model as an explicit application of functional grammar.  
The particular forms I was concerned to share understanding of were those specifically 
identified by Halliday and Martin, among others, in their writings, particularly in relation to 
the language of science and technology, as contributing most powerfully to the creation of 
abstraction (Halliday, 1994b, 1997b; Halliday & Martin, 1993; Halliday & Matthiessen, 1999; 
Martin, 2001b, 2007, 2010; Martin & Rothery, 1993). These include nominal group structure, 
with particular emphasis on post-Head modification and the role of Classifiers in pre-Head 
modification as tools for creating technicality (Halliday, 1966, 1994b, 1999; Unsworth, 1998; 
Veel, 1997). In addition to nominal groups, I was also concerned to develop awareness of 
nominality for creating abstraction through nominalisation and, eventually, through an 
understanding of grammatical metaphor (Halliday, 1966, 1989, 1997b, 1998a, 1998b, 1999). 
Closely related to these concerns was my desire to share a view of different texts as 
representable on a continuum of abstraction from ‘more spoken’ to ‘more written’, as noted 
above.  
Since the GBA has been the predominant, if not the exclusive, pedagogical model for 
uniting SFL and sociocultural theory (Byrnes, 2005, 2009; Halliday, 1966; Hyland, 2007; 
Schleppegrell & Colombi, 2005; Wells, 1994), I should state why I consider it necessary to 
consider an alternative (or additional) model for language pedagogy and for its extension 
through the admission of an ecological approach, such as in my blended ecological pedagogy 
(BEP). One of the clearly distinct differences between the genre-based approach and the BEP 
is the absence of the teaching-learning cycle and a greater focus on the lexicogrammatical 
features of texts, as distinct from their generic staging. However, in no way do I wish to suggest 
that the GBA is lacking in any respect. What I am keen to stress is that the genre approach is 
not necessarily always appropriate for all EAL contexts. When, for example, students are in 
the process of learning the language (e.g., in an EFL environment), the development of 
knowledge and control of formal lexicogrammatical features are as important as knowledge of 





My exposure to functional grammar gave me a significantly different way of looking at texts 
and at the relationship between meaning and realisation. Perhaps the most powerful new 
perspectives resulted from my introduction to Halliday’s theory of the metafunctions. 
Understanding the elements of Transitivity (essentially, the Ideational constituents of 
Participant, Process and Circumstance), enhanced my appreciation of the language teacher’s 
use of ‘chunking’ (Lewis, 1993) Viewing the Interpersonal ‘layer’ of language as a set of 
resources for enacting participant relationships (writer and reader, speaker and listener) and 
understanding clausal mood structure represented fertile knowledge for explaining how 
language forms facilitate the building of relationships. Additionally, knowing how the 
resources of the Textual metafunction (for example, Theme-Rheme relationships, the principle 
of Given-New and resources for the creation of cohesion) allow for the organisation and 
prioritisation of meanings, particularly through the concept of Theme, was a further powerful 
tool for enhancing learner appreciation of the purposeful and selective nature of text building 
at clause level (see Chapter Five). These concepts have significant application to the 
development of more advanced forms of writing, whether for native speakers and writers of 
English or for those for whom English is a second, foreign or additional language. These have 
been the main drivers for my research and teaching.  
Through my SFG studies, I gained a different view of the potential for grammatical 
analysis through a focus on clause as opposed to the traditional focus on sentence (Halliday, 
1994b). As a consequence, I saw how the presentation of texts as unpacked sequences of their 
constituent clauses offered learners a very different means of ‘seeing’ their own texts, and of 
understanding their own use of grammatical structure. Halliday’s identification of the clause 
complex offered a means of understanding that the notion of ‘sentence’ strictly applies only to 
written texts and represents a challenge to traditional understandings of the relationship 
between the notions of grammar and text.  
A further implication resulting from my exposure to SFG was its potential for 
developing a shared metalanguage for talking with learners about texts (Coffin & Donohue, 
2014a; Macken-Horarik, 2009a, 2009b; Macken-Horarik, Love, & Unsworth, 2011). Subject 
English approaches to text analysis provide students with opportunities for talking about ideas 
in texts, about the development of plot or character in the case of literary analysis, patterns of 
rhyme and rhythm in the case of poetry,  or social and or political meanings embodied in the 
analysis of media texts, and so on. Formal grammar instruction, on the other hand, provides 
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some tools, albeit limited in range, for explicitly commenting on text mechanics. However, 
neither of these approaches allows learners to explicitly draw connections between ideas and 
the grammatical (or lexicogrammatical in functional description (Halliday, 1975) resources by 
which these are realised. Nor do they show how the component elements of texts are 
differentiated between different text types, resulting in potentially different meanings. The 
metalanguage of functional grammar, however, is meaningful in the widest possible 
interpretation of the word. It goes beyond mere description of grammatical ‘parts’ and the 
presentation of rules that are essentially justified by convention, or the broad discussion of 
textual meanings in the kinds of Subject English practices referred to above. It offers a way of 
talking about language structures that are selected according to their social purposes. However, 
this way of talking more authoritatively about texts does not come as a function of simply being 
able to use language communicatively, regardless of level of ability. It can only result from 
intensive and detailed explicit knowledge. The present research shows how students develop 
this more ‘delicate’ metalinguistic ability.  
Finally, analysis of the functional kind allows us to say a great deal about texts. In my 
initial studies, I was particularly impressed by the way that functional grammar provides a 
detailed unpacking of texts through its focus on Ideational, Interpersonal and Textual 
selections, permitting the construction of a rich and complex understanding and interpretation 
of texts. A functional Textual analysis, as demonstrated for example in the various sample 
analyses of Context of Situation in Butt et al. (2000) sheds a powerful light on text creators’ 
rhetorical purposes and underlying biases and motivations, which traditional grammar, 
commonly referred to as ‘school grammar’, fails to do (Christie, 1999; de Silva Joyce & Burns, 
1999; Derewianka & Jones, 2010; Macken-Horarik, 2006a). Exposing students to such 
representations, in my view, is consequential for developing understanding of text creation 
processes. 
First attempts and the KFUPM experience 
My first purposeful and explicit attempt at using functional grammar in the classroom took 
place in 1999 with a class of advanced English Language Intensive Courses for Overseas 
Students (ELICOS) students at Chisolm TAFE (Technical and Further Education) in 
Dandenong, Victoria. I attempted to have students complete exercises from Gerot and 
Wignell’s (1994) Making Sense of Functional Grammar. The experiment was only partially 
successful. The class showed some initial interest, but this waned as I attempted to lead them 
deeper into the book. It is likely I did not provide sufficient justification for asking them to 
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engage in that kind of analysis (e.g., identification of Participant, Process and Circumstance). 
I failed to make sufficient connection between their writing and the exercises. Consequently, 
their experiences were largely unmotivated. I had naively expected them to see the same 
potential value of SFG as I had in my studies.  
My second attempt to explore the application of functional grammar came in 2003, 
when I began teaching in the Orientation English Program (OEP) at KFUPM. However, in this 
very different context, my motivation for the experiment contrasted significantly from the first. 
It came as a response to what my students and I perceived as poor and inappropriate curriculum 
materials, the Garnet series of English language teaching publications, Skills in English 
(Phillips & Phillips, 2003). The course consisted of books in each of the skills areas of reading, 
writing, speaking and listening. Not only were the materials culturally inappropriate (an all-
male university), showing as they frequently did images of women and men and women in 
mixed company, among other problematical issues. There were also many examples of poor 
editing and highly challengeable assertions about grammar. We even found grammatical errors 
in the materials. Eventually, it seemed apparent to me that, if we were to continue using the 
books, we needed to adopt a different approach to their use. We began challenging them 
dialogically. I took every opportunity to make contingent use of my SFG knowledge to justify 
our interpretations. I introduced Halliday’s tripartite metafunctional model of language through 
the metaphor of a ‘language cake’ (the ‘Cake’ model)2 and we progressively built a shared 
metalanguage enabling us to explore various texts within the books from a theoretical stance. 
My classes began to transmogrify from EFL classes to a form of language laboratory. All of 
this work was conducted and enabled dialogically. The young Saudi men were happy to engage 
in this kind of talk, reflecting a preference for oral communication within Arabic cultural 
traditions (Daoud, 1996; Zaharna, 1995) and a preparedness to approach language analytically 
due to their predominantly scientific and technical academic interests.  
It was only through the experiments I conducted first at KFUPM and later at IPEKA 
ICS in Indonesia that the essential dialogic dimension of the pedagogy began to provide the 
necessary level of motivation for students to be willing to engage in the kind of talk about 
language that I had first hoped for.  This was that a functional grammar based approach to 
language development would reveal its potential for learner metalinguistic consciousness-
raising.  
                                                 
2 See Appendix 1 (‘Learning language as a piece of cake’) for the original form of this scaffold, first developed 
for the OEP program at KFUPM in 2005.  
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Following are two examples of the kind of knowledge sharing that took place in my 
Saudi Arabian experience. The first comment came from a first year (001) class member. It 
serves to illustrate the personal significance that SFG can have for a particular learner. The 
student could be characterised as a highly motivated and interested language learner with very 
strong oral skills. However, he faced some challenges in writing, this tending to be strongly 
influenced by his spoken forms, which lacked the necessary features of more academic written 
language. These he would need when pursuing mainstream studies in English. We had been 
discussing the idea of Circumstances. He suddenly became quite animated and exclaimed, “We 
have the same thing in Arabic!” At first glance, this comment might not appear to be 
particularly illuminating or significant. However, what this student was saying was something 
very different from identifying the co-existence in both languages of nouns or verbs or some 
other formal structural class member. What he had seen in correspondence with his own 
language was the function of a particular stretch of text in English and that it had a functional 
identifier, a label. For him, this appeared to be epiphanic. The truth of this interpretation was 
obvious from his facial expression. The second example of evidence is equally powerful. On 
occasions, as a member of the English teaching faculty I was approached to give extra private 
tuition. A young Saudi architect working in the College of Architecture at KFUPM contacted 
me at one point. He was preparing applications for Masters courses in the USA and needed 
someone to go through one of these, which was unusually well written for a Saudi without 
extensive overseas study or living experience. We met at a local coffee shop to go through the 
work. I pointed out some structures from a functional perspective. I showed him how we can 
analyse the nominal group in terms of post-qualifying structures. His response was immediate: 
“Amazing!” From this moment on he was engrossed in what we discussed and at the end of 
the meeting he was clearly very excited and promised to arrange further meetings. All this 
resulted from only scratching the surface of a functionally-based text analysis.  
These experiences were the basis for the doctoral research program I commenced in 
2005. Both research and teaching contexts changed considerably when I moved from Dhahran 
to Jakarta in June 2007 to begin a contract at IPEKA. In this new context, I had negotiated to 
teach upper secondary English in the Year 11 New South Wales Board of Studies (BOS) 
Fundamentals of English program (NSW, 1999). The research was conducted with one group, 
Fundamentals B, over a five-month period from July to December 2008 although I taught the 
class for the whole year from January. Having failed to secure ethics approval till April, I 
treated the first semester as preparation for the explicit delivery of the research program in 
Semester Two.  
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Whereas the development of the pedagogy at KFUPM largely arose contingently as a 
consequence of the dialogic interactions that took place around our work on the Skills in 
English books, I soon became aware that a different approach would be needed at IPEKA due 
to my perception of students’ general reluctance to engage freely in conversation at the whole 
class level. It is clear from a considerable body of research as well as a matter of common 
knowledge that Indonesian students share many of the learner features that can be characterised 
as typical of Asian, or Chinese Heritage, cultures in general. These features include holding 
teachers in high regard and with a great deal of respect, adopting a more passive stance towards 
the transmission of knowledge, taking a teacher’s pronouncements at face value without 
challenge, expecting to be silent in class, and so on (Ballard & Clanchy, 1984, 1997) (see 
Chapter Two for more extended discussion). Clearly, such cultural models of the teacher-
learner relationship would pose a challenge for the development of my BEP, predicated as it 
was on dialogic interaction.   Therefore, what had principally been contingent now needed to 
be more planned. This necessity, however, did pose a challenge for one aspect of the research, 
which was to attempt to determine the most appropriate order of presentation of SFG 
knowledge, which I refer to in more global terms as the ‘metafunctional trajectory’ (see Chapter 
Five), but which also included knowledge-building of nominal group structure and those 
related issues mentioned above. If the curriculum needed an increased level of planning in 
terms of content, then this potentially undermined the contingent nature of the pedagogy as it 
had developed at KFUPM. This need to determine such a presentational trajectory was 
motivated by my reading of research relating to the attempts by others to implement a 
functionally-based EAL teaching program (Burns, 2003; Burns & Knox, 2005; Kilburn, 1999).  
Kilburn, for example, notes that his attempts to explicitly share functional grammar 
with a group of Asian ELICOS Business English students at the Australian Centre for 
Languages in Sydney largely failed due to his uncertainty about which elements to teach and 
in what order. It is fairly clear from what he records, that Kilburn’s enthusiasm for the 
implementation of a more functionally-based pedagogy was insufficient to meet the complexity 
of the theory he wished to introduce. By his own admission, he attempted to share too many 
linguistic concepts in one hit. The ongoing challenge for me, then, in the construction of my 
own pedagogy was to determine what was most important to share, and in what order, so as to 
raise my students’ linguistic consciousness in ways that would lead to both: (1) higher order 
thinking about the nature of language; and (2) increased control over more abstract writing.  
 From my experiences at KFUPM, and from my knowledge of what had been done in 
Australia, particularly in primary schools (Williams, 1998, 2005) in introducing such 
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knowledge, I felt confident that the presentation of the Ideational elements would be a 
justifiable and sensible starting point. I also knew that, as a result of the integral relationship 
between Transitivity and thematic structure, I would most likely be moving directly from 
consideration of the top (Ideational) level of our language ‘Cake’ model to the bottom 
(Textual). The more difficult question to answer in relation to the metafunctions, however, was 
how much knowledge of the Interpersonal system needed to be shared. Since one of my 
research objectives was to develop learner awareness of how abstraction is created, I also 
needed to introduce the concept of grammatical metaphor in some form or other. At what point 
in the metafunctional trajectory this would take place was, again, another challenging issue to 
resolve.  
Underpinning these decisions about the presentation of metafunctional and other 
functional grammar knowledge was another key element of the research: the development of 
metalinguistic knowledge and consciousness-raising. Despite cultural differences in 
preparedness to engage dialogically between students at KFUPM and IPEKA, I wanted to show 
that incremental knowledge of the concepts underpinning SFG and the specific terminology 
appropriate for talking about certain grammatical structures within the theory would lead the 
Fundamentals B students to an appreciation of the potential for talking about language. This, 
then, formed the background to the 2008 experience. 
Developing non-congruent forms of language  
One of the challenges for EAL learners in developing their academic writing is moving from 
the more spoken mode to the more written. This is because most teaching in the earlier stages 
of learning focuses on communicative oral usage. Throughout his writings, Halliday has time 
and again stressed the lexicogrammatical differences between spoken and written language 
(Halliday, 1979, 1985b, 1994b, 2001; Halliday et al., 1964), the former characterised by its 
dynamic, grammatically intricate and complex nature with its instantiation of meanings as 
‘goings on’ through the verbal system and the latter by its static, lexically dense qualities 
associated with the expression of meanings as ‘things’ through nominality (Halliday, 1994b). 
Both Halliday and Martin (Halliday, 1966, 1979, 1985b, 1992c, 1997b; Halliday & Martin, 
1993; Martin, 1990, 1991, 2001b) have shown the significance of this important distinction 
between ways of conveying meaning for the development of scientific writing and for talking 
about science. Understanding these differences in the formal properties and functions of 
language is at the heart of developing literacy and had clear implications for OEP students 
embarking on academic careers in science and technology as well as the Year 11 students at 
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IPEKA preparing to move into tertiary education. Spoken language is, in its canonical form, 
essentially more congruent, or as Halliday has expressed this on a number of occasions “closer 
to the bone”. Written language, especially that dealing with scientific and technological 
meanings, operates at a higher order of abstraction, recasting experience as things capable of 
being understood. In a sense, expression of meaning is at one remove from its original real-
world, real-time happening. In this form, its grammar is capable of greater modification and 
qualification, essentially through the structure of the nominal group. This manipulation, as 
Halliday shows, contributes to Textual cohesion through the system of thematic development. 
Technically, this process of transforming verbal meanings into nominal ones is known as 
‘nominalisation’. Halliday (1977a) describes the process as a form of grammatical metaphor, 
which he later defines as “ . . . some semantic component [which] is construed in the grammar 
in form other than that which is prototypical” (2001, p. 183).  
Martin further shows how the process of grammatical metaphor operates. In most 
congruent forms of language (for example, casual conversation) Participants are expressed as 
nouns, Processes as verbs, qualities as adjectives, logical relations as conjunctions, and 
assessment as modal verbs. In contrast, incongruent or metaphorical realisations (through 
grammatical metaphor) express Processes and modal verbs as nouns, conjunctive relations as 
verbs, among others (Martin, 1991, 1993).  Martin notes that “[a]s introduced by Halliday 
(1985a), grammatical metaphor is the process whereby meanings are multiply-coded at the 
level of grammar” (Martin, 1991, p. 326). Congruence and metaphoricity therefore, according 
to Martin, represent different orders of relationship between the levels of semantics and 
grammar. Because of the endemic nature of grammatical metaphor operating in scientific and 
other advanced academic texts and underlying the very nature of scientific and academic 
discourse, it was imperative that students both in the OEP and at IPEKA were made explicitly 
aware of its existence for reading purposes and also for the written instantiation of ideas. This 
has consequences for developing learner control of less congruent expression, particularly in 
their own writing. Raising awareness of the nature and presence of metaphorical forms was an 
important part of my pedagogical aims and teaching practices and is identified in the data 
analysis.  
In arguing for my blended pedagogy, I am not suggesting that neither good grammar 
teaching nor good advanced writing instruction takes place in EAL classrooms around the 
world. Such a claim would be foolish. Rather, I am arguing that ideas and knowledge that have 
been generated within the SFL community are as yet insufficiently employed for explicitly 
developing learner knowledge of key resources for advanced writing, and that such a 
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pedagogical gap needs to be explored, addressed and filled. In asking students in both teaching 
sites about their former English language learning experiences, it became clear that there had 
been little if any attempt by their teachers to integrate grammar and writing. As a consequence, 
students had a tendency to write as they spoke, that is to draw on models of language and 
grammatical patterning found in, at best, communicative style teaching materials (that is, 
language operating at the ‘more spoken’ end of the continuum of formality) and, at worst, to 
be stymied in their attempts at writing more abstract ideas through uncertainty about their own 
grammatical correctness.  
My solution to this dilemma is to explicitly share knowledge of those grammatical 
resources that construct more formal academic, scientific and technical texts while, at the same 
time, raise awareness of the choices available to writers in the realisation of meanings, in other 
words, for students to understand the notion of a realisational continuum of formality, or mode 
continuum, and its relationship to ‘more spoken’ versus ‘more written’ expression, particularly 
through the notion and practice of ‘recontextualisation’ (see Chapter Four in particular). To 
this end, the program I designed and delivered in the course of collecting data shared 
knowledge of Halliday’s three-tiered metafunctional model together with an explicit focus on 
nominal group structure. The purpose of the latter was to develop understanding of what 
systemicists describe as ‘lexically dense’ and more technicised grammar, specifically through 
a focus on post-Head modification and the role of Classifiers (Christie & Derewianka, 2008; 
Halliday, 1988b, 1990a, 2003a; Hammond, Burns, Joyce, Brosnan, & Gerot, 1992; Martin & 
Veel, 1998; Rose, 1998; Veel, 1997).  
Situating myself 
Teachers’ approaches to pedagogy are strongly influenced by the teaching and learning 
experienced learning a language (see, for example, van Lier, 2002b). In the following few 
paragraphs, I provide a brief overview of my own language learning experiences, formal and 
informal. I then reflect on their significance for the development of my pedagogical thinking. 
This information is relevant to the practitioner research methodological model I have chosen 
for this study.   
My first formal experience of foreign language learning came in the 1960s when I 
undertook classes in French (Years 7-10) in a secondary school in Tasmania. Similar to the 
kinds of practices briefly outlined by van Lier above, the predominant approach could 
described as grammar-translation, characterised by decontextualised exercises with a strong 
focus on forms (Long, 1991), reading passages of paragraph length and studying materials 
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strongly tied to a textbook. Although the teacher was a native French speaker, classes were 
overwhelmingly conducted in English and little opportunity arose for extended use of the target 
language. Increased direct exposure to French came in Year 11 with greater opportunity to 
engage in more personally meaningful conversation with an Algerian native French-speaking 
teacher, who tended to employ as much French as English. Classes were strongly tied to a 
textbook, but much greater opportunity for reading extended French texts was afforded through 
a range of literature studies (for example, Camus’ L’Étranger). Despite an increased focus on 
texts, the pedagogy was strongly informed by grammar-translation, with little or no attempt to 
have students work more communicatively in groups or pairs. The teacher assumed dominant 
responsibility for controlling knowledge (Bernstein, 2000). There was little, if any, of the kind 
of interaction described as ‘contingent’ by van Lier (van Lier, 1996, 2004; Walqui & Van Lier, 
2010), or as contributing to ‘prospectiveness’ in Wells’s terms (Wells, 1996). The post-
Vygotskian concept of scaffolding (Adoniou & Macken-Horarik, 2007; Gibbons, 2002; 
Hammond & Gibbons, 2001; Walqui & Van Lier, 2010; Wilson & Devereux, 2014) was 
‘missing in action’ in both these learning contexts.  
A number of years later, during the 1980s, a very different experience was afforded me 
through a prolonged series over several years of part-time courses in German offered by the 
Council for Adult Education (CAE) in Melbourne. It is clear to me that delivery teachers were 
required to conform to a communicative language teaching (CLT) methodology although the 
extent to which teachers engaged in more creative methodological practices accorded to 
apparent individual preference. In addition to some attention to grammatical structure, students 
typically engaged in pair and small group work, role play and more open-ended conversational 
activities. Textbooks predominantly focused on spoken conversational German with the aim of 
preparing many of the participants for holiday experiences in Europe. Classes also met 
occasionally for social activities, affording further opportunity to use the language. The move 
from a more cognitive-linguistic approach in the early years of my language learning 
experience to that of the more socially-instantiated view operating in these adult education 
classes was distinct. Language learning had become a much more enjoyable and also a more 
successful process of engagement with linguistic knowledge.  
Several years later I was motivated to undertake self-directed studies in Spanish by 
means of the book Spanish Made Simple. At the time I was living and working in a small rural 
city in North Queensland and had no opportunity to attend an Adult Education class. Due to 
my already quite considerable experiences in language learning, I found I was able to make 
progress in Spanish, both in terms of structure and vocabulary but also in phonology, 
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particularly as a result of my knowledge of the International Phonemic Alphabet (IPA). On 
returning to Melbourne a year or two later, I again enrolled in a CAE conversation class, this 
time in Spanish. By comparison with my earlier experiences with German classes, this time I 
was less satisfied due to what I perceived as a rather poorly run and delivered program. The 
teacher dominated proceedings, the class was large and the focus of attention was very much 
on translation and homework exercises. Gone were the engaging socially-based group and pair-
work activities. I was even criticised by the teacher for adopting a Castilian pronunciation (the 
American teacher had learned his Spanish in Latin America), which I had studiously adopted 
as a consequence of my interest in the phonology of formal Spanish. Language learning now 
strongly resembled the less than stimulating years of secondary French lessons. I did not persist 
long with the class.  
In the early 90s my interest in French re-emerged and I began intensive self-directed 
studies, focusing almost exclusively on the immersion program French in Action. I 
videorecorded every episode and found that my joy in language learning had returned after my 
disappointing experiences with CAE Spanish and also with an advanced conversational French 
class offered by the Melbourne Alliance Française, delivered by a poorly trained native-speaker 
with little understanding of dynamic pedagogy. In 1992, I enrolled in a post-graduate diploma 
in French language and literature through the University of New England, a program of part-
time studies lasting four years in total. To a large extent, the first year of the program was given 
over to a consolidation of grammar necessary for the completion of the course, which focused 
predominantly on the study of French literature over a wide period of time from Moliere and 
Racine through to twentieth century French and French Canadian writers. The course was via 
distance education. Each year I had the opportunity to immerse myself completely in the 
language via the residential school program. During these annual three-four days, I lived, slept 
and ate in French. Very few things I have done in my life have afforded me the intellectual 
stimulation offered by this particular program. I completed these studies in 1995 and since then 
have not undertaken further formal foreign language studies.  
During the past decade from 2003 to the present, I have been satisfying my need for 
foreign language study as a result of marriage to an Indonesian national. My studies in Bahasa 
Indonesia have been largely self-directed and ad hoc, drawing largely on listening to the 
language directly when my wife has been engaged in talk with friends and family and also by 
my attempts to read short magazine texts and contemporary crime-fiction novels. My 
conversational abilities have been gradually improving, largely as a result of the two years 
spent teaching at IPEKA, as well as from yearly visits to Indonesia.  
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My first experience of teaching ESL came in 1994 during my practicum for the 
Graduate Certificate in Educational Studies (GCES) (TESOL). I undertook this at an Adult 
Migrant Education Service (AMES) centre in Melbourne, teaching in a Certificate in Spoken 
and Written English (CSWE) Level 1 program. My approach in this context was strongly 
informed by the  CLT methodology underpinning the GCES, for example activities such as 
warm-ups and a wide range of interactive activities (for example, jigsaw readings, pair and 
running dictations, information gap exercises and Dictogloss [grammar dictation]). In these 
experiences, I was very much aware of the centrality of methodology, of teacher responsibility 
for organising, orchestrating and managing activities. There was also a constant reminder from 
the course delivery lecturer in her observation notes and general class comments as well as by 
my practicum supervising teachers at AMES of the need to reduce teacher talking time (TTT). 
This advice was given to all course participants; however, it was pointed out to me that I had a 
particular need to reduce my own TTT and that I might even benefit from investigating 
Gattegno’s Silent Way approach, a methodology that exploits the power of silence on the 
teacher’s part and seeks to reduce the overt presence of the teacher (Gattegno, 1972, 2010).  
During these early experiences, I studiously attempted to incorporate the principles of 
CLT into my own practice. However, as much as I appreciated and valued the theoretical basis 
for this approach, I also felt that something was missing. Perhaps what concerned me most was 
my perception of the downgrading of the teacher’s role. It wasn’t until I began to investigate 
Vygotsky’s work and began reading around the developmental theories associated with and 
arising from his research that I began to feel that my earlier apprehension about a 
predominantly learner-centred approach was justified. This was very much reinforced very late 
in the thesis writing process through my engagement with George Herbert Mead’s ideas and 
with symbolic interactionism.  
Teaching in a TAFE General English program later alerted me to the possibility of 
cultural resistance to a strongly communicative approach. At one point I experienced active 
resistance to CLT type activities by a small number of male Vietnamese students, who were 
unhappy with what they perceived as a less than formal approach to their course delivery (for 
example, querying the value of language games). As a result I began to question both whether 
I was engaged in a form of Western pedagogical hegemony and CLT itself. 
To the extent to which I was involved in the delivery of the more low-level General 
English programs, as noted above, I drew strongly on the techniques and materials to which I 
had been exposed in the GCES. However, I also relied progressively less on these resources 
the more advanced were the classes I was teaching (for example, English for Academic 
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Purposes, English for Vocational Education and Further Study and Orientation English 
programs). It seems that, with an increased focus on more formal languaging and on more 
complex, abstract and extended texts, the archetypical CLT approaches were of less use for our 
learning needs.3 Therefore, in that transition from teaching more congruent to more technical, 
formal and abstract language, a shift occurred in my thinking about the relative importance of 
method. This is not to suggest that method is abandoned or irrelevant in more advanced 
learning contexts, but rather that increased cognitive learner involvement needs to be met with 
a more strongly theorised pedagogy. Therefore, it was no coincidence that I began exploring 
the use of SFG with my intermediate ELICOS class in the late 1990s and with my second year 
Orientation English students at KFUPM a few years later. As I have already noted, my own 
introduction to Hallidayan functional grammar at Macquarie University had impressed me 
greatly and sowed the seeds for exploring its potential for second language learning. This was 
the theory of language I was instinctively looking for. As already noted, my reading of 
Vygotskian and post-Vygotskian developmental psychology and its application to learning 
supplied the second strand of my theoretical need. I would hasten to add that very little of what 
I was continuing to read of second language acquisition (SLA) research had struck consonant 
chords. This was with the exception of the work of a small group of researchers working within 
the tradition of SLA research such as Leo van Lier, whose ideas resonated strongly with my 
own.   
My reading of van Lier eventually, and by a very circuitous route, led me to the final 
theoretical strand in my blended ecological pedagogy, symbolic interactionism.4 So much of 
what I found appealing in van Lier’s work (contingency, agency, emergence, interaction, 
among many other concepts), I later found had its origin in the social psychological theories 
found within the North American theory of symbolic interactionism (Blumer, 1969; Blumer & 
Morrione, 2004; Mead, 1934/2009). This discovery came, as just noted, very late in the 
research project. In fact, it was only in 2013, when I was deeply engaged in the final stages of 
writing the dissertation, that I came across a reference to symbolic interactionism in the context 
of practitioner-based nursing research (Oliver, 2012).  This work piqued my interest and led 
me to read extensively in the area (see, for example, Blumer, 1969; Charon, 2010; da Silva, 
2007, 2008; Denzin, 1992; Hewitt & Shulman, 2011; Mead, 1934/2009; Reynolds & Herman-
                                                 
3 See Chapter 2 for comments by Burns & Knox (2005, p. 256) on possible reasons for the lack of uptake of 
SFG within the context of mainstream CLT practices (‘’an approach which has its genesis primarily in 
Australia”).  
4 My discussion of Bernstein’s contribution to the BEP in relation to pedagogy forms a substantial part of 
Chapter Two.  
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Kinney, 2003; Rock, 1979; Stryker, 2008). The more I read, the more I realised that symbolic 
interactionism answered my need for a theory of interaction. This I had first hoped to find in 
post-Vygotskian socio-cultural theory and had found to a limited extent in the notions of the 
zone of proximal development and scaffolding. However, to my mind, they did not go far 
enough. I was looking for a theory that shed light on the moment-to-moment contingent 
decision-making that I was very much aware of engaging in my own practice, particularly as I 
started to formalise my thinking about pedagogy at KUPM. Symbolic interactionism answered 
that need. Its contribution will be considered briefly in the next chapter and in some detail in 
Chapter Six, particularly in relation to pedagogical scaffolding.  
To return to the question of an increased need for a theoretically informed pedagogy at 
the more advanced end of the language proficiency continuum, it is clear there is a strong 
relationship between the role played by ‘more spoken’ and the ‘more written’ forms of 
language and degrees of congruence and abstraction.  As Halliday and Hasan (1985) have 
shown, when language functions as an adjunct to action it performs an ancillary role, helping 
to facilitate the completion of some action or other (for example, when two people talk together 
to work out how to hang a door); however, when language is more an end than a means, it is 
said to play a constitutive role (for example, in this thesis). In view of this, I suggest that as 
abstraction increases and students focus less on ‘getting things done’ via language and more 
on examining how the resources of language are employed in the construction of more complex 
texts, written or spoken, there is a greater need for a theory of pedagogy that fulfils a range of 
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Echoing van Lier, who asserts that his ecological approach (EA) is just that, an 
approach and not a prescriptive methodology, I am keen to stress that my attempts to formulate 
the BEP, with its various interconnected and complementary theoretical strands, should be 
viewed as an attempt to express pedagogical potentiality rather than be seen as a guide-book 
for practice.  
Chapter summary 
This chapter has sought to indicate the background to and the reasons for my 2008 research. It 
is founded on the belief that it is possible to explicitly share specific features of functional 
grammar with learners of English and that such a process can result in significant and 
noticeable improvement in their formal academic writing, particularly at the upper end of the 
secondary school experience. It also argues that such a process of knowledge building can 
result in significant development of linguistic consciousness-raising. Although only hinted at 
in my brief references to the KFUPM experiments, I also believe that such an approach as I 
will advance in the following chapters has clear implications for the same development in other 
language teaching and learning contexts, English for Academic Purposes (EAP) being one of 
the most obvious. Therefore, the following question is the one I set myself to address.  
Research question 
To what extent is it possible to share sufficient knowledge of Hallidayan systemic functional 
grammar to enable noticeable development of formal academic writing and metalinguistic 
consciousness-raising in the EAL context of an upper secondary English class in Indonesia? 
 
 
Note in relation to the research question:  
As the systemic functional literature (See Chapter Two) makes clear, the grammatical features 
contributing to   formality principally relate to nominal group structure (post-Head 
modification of embedded phrases and clauses and the presence of Classifiers in pre-Head 
position) as well as  increased lexical density, nominalisation and grammatical metaphor. An 
additional element of importance in the development of cohesive texts is control of thematic 
structure (Theme-Rheme development).  While this knowledge was clear to me as the teacher-
researcher at the beginning of the project, it was less clear how  these features might be taught 
and learned  by students, and in what order of presentation. One of the principal tasks, therefore, 
for the research was to clarify these questions. 
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2. THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS 
In the varied topography of professional practice, there is a high, hard ground overlooking 
a swamp. On the high ground, manageable problems lend themselves to solution through 
the application of research-based theory and technique. In the swampy lowland, messy, 
confusing problems defy technical solution. The irony of the this situation is that the 
problems of the high ground tend to be relatively unimportant to individuals or society at 
large, however great their technical interest may be, while in the swamp lie the problems of 
greatest human concern. The practitioner must choose. Shall he remain on the high ground 
where he can solve relatively unimportant problems according to prevailing standards of 
rigor, or shall he descend to the swamp of important problems and nonrigorous inquiry? 
(Schön, 1987) 
 
In this chapter, I outline the principal features of the four theories informing my pedagogical 
model: systemic functional linguistics, Vygotskian socio-cultural theory, perspectives from 
Bernstein on pedagogy, and the ecological approach, particularly as developed over the past 
three decades by Leo van Lier.  As a further exploration of the ecological approach, I will 
consider its roots in symbolic interactionism.  These four orientations have contributed 
exotropically5 to my own quest for the most productive approach for advanced EAL learners’ 
formal written text development. 
A theoretical framing of the pedagogical context 
As noted in Chapter One, the chief motivation for this research came directly from SFL and 
from my belief that aspects of Halliday’s theories offer a potentially very powerful resource 
for encouraging learners to pursue higher-order thinking about language. As also noted, having 
failed to interest a class of advanced ELICOS students in SFG in a TAFE context, I turned to 
a more organic approach, moving away from seeing it as a possible methodology. I entered the 
more unpredictable, and necessarily ‘messier’, swampland, to echo Schön (1987), of its 
contingent application through dialogically-mediated text analysis. These first inchoate steps 
took place, again as noted, in Dhahran from 2003 to 2007. 6At that time, I was strongly 
influenced by the ecological writings of van Lier, particularly in relation to his notion of 
pedagogical contingency (van Lier, 1996, 2004) and his attempts to develop a theory of second 
                                                 
5 I take this term from Hasan (2005a) to express the notion of theoretical interconnectedness and, in the case of 
the BEP, of contributory interdependence. It also relates very closely to Bernstein’s notion of weakly-bounded 
classification, where there is the possibility of overlap and sharing between categories, or within the academic 
and pedagogical domains of education.  
6 An account was first published in April 2005 (Ross, 2005). 
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language teaching through a strong identification with the broad principles of Vygotskian 
sociocultural theory (Van Lier, 2008, 2010; Walqui & Van Lier, 2010). Very much later, during 
the final stages of writing the thesis, I encountered symbolic interactionism. It became quickly 
apparent to me that this theory, based principally on the work of George Herbert Mead 
(1934/2009) and Herbert Blumer (1969; 2004) formed the conceptual background to van Lier’s 
approach. More will be said about symbolic interactionism in this and following chapters.  
At the same time I was exploring van Lier, I began to revisit Bernstein, particularly his 
code theory. At first, this did not seem to offer direct potential for my work in EAL. Only later, 
I began to see the possibility of adding a further layer of theoretical underpinning by re-reading 
his ideas about classification and framing, knowledge structures, vertical and horizontal 
discourses and pedagogy, particularly as represented by Jill Bourne in relation to his notion of 
the ‘radical visible pedagogy’ (2004). Of course, throughout the development of the BEP the 
centrality of dialogic interaction, as conceived initially by Vygotsky (but conceptualised much 
more rigorously in my view by Mead) and explored widely in SFL research (Gibbons, 2009; 
Hammond, 2001; Hammond, 2008a, 2008b; Michell & Sharpe, 2005) was of paramount 
importance. By the time I arrived in Jakarta in mid-2007, I was ready to cast aside the comfort 
of a ‘methodological’ approach7 and embark on full-blown contingently-driven exploratory 
practitioner research.  
The BEP presupposes that a praxis informed by theory and a theory that is then 
recursively re-generated through feedback from praxis is more powerful than one operating 
predominantly at the level of praxis. This principle is given voice by Mary Breunig (Breunig, 
2005), writing from within the context of critical and experiential education:  
Theory is often conceived of as an abstract idea or phenomenon. Practice involves an action 
component that goes beyond the abstraction of theory. In this sense, practice and experience 
are one and the same. One way to conceive of this is that theory represents knowledge, while 
practice is the application of that knowledge . . . Thus, theory informs practice, while 
experiential and practical knowledge can be employed as a means to understanding and 
interpreting that theory. (p. 109) 
It is probable that many working within additional language education either under-
theorise their pedagogy8 or even disallow the role of theory, placing an imbalanced emphasis 
on the ‘bottom-up’ business of the teaching process to ensure effective learning outcomes and 
relying on programs and pedagogical prescriptions that are handed down from on high and that 
                                                 
7 See, for example, Kumaravadivelu (1994, 2001) for a re-evaluation of methodology in language teaching.  




are predominantly informed, if not motivated, by ‘the textbook’.9 With van Lier, I argue it 
represents an abdication of responsibility to attempt language education without it being driven 
by the ecology of particular context or contexts.10 Therefore, the BEP is contingently yet firmly 
anchored in an elastic web of complementary theoretical approaches supporting and informing 
the pedagogical practices of the moment and their contexts. In turn, they are reflexively 
conditioned by them. This nexus is crudely represented in the following model, with various 
levels of interconnectedness suggestively represented: 
 
 
Figure 2. Theoretical complementarity and potentiality in the BEP11 
 
It will be clear from the model that direct and reciprocal relationships exist between 
elements with hard arrows (e.g., Bernstein and SFL), but that between those with broken arrows 
(e.g., van Lier’s ecological approach with its roots in symbolic interactionism and SFL) some 
nods in those directions are detectable in the literature but, as yet, are not central.  Next, I 
                                                 
9 It is accepted, of course, that in certain teaching-learning contexts the observance of various prescriptive 
requirements must be met. How this is achieved, however, is another matter for the ecologically-minded 
practitioner.  
10 As van Lier (2004, p. 3) notes “The ecological approach . . . is neither a theory nor a method. It is a way of 
thinking.” Regardless of the deliberate blurring of epistemological boundaries on van Lier’s part, he does call 
for the explicit articulation of pedagogical theory from practitioners. This is a central operating principle within 
the BEP.  In line with Van Lier’s notion of pedagogy as ecological, my decision to characterise my research 
pedagogy as ‘ecological’ is based on it being situated in the immediate demands of particular teaching and 
learning contexts at specific points of time and requiring pedagogical decisions to be made contingently as 
classroom situations and conditions change and emerge. The notion of it being ‘blended’ relates to its basis in 
the combination of four distinct theories, as articulated in Figure 2. It could equally have been described as an 
‘exotropic’ ecological pedagogy after Hasan, as already noted.  
11 SCT = sociocultural theory; SI = symbolic interactionism 
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delineate those elements of SFL and sociocultural theory that, I argue, have the greatest 
potential to represent potential for a wider, richer and more justified approach to EAL practice.  
 
Systemic functional linguistics and the role of explicitness 
Much could be said about the informative relationship between SFL and language pedagogy. 
The greater part can be readily found elsewhere, in particular its role in genre theory, for 
example in the motivating social justice principles at work in the NSW Department of 
Education Metropolitan East Disadvantaged Schools Program in the late 1980s and 1990s (e.g., 
Callaghan & Rothery, 1988; Rothery & Macken, 1991) and the Write it Right project 
(e.g.,Rose, McInnes, & Körner, 1992; Veel, 2006). It is not my purpose to represent those 
issues here. That purpose lies elsewhere:  to identify at a more global level the key features 
which, to my mind, makes it such a powerful resource for EAL pedagogy. This is represented 
by its capacity for explicitness, an explicitness that operates at many levels, from, at the more 
superordinate, its ability to differentiate ‘more spoken’ and ‘more written’ texts (e.g., from the 
perspectives of lexical density and clause structure) to, for example at a much lower level, 
explicating the technical functioning of information expressed differentially as either 
Classifiers or as post-Head modifying material in nominal group structure. This potential for 
explicitness, therefore, is most evident in its power to show the intrinsic and indissoluble 
relationship between language structure and the meaning potential embedded in its realisation. 
A cornerstone of the application of SFL to language teaching practice, and indeed by 
extension of the kind of socioculturally-inspired pedagogy as advocated by, among others,  
Edwards and Mercer (1987),  is the need for explicit communication to learners of formal 
knowledge about the relationship between structure and function. This is normally represented 
in the systemic functional literature as the need to teach specific features of register and genre. 
Hammond and Gibbons (2005, p. 9) write, for example, 
[t]hrough the notions of register and genre, and related insights into the relationship between 
spoken and written modes of language, [Halliday’s] functional theory [provide] a strong 
framework for the deliberate and explicit focus on teaching language, teaching through 
language, and teaching about language . . .  
 Schleppegrell (1998) speaks of the need for both an explicit theory of grammar and for the 
particular generic and register features of scientific text to be clearly represented to students, 
particularly for the purposes of developing scientific literacy. “Without a grammatical theory,” 
she notes, “an approach that focuses on specific features can be prescriptive and reductionist” 
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(p. 187). According to the author, “[k]nowledge about grammar and genre is more than 
knowledge about language forms”. Throughout her analysis, Schleppegrell stresses time and 
again the need for both second language teachers and students to see text as “greater than the 
sum of the parts”, and for example, to explore the processes of cohesion which allow texts to 
hang together.12 Writing in 2006, she notes that “development of organizing vocabulary and a 
focus on how nominal elements can facilitate text structuring would be a fruitful focus for 
pedagogy at advanced levels” (p. 143). This focus is central to the BEP.  
In more recent research, Schleppegrell (2010) calls for greater explicitness in primary 
school education and the power of SFL to inform that process.13 This emphasis on the need for 
explicitness in communicating ideas about both the functions and the structures of language is 
fundamental to SFL theory and particularly important in the context of my research at both 
KFUPM and IPEKA. However, in relation to the total gamut of Halliday’s metafunctional 
theory, the broader SFL language teaching literature does not appear to address which elements 
to teach and in what order, at least not beyond the Ideational level of Transitivity. As noted in 
Chapter One, one of my 2008 purposes was to identify a logical and trajectorial order of 
presentation of linguistic elements in terms of nominal group structure and the metafunctions. 
Identification of what I suggest as a possible sequence allows some conclusions to be drawn 
with regard to the most useful presentation of SFG concepts in the particular teaching-learning 
context of more advanced EAL academic writing.  
This attention to the formal properties of language is of a different order from the focus-
on-form research characteristic of much research in second language acquisition (Basturkmen, 
Loewen, & Ellis, 2002; Ellis, Basturkmen, & Loewen, 2001; Loewen, 2003, 2004). As Mohan 
and Beckett (2001) note, the focus-on-form approach appears to be mainly concerned with the 
correction of error whereas the scaffolded approach adopted in studies such as theirs reveals 
the contribution that a scaffolded SFL pedagogy can make to the development of discourse and 
to the extension of learner control of more challenging forms of linguistic expression.  
According to Halliday, the value of what he terms ‘grammatics’  or “having some explicit 
knowledge of the grammar of written language” is that “you can use this knowledge, not only 
to analyse the texts, but as a critical resource for asking questions about them” (Halliday, 2001, 
p. 187).  Explicit grammatical knowledge, therefore, can be seen as “a tool for thinking with” 
                                                 
12 Much of Schleppegrell’s recent research has focused on student writing in history and the important role of 
connectors in that process (see, for example, Schleppegrell & Achugar, 2005; Schleppegrell & de Oliveira, 
2006).  
13 See Polias (2010) for ideas about making concepts more explicit through visual representation (e.g., vertical 
organisation of information as compared to the more horizontal forms – a time line being one example). 
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for the interrogation of texts, an essential element in academic knowledge formation and 
critical awareness-raising in the contexts of both the OEP and the Fundamentals of English 
program at IPEKA ICS. As van Lier (2004, p. 49) notes14: 
Through a focus on pedagogical processes of awareness-raising and critical examination of 
texts, the ecological language educator makes learners aware of what is really being said 
about what is being done, and thus encourages the learners to take a critical stance. 
He further adds:  
What needs to happen is a very systematic approach to teaching grammar explicitly, but not 
by way of explanations or accumulated entities (a succession of drills) but by raising the 
learners’ awareness of what they are trying to say and how they are saying it, and coming 
up with more efficacious ways of saying that thing. (p. 90) 
By approaching van Lier’s “more efficacious ways” from the perspective of SFG, learners are 
able to craft and refine their texts to ensure greater felicity of expression and attention to 
audience and purpose.15 As will be shown convincingly through the data presented later in this 
thesis, this process took place very powerfully in the research classroom.  
All language learners need to understand the different, yet complementary, natures of 
spoken and written forms. This was particularly true for the OEP students, whose previous 
experiences were dominated by a grammar-focused, General English approach in their 
secondary schools, and whose aim in learning English was essentially to pass exams. The need 
for explicit differentiation and awareness of the complementarity of spoken and written 
language for these kinds of students should be clear. The situation was slightly more 
complicated in the case of the Year 11 Fundamentals research students, since many had 
attended the school for some years and been the subject of New South Wales Board of Studies 
English curricula, which provided them with arguably much more diverse language learning 
experiences. Nevertheless, as was attested to by a number of the IPEKA research participants, 
the focus in those earlier classes had not been so much on the means by which meanings are 
created but on analysis of and commentary on various texts (See for example Christie & 
Macken-Horarik, 2007, for concerns about certain aspects of Subject English).  
Since students in both the OEP and the Fundamentals of English Year 11 programs had 
a specific need for induction into the language of a range of academic disciplines, including 
                                                 
14 This emphasis on explicit transmission of information in the language development process also strongly 
echoes Bernstein’s views on the relationship between pedagogical explicitness (his ‘visible pedagogy’) and the 
inevitability of teacher authority (Bourne, 2004). 
15 See also van Lier (2001a, pp. 255-256) for some valuable points about KAL and explicitness in the teaching 
of grammar, particularly in terms of the need for depth to explicitness, but he appears not to take into account 
SFG’s capacity to create both depth and explicitness at the same time.  
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science and technology, they required an approach which recognised the particular character 
and qualities of those registers, in particular of formal written language. This need is answered 
in great detail by Halliday’s functional grammar and by Martin’s complementary work in the 
1990s and more recently (for example Halliday & Martin, 1993; Martin, 2001a, 2001b;  Martin 
& Rose, 2003; Martin & Veel, 1998).  Halliday speaks of the “archival function” of written 
language, which in his words is concerned with “the world of things.” His comments reveal 
the relevance of this understanding for second language learners attempting to cross the 
linguistic threshold into the world of academic science: “. . . [T]hose who are constructing 
scientific knowledge experimentally need to hold the world still -- to stop it wriggling, so to 
speak -- in order to observe and to study it; and this is what the grammar of written language 
does for them” (2001, p. 187). 
I would argue that there is an even greater need for explicitness in inducting second 
language learners into explicit features of the target language than there is for first language 
(See Burns & Knox, 2005 for support for this view).16 In a child’s first language development, 
there is no need for explicit induction. It is consequent on socialisation. However, with EAL 
learners, not only are they attempting to acquire a total linguistic system, they are also 
attempting, as in the case of both OEP and IPEKA students, to come to grips with the particular 
genre and register features of formal academic language and perhaps even with a particular 
culture tied to that new language. Unless thoughtful care is taken by program designers to 
ensure that what is being taught and learnt targets control of those features, there is a real danger 
that what is meant to be learned is too broad to be of practical use. This was particularly true 
of the OEP, where, as noted, the course books were fundamentally inappropriate.  
The question of explicit knowledge can be further refined. The explicit use of linguistic 
terminology itself is an issue, and perhaps not an uncontentious one, to be addressed in the 
development of a SFG-based model of second language practice. It is widely accepted that 
Halliday’s systemic functional grammar is extremely complex and intricate (Halliday, 1994b, 
himself describes it as “extravagant”) and, as noted in Chapter One, at least one systemicist has 
doubted its applicability to second language pedagogy.17 Understanding SFG requires the 
learning of a considerable body of new technical vocabulary. How much needs to be introduced 
                                                 
16 See also Hasan (1994 [2011], p. 308) for reflections on the ‘naturalisation’ of the learning process in learning 
the mother tongue and on the significance of learning ‘through language’. Hasan goes on to look at the situation 
in relation to the learning of a foreign language and notes that the conditions that operate in relation to the 
intrinsic value of the learning process are the opposite of those that obtain in the case of learning the mother 
tongue.  
17 Rhondda Fahey is co-author of a highly useful introduction to functional grammar (Butt et al., 2000). 
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to learners is one part of this broader question. How much to share with readers of functionally-
based research is another. Schleppegrell defended her limited use of Halliday’s functional 
terminology quite explicitly in the 1998 article, believing that, due to the unfamiliarity of these 
terms to her (presumably) mostly American readers, it was better to avoid them. I see a possible 
problem with this rationale of exclusion, however. Failing to use the terminology perhaps 
inadequately identifies and locates SFL as a new and very different perspectival field within 
second language and EAL studies. Such avoidance has the potential to create confusion, both 
in the minds of learners and also of fellow professional readers. It is important to keep 
traditional grammatical and functional terminology at some distance from each other, despite 
some obvious overlaps and necessary inclusion of traditional grammatical descriptors in SFL 
(Halliday, 1994b), in order to show SFL-mediated pedagogy as fundamentally different from 
traditional perspectives. I also believe that EAL learners need to be exposed to a certain amount 
of this same terminology for the same reason. In my own practice, I make it clear to students 
from quite early on that my approach is very different from the school grammar one to which 
they may have been exposed. It is introduced without any reductive reformulation as “a 
different approach to grammar, called systemic functional grammar”, explaining that the 
terminology is different. Dare (2010, p. 21) makes a strong case for the explicit use of 
functional terms, noting that in Australia many of the terms are familiar due to the explicit 
teaching of functional grammar in the primary years.  
In the KFUPM context, since students frequently called for rule-based information this 
need for explicitness was capable of conversion to re-orientate them to other ways of viewing 
language learning. At IPEKA, the great majority of students revealed much less of the 
sometimes dogmatic adherence to rule-based grammar characteristic of some KFUPM 
students. On the other hand, it was rare for the Indonesian students to refer explicitly to 
traditional grammar terminology. None ever cited a rule. There could be any number of reasons 
for this considerable difference between groups. One that suggests itself is cultural differences 
in preparedness to argue, the young Saudi men often eager to offer opinions on any number of 
topics. Degrees of difference in terms of previous formal exposure to explicit formal grammar 
teaching would have to be another.  
SFG concepts shared with students 
Metafunctions 
To understand the importance of introducing Halliday’s metafunctional theory (albeit in very 
simple terms) to my students, it is necessary to appreciate how this theory fits into systemic 
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functional theory more broadly. It is also necessary to consider the notion of context of 
situation. As Butt et al. (2000, p. 5) make clear, language fulfils three essential purposes: (1) to 
share representational meaning (“what is to be talked or written about; the long and short term 
goals of the text”); (2) to share interpersonal meanings (“ the relationship between the speaker 
and hearer (or, of course, writer and reader”); and (3) to organise meanings in coherent structure 
(“the kind of text that is being made”). These three elements of the context of situation are 
termed Field, Tenor and Mode. These three functions are realised in grammar (or 
‘lexicogrammar’) as ‘metafunctions’. Field is realised as the Ideational metafunction, Tenor as 
the Interpersonal metafunction, and Mode as the Textual metafunction. Halliday refers to them 
respectively as: (1) clause as representation; (2) clause as exchange; and (3) clause as message 
(1994b, p. 35). Later, he expands: 
What this means is that the three structures serve to express three largely independent sets 
of semantic choice. (1) Transitivity structures express representational meaning: what the 
clause is about, which is typically some process, with associated participants and 
circumstances; (2) Mood structures express interactional meaning: what the clause is doing, 
as a verbal exchange between speaker-writer and audience; (3) Theme structures express 
the organization of the message: how the clause relates to the surrounding discourse, and to 
the context of situation in which it is being produced. These three sets of options together 
determine the structural shape of the clause. (p. 179) 
Towards the end of the research, after having repeatedly referred to the ‘‘Cake’ model’ 
throughout the semester, I attempted to formalise these concepts through the ‘Model of 
language and meaning’ [1]. I did not wish to overwhelm the class with complex graphic 
representations of this kind at the beginning of the research, which is why the ‘Cake’ model 
served my purposes well. The metaphor was easy to construct and build on, for example 
through reference to “all the good stuff in the middle of the cake, like cream and jam” when 
referring to the rich array of Interpersonal resources. As the research progressed, I gradually 
(but not systematically) referred to the ‘layers’ by their formal functional names (Ideational, 
Interpersonal and Textual). Sharing of ‘Field’, ‘Tenor’ and ‘Mode’, as noted above, only came 
towards the end of the semester. Had we enjoyed more time, I would have extended our 
discussions to consider the generic features of texts considerably more, based, of course, on 
our foundational work during 2008. My purpose in reproducing this figure at this point is to 
show how the ‘Cake’ model represents a backward mapping of SFL terminology. 
Nominal group structure 
Since my first exposure to SFG, one construct I found most personally significant was the 
nominal group, principally due to its capacity for clear representation as a unit of structure and 
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potential for expansion, whether pre- or post- Head modification. Another reason for my 
fascination was a consequence of this last point. Through the ‘packing in’ of lexical content 
into nominal groups, regardless of their grammatical function as Subject, Object or 
Complement, or as constituents of Circumstances, the lexical density of a text can be increased 
exponentially. A third reason I have always considered the nominal group at the heart of more 
advanced written texts is a result of the layering of structures possible in post-Head position 
through embedding (‘rank-shifting’), whereby post-Head-modifying content can be modified 
and post-modified either through the ‘laying down’ of prepositional phrases, clauses or 
combinations of the two. As noted earlier, a fourth element of nominal group structure that 
Halliday (Halliday, 1977a, 1988b, 1994b, 1999) and others (Martin, 2001b; Unsworth, 1998, 
1999) have shown to be of immense importance in more technicised (technical and abstract) 
text is the role played by Classifiers, elements of structure immediately preceding the Head 
(for example, vacuum cleaner, laptop computer, LCD projector), words identifying the sub-
class of things. These elements, which Halliday (1994) describes as ‘univariate’, together with 
post-Head modification (or ‘qualification’ in Halliday’s 1994 terms) have significant 
expansion potential. One example is ‘lung cancer death rates’ (Halliday, 1988b, p. 163), which 
as Halliday explains, is capable of realising a number of quite different meanings. As such, 
multiple Classifier structures of this kind contribute both to technicality and to abstraction in 
text. The following is not atypical of the degree of sophisticated technical abstraction found in 
much scientific and technical writing (Classifiers shown in italics with embedded post-Head 
structures in brackets): 
an information communication base [[integrating satellite and overland optical fibre 
network communications systems]]; It  is a port [of information communication]] (Osaka 
Port and Harbour Bureau, c. 1987, p. 7, cited in Halliday, 1993a, p. 221. Bracketing added. 
Classifiers in italics).  
Clearly, such lexically dense text is not easy to process. The need to explicate the role of 
Classifiers in the construction of technicality, therefore, was important to me in my work with 
students (which for the research group came in our analysis of the Jakarta Post text ‘Death 
Penalty Dilemma’ [undated article]). However, one of the first examples of complex nominal 
groups came from a reading text about atomic engines from a reading book at KFUPM. Since 
encountering it, I have often used it as an example of how lexically dense (albeit grammatically 
simple ‘A = B’) structures can be created through post-Head embedding:  
[[Developing  a synthetic substance [[which  will prevent  radiation]] ]]  and   [[developing  
an atomic engine [[which  can be protected  from damage]] ]]  will be  very expensive.  
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To show the simplicity of this lexically dense sentence, I shared it diagrammatically [2]. 
Representations of this kind together with bracketing became a regular feature of our 
discussions during the research. The table ‘Nominal group structure’ [3] represents one of the 
scaffolds I used to build relevant knowledge; it formalised considerable modelling and 
knowledge sharing.  
Lexical density  
A consistent index of technicality, whether spoken or written, is lexical density (LD).  Halliday 
(1989, pp. 12-13) defines this feature as “[the] measure of the density of information in any 
passage of text, according to how tightly the lexical items (content words) have been packed 
into grammatical structure.” Lexical density is measured as the number of lexical (or ‘content’, 
as distinct from ‘grammar’ or ‘function’) words divided by the number of clauses. In Halliday’s 
examples, lexical words are underlined: 
(a) But we never did anything very much in science at our school (2) 
(b) My father used to tell me about a singer in his village (4) 
(c) A parallelogram is a four-sided figure with its opposite sides parallel (6) 
(d) The atomic nucleus absorbs and emits energy in quanta, or discrete units (8) 
 
It will be obvious that, as we move from (a) through (d), not only does the lexical density of 
each clause increase substantially, but also its semantic and technical complexity and 
abstraction. Halliday notes that everyday spoken language typically has a lexical density of 2 
whereas scientific and technical texts can have LDs as high as 10 or more, as in the following 
examples: 
(e) Griffiths’s energy balance approach to strength and fracture also suggested the 
importance of surface chemistry in the mechanical behaviour of brittle materials. (13)  
(f) The conical space rendering of conical strings’ gravitational properties applies only to 
straight strings. (10) 
(g) The model rests on the localized gravitational attraction exerted by rapidly oscillating 
and extremely massive closed loops of cosmic string. (13) 
 
While lexical density was important for developing students’ metalinguistic consciousness, I 
did not make this a main topic for discussion, for example compared with our frequent mention 
and discussion of nominalisation (Christie, 2012; Halliday, 1993c; Halliday & Martin, 1993; 
Hammond et al., 1992), which, as noted in Chapters 4 and 5, began even in the first  (pre-
research) semester. I preferred to focus attention on how much information was packed into 
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structures, for example what I characterised to students as the ‘A = B’ type18, which was my 
way of representing clause structure based on a relational Process. This terminology (‘A = B’) 
became commonplace in our talk about grammar (see Chapter Four).  
Nominalisation and grammatical metaphor 
The concept of grammatical metaphor has been briefly described in Chapter One.  Since this 
grammatical feature and that of nominalisation are so closely related, I deal with them here in 
one conflated section. As Halliday notes, “. . . in nominalisation some element other than a 
noun, a verb perhaps, or a whole clause, has nominal status assigned to it” Halliday (1977a, p. 
7). Butt et al. (2000, p. 74) describe the process of nominalisation in the following way:  
“Through  nominalisation, events and even entire clauses are repackaged as Participants.” In 
increased delicacy, Coffin, Donohue and North (2009, p. 422) represent nominalisation as:  
. . . a type of grammatical metaphor. In formal written English there is a tendency to 
represent events, qualities of objects and events, and logical connections, not in their most 
‘natural’, or congruent form as verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and conjunctions, but as nouns. 
This is particularly the case in academic, technical, and specialised uses of English.  
Throughout 2008, I stressed the importance of nouns and “heading towards nouns” for 
increasing written technicality and formality. When finally (14 November; see Chapter 5) we 
fully considered grammatical metaphor (see Appendix 2 for the full handout), I used the 
following as exemplars: 
1. She went to McDonalds’, ate too much and got ill. (3) 
2. Her illness resulted from an over-indulgent visit to McDonalds’. (1) 
 
First, we decided which was more formal and then analysed both to see why. We noted the 
more complex clause structure of the ‘more spoken’ first sentence, consisting as it does of three 
clauses. We looked at how processes in the first (went, ate, got) are re-expressed as nominal 
groups (her illness, an over-indulgent visit to McDonalds’) and how the implicit logical 
relationship of causality in Sentence 1 becomes explicit in the more formal version through the 
verbal group resulted from. We considered the full range of grammatical movement from one 
sentence to the other, expressing it in the following table [4].  
As one final move in this first, formal discussion of grammatical metaphor, I shared 
Martin’s (2007, pp. 52-53) graphic representation of this phenomenon (see Chapter 519). As I 
                                                 
18 See Halliday (1997b, pp. 185-186, 189) for discussion of this clause type and its ‘favoured’ status in scientific 
English.  
19 See Figure 25 [85] 
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note at the end of Chapter 5, our culminatory work on grammatical metaphor on 14 November, 
where we constructed a formal definition, brought these discussions to a head and to a highly 
satisfactory conclusion.  
 
Origins of the BEP in three aspects of sociocultural theory 
Since the BEP relies heavily on shared meanings about language, its grammar and systems, 
and how structure instantiates meaning, the following three concepts from sociocultural theory 
are seminal in its realisation, particularly since that realisation takes place largely through 
dialogic interaction: (1) talk as semiotic mediation; (2) the notion of pedagogic scaffolding; 
and (3) Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development. 
Talk as semiotic mediation 
Wertsch (1990) notes three themes in Vygotsky’s theoretical framework:  
(1) a reliance on a genetic or developmental method; (2) the claim that higher (that is 
uniquely human) mental functioning in the individual has its origins in social activity; and 
(3) the claim that a defining property of human mental activity is its mediation by tools 
(‘technical tools’) and signs (‘psychological tools’) (Hasan, 2000 [1992], p. 70).  
Of particular concern to me are the second and third of these themes. As I shall attempt to 
show, the learning that took place in the research site at IPEKA was heavily mediated by the 
range of social interactions arising in the classroom and by the semiotically mediating role of 
talk for the construction of shared or common knowledge (Edwards & Mercer, 1987; Mercer, 
1994).  
The term semiotic mediation, which I have appropriated from Hasan (2000 [1992], 
2004, 2005), was not used by Vygotsky, but hails from his theory of mediated activity 
(Vygotsky, 1978) to account for the development of the human mind. Vygotsky saw the 
process of psychological development as the interweaving of two lines of development – the 
natural line, of biological origin, and the social line, in a process that Vygotsky refers to as 
‘sociogenesis’ – resulting in two distinct types of mental functioning, the elemental and the 
higher (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 46). It is with Vygotsky’s ideas about higher mental functions that 
I am particularly concerned in the development of the BEP and in interpreting the data.  
Central to this discussion is the mediating role of language. In the various instantiations 
of her understanding of Vygotsky’s notion of mediation, Hasan refers repeatedly to the role of 
language as it functions socially in the creation of discourse. The following are typical: 
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(1) “Semiotic mediation is what language naturally does in discourse” (Hasan, 2002, p. 
196); 
(2) “Vygotsky . . . attached significantly greater importance to language than to other 
modalities of meaning, so that in the Vygotskian oeuvre, the phrase ‘semiotic 
mediation’ has come to stand for ‘mediation by means of the linguistic sign’. 
(Hasan, 2005a, p. 134) 
(3)  “The notion of ‘semiotic mediation’ properly understood is participation in 
language use” (Hasan, 2000 [1992]). 
 
In my analysis of the data, I am concerned to portray the ways in which language was used to 
contribute to the higher-order thinking of students as they encountered and dealt with the range 
of linguistic concepts shared. I am also concerned to show how my own manipulation of ‘talk’ 
reflects Bernstein’s notions of horizontal and vertical discourse through the creation of a 
continuum of discourse ranging from the informal and the familiar through to the formal and 
abstract and how this discoursal manipulation was reflected by the students in their own 
responses to topics through appropriation of the vertical discourse of hierarchical knowledge 
structures to demonstrate control of the semiotic Field progressively being construed.  
 Hasan (2005a, pp. 136-137) takes Vygotsky’s notion of mediation one step further by 
unpacking it linguistically. Mediation therefore involves the following Participants and 
Circumstances: 
1. Someone who mediates (mediator) 
2. Something that is mediated (“content/force/energy”) 
3. Someone/something subjected to mediation (mediatee) 
4. The circumstances for mediation (means and location) 
According to Hasan, semiotic mediation, consisting as it does of semiotic energy, is directed 
outward “toward an other who is addressed by the mediator-speaker” and is therefore “an 
inherently interactive process”.  If there is a mediator and something which is mediated, “there 
must be a conscious mediatee”. The site and means, or manner, of mediation, reflecting 
Halliday’s Ideational element of Circumstance, are also criterial for understanding the full 
power of semiotic mediation. As Hasan notes, “I want to suggest that notwithstanding the role 
of inner speech in thinking, the necessary environment for semiotic mediation is discursive 
interaction . . .” (2005a, p. 137). According to this analysis then, any understanding of semiotic 
mediation in the construction of higher-order thinking is virtually meaningless unless language 
itself, the means for the conduction of semiotic energy, is taken into account.  
Hasan’s functional analysis of mediation allows us to make an important distinction 
between an understanding of the teacher’s role as ‘mediator’ and the progressivist notion of 
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‘facilitator’. Through the understanding which Hasan brings to Vygotsky’s notion, we are able 
to see that the Vygotskian teacher functions as an agent for the development of learning through 
the conduct of linguistically determined semiotic mediation. This, therefore, puts the teacher 
at the forefront of the teaching-learning process and not on the sidelines as some kind of 
pedagogical coach providing assistance and encouragement, an idea I touched on in Chapter 
One.20 This understanding of the teacher’s seminal role in higher-order cognition, particularly 
in the context of the project I had set myself, informed my sense of purpose and confidence in 
the conduct of the research and in convincing students of its validity and power.  
Scaffolding as semiotic mediation 
There is nothing unproblematic nor unavailable for deconstruction and challenge about the 
notion of scaffolding despite its ubiquity in educational discourse (Maybin, Mercer, & Stierer, 
1992, p. 187).  With its origins in child psychology, particularly by Jerome Bruner and 
colleagues (Bruner, 1985; Bruner & Sherwood, 1976; Wood, Bruner, & Ross, 1976) and its 
predominant application to education in the primary and lower secondary  years, I argue that a 
need exists to extend the thinking about this useful metaphor to make it more available for 
inclusion in pedagogical discussions (Mercer, 1992) that take place in the higher reaches of 
education  (e.g., Woodward-Kron, 2007),  as in the present research context, and particularly 
in relation to the development of metalinguistic awareness among ESL or EAL learners (Dare 
& Polias, 2001; Polias, 2010; Polias & Dare, 2006).  I also believe it important to revisit the 
connection between the original coinage of the term by Bruner and Sherwood (1976) and 
Vygotsky’s theoretical framework of mediation via tools, signs and symbols (Vygotsky, 1962, 
1978)  to accommodate a wider range of meditational support than, perhaps, until now has been 
considered to form part of the metaphor. I am also concerned to explore the notion of 
scaffolding as semiotic mediation, involving not just the relationship between teacher and 
individual learner, but also between teacher and whole group or class or between learners 
themselves.  A further dimension of my interest is in probing its implications for psycho-
cognitive development in what might be described as a form of macro educational 
prospectiveness21, to appropriate Wells’s very useful term for what happens at the micro end 
of more creative dialogic interactions, in order to link my blended ecological pedagogy to 
                                                 
20 In my own GCES practicums, as noted in the first chapter, I was repeatedly advised to reduce the amount of 
teacher talking time, such advice being a hallmark of communicative language teaching methodology. The BEP 
represents a direct challenge to the assumptions underlying such advice.  
21 See Halliday (Halliday & Hasan, 1985, p. 46) for a brief discussion of the concept of prospectiveness in 
relation to language. 
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Hasan’s notion of reflection literacy (Kasakeijan-Ross, 2012). In pursuing this line of inquiry, 
I am at pains to reinforce the nexus I see existing between sociocultural notions of teaching-
learning and the social semiotic basis of the linguistic theory underpinning my own teaching 
philosophy and practices and their particular expression in the 2008 IPEKA research.  
It is generally agreed that the first application of the term ‘scaffolding’ was in a quite 
specific and rather narrow context in reporting observations of child-tutor interactions in a 
problem-solving task whereby children aged 3-5 were required to construct a three-dimensional 
shape (pyramid) from blocks (Wood et al., 1976). However, as Walqui and van Lier note 
(2010), its actual first use arose prior to the ‘block’ research in the same year during Bruner 
and Sherwood’s investigations of mothers and babies in the traditional ‘peekaboo’ game 
(Bruner & Sherwood, 1976). What the authors noticed was that the interactions fell into two 
distinct types: rule-governed (the structured part of the game controlled by the mother) and 
non-rule-governed (where the mother responds to the incipient contributions of the child), a 
fact which van Lier points out has clear implications for our understanding of how contingency 
functions in the scaffolding process. It also has consequences for what scaffolding might 
represent in a revised and less parsimonious view. In the following, Walqui and van Lier 
comment on what happens when rule-governed interaction is transformed into more contingent 
forms, identifying by implication the true nature of scaffolding:  
. . . at this point the structure (“syntax”) of the game is not the scaffold. Nor is the game 
itself the scaffold [though later on, when scaffolding is extended to the education context, 
the meaning of the term expands to include the planning and setting up of the task or 
activity.]” (2010, p. 18) 
What the authors say next is consequential for identifying the many forms scaffolding 
took in the research and of its centrality in creating dialogicality: “As first conceived by Bruner 
and Sherwood, the scaffold happens when new and unpredicted behaviors emerge . . .” (p. 18), 
adding that “[t]he mother will take every sign of an emerging new skill (a word, a movement, 
an expression) as an opportunity to engage the child in higher-level functioning” (p. 19). The 
emergent nature of Bruner and Sherwood’s first coinage, therefore, resonates with the function 
of contingency in van Lier’s ecological approach and with its role in promoting the emergence 
of linguistic metacognition in my own work.22 Since the BEP’s success rests very heavily on 
                                                 
22 Mead coined and defined the concept of ‘emergence’ in the 1920s and later expressed it as “the presence of 
two things in one or more systems, in such a fashion that its presence in a later system changes its character in 
the earlier system or systems to which it belongs” (Mead, 1932 [2002], p. 92). He adds, “I have also called 
emergence an expression of sociality” (p. 93). See also Hewitt (2007, p. 117 for a more congruent explanation 
of Mead's concept. ) 
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the co-construction of understandings about language function through talk, the importance of 
scaffolding cannot be underestimated. As Walqui and van Lier argue,  
[r]ather than controlling, scaffolding is the process of responding to the child’s awakening 
sense of agency and, therefore, initiative. It is spontaneous, dynamic, interactive, and 
dialogical . . . [and] to be successful . . .  requires the child to take as much initiative as 
possible.” (p. 19)  
When such a view is adopted and put into practice, the teacher is engaged in a process 
of sharing greater control with learners and even of exposing him/herself to risk (e.g., of failure, 
of ridicule) (Blase & Blase, 2000; Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 2005; MacLaren, 2012). In reflecting 
on my ‘Funda B’ experiences, this possibility of risk was ever-present, but nevertheless entirely 
necessary in order to drive us forward towards greater abstraction and linguistically 
metaconscious reflectivity.  
 In relation to the generally accepted first use, Woods, Bruner and Ross noted that the 
usual understanding of such a task (e.g., the Piagetian model) assumed that the individual is 
acting alone and unassisted and that if another (e.g., an adult or more competent peer) is 
involved then task completion involves modelling or imitation. 23The authors’ conclusions, 
however, in analysing the interactions between the children in the experiment and the tutors, 
led them to a very different view, one which accorded with Vygotsky’s concept of learning as 
social process (Vygotsky, 1962, 1978). They noted that such intervention 
involves a kind of “scaffolding” process that enables a child or novice to solve a problem, 
carry out a task or achieve a goal which would be beyond his unassisted efforts. This 
scaffolding consists essentially of the adult “controlling” those elements of the task that are 
initially beyond the learner’s capacity, thus permitting him to concentrate upon and 
complete only those elements that are within his range of competence. (Wood et al., 1976, 
p. 90)  
What Woods, Bruner and Ross noted next, however, was of great consequence for the 
development of the concept of scaffolding for education generally: 
We assume, however, that the process can achieve much more for the learner than an 
assisted completion of the task. It may result, eventually, in development of task competence 
by the learner at a pace that would far outstrip his unassisted efforts.  
It is this notion of the learner taking ‘ownership’ of the results of teaching-learning as 
a consequence of reduced degrees of freedom (Bruner, 1978, 1985) that I have referred to above 
(in a much broader sense than those reported in relation to parent-child or tutor-child 
                                                 
23 Refer also to Forman and Cazden (1985, p. 323): “In all of Vygotsky’s writings with which we are familiar, 
the social relationship referred to as ‘teaching’ is the one-to-one relationship between one adult and one child.” 
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interactions) as educational prospectiveness. This concept of the pedagogical process informed 
and motivated my research during 2008.  As I noted many times to the students, what we were 
doing in analysing and deconstructing language had potential significance for their ability to 
deal with the kinds of academic texts they would invariably encounter at university or other 
places of higher learning. In this process of preparation for future academic language needs, 
scaffolding played a major role and assumed a wide range of expression (see Chapter Six). It 
also played a similar macro-curricular role in the program’s evolution from the beginning of 
the year through to its culmination through the repetition of such concepts as 
‘recontextualisation’, ‘spoken and written language’, ‘formal academic language’, and 
‘packing information into nominal groups’, among others.  
Students in upper secondary are engaged in the process of operating (or learning to 
operate) in increasing realms of abstraction across a range of school subjects. In functioning 
symbolically, or as forms of semiotic mediation, scaffolds in the research context reflect the 
formalization of knowledge and constructs relevant to reflection on language as higher-order 
thinking (Vygotsky, 1978). In this regard, their role instantiates and reifies this form of 
knowledge and these constructs. The range of scaffolds mirrors the richness of constructs being 
opened up for reflection and analysis through dialogue and interpretation by means of a process 
of co-constructed knowledge-building. They were also necessary due to the complexity and 
difficulty of Halliday’s metafunctional theory and its translation into meaningful and accessible 
knowledge. On another level, scaffolding represents an intermediary device linking theory on 
the one hand and the practice of reflecting on meaning-making (e.g., classroom discussions, 
development of student writing) on the other, as represented in the following figure.  
 
 




Finally, the written scaffolds functioned as reference materials, a persistent record to be 
referred to progressively and recursively for the purposes of metalinguistic consciousness- 
raising.  
A further feature of the conventional view of scaffolding with implications for my own 
research relates to temporality. As Hammond and Gibbons (2001) note in explaining the 
temporary nature of scaffolding: “Once the building is able to support itself, the builder 
removes the scaffolding” (p. 1) and add that “in the same way that builders provide essential 
but temporary support, teachers need to provide temporary support structures that will assist 
learners to develop new understandings, new concepts, and new abilities” (p. 2). I would argue, 
however, that in certain contexts (e.g., the IPEKA research project), where a different 
relationship exists between micro and macro aspects of the curriculum from those prevailing 
in the contexts of early childhood and primary education (e.g., single unit, task specific 
activity), specific scaffolds might appear and reappear repeatedly, either ‘designed in’ or 
contingent, as reported by Hammond and Gibbons (2005) rather than have a single temporal 
(that is,, single appearance) function;  the (almost) predictable nature of their reappearances 
played a key role in developing our thinking.  
The range of scaffolds I identify in the data24 reflects my need to provide a rich source 
of support for students in our theoretical journey. As Mariani (1997) and others have suggested 
(Hammond & Gibbons, 2001), high challenge (e.g., high cognitive demand in the research 
context) requires high levels of support. Many of the scaffolds used in the research involved 
physical materials (PowerPoint models, tables, diagrams, texts and text analyses, etc), but many 
others were what I describe as ‘psychological’, for example humour and physical (see Chapter 
Six for discussion of the ‘Body’ scaffold), and were highly interpersonal in nature. However, 
of all the scaffolds, none was as important as talk, particularly the talk about language that went 
on constantly, reflecting both Barnes’ (1992) notion of ‘exploratory’ talk and  Halliday’s often 
cited notion of learning about language in and through language (Halliday, 1980b)25.  
A view exists that a clear distinction needs to be made between the notion of scaffolding 
and ‘assisted performance’, which amounts to any kind of intervention that allows a learner to 
‘get through’ a task (Maybin et al., 1992, p. 188) and frequently involves direct instruction on 
how to complete an activity. Johnson (2009), for example, reinforces the notion that scaffolding 
                                                 
24 I argue that scaffolds occurring in the research pedagogy fall into two broad types: written and non-written. 
The non-written examples identified are: analytical, contingent pedagogical, humour, meta-pedagogical, peer, 
physical, psychological and toys and objects. The written were predictably manifold (see Chapter Six). 
25 The role of language in human interaction has been a feature of symbolic interactionism from the very earliest 
time (Blumer, 1969; Blumer & Morrione, 2004). 
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as a form of mediation in the Vygotskian sense is conceived of as a psychological tool: “one 
that reduces the cognitive load required to perform a particular task”, adding that such 
intervention “must have the goal of cognitive development” (p. 23). While I agree with this 
perspective, I also believe that it is sometimes difficult to make a clear-cut ruling on what 
constitutes scaffolding, as Maybin et al. (1992) observe in relation to the dialogic interactions 
between a particular dyad of teacher and student. In commenting on what appears to have been 
a failed attempt by the teacher to influence the student in her thinking about particular aspects 
of her writing, the authors note that later work by the student was markedly more successful 
than before her discussions with the teacher and that a causal link could justifiably be drawn. 
This points to a certain potential for viewing interactions as having been scaffolded at particular 
points based on later efforts and reinforces my belief that there is a need to view the concept 
of scaffolding as something potentially existing at the macro curricular level as much as at the 
point of micro interactions, a point that van Lier advanced in 2010. As such, I argue that it is 
preferable to adopt a more generous view (or, in Hallidayan terms, a more “extravagant” one) 
of scaffolding than a more parsimonious understanding.26  
A final point I would make about scaffolding in the research relates to its social 
dimension. As is evident from a greater part of the literature on scaffolding, this phenomenon 
is seen to occur in dyadic situations, particularly between teacher and individual child (see, for 
example, Maybin et al., 1992, p. 188), or in the case of the original employment of the term in 
relation to investigations in child psychology. However, my employment of scaffolds was 
overwhelmingly directed to the whole class or sub-groups within the class rather than to 
individual students although that did occur as would be expected in the case of a full, rich and 
intensive teaching program. This more broadly conceived view of scaffolding as social process 
that, in my view, is open to further investigation (but see Michell and Sharpe’s (2005) and 
Hammond and Gibbons’ (2005) reports of mainstream classroom scaffolding practices for 
evidence of such research in Australia). It is difficult to know that any causal relationship exists 
between the predominantly dyadic view and Vygotsky’s own persistent and unvarying 
portrayal of the social contexts of learning (Vygotsky, 1978) as involving parent or teacher, or 
other, and the child, a point of limitation in Vygotsky’s theoretical framework that Hasan seizes 
on firmly (Hasan, 2004, 2005a). 
                                                 
26 See also Polias (2010) for his advocacy of multi-modal forms of support (visuals and gesture in particular) for 
the creation of what he calls “pedagogical resonance” in light of my own consistent use of gesture (the body 




The zone of proximal development (ZPD) 
Vygotsky’s theory of the zone of proximal development (ZPD) is probably the cornerstone of 
education-based sociocultural theory and is certainly his mostly commonly-discussed 
contribution in the broad educational literature. It links an individual’s developmental path and 
subsequent learning with significant others in the social context of learning (see Snyder Ohta, 
2000, for discussion of the ZPD in various second language learning contexts). Vygotsky 
formally defines the ZPD as “the distance between the actual developmental level as 
determined by independent problem solving and the level of potential development as 
determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more 
capable peers” (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 86, italicised in the original). The ZPD essentially rests on 
the question of the individual’s independent problem-solving ability and contrasts with actual 
development, which identifies development retrospectively. On the other hand, the ZPD 
defines it prospectively. This bi-directionality is sometimes referred to as ‘Janus-like’ by 
sociocultural theorists and second language educators influenced by the theory (Hammond & 
Gibbons, 2005; van Lier, 1996).  
As Vygotsky explains, learning does not take place in a vacuum. Forward-thinking 
second language educators such as van Lier, Tudor, Lantolf, and Hammond and Gibbons stress 
the role of interaction in learning. Vygotsky’s ZPD has important implications for educational 
practice as a whole and even more specifically for second language and EAL, principally 
because it differentiates learning and development. Vygotsky states that learning which is 
directed towards developmental levels already achieved is a waste of time. Understanding the 
significance of a ZPD in relation to  particular learners enables us to identify effective or ‘good’ 
learning as “that which is in advance of development” (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 89). A second 
important implication of the theory for practice is that only through interaction and in 
cooperation with others can learning lead to the awakening of developmental processes (p. 90). 
Edwards and Mercer (1987) make it clear that, in contrast to Piagetian developmental 
psychology, a Vygotskian approach places the role of teacher centrally in the learning paradigm 
and not merely at its periphery. As I stress elsewhere in this thesis, acknowledging the teacher’s 
role in interaction is crucial and challenges the transmission model which characterised 
institutional expectations of the teacher-learner relationship at both KFUPM and IPEKA.  
Bernstein: vertical and horizontal discourses and the role of knowledge 
structures in creating psycholinguistic abstraction 
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In developing the BEP, Bernstein’s contributions were slow in formulating, as noted earlier. 
However, in many ways they are some of the most important, particularly in relation to his 
views on pedagogy and the possibilities inherent in his notion of verticality. This work of 
Bernstein has been consequential in developing modified views of how SFG can inform the 
teaching of language, particularly in the recent work on Subject English by Christie and 
Macken-Horarik, among others (Christie, 2007; Christie & Macken-Horarik, 2007; Macken-
Horarik, 2006b, 2009b; Macken-Horarik et al., 2011; Macken-Horarik & Morgan, 2008). 
Verticality is at the centre of their considerations. This same concern lies firmly at the heart of 
the BEP.  
The dichotomy Bernstein (2000) proposes  in the form of vertical and horizontal 
discourses is redolent of other ways of describing contrasting knowledge formations found 
elsewhere, such as in Halliday’s ‘common sense’ and ‘educational’ and Vygotsky’s ‘everyday’ 
and ‘scientific’ knowledge. Bernstein also represents this contrast with such pairs as ‘thinkable’ 
and ‘unthinkable’, ‘mundane’ and ‘esoteric’ ‘knowledge of the other’ and ‘the otherness of 
knowledge’ as well as ‘local’ and ‘official’ knowledge (Bernstein, 1996).27 Regardless of the 
terminology, what Bernstein, Halliday and Vygotsky refer to is a fundamental difference in 
representing reality in either congruent, direct and explicit terms or more obliquely and 
indirectly through metaphor and abstraction.28 Bernstein notes that “the thinkable in modern 
complex societies is managed by secondary and primary school systems” whereas unthinkable 
knowledge transmission takes place “essentially, but not wholly, in the upper reaches of the 
educational system” (Bernstein, 1996, p. 43). The purpose of the BEP in the IPEKA context in 
terms of this epistemological dichotomy was, in crude terms, to create complementary 
linguistic and conceptual bridges between the thinkable upper secondary domain and the 
unthinkable one of students’ future tertiary studies.  
Another of Bernstein’s constructs having direct relevance for my research is entailed in 
his notion of pedagogic discourses, which he first defines as “a rule which embeds two 
discourses; a discourse of skills of various kinds and their relations to each other, and a 
discourse of social order” (1996, p. 46). Adding another layer of complexity, Bernstein states 
that “pedagogic discourse is a principle for the circulation and reordering of discourses”. He 
                                                 
27 It is interesting to contemplate these expressional dichotomies with Charles Sanders Pierce’s tripartite logical 
system of firstness, secondness, and thirdness, where firstness instantiates congruence and thirdness abstraction 
and symbolicity (see van Lier, 2002b, 2004). 
28 This resonates strongly with Vygotsky’s ‘higher mental functions’, which Lee (1985, p. 74) defines as “more 
abstract and more generalized” and “social in origin”, which I see as corresponding to Bernstein’s notion of 
elaborated codes (that is, more abstract and more generalised). See also Coffin and Donohue (2014a) for similar 
discussion of students’ ‘semantic orientations’. 
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finalises his definition, noting that “pedagogic discourse is a recontextualising principle” (p. 
47). In Bernstein’s terms, by appropriating, relocating, refocusing and relating the discourse of 
SFL, my research students and I collaboratively constructed our own unique pedagogic 
discourse, the discourse of upper secondary knowledge about language. What Bernstein says 
next is telling: “In this sense, pedagogic discourse can never be identified with any of the 
discourses [e.g., SFL] it has recontextualised” (p. 47). Therefore, in Bernstein’s terms, I argue 
that we were engaged in a unique epistemological and pedagogical enterprise in the conduct of 
the BEP research. 
Corresponding to the more congruent member of the knowledge pairs referred to above, 
Bernstein describes horizontal discourse as “likely to be oral, local, context dependent and 
specific, tacit, multi-layered and contradictory across but not within contexts (Bernstein, 2000, 
p. 157). He stresses that horizontal discourse is both segmentally organised and differentiated 
and that “[not] all segments have equal importance”.  The above description of horizontal 
discourse is reminiscent of one aspect of code theory, restricted codes, work which Bernstein 
conducted early in his career (see Hasan, 2005b)29. In pedagogical terms, Bernstein notes that 
“in general the emphasis of the segmental pedagogy of horizontal discourse is directed towards 
acquiring a common competence rather than a graded performance” (Bernstein, 2000, p. 159; 
italics in original ).  Clearly, such pedagogies do not accord with the assessment driven nature 
of most institutional contexts. Certainly, this was the approach taken at IPEKA, where results 
were of the highest priority and responsibility for students’ academic success, as officially 
stated, rested as much with teachers as with students, if not more so. By contrast, Bernstein 
describes vertical discourse as 
a coherent, explicit and systematically principled structure, hierarchically organized as in 
the sciences, or it takes the form of a series of specialized languages with specialized 
modes of interaction and specialized criteria for the production and evaluation of texts as 
in the social sciences and humanities. (Bernstein, 2000, p. 157) 
Bernstein goes on to note that “vertical discourse consists not of culturally specialised 
segments but of specialised symbolic structures of explicit knowledge” and that “the 
institutional or official pedagogy of vertical discourse is not consumed at the point of its 
contextual delivery but is an ongoing process in extended time” (p. 160, italics in original). , 
Undertaken first informally and indirectly over the first semester of 2008 and then formally 
                                                 
29 The question whether second or foreign language learners of English, as was the case with my research 
students in Indonesia, can be said to come to the formal educational context with restricted codes in English is 
an interesting one to consider, but which I shall not attempt here.  
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and explicitly in the second half of that year, the research project, therefore, fits well with this 
aspect of Bernstein’s description of vertical discourse, consisting as it did of an ongoing process 
of increasingly more explicit and abstract knowledge formation.  
It is necessary now to consider Bernstein’s refinement of vertical discourse: the two 
dimensions of hierarchical and horizontal knowledge structures. However, in light of my 
present concern to represent the BEP in relation to the broad tenets of Bernstein’s theory of 
pedagogical practice, it is necessary to make a further distinction between inter- and intra-
discipline perspectives. Bernstein makes it clear that such subjects as physics are clear 
examples of hierarchical knowledge structures, but that disciplines such as sociology and 
linguistics, for example, represent disciplines consisting of segmentally organised and separate 
‘languages’. Therefore, and on that basis, language teaching (e.g., Subject English, TESOL, 
and so on) as, arguably, subsets of literary studies and applied linguistics respectively would 
be considered a horizontal knowledge structure according to the segmental division between 
various kinds and approaches within its broad umbrella, the inter-disciplinary dimension 
(Brown, 1994).30 According to this view, then, the dislocation clearly apparent between the 
mainstream ESL program at IPEKA in Year 11 and my Fundamentals of English program can 
be accounted for in Bernstein’s words because “the speakers of each language become as 
specialised and as excluding as the language”, adding that “their capital is bound up with the 
language and therefore defence of and challenge of other languages is intrinsic . . . .” (2000, p. 
162).  Viewing the BEP as partaking of the nature of horizontal knowledge structures, there is 
a certain resonance with Bernstein’s description of what constitutes development in the context 
of such structures. He notes that the introduction of a new language “offers the possibility of a 
fresh perspective, a new set of questions, a new set of connections, and an apparently new 
problematic, and most importantly a new set of speakers” (p. 162).  
One further aspect of Bernstein’s theory of vertical discourse operating via hierarchical 
and horizontal knowledge structures hypothetically supporting the identification of the BEP as 
a horizontal knowledge structure relates to his notion of strong and weak ‘grammars’. Bernstein 
cites linguistics, economics and “parts of psychology” as examples of knowledge structures 
with strong grammars, which he defines as those structures with an “explicit conceptual syntax 
capable of relatively precise empirical relations”, which he contrasts with those languages with 
weaker powers (2000, p. 163). The ability that SFG has to operate pedagogically from a highly 
                                                 
30 See, for example, Brown (1994, 2006) and Kumaravadivelu (2006) for descriptions of the various 
methodologies and approaches making up the history of TESOL teaching. 
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sophisticated theoretical base, reflecting Bernstein’s “precise empirical relations”, is evident in 
its ability to reveal the internal workings of texts and their relation to socially constructed 
meanings through the induction of learners into progressively more sophisticated forms of 
analysis. A powerful example came from the very last work we undertook towards the end of 
2008 in the Theme-Rheme analysis of the students’ own writing (see Chapter Five).  
Having considered the potential of the BEP to be viewed as an example of Bernstein’s 
horizontal knowledge structures, however, if one looks from an intra-disciplinary perspective 
at the BEP, genre approaches or Rose’s Reading to Learn (Rose, 2005, 2006, 2007; Rose & 
Acevedo, 2007) and the increasing drive towards theoretical sophistication and abstraction, 
such pedagogies begin to appear more to partake of the character and quality of hierarchical 
knowledge structures. Bernstein tells us that these result from an ‘integrating code’: “they 
appear by their users to be motivated towards greater and greater integrating propositions, 
operating at more and more abstract levels” (2000, p. 161).  Based on the application of 
elements of SFG, and in terms of potential developments within Subject English, as noted 
above, this interpretation of a theoretical approach to language pedagogy as more hierarchical 
than horizontal, perhaps, is increasingly justified. The purpose of this discussion, however, is 
not to arrive at categorical description, but to underscore the drive towards conceptual, theory-
driven practice. Bernstein is important in that consideration.  
Characterising a pedagogy based on talk 
Drawing on Bourne (Bourne, 2000, 2002, 2003, 2004) and reflecting Bernstein’s radical visible 
pedagogy (Bernstein, 1999, 2000), the BEP sees learning and teaching as a socially situated 
act (Lave & Wenger, 1991, 1996). Classroom teaching as a secondary form of socialisation, 
reflecting Vygotsky’s concern for understanding the mediating role of language for the creation 
of higher order thinking (Vygotsky, 1978),  involves the creation of sites for induction into 
particular social and discourse communities (Bourne, 2004) .  
It is important that what I am presenting not be misconstrued as a methodology per se 
for EAL teaching. It represents a post-methodology orientation to language teaching and 
learning, placing the role of discourse over any set of methodological techniques. This does 
not deny the value of strategies employed by second and foreign language teachers, for example 
the many developed within CLT (Nunan, 1991, 1997; Savignon, 1991). Rather, it elevates 
language to prime significance in order to mediate both the tasks and activities involved in 
classroom language learning and the metatalk that surrounds them. The key element of the 
blended pedagogy I am attempting to identify and disambiguate is the fundamental role of 
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language for talking about language. Therefore, a BEP as I conceive it is principally a 
metalinguistic pedagogy.31  
In a sense, the BEP consists of two faces: one visible and explicit, the other hidden and 
implicit. The visible face is that of the systemic functional content made explicit through 
presentation of theoretical information, discussion, the visual semiotics of tables and analytic 
conventions such as bracketing. The invisible face is much harder to identify; it relates to 
theoretically-driven practice and cannot be represented in the neat terms just advanced for the 
semiotics of SFG. The reason is that this side of the blended theory (e.g., scaffolding and the 
creation of Vygotsky’s zones of proximal development) is deeply embedded in the actual 
discourse that takes place in the classroom, in the messiness of talk and the constructions of 
meaningful understandings about language created through language. It can only be 
exemplified.  
To create a picture of what a pedagogy based on sociocultural principles and the 
centrality of talk would look like, I cite the work of Jill Bourne (Bourne, 2003). The example 
I would like to foreground to represent Bernstein’s radical visible pedagogy is a British 
African-Caribbean teacher (see Bourne, 2004, for details). While it is not possible to provide 
every detail of Bourne’s analysis of this teacher’s practice, a number of issues are particularly 
germane to my own practice. Bourne’s teacher very successfully manages to integrate both the 
vertical (formally framed aspects of curriculum reflecting the formal social practice of 
education found in schools and other educational institutions) dimension with the horizontal 
(allowing space for the students’ individual ‘voices’ as representative of particular, in her case 
disenfranchised social positionings). She moved effortlessly between the formal employment 
of language for strategic purposes,  engaging students in accordance with the accepted 
discourses of formal education (in this case, in the analysis of particular literary texts), to  
significantly more relaxed interpersonal relationships with them, creating space for them to 
express personal experiences, to validate their social identities and to valorise their individual 
voices, while at the same time engaging them in discussion of important questions relating to 
social responsibility, respect for others, among others.  In a similar way, in the KRUPM context 
I attempted to balance the vertical dimension of the ratified OEP curriculum together with that 
of my superimposed ‘subversive’ curriculum with the horizontal dimension of meaningful 
                                                 
31 For van Lier, the role of activity is central to his conceptualisation of educational ecology. While this is 
clearly an important pedagogical principle for the instantiation of any meaningful teaching-learning enterprise, 
as noted earlier in this paper and in relation to the BEP, the role of theory in its function of informing the 
teacher’s approach to praxis is, to my mind, paramount.  
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interpersonal teacher-student relationships, mediated by students’ own interlanguage and my 
attempts to meet that interlanguage at the level at which it presented itself through the use of 
humour, among other techniques. Much the same was true at IPEKA, except that the 
prescriptiveness of official curriculum in the OEP was replaced by an overarching and highly 
conservative born-again Christian philosophy.32  
Bourne’s discussion of the semiotic resources employed by this teacher is also 
noteworthy. When engaged in the formal, vertical dimension, she appears to be a typically 
traditional teacher, sitting behind her desk with a limited range of gestures, formal tone of 
voice, among others.  However, when she moves into the horizontal dimension, leaving her 
desk to move among the students, her demeanour changes remarkably.  Her gestures become 
more expansive and relaxed. The semiotics of the interpersonal messages transmitted reflect a 
clear demarcation of the formal (vertical) and the informal (horizontal) dimensions at the heart 
of Bernstein’s radical visible pedagogy. 
In Class, codes and control (vol. 3): Towards a theory of educational transmission 
(2003), Bernstein differentiates visible and invisible pedagogies:  
Visible pedagogies are realized through strong classification and strong frames. The basic 
difference between visible and invisible pedagogies is in the manner in which criteria are 
transmitted and in the degree of specificity of the criteria. The more implicit the manner of 
transmission and the more diffuse the criteria, the more invisible the pedagogy; the more 
specific the criteria, the more explicit the manner of their transmission, the more visible 
the pedagogy. (pp. 116-117) 
In arguing for Bernstein’s radical visible pedagogy, Bourne (2004) makes it clear that the 
weakened classification and framing of progressive education are not as effective as proponents 
might argue. She claims they can have negative effects, masking the teacher’s inevitable 
authority. She notes:  
Vertical discourse, as defined by Bernstein, is necessarily strongly framed (selected, 
sequenced, paced and evaluated). This framing, he has argued, can either be explicit, as in 
traditional transmission-type pedagogy, or ‘masked’ and hidden, as in progressive 
pedagogy.... (p. 63) 
The following figure reflects Bernstein’s representation of his radical visible pedagogy in 
relation to other forms of practice along two intersecting dimensions: (1) intra-individual and 
intergroup; and (2) acquisition and transmission.  
 
                                                 
32 The School’s motto is ‘Education in science and truth’. Compare this with what Richard Dawkins (2006, p. 





Figure 5. Bernstein’s ‘forms of pedagogy’ (Adapted from Bourne, 2004, p. 64) 
 
As Bourne explains, Bernstein’s ‘conservative’ radical pedagogy (bottom right quadrant), 
based on social psychological theories of learning “focus on intergroup relations and 
outcomes” (p. 63) and contrast with more traditional conservative practices with their roots in 
behaviourist theories of learning. Such practices emphasise the individual (top right quadrant). 
Both these forms of ‘conservative’ pedagogic practice stress the logic of transmission, or 
explicit teaching. In contrast, pedagogies on the left hand side of the horizontal axis centre on 
the logic of acquisition, whether in the form of progressive practices with a focus on the 
individual (top left quadrant) or in radical approaches with their focus on the social (e.g., 
Freire). In more direct terms, the horizontal axis focuses on the logic of acquisition 
(competence) expressed (left) via the teacher’s role as facilitator (invisible pedagogy) 
compared with, at the other end (right), the logic of transmission (performance) expressed via 
the teacher’s role as instructor (visible pedagogy) whereas the vertical axis contrasts an intra-
individual focus with an inter-group one. According to Bourne, quadrants 1-3 (top left, bottom 
left and top right) represent masked pedagogies. In Bernstein’s view, “all forms of pedagogy, 
whether the focus is transmission or acquisition, involve the social formation and regulation of 
individual bodies” (Bourne, 2004, p. 65, citing Bernstein, 1999). Commenting on the difference 
between visible and invisible pedagogies, she notes: “Visible pedagogy is explicit in 
acknowledging responsibility for taking up a position of authority; invisible pedagogy (whether 
progressive or ‘emancipatory’ [Quadrant 2]) simply masks the inescapable authority of the 
teacher” (p. 65). The BEP is philosophically and pragmatically situated in Quadrant 4.  
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As Bourne notes, the teacher’s students are aware of these transitions and mirror her 
not only in her choice of linguistic patterns, but also in their choice of gesture employed to 
support the kind of responses they make at the time, whether formal or informal. This teacher’s 
practices are similar to those I adopted at both  KFUPM and IPEKA, the locational ‘moves’ 
reflecting increased or decreased levels of formality as I progressed from one dimension of 
Bernstein’s radical visible pedagogy to another.  
It is clear from her discussion that Bernstein’s conception of pedagogy as ‘radical’ and 
‘visible’ embodies both traditional modes associated with education based on earlier 
understandings of the psychology of learning (e.g., behaviourist and [‘intra-individual’] 
individualist) with those of a more socially-oriented (‘intergroup’) pedagogy based on social-
psychological theories of learning. Such pedagogy might initially be mistaken for the 
traditional model (Bourne, 2004), with the teacher seen as sole arbiter of classroom happenings. 
However, as noted and as reflected in a pedagogical approach based on Meadian symbolic 
interactionism (see the following section), Bernstein reformulates pedagogy as a “radical 
realization of an apparently conservative practice” (Bernstein, 1990, cited in Bourne, 2004, p. 
65).  His concept of this pedagogy as ‘visible’ also echoes the call for explicitness found in 
educational practices informed by systemic functional and sociocultural theories, as touched 
on earlier in this thesis. 
Bourne’s teacher appears to have few resources. She relies on the management of 
framing both vertical and horizontal dimensions of pedagogy not only to transmit valued 
knowledge, but also to create the kind of relationships to allow her students to see themselves 
as worthwhile and able to move between divergent discoursal modes. I argue that a pedagogy 
predicated on talk embedded in a rich and stimulating text-based curriculum enables the kind 
of moves described by Bourne. Similar models of pedagogy mediated by language to that 
provided by Bourne in her (2004) study are found in the Hammond and Gibbons (Hammond 
& Gibbons, 2005) and Michell and Sharpe (Michell & Sharpe, 2005) investigations as well as 
those described in detail together with negative examples in Edwards and Mercer (1987).  
 
The ecological approach to language teaching and learning 
Over the past two to three decades, new views on second language learning research and 
practice have begun to occupy space in the literature. Increasingly, practitioners have 
questioned the relevance of much SLA research. Among those in the vanguard of this challenge 
is Leo van Lier, who from the early to mid-1980s has questioned the basis of much SLA theory 
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((van Lier, 1984, 1988, 1996, 1997, 2000, 2002a, 2004, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2011; Walqui & 
Van Lier, 2010).33  He challenges three premises.  The first is its basis in the scientific method 
with its reliance on three principles: (1) the necessity for simplifying and selecting from 
instances found in the real world; (2) the belief that the simplest explanations are to be 
preferred; and (3) that problems must be broken down into component elements and analysed 
separately (after van Lier, 2000, pp. 245-246). The second is the predominant view of learning 
as brain-centred, information-processing, cognitive activity. This view, according to van Lier, 
is held by most language teachers despite particular and divergent approaches to pedagogy. 
The third premise is that interaction and learning “relate to learning in indirect ways, by feeding 
into the cognitive processes that are going on in the brain and mind of the learner” (van Lier, 
2000, p. 246).  
One response to the predominant scientific perspective has been the development by 
van Lier and others of an ‘ecological’ approach to language teaching and learning. According 
to this view, “the ecological perspective emphasizes social interaction, which makes linguistic 
affordances available to the developing child, and the cultural context in which language 
learning takes place” (van Lier, 1996, p. 36). Van Lier traces the roots of this approach to the 
cultural psychology of, among others, Cole (Cole, 1985, 1991; Cole & Gajdamaschko, 2007) 
to educational anthropology.  In the same place, he notes: “Viewing learning psychology as 
cultural psychology naturally leads us to an ecological perspective on the context of learning.” 
He also attributes the development of an ecological view to: (1) the Batesonian view that mind 
is a social construct and (2) the Gibsonian ecological approach to visual perception “with its 
central notion of affordance”, and its focus on the interdependence of learner and environment. 
Van Lier explains how an ecological view differs from one based on the scientific method in 
the following terms. First of all, the notion of ‘emergence’ (Mead, 1932 [2002]; 1934/2009, as 
cited in Reynolds, 2003b)34replaces that of scientific reductionism. According to this view, “at 
every level of development properties emerge that cannot be reduced to those of prior levels” 
(van Lier, 2000, p. 246). A second principle is that not all learning can be accounted for in 
purely cognitive terms. As a consequence, an ecological model of learning takes account of 
learners’ perceptual and social processes, particularly in interaction with others in both verbal 
                                                 
33 See also Snyder Ohta (2000) 
34 According to Reynolds (2003a), Mead drew on Darwinian evolutionary theory using the ideas of flux, 
continuity and emergence. In relation to Mead’s theory of the socially-generated origin of mind, Reynolds 




and non-verbal communication. In this sense, in its many similarities to the premises articulated 
by van Lier, the BEP is inescapably social.  
The following section explores four of the most crucial aspects of van Lier’s ecological 
approach as it relates to the BEP: (1) the relationship between theory and practice; (2) the 
critical role of contingency; (3) the role and function of interaction; and (4) approaches to 
practice with the attendant notion of pedagogical scaffolding. Since there is considerable 
overlap between van Lier’s discussion of interaction and practice, I shall conflate the last two 
points in the following discussion. Due to van Lier’s highly theorised approach, a number of 
other important concepts can, due to the present limitations of space, only be touched on in 
passing or left unexamined.  However, at a later point I will attempt to show how these elements 
reflect the close relationship between van Lier’s ecological approach and the socio-sociological 
and socio-psychological theory of symbolic interactionism.  
 
Theory and Practice 
In this section, I will focus mainly on three areas of van Lier’s concerns: (1) the need for 
integrating theory and practice; (2) views about learners; and (3) language as a semiotic system. 
According to van Lier (1995, p. 7), a prevailing view exists among second language theorists 
and practitioners that “research is part of theory and that theorizing is an essentially separate 
activity from practicing.” Advocating an action-research based approach to practice (viz, 
Schön, 1987; Stenhouse, 1975), van Lier points to the need for practice to be linked with theory 
and research, providing a strong claim for such integration in his memorable claim, as quoted 
earlier in this chapter: “Theory without practice is useless, but practice without theory can be 
dangerous” (Walqui & Van Lier, 2010, p. xi). As he notes (1995, p. 7), “practice must be seen 
as an opportunity to do research, and as a source of theory. A practitioner must also be a theorist 
and a theorist must also be a practitioner.” Van Lier’s conception of the possibility of 





Figure 6. A developmental model of theory, practice and research (after van Lier, 1992, p. 94) 
 
The model reveals that the practitioner plays an integral and equal role in knowledge 
generation. I have contended from the outset of the present project that my particular form of 
practice is motivated by theory and that, by extension, practice has the power to generate new 
understandings. Implicit is the conviction that what is gleaned through practice feeds back 
metaredundantly into theory and, in turn, stimulates new research activity (e.g., the third 
element of the model). In this respect, van Lier’s thinking justifies that early conviction. Such 
an approach is abundantly supported by a long tradition of qualitative inquiry (Cochran-Smith 
& Lytle, 2009; Denzin & Lincoln, 2008; Green, Camilli, & Elmore, 2006; Punch, 2009; 
Somekh & Lewin, 2011).  
In developing his theory of critical practice, van Lier draws on Bourdieu’s notion of 
habitus to bridge the gap between objectivity and subjectivity, the latter being a frequent charge 
against those who turn their backs on positivist-structuralist forms of inquiry (Cochran-Smith 
& Lytle, 2009; Denzin, 2009; Lather, 2006) “The theory of practice aims to move beyond a 
forced choice between subjectivity and objectivity,” he explains. “When we leave behind the 
search for objective truth, for example in the form of narrow operationalized definitions and 
the search for causal links . . ., we run the danger of falling into subjectivism. . .” (1994, p. 7).  
Van Lier goes on to explain how a bridge between objectivism and subjectivism might be 
achieved with reference to Bourdieu’s theory35: 
. . . the view that the practices of everyday life are generated by dispositions, perceptions, 
and attitudes that are regular but not consciously coordinated or visibly rule governed 
(Thompson, 1991). The study of everyday practices from this perspective is an important 
part of the theory of practice. A second important characteristic is the centrality of 
                                                 
35 I would also argue that bridging the elements of the same dichotomy can be powerfully explained by key 
concepts from symbolic interactionism.  
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dialogue, the view that theoretical work is the achievement of communicative agreement, 
or intersubjectivity, as recommended by Habermas (1984) and other social philosophers. 
(1994, p. 7) 
Both these perspectives, that of the situatedness of the individual in his/her environment 
(Lave & Wenger, 1991), and the critical role of language (both inter- and intra-individual), lie 
at the core of both van Lier’s ecological approach and the BEP. In the same paper, Van Lier 
outlines the following four characteristics of a theory of critical practice (p. 7): (1) the 
mediation of theory and practice through research; (2) the collaborative nature of teacher 
research; (3) the critical nature of a theory of practice; and (4) the power of a theory of practice 
to shed light on the relationship between the classroom and the world beyond. It is clear from 
these observations that van Lier situates his ecological approach within the broad 
interdisciplinary field of action-based research, harking back to Dewey (1897) and Lewin 
(1946) in the early part of the last century, and later to Stenhouse (1975).36  
Van Lier is also concerned to challenge the traditional view of the teacher-learner 
relationship, reflected for example in the frequently cited conduit metaphor (Reddy, 1979), 
which, in language learning terms  “often implicitly characterises learners as an input-
consuming and output-producing collectivity of homogenous (or homogenisable) entities” 
(2007, p. 47). In contrast to this stance, which Markova (2003) refers to as ‘foundational’,  
reflecting a mentalist (e.g., expressed in the universalist theories of linguists such as Chomsky) 
as distinct from a social representational view (e.g. in the social semiotic perspectives of  
Halliday and Hasan), van Lier sees learners’ identities as constructed by ‘voice’, with voice 
implying ‘agency’. Citing Bakhtin (1981) and Rogoff (1995), he explains: “Although imitation 
and mimicry are essential elements in trying out the L237 voice, the learner must be allowed to 
appropriate the new sounds and meanings and make them his or her own” (2007, p. 47). 
Similarly, the motivating force behind my research was to work with learners to achieve control 
over the discourse features of advanced academic writing and to provide an enabling 
pedagogical framework within which learners could find their own ‘academic’ voices.  
A third definable feature of van Lier’s views on theory relates to language as semiotic 
system. In this respect, he draws heavily on the semiotics of Peirce (for example, 2002b, 2004), 
as noted briefly below. The following comments reflect his conception of the range of factors 
influencing and informing human understanding, all of which are important in education, 
                                                 
36 See Noffke and Somekh (2011) for a comprehensive account of the history of educational action research.  
 
37 L2 = second language 
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particularly language education. In 2008, he wrote: “An ecological perspective on language 
learning sees language as part of larger meaning-making resources that include the body, 
cultural-historical artifacts, the physical surroundings, in short, all the affordances that the 
physical, social, and symbolic worlds have to offer” (p. 599). Referring to the “inherent 
dialogicality of language”, he notes that “[b]efore Bakhtin, the founder of modern semiotics, 
C.S.Peirce, already emphasized the dialogical nature of semiotics and, indeed, of all thought”, 
noting Peirce’s comment: “All thinking is dialogic in form. Your self of one instance appeals 
to his deeper self for his assent . . . .” This final comment by Peirce reflects one of the 
foundational tenets of symbolic interactionism, that of indication/self-indication (Blumer, 
1969; Charon, 2010; Reynolds & Herman-Kinney, 2003). In an inchoate way, awareness of 
this internal dialogicality is one of the extended outcomes of the BEP research (see Chapter 
Nine) in my concern for the need for a theory of pedagogic interaction.  
Closely related to the issues just outlined concerning the necessity for a theoretical 
orientation to practice is that of the need for a theory of language. In various places, van Lier 
argues for the development of an educational linguistics and for the need for a theory of 
language “so as to anchor [teachers’] work in firm principles leading to consistent and well-
informed practices” (2008, p. 598). He sees this as involving “a clear vision of what language 
is and does, and a coherent set of working metaphors for language learning and teaching”. 
However, despite some occasional references to and evident great respect for Halliday’s work, 
to my mind van Lier does not explain in any great detail how this theory of language might 
look, or how it might be conveyed to learners. In contrast, this is exactly what the BEP is 
intended to achieve through the explicit sharing of knowledge and understandings about key 
constructs from functional grammar. Significantly more is needed than ‘working metaphors’38.  
On a final note before leaving this brief overview of van Lier’s concerns, in relation to 
the question of the theory-practice nexus, he writes: “In ecology, practice and theory are closely 
interrelated, and they are dynamic and emergent, never finished or absolute. Both are based on 
principles that are powerful and enduring, once teachers and learners make them their own.” 
(2010, p. 2). In the evolution of what I have come to represent as a blended ecological pedagogy 
for advanced EAL academic writing, van Lier’s work has been and continues to be both a 
                                                 
38 At one point in my work with the 002 Orientation English Program students at KFUPM we were examining 
the workings of various kinds of Themes. One student astutely asked whether ‘wh’ question words were 
examples of Interpersonal themes. Many other such examples of students becoming deeply engaged with 
theoretical constructs of this and similar kinds from functional grammar are to be found in the data I collected 
throughout the research (particularly evident in the contribution and involvement of such students as Turner and 
Calvin Sr at IPEKA). This kind of explicit epistemological mining represents significantly more than the 
exploration of metaphors.  
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motivating and an inspirational force in my own emergent thinking. It is the integrative trinity 
of theory, research and practice that van Lier stresses so strongly that results in the kind of 
dynamism necessary for real change to happen in language education.  
Contingency 
Van Lier’s discussion of contingency reveals its operation on two distinct but interconnected 
levels, micro and macro. He grounds this discussion in spoken interaction. In his notes on 
contingency in utterances and their coherence, he asks two questions: (1) What motivates the 
utterance? (What is its relationship to context?), to which he answers that “the words are 
anchored to the world . . . This aspect of contingency lends security and stability (and hence, 
predictability . .  ) to the meanings of utterances” (van Lier, 1992, p. 97); and (2) What might 
be the outcome of this utterance? a question that relates to the consequences of an utterance. 
This second question refers to “expectations for changes in the world” and relates to the notion 
of uncertainty and potentiality. However, he adds, “these changes can never be predicted with 
total accuracy” (pp. 97-98). Van Lier provides a brief outline of the sources for the construct 
of contingency that he draws upon, for example Schlegloff’s (1972) notion of conditional 
relevance in conversation analysis, and Gordon Wells’s (1985, 1996) intersubjectivity of 
attention in early childhood education.  Drawing on Vygotsky’s theory of development and the 
transformation of inter-individual processes into intra-individual ones, he notes, “My claim is 
that the quality of contingency in talk is crucial for the transformation of social interaction into 
language development” (van Lier, 1992, p. 100).  
The second, macro, level refers to the relationship between inter-individual interactions 
(including the teacher) ‘at work’ in the classroom and the evolution of curriculum. At this more 
abstract level, how what is said can lead the teacher to direct discussions towards more complex 
notions and move learning in line with ‘designed-in’ (planned) elements of curriculum. There 
is a clear relationship between contingency operating in this way and Wells’s notion of 
prospectiveness (Wells, 1996). As I have noted previously (Kasakeijan-Ross, 2012), the 
process of knowledge construction using functional grammar with which I was engaged with 
my Saudi students operated overwhelmingly at the level of contingency. The springboard for 
our discussions was the course materials (Phillips & Phillips, 2003). These provided frequent 
and productive opportunities for me to lead students towards increasingly complex and abstract 
understandings of resources for formal text building, employing SFG. What I am suggesting 
now in relation to van Lier’s unpacking of contingency is that the process at both micro and 
macro levels took place concurrently and creatively as a result of the students’ readiness to 
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discuss theory. This willingness to talk about linguistic concepts enabled me to lead them 
further, and often in unexpected directions, than I would have conceived possible or realistic 
had I adopted a planned approach. It is this very dynamic phenomenon that I characterise in 
terms of contingency as macro educational prospectiveness. As I have noted, the IPEKA 
context was very different due to a much more reserved and, perhaps, more reticent student 
profile.  Here, contingency at the micro level of utterance generated new learning opportunities; 
however, it did not allow the kind of theoretical ‘departures’ we enjoyed at KFUPM. Therefore, 
my decision to share metafunctional notions at the level of Transitivity resulted in discussions 
of Ideational matters dominating the first half, or even more, of the total project. Our work on 
thematic development resulted more from my planning than from the kind of macro educational 
prospectiveness described above.  In terms of contingency, the two contexts were, therefore, 
very different. What van Lier says about unpredictability and lesson planning, therefore, would 
seem to be more appropriate to the second context than the first: “Lessons and tasks are 
planned, but they can never be planned so carefully that every moment goes according to plan. 
This means that there is always – and should always be – an element of improvisation” (2007, 
p. 52).  
Interaction and Pedagogical Practice 
Van Lier’s early interest in interaction is evident in his examination and questioning of the 
initiation, response, evaluation/feedback (IRE/IRF) cycle (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975; van 
Lier, 1984). He challenged the then accepted views of teacher dominated classroom interaction. 
His concern was, and has continued to be, with the dynamism of classroom interaction, or “the 
structuring work undertaken by all participants in order to achieve a classroom lesson” (1984, 
p. 166).  He has consistently focused on pedagogy as action-based and on the concept of 
‘activity’. In a 2001 book chapter, he deals with this issue extensively, examining the limits 
and limitations of the three-part exchange, noting that: 
The IRF format discourages interruptions (or disruption) and can therefore be called a 
closed rather than open discourse format, in that it structurally and functionally controls 
what takes place. It is like a discursive guided bus tour, but the itinerary is often unknown 
to the students. (pp. 95-96) 
Writing of the relationship between interaction and scaffolding, he notes:  
It is unclear whether IRF has in its structured the flexibility to effect handover. I suspect 
that, for handover to be possible, IRF must be abandoned at some point to make place for 
autonomous learner discourse. This switch from IRF to more open discourse structures 
may be a crucial pedagogical decision point, and research should focus on it more closely. 
(van Lier, 2001b, p. 96) 
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The following year, he again questioned and challenged the notion of teacher as 
transmitter and the learner as receiver of information: “Interaction of various kinds is a major 
source of learning opportunities. But interaction cannot be narrowly defined as information 
exchange, or as an ‘expert’ providing input to a ‘novice’” (van Lier, 2002b, p. 264). To drive 
home this point, van Lier characterises the traditional classroom: 
. . . by and large students still sit in rows or chairs facing the front as they did in earlier 
centuries, the front being defined by where the teacher is ‘at’. Instruction is ‘delivered’ in 
one way or another form from the knower to the unknower. The job of the un-knower is to 
study hard, that is to expend significant amounts of energy to put the instructional 
materials into their head by cognitive processing (memorising, schema formation and the 
like), and to automatise behaviours (by dint of practice) that lead to fluent skills. This is 
rewardable hard work, and tests can easily be designed to check how the students are 
progressing in the desired direction.  (van Lier, 2007, pp. 49-50) 
 
By way of contrast he portrays the optimal classroom language learning environment as 
project-based and dominated by action and activity:  
The semiotic-ecological approach sketched here contains much of what we are already 
familiar with in collaborative, exploratory classrooms. In a sense this way of working 
resembles more a pre-school or kindergarten classroom than a secondary or tertiary 
classroom. Perhaps it lacks the visible decorum of academic solidity that radiates from the 
lecture theatre. However, the advantages may outweigh this seeming lack of rigour. 
Learners will be in charge of their own learning, they will be motivated, and their activity 
will connect the physical and the mental, the perceptual and the cognitive, the personal 
and the Interpersonal. (van Lier, 2002b, p. 264) 
The picture he paints is perhaps quite different from that obtaining in my own 2008 
research, and represents a significant difference in terms of pedagogy. The latter reflects more 
the situation presented by Bourne, as described earlier. I do not claim that language classrooms 
should not be dynamic, active and engaging environments. However, I do not subscribe to one 
standard ‘look’, to the idea of a ‘one size fits all’ formula for optimal learning39.  As symbolic 
interactionist principles make clear, activity is as much mental as physical (Reynolds, 2003a); 
therefore, it cannot be assumed that the appearance of a traditional classroom necessarily 
denotes conservative practice (e.g., the difference between Quadrants 3 and 4 of Bourne’s 
model, as evidenced earlier). The teacher may not have a great deal of say in the ‘appearance’ 
                                                 
39 To be fair, I must acknowledge the role of context in the structures that are necessary to put in place in 
meeting the needs for a wide range of teaching and learning situations. Van Lier speaks to the secondary 
classrooms found across many states of the US with all the various language learning needs represented in those 
different contexts. My research in Jakarta was very directly related to one main purpose: the development of 
advanced writing practices among senior secondary students who, in general, had attained quite advanced 
spoken language proficiency. 
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of the classroom, particularly its layout, arrangement of furniture or what might or might not 
be allowed to be displayed on walls, for example. These are secondary to the richness of the 
intellectual and semiotic resources, or affordances, that the teacher can bring. In my view, and 
from a symbolic interactionist perspective, it is the quality, depth and variety of verbal and 
other forms of interaction (Moscovici & Duveen, 2000), embodied in dialogic engagement, 
that create the most powerful opportunities for the development of the higher-order thinking 
necessary for learners to develop understandings of and skills in advanced forms of languaging. 
The picture van Lier creates connotes a more typical progressive methodology than that which 
his philosophical orientation might otherwise suggest. If the ecological approach is to remain 
an ‘approach’ (a ‘way of thinking’) rather than a methodology, we must dig deeper to determine 
how knowledge-construction arises.  
 
Brief outline of symbolic interactionism 
As previously noted, symbolic interactionism came late in the BEP’s theoretical development. 
I bring it into the discussion here to extend the ecological ideas of van Lier, who, as noted, 
although he does not explicitly acknowledge the theory in his writings, draws heavily on it, 
particularly in terms of his discussions of mind, emergence, contingency and semiotics (e.g., 
the work of Charles S. Peirce40) and the centrality of activity, an idea drawn from North 
American pragmatism41, one of the key sources of symbolic interactionism.  As I have argued, 
symbolic interactionism has the potential to tie together all of the others (SFL, Bernstein, post-
Vygotskian sociocultural theory, and van Lier’s ecological approach) in a way that, to my mind, 
no other theory can. It is a powerful account of human action and thought. Symbolic 
interactionism is a theory that helps explicate the relationship between individual and 
collective, whether conceived of as the rather indeterminate construct of ‘society’ or the more 
reified notion of ‘group’. It also shows how the individual constructs thought-based action 
through self-interaction (strongly suggestive of Vygotsky’s own work on inter-/intra-individual 
knowledge construction)42.   For this reason, among others, symbolic interactionism has the 
potential for amplifying the 2008 research interactions in ways more penetrating than surface 
                                                 
40 It is interesting to note van Lier’s strong use of Peirce’s ideas in the framing of his ecological pedagogy. As 
Reynolds (2003a, 2003b) observes, Peirce, a logician with the same scientific orientations as Dewey, and in 
strong contrast to the humanist William James, was committed to a positivist epistemology and to the scientific 
method with its attendant notions of input, output and validity. Peirce is acknowledged as having coined the 
term pragmatism (Thayer, 1982).  
41 Or North American philosophical pragmatism,  in the words of Felipe Carreira da Silva (2007)  
42 See Daniels (2012) for discussion of Mead’s work in relation to Vygotsky.  
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description, and of shedding light on the recorded data, something I attempt to do albeit 
selectively and in a limited way in my discussion of scaffolding in Chapter Six.   
Symbolic interactionism answers an exegetical need I have felt from the beginning of 
my experiments applying a functional approach to language education in general and to the 
development of advanced forms of writing in particular. From the start of these explorations, I 
was aware of internal ‘dialogues’ I had during teaching and learning43, but had formed only an 
un-theorised awareness of their presence. My closest explanation for their power was through 
van Lier’s reference to contingency. It has only been through exposure to the work of symbolic 
interactionists, particularly Mead (1932 [2002], 1934/2009) and Blumer (1969; Blumer & 
Morrione, 2004), that I have discovered a theory (or set of theories) which advances my 
understanding of the critical role of self-indication (or self-interaction) in the development of 
the pedagogical act. I also believe this same process of talking to oneself on the basis of the 
feedback we receive from the gamut of available social objects or affordances is also evident 
in the mental lives of my students during the continuum of classroom time, from the most 
critical and illuminating epiphanic moments through to those where boredom and disinterest 
may have prevailed.  
Closely tied to the interactionist notion of self-indication is that of role, which, as 
Hewitt and Schulman (2011) note, is not a prescribed set of behaviours attendant on one’s 
social role at any one time (e.g., that of teacher of a Year 11 Fundamentals of English class in 
a school in West Jakarta) but a “perspective for constructing conduct” (p. 52). Rather than a 
“concrete list of behaviors”, a role is “a more abstract perspective from which the individual 
participates in a social situation and contributes to its social acts and social objects.” As for my 
role as teacher and research project leader, I found myself continually attempting to anticipate 
students’ reactions to ideas and making predictions about possible lines of shared inquiry. This 
is what interactionists describe as ‘taking the role of the other’ (Blumer, 1969; Blumer & 
Morrione, 2004; Hewitt, 2007; Hewitt & Shulman, 2011; 1932 [2002], 1934/2009), a founding 
principle of symbolic interactionsm. It was, as suggested above, a key operating principle in 
my experimental pedagogy. Hewitt and Schulman explain: 
                                                 
43 I conflate these terms as one nominal group complex in order to indicate the reciprocal nature of the 
pedagogical process – that we learn as much from the act of teaching as the students (hopefully) gain from our 
directed learning (and here I have been deliberately ambiguous in my instantiation of this idea). In line with 
antinomic representation as outlined powerfully and clearly by Markova (2003), I see teaching and learning as 
two complementary and inseparable parts of one process – that of the development of abstract (or higher-order) 
thinking. In essence, it is my firm conviction that one cannot have one without the other.  
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A role provides a perspective from which one acts–just as the roles of others, through our 
acts of imagination, provide perspectives from which we view both their conduct and our 
own. The catcher acts by grasping the softball game as a whole through the eyes of a catcher, 
but also by occasionally transporting himself into the perspectives (roles) of the pitcher or 
batter in order to anticipate and make sense of their acts.” (Hewitt & Shulman, 2011, p. 52) 
Acting (albeit unwittingly) from a symbolic interactionist perspective, I was actively, 
consciously and purposefully adopting the roles of both teacher and student in my attempts to 
build shared understandings of how functional ideas could be applied pedagogically. More 
simply, in order to achieve my purposes, I had to ‘get inside the heads’ of my students as well 
as then interact with myself on the basis of what I had learned through such imaginative 
interpretations. This is the true nature and essence of pedagogic interaction.  
Symbolic interactionism is highly complex and frequently challenged (Charon, 2010; Denzin, 
2003; Manning, 2003; Rock, 1979; Sandstrom & Fine, 2003) 44, having within it a number of 
competing, and at times, apparently contradictory strands based broadly on whether proponents 
adhere to the tenets of either the Chicago School, principally following Herbert Blumer45, or 
the Iowa School, following Manford Kuhn and his associates (Denzin, 1992; Reynolds, 2003a; 
Stryker, 2008). However, there are clearly definable features that stand out as predominant. For 
the sake of brevity, I shall rely on Charon’s (2010) accessible introduction. However, the many 
contributions to Reynolds and Herman-Kinney’s (2003) Handbook of Symbolic Interactionism 
provide a thorough, if not exhaustive, overview46. According to Charon (2010, pp. 28-29); 
formatting and emphasis adjusted, and selectively summarised), there are five central ideas 
governing symbolic interactionism. First, the human being must be understood as a social 
person. It is ongoing lifelong interaction which leads us to do what we do. The second principle 
is that the human being must be understood as a thinking being. Human action is not only 
interaction among individuals, but also interaction within the individual. Third, humans do not 
sense their environment directly. Instead, they define the situation they are in. An environment 
                                                 
44 On page 1031, Manning refers to the “standard critiques of symbolic interactionism –its self-focus, its failure 
to explicate structure, its lack of a framework for organizational analysis, and its descriptive, ethnographic base” 
but notes that such critiques “often ignore the very real and important work done in the areas faulted.” Taking 
these criticisms further, he concludes that “they assume that these questions are properly answered by analysis 
of large data sets using economistic models.” 
45 Blumer’s three basic premises are summarised by Sandstrom and Fine (2003, p. 1053): “(1) that we act 
toward things based on the meanings they have for us, (2) that these meanings are created through interaction, 
and (3) that they change through interaction.” 
46 See Prus (2003) and Reynolds (2003a), for example, for a concise overview of the roots of symbolic 
interactionism in Ancient Greek thought and, much later, the early twentieth century American pragmatism and 
functional psychology of William James, John Dewey, and to the thinking of Charles S. Peirce, William Isaac 
Thomas, Charles Horton Cooley, and George Herbert Mead, among others, and to earlier generations of Scottish 




may actually exist, but it is our definition of it that is important. Definition does not simply 
randomly happen; instead, it results from ongoing social interaction and thinking. Fourth, the 
cause of human action is the result of what is occurring in our present situation. It is not 
society’s encounters with us in our past that cause action, nor is it our own past experience that 
does. It is, rather, social interaction, thinking, and definition of the situation that takes place in 
the present. Finally, human beings are described as active beings in relation to their 
environment. Words such as conditioning, responding, controlled, imprisoned, and formed are 
not used to describe the human being in symbolic interactionism. In contrast to other social-
scientific perspectives, humans are not thought of as being passive, but actively involved in 
what they do.  
These five constructs clarify the central role of perception in symbolic interactionism. 
In contrast to the input-output thinking of much SLA, perception and self-interaction as well 
as interaction with others are important for developing both an ecological approach to language 
education in general, as represented in van Lier’s work and in the evolution of my own BEP. 
These ideas will be further explored in Chapter Six in particular relation to Mead’s notions of 
symbol and social object in the context of pedagogical scaffolding.  
 
Chapter summary 
Sufficient evidence exists from the theoretical perspectives briefly sketched to suggest 
that, together, they constitute a justified and complementary theoretical basis for the 
development of higher intermediate and advanced EAL writing pedagogy, or for EAL language 
development at any level, with modifications for programs targeting less advanced learner 
levels. The unifying factor in the model is what each theoretical strand brings: from Halliday 
and SFL theory, providing the epistemological basis; and Bernstein, with his notion of a radical 
visible pedagogy and drive towards verticality; the many writers working within the 
sociocultural field, particularly in relation to scaffolding;  through to and including the 
particular multi-theoretically oriented ecological approach of van Lier; and, finally, the 
potential for symbolic interactionism to deepen and enrich the discussion of an ecological 
approach to second or additional language education, as well as potentially to bind the four key 
theories together as one whole, particularly through investigations into deepening 
understandings of pedagogic interaction. Having so many theoretical balls in the air might seem 
to some that this is taking Schön’s notion of messiness a little too far. On the other hand, it not 
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only can be done, but that it should be done and that messiness is not just a fact of life: it is a 




3. METHODOLOGICAL PARAMETERS 
 
Evidence in a countable or measurable sense is not something that all qualitative 
researchers attend to. Few critical ethnographers (Madison, 2005) think in a language of 
evidence, they think instead about experience, emotions, events, processes, performances, 
narratives, poetics, the politics of possibility. . . . 
We can never know the true nature of things. We are each blinded by our own perspective. 
Truth is always partial. (Denzin, 2009, pp. 142, 153) 
 
The methodological framework I have chosen is necessarily qualitative, based on my need to 
make sense of considerable disorder. The pathway is not straight, but a series of intersecting 
and converging routes. This should not be taken as indicating confusion or lack of direction 
but rather be interpreted for what it is–an articulation of complexity: complexity not only in 
the models I am drawing on to represent practitioner research, which best reflects the project’s 
multi-perspectival nature, but also the complexity of the data collection and analysis processes. 
The data is at once constitutive and exegetical. It both is the story and tells the story.  Kincheloe, 
McLaren and Steinberg (2011) have described this as research as bricolage. The authors 
explain that “bricolage implies the fictive and imaginative elements of the presentation of all 
formal research. The bricolage can be described as the process of getting down to the nuts and 
bolts of multidisciplinary research” (p. 168). Stressing the complexity of these processes, they 
note that 
the critical researcher-as-bricoleur abandons the quest for some naive concept of realism, 
focusing instead on the clarification of his or her position in the web of reality . . .. In this 
context, bricoleurs move into the domain of complexity. The bricolage exists out of 
respect for the complexity of the lived world and the complications of power. Indeed, it is 
grounded on an epistemology of complexity” 
For this study, I chose a practitioner research design employing an ethnographic approach to 
data formation. These methods are appropriate for representing the development and 
documentation of a blended ecological pedagogy such as I have outlined so far. In this chapter 
I explore the methodological underpinnings as a form of practitioner research; provide a brief 
overview of the place of English language learning in Indonesian schools and the institutional 




Practitioner Research as a methodological construct for the study 
 Due to the wide range of studies undertaken in the name of practitioner research, it is important 
to delimit it somewhat and identify areas of commonality with the wider field as well as 
determine how the present research represents a specific and context-embedded variety within 
teacher practitioner research.  Cochran-Smith and Lytle (2009) note of educational practitioner 
research that  
[its] inquiry stance is perspectival and conceptual – a worldview, a habit of mind, a dynamic 
and fluid way of knowing and being in the world of educational practice that carries across 
the course of the professional career – not a teacher training strategy, a sequence of steps 
for solving classroom or school problems, or a skill to be demonstrated by beginners to show 
competence. (cited by Menter, Ellitot, Hulme, Lewin, & Loweden, 2011, p. 14) 
In this respect, practitioner research strongly echoes van Lier’s characterisation of the 
ecological approach as ‘a way of thinking’, as noted in Chapter Two.  
In pursuing an appropriate characterisation of the research, I have been guided 
significantly by Zeichner and Noffke’s (2001) extensive coverage of practitioner research, its 
purposes and standing (but see also Cochran-Smith & Donnell, 2006; Mason, 2002; Menter et 
al., 2011; Mockler & Sachs, 2011; Somekh & Lewin, 2005, 2011). Their account of this form 
of research methodology is particularly helpful in contextualising the methodology in relation 
to other forms. The method originates outside education in the work of Lewin (1946) and 
Collier (1945) in the domain of social investigations. Later a transition to the area of education 
took place in the work of McKernan (1996) and McTaggart (1991). As a form of qualitative 
inquiry, practitioner research also has its roots in early twentieth-century pragmatism (for 
example, in the participant observation work of Charles Horton Cooley), work which formed 
the predominant method of inquiry for the first Chicago School of symbolic interactionism 
(Musolf, 2003).   
As a teacher-researcher engaged in an investigation of my own practices, the model I 
have identified is also described as ‘insider research’, ‘teacher research’ or ‘insider inquiry’ 
(Cochran-Smith & Donnell, 2006; Mockler & Sachs, 2011). Cochran-Smith and Donnell 
(2006) refer to this form of qualitative research as ‘practitioner inquiry’, a stance employed 
across a range of disciplines.  Studies of this nature represent a very different paradigm from 
that of academic research in general (Cochran-Smith & Donnell, 2006; Cochran-Smith & 
Lytle, 2009; Zeichner & Nokkfke, 2001). Zeichner and Noffke reflect the call of others, 
including those of Dewey (1929) and others (Menter et al., 2011; Somekh, 1993; Somekh & 
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Lewin, 2005) for more investigation by teachers, as well as other practitioners (Schön, 1987), 
of their own practice. However, little attention has been paid to practitioner research in the 
literature.47 Zeichner and Noffke (2001, p. 304) refer to such published studies as “fugitive 
literature”. They perceive this as a lack of appreciation for what practitioner research has to 
offer as a legitimate form of epistemology (p. 298). Menter et al. (2011) note that criticisms of 
the method include that it is limited in its sphere of influence (p. 12). However, as they suggest, 
the more that teachers engage in researching their own practice, the greater the likelihood of 
research influencing educational policy and practice.  In addition to both developing and 
deepening awareness of educational practices and contributing to change, practitioner research 
can potentially generate substantial professional knowledge (Cochran-Smith & Donnell, 2006; 
Zeichner & Nokkfke, 2001, p. 306). Menter et al. (2011) echo this claim and point to its 
potential for creating and maintaining ‘professional socialisation’.  Investigations into the kind 
of pedagogy I have researched are only nascent.  
There are a number of reasons for engaging in practitioner research.  Zeichner and 
Noffke (2001) present an overview of various personal and professional motivations. Fischer 
(1996) gives the following: (1) the desire to investigate the processes involved in student 
learning; (2) an interest in innovation in curriculum; (3) the wish to effect change in one’s own 
teaching practices; and (4) “a search for connections and meaning in one’s own work” (Fischer, 
1996, in Zeichner & Nokkfke, 2001, p. 306). An interest in pedagogical and curricular 
improvement is also a key feature of practitioner research as it is practised particularly in the 
United States (p. 311).  In addition, Zeichner (1997, in Zeichner & Nokkfke, 2001, pp. 306-
307) gives the following list of motivations for participation in practitioner research: (1) to 
improve practice; (2) to better understand a particular aspect of practice; (3) to better 
understand one’s practice in general; (4) to promote greater equity; and to influence the social 
conditions of practice. Menter et al. (2011) refer to the need for teachers to engage in enquiry 
based teacher research to take teaching and learning beyond outmoded transmission models 
and forms of pedagogy (p. 14). Such engagement positions teachers as both “learners and 
producers of knowledge” (p. 15), a concept that again challenges the conduit metaphorical 
construct (Reddy, 1979), ultimately leading to professional growth and enhancement of the 
image and status of teaching (see also Wells, 1999, in Noffke, 2009, for similar arguments and 
                                                 
47 For example: (1) the 2011 edition of The Sage Handbook of Qualitative Research (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011) 
makes no mention of either ‘practitioner research’, ‘insider research’, ‘teacher research’ or ‘insider inquiry’; (2) 
Denzin and Lincoln’s earlier The Landscape of Qualitative Research (2008) reflects the same absence; (3) 
Green, Camilli and Elmore’s (2006) Handbook of Complementary Methods in Educational Research (p. 652) 
makes passing mention of ‘practitioners as researcher’.  
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examples of collaborative action research by teachers and evidence of their success through 
publication and other forms of professional engagement). 
Richert (1996) identifies a range of positive benefits for teachers engaging in research 
of their own practices. Among these are: (1) a sense of revitalization; (2) an affirmation of 
teachers’ own intellectual capabilities; (3) reinforcement of the value of teachers’ research 
abilities for the school itself; (4) a ‘reconnection’ of teachers to colleagues and to reasons for 
initial commitment to the profession; and (5) an expansion of teachers’ conceptualization of 
their professional potential (Richert, 1996, cited in Zeichner & Nokkfke, 2001, p. 308).  
Zeichner and Noffke note that the methodology has now extended beyond the context of 
primary and secondary education to include research on aspects of their own practices by 
academics at college and university level (2001, p. 304). In this respect, my research is 
consistent with the expansion of the practitioner research paradigm.  
For my own part, and reflecting Fischer (1996), the desire to develop a deeper, more 
theoretically as well as a more practically informed understanding of the processes involved in 
second language learning is a motivating factor for engaging in classroom-based research 
(Cochran-Smith & Donnell, 2006; Menter et al., 2011). Investigating my own practices was 
from the outset and remains a core motivation. Having a deep conviction of the potential value 
of a blended sociocultural and systemic-functional approach, I am motivated to investigate and 
demonstrate this pedagogical orientation and its theoretical significance. This sense of personal 
mission is, for example, reflected in comments by Dadds (1995), McNiff (1993) and Noffke 
and Zeichner (1987), noted by Zeichner and Noffke (2001, p. 308) as well as consistently 
throughout the Guide to practitioner research in education (Menter et al., 2011).  Menter et al. 
(2011) add that “resonating with the work of Lewin and others, the focus of practitioner 
research often shifts from classrooms, theories, and children to changes in teachers’ basic 
orientations to practice” (cited in Zeichner & Nokkfke, 2001, p. 308). This aspect of the 
methodology correlates directly with Zeichner and Noffke’s call for those involved in 
practitioner research to make explicit their reasons for engaging in research (Burns, 2011; 
Zeichner & Nokkfke, 2001).  
A third motivation, the political, can be added to the personal and professional. As 
Zeichner and Noffke (2001, p. 309) comment, “Although practitioner research is accepted as 
an emergent form of creating knowledge, the purpose here is to challenge, rather than reinforce, 
existing forms of knowledge. In my research at IPEKA, the potential for collegiate and 
managerial resistance to my activities was ever-present. Another dimension, reflecting a deep 
conflict of values in Indonesian society, relates to a call for the education of Indonesian youth 
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to promote greater learner independence and critical thinking (Emi, 2005). Interested, as I was, 
in developing students’ critical awareness of the potential of language to critique ideas, I left 
myself open to challenge from the conservative element of both the learner community and 
colleagues who believed in more predictable (‘transmissive’ and ‘linear’) approaches and to 
those suspicious of anyone wanting to research  his or her own practices (Cochran-Smith & 
Donnell, 2006).  
 In addition, and in line with Vygotsky’s pursuit of higher order thinking, which I would 
fine define as critical higher order thinking, by stressing a critical reading and evaluation of 
texts, part of my personal motivation was to encourage students not to accept uncritically or 
unreflectively the deeply entrenched religious teachings to which they were daily exposed48, 
but, to put it plainly ‘to think for themselves’. Of course, I did not make this motivation explicit 
to the students or to any of the other teachers or school authorities for obvious reasons. I 
approached anything of this nature extremely carefully.  
The narrative component of the research design 
Ethnography involves a great deal of thick description and multiple forms of evidence, 
including the researcher’s field notes or journal entries as well as the words and reports of 
participants. Presentation of this kind of evidence necessarily results in a strongly narrative 
character in the final presentation of an ethnographic research report. Qualitative research 
approaches permit this subjective focus as a legitimate form of evidence. In the case of my own 
project, it would not have been possible to show development in students’ metalinguistic 
consciousness-raising without presentation of their views (for example, from their research 
journals, one-on-one interviews with me and from comments made and recorded in-class). 
Equally, since one of the underpinning motivations for the project was to analyse and evaluate 
my own approach to the presentation of systemic functional linguistic knowledge, inclusion of 
my own journal reflections, notes and quotes from in-class recordings was integral to my 
purposes and, therefore, indispensable.  
 
Sociocultural context of the research 
                                                 
48  Its subscription to ideas such as a ‘New Earth’ view of geological Earth history made a mockery of the 
School’s motto ‘Education in Science and Truth’ and also of its inclusion of critical thinking in the curriculum. 
At that time, I considered myself Christian, an essential pre-requisite for my employment at IPEKA.  
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Brief context of English education in Indonesia  
English is taught as a foreign language in Indonesia. It is compulsory at secondary level, 
but as Yuwono (2005) notes, as a result of the decentralization of school management to the 
regional level and despite governmental attempts at reform (Emi, 2005; see Yuwono, 2005, for 
an outline of the history of English language teaching in Indonesia.), there are problems with 
the development of English language education in certain isolated areas of the country and in 
certain ‘resource-poor’ schools (Yuwono, 2005). Problems associated with decentralization 
affect both government and non-government schools, many of which are operated by religious 
groups. Among these problems are large class sizes, teachers with inadequate mastery of 
English or even unqualified teachers (Yuwono, 2005, p. 4, citing Dardjowidjojo, 2000 and Nur, 
2003). In addition are: limited class time for developing spoken language, mainly due to an 
over-emphasis on grammar and syntax (Emi, 2005, p. 1); poverty of effective learning 
materials; and few opportunity for learners to practise English in the wider community 
(Yuwono, 2005, p. 4). A study by Lewis (1999, cited in Exley, 2005, p. 79) showed a strong 
preference among Indonesian national teachers of English for grammar translation and the 
direct method with a focus on reading comprehension, rule memorisation, vocabulary 
acquisition and translation (Exley, 2005, p. 78; see also Tomlinson, 1989) despite students’ 
positive responses to more communicative approaches.  English is also not widely spoken in 
the country, nor, as Sawir (2002) notes, is it often used for instruction in Indonesian schools. 
Another factor in this picture relates to the interpersonal dimension. Teachers invariably 
control learning. As Maulana, Opdenakker, den Brok and Bosker  (2011) observe in a recent 
study: 
Conflicts between teachers and students occur frequently due to unequal power relations 
between them, but in the end teachers tend to gain control over students, which indicates 
the existence of a high power distance (Hofstede, 1991) and a directing-following 
interaction pattern . . . . (p. 45) 
Citing research by Zulkardi and Nieveen (2001), the authors, go on to note that “class or 
group discussions are hardly present and interaction between teachers and individual students 
is often missing” (Maulana, et al.,  2011). The reason given for this dominance by teachers is 
attributed to a belief in knowledge formation through transmission. Many of these factors are 
due to the nature of Indonesian culture and society at large. Citing Hofstede (1991), they note 
(p. 37)  
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Indonesian society is characterized by a very high power distance index, indicating a high 
level of inequality of power and wealth . . . as well as high uncertainty avoidance index, 
illustrating a low level of tolerance for uncertainty and ambiguity.  
Another way of characterising this cultural structuring is to see it in terms of the top-down 
principle. Since this pattern is so deeply rooted within Indonesian society, and inside the 
education system itself, one issue for me was to challenge this pattern to achieve a more 
democratic basis for learning.  
The main curriculum focus of Indonesian education in English as a foreign language 
from an official perspective is on communicative competence (Yuwono, 2005, p. 5, citing 
Depdiknas, 2003). Whether the objectives embodied in this focus are widely sustained in 
practice throughout the country, however, is certainly in question (Yuwono, 2005, p. 6). As 
one student quoted by Sawir reported: 
I think in school the teacher only in one way the teacher only explain the grammar and we 
just write it down and do the exercise I think just that it’s no enough we have to try and 
show our ability in English. We are just passive and listen to the teacher. (Sawir, 2005, p. 
573) 
A serious issue resulting from the emphasis on developing communicative (read ‘oral’) 
competence and the predominant focus on grammar to the neglect of discourse and text-
building is, as Emi (2005, p. 2) points out, the serious neglect of writing. This results in students 
being under-prepared for writing more extended texts. The development of effective 
approaches to English language delivery in Indonesia is also tied to calls for the promotion of 
critical thinking and valuing, issues considered of national importance (Alwasilah, 1998, 2001; 
Bundhowi, 2000, cited by Emi, 2005, p. 2). Despite some conflicting evidence in relation to 
the learning styles of Indonesian students, Exley reports that third year university Indonesian 
students in Central Java had lower levels of critical thinking compared to US secondary and 
tertiary students (Pikkert & Foster, 1996, cited in Exley, 2005, pp. 76-77). She also notes that 
“the Australian based NOOSR (1991) report suggests that Indonesian secondary and tertiary 
education maintained a focus on rote learning and memorisation (Exley, 2005, p. 77). 
According to Lewis’s (1996) study (cited in Exley, 2005, p. 77), Indonesian students tended to 
remain silent in class, despite the evidence above suggesting their preference for more 
progressive teaching.  
As for the success of English language teaching in Indonesia, Exley (2005) reported a 
study of 1265 third year students by Beh (1997), which concluded that less than 85% of 
students were ‘less than good’ in terms of spoken and written language proficiency . The main 
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reasons Beh identified were “declining levels of teacher motivation, teachers’ low levels of 
English proficiency and the difficulty some students had with affording the requisite texts” (p. 
77). This was, as Exley notes, in spite of the introduction of a new national English curriculum 
and the availability of in-service training for Indonesian nationals. Exley further notes (p. 78) 
in relation to the 2000 research by Setiyadi, Holliday and Lewis a predominant focus on 
“correct grammar of written English” despite the widespread use of a variety of learning 
strategies by students, including “metacognitive strategies, deep level cognitive strategies and 
surface level processes” , research which was reinforced by Sugeng’s (1997) study of 
Indonesian elementary level students that showed a strong preference for cognitive strategies 
and that students were “capable of being interactive and engaged when teachers used 
progressive teaching methods” (Sugeng, 1997, cited in Exley, 2005, p. 78. See also Setiyadi 
(2001) for metacognitive strategies and Indonesian tertiary students).  
The particular teaching context details at IPEKA IICS (for example, student profile, 
classroom layout) are described at some length in Chapter Four. In relation to the information 
provided in the preceding overview of English teaching in Indonesia, I would add that, despite 
the privilege that the great majority of students at IPEKA enjoyed and the comparative richness 
of their prior English language learning experiences (see a summary of the pre-teaching survey 
results in Chapter Four), many of the characteristics just described (for example, a certain 
passivity and reticence to express views) were characteristic of the research context.  
Institutional context (IPEKA IICS) of the research 
IPEKA International Christian School, located in a new, purpose-built campus in North 
Meruya, West Jakarta, is the international, bilingual campus of IPEKA, which consists of seven 
campuses located in various parts of Jakarta. These other branches offer the national curriculum 
and subjects are all taught in Indonesian. Core subjects such as English and Mathematics are 
all intended to be delivered in English. However, since some of these core subjects are taught 
by Indonesian nationals, the extent to which English is used in the classroom does vary 
according to the English language proficiency of the individual teacher. Only at IICS is English 
used as the predominant language of instruction. 
The school, founded originally in the 1960s, is run by the IPEKA Foundation, whose 
members are Chinese-Indonesian Baptists. IPEKA’s foremost goal is to provide a Christian 
education based on biblical teachings. It is strongly conservative and emphasis on religion is 
paramount, to the point where teaching time is frequently sacrificed for the religious education 
of teaching staff (e.g., retreats, one-day and half day religious workshops and services). In the 
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school handbook, the Foundation outlines its philosophy of education: “IPEKA 
INTERNATIONAL Christian School believes that a school should do more than just 
transferring knowledge” (IPEKA IICS, n.d., p. 15). According to the Manual, the teacher is 
“accountable to God, the Board, and the Parents to ensure that learning occurs” (the School’s 
definition of ‘teaching’), a born-again Christian and God’s delegate authority in the 
classroom.” A clear view exists of education as linear and accretional with more advanced 
forms of learning predicated on the acquisition of ‘basics’. There is an extreme emphasis on 
the need for and the virtues of obedience. The School’s character and expectation are conveyed 
by the following statements on Christ-Centred Education: 
x Every day begins with prayer for staff and students alike 
x The Bible is considered the ultimate “policy manual” and “textbook” giving 
wisdom for every decision 
x Scripture should be studied and memorized so that it may be accurately and 
regularly applied 
x Bible is considered a core subject and given “core time” 
x Chapel is help every week as a time to worship God and be encouraged in 
Christian living 
x Textbooks, wherever possible, are written by Christian believers 
x All subjects are taught from a Biblically integrated perspective 
x Biblical principles are systematically integrated into policies and procedures 
x Christian character should be nurtured every minute of every day 
(IPEKA IICS, n.d.) 
As noted earlier, since one of my objectives was to encourage critical thinking, there 
was potential for my practices to conflict with those of the School and its management, 
particularly with the Head of English, a devout Californian born-again Christian with no 
qualifications in education but whose belief in the values of the School were, at one and the 
same time, unquestioned and unquestionable. His knowledge of English teaching practices was 
limited both practically and theoretically. Considerable tensions did arise, which I attribute in 
large part to the nature of my research (that is, my introduction of a new and untested form of 
writing pedagogy based on what is not uncommonly seen as an overly complex and even 




Physical description of classrooms 
Classrooms were arranged formally with students sitting at desks in strictly maintained rows. 
On average there were about 23 students in each class at Years 11 and 12 with higher numbers 
at lower levels. On each teacher’s desk situated at the front and to the side of classrooms was 
a seating plan showing the location of each student. These seating patterns were generally 
observed. Each classroom was equipped with a narrow whiteboard extending across most of 
the front wall. Underneath each board was a raised platform for teachers to stand on. The 
whiteboards did not allow for a great deal of text to be written. Each room was equipped with 
an overhead projector of some considerable age. Most of these machines failed to project clear 
images, so that any text written on transparencies was hard to read, even for students sitting 
close by. By the end of my first year at the school and before the research period, LCD 
projectors were installed in most classrooms.  There were no screens provided for either 
overhead transparency (OHT) or laptop projection so teachers were faced with the decision to 
project onto the narrow whiteboard, with the limitations of projection space this method 
entailed, or to turn the projector onto a side wall. This method also required some students to 
move within visual range. A great deal of light flowed through windows in each classroom, 
further aggravating projection problems. During my time, the School planned to install curtains 
to all classroom windows; however, in the one or two rooms where curtains were provided, a 
considerable amount of light was able to penetrate–the curtains not being of a heavy material 
with backing but rather of a light cotton-type fabric. The same issues that pertained to the use 
of overhead projection applied to laptops with LCD projectors, which became my preferred 
mode of communication.  
A further physical challenge was that classes remained for the most part in their home 
rooms during the day; it was the teachers who moved from one room to another to conduct 
lessons. Classes were also timetabled ‘back to back’ with no breaks between, meaning that 
when a teacher finished with one class, for example at 8.10,  if he or she was so timetabled,  
then the teacher was also expected to start another class at exactly the same time. This was a 
challenge, especially when a teacher’s classes may have been on different floors of the 
building, as was frequently the case. The challenge for me particularly during the data 
collection period was that I relied predominantly on the use of a laptop and LCD projector, 
which had to be packed up and then set up again in the new classroom, and all this without 
even a 5-minute break between teaching sessions. I therefore needed to work out a very careful 




Students at IPEKA ICS study from Year 7 through to Year 12. They are predominantly of 
Chinese-Indonesian background. Because it is a fee-paying school and the fees are high in 
relation to average salaries and wages in Indonesia, many if not most students could be 
characterised as privileged. For example, on completion of their secondary studies at IPEKA, 
students are generally expected to articulate to higher education in courses,  for the most part,  
overseas (e.g., Australia, Singapore, China, among others).  English is compulsory from Year 
7 through to Year 12. In addition to English, students also study the national language, Bahasa 
Indonesia. A number also study Mandarin.  
Despite its strict foundation in Christian teachings, and perhaps because of the 
privileged backgrounds of many of the students, classes throughout the school appeared to be 
rather relaxed, contrasting with the generally strict disciplinary character of most classes in 
Indonesian schools, as noted above (also Dinah Kasakeijan,  personal communication, 2007). 
For example, at IPEKA it is not uncommon to find students eating between classes and even 
in class at certain times of the day.  
Some students undertaking the Higher School Certificate at IPEKA were identified as 
experiencing some weakness in their writing. As a result, they were required to undertake the 
Fundamentals of English program. As noted, there appeared to have been little emphasis in 
their English language learning experiences on grammar, again contrasting with the experience 
of most Indonesian students, as noted above and reported widely in the literature. Many were 
unfamiliar with common school grammar terms. It seems that for those students at IPEKA 
whose total education had been at the School, and in line with the experiences of many school 
students elsewhere in recent decades (for example, in Australia), there has been a strong 
emphasis on personal (for example, narrative) writing at the expense of factual types (Martin, 
1981;Cope, 1993). Therefore, they were in need of explicit grammatical knowledge for writing 
more formal abstract academic texts.  
Seating arrangements and friendship groupings 
The figure below suggestively represents student’s habitual seating patterns. Predictably, they 





Figure 7. Depiction of typical classroom seating arrangements 
 
Again, in predictable and indicative ways, their seating choices reflected apparent levels of 
interest and engagement in classroom activities, with those at the front being apparently more 
inclined to take an active part than those towards the back (for example, Jordan, Cindy, to some 
extent Vanessa–particularly towards the very end of the semester–and Calvin W).  In the front 
left corner was a group of boys, the front two of whom (Calvin St and Calvin Sr) were highly 
engaged and took a creative and active part in developing theoretical ideas. Of these four, 
probably Doug was the least interested in our research work, contributing little to discussions, 
with Calvin F somewhere in the middle of this interest continuum. The group in the centre of 
the room, including Don, together with Andrew on the right plus the two above-mentioned 
boys at the front left, were the driving force in moving our learning forward. Someone from 
this larger and perhaps more motivated group could generally be relied on to answer or ask 
questions. Of particular importance to me in terms of achieving my research aims were Turner 
and Dulcie, a rather formidable pair, who could always be counted on to push themselves 
conceptually. They frequently appeared to derive humour from some of the whole class 
interactions, or from comments or behaviour of mine. In that way, their presence was a valued 
catalyst for the research.  
The three girls in the front were consistently engaged, particularly Kelly and Claudia. 
Before he left to go to another school mid semester, Don was also a valued, albeit quiet, 
contributor. One of the most interesting and creative of the class was Vanessa, who delighted 
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us with some of the most insightful comments of all. She was a strongly divergent thinker and 
some of her most penetrating insights remained with us as points of reference throughout the 
semester. Sadly, aspects of her personal life appeared to get the better of her ability to focus, 
and she slipped into a sort of participatory half-life during the last month of the research.  
Of the 18 participants who signed up, in addition to Don, two more (Jordan, Cindy) had 
left the school by the end of October, reducing the number of active participants to just 15. One 
of the 19 students in the Fundamentals B group (‘J’) did not agree to participate. Her friend, 
Aileen, was possibly one of the most interesting students in the class–but was frequently 
distracted by her friendship with ‘J’–as her keen interest and evident pleasure in maintaining 
her research journal attested. Of the final two boys not mentioned so far, Calvin W appeared 
resistant from the start (later confessing his resentment at having to do what he saw as a 
remedial English program); Ronald, on the other hand, was rather withdrawn but demonstrated 
a fairly consistent level of interest. 
At the end of the year, I submitted a comprehensive report to the Head of English as 
documentary evidence.  The report detailed my development and delivery of the Fundamentals 
of English program for Semesters One and Two. In addition to the general course description, 
it provided an indication to the School of how the course was received by students together 




Data consisted principally, but not exclusively of the following materials: more than 80 essays 
and reports;  10 hours of video-recorded class interactions completely or partially transcribed 
(viewing notes); 27 transcribed audio recordings of one-on-one writing conferences with 
individual students; 11 transcribed audio recordings of a final interview with all participants; 
ten participants’ research journals; my own professional journal; weekly class notes recorded 
‘on the run’ as we worked (made on my laptop and projected onto the whiteboard via an LCD 
projector) and referred to from week to week; a wide range of handouts; and participant 
questionnaires (Appendix 4: pre-teaching; and Appendices 5(a) and 5(b): post-teaching) and 
course evaluations. Since the questionnaires were the only data collection instruments that 
immediately yielded statistical data, and therefore constitute a more ostensibly quantitative 
dimension of the research, their main purposes and content are briefly outlined below.  
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 The pre-teaching student questionnaire consisted of 41 questions divided broadly into 
two functional parts, A (13 questions) and B (28 questions). Questions in Part A attempted to 
elicit information relating to: (1) students’ prior English language learning (ELL) experiences, 
for example learning at school or outside school (e.g., language centre, private tutor, English 
courses undertaken overseas, among others ) (6 questions); and (2) experiences of ELL prior 
to enrolment at IPEKA (7 questions). Part B, which generally contained questions of a more 
attitudinal nature, had three points of focus: (1) attitudes towards the learning of English and 
reflection on past formal school-based ELL (15 questions) with an emphasis on the role and 
effectiveness of ELL teaching materials encountered at IPEKA (e.g. books) from elementary 
to the present and the role and effectiveness of the teaching experienced (that is, what teachers 
did to promote learning); (2) questions relating to the role of English present Year 11 and future 
Year 12 studies, for example attitudes to the relative importance of oracy versus literacy, 
preferences for teaching focus, for example grammar, vocab, learning style (e.g., functional 
use of language compared with the provision of grammar rules)  (6 questions); and (3) 
questions relating to choice of career, possible or intended sites for tertiary study (e.g. overseas, 
home, among others) and the perceived role of academic writing in future tertiary studies (7 
questions). A summary of the survey results is provided in Chapter Four.  
 The main purpose of the post-delivery student questionnaire was to gauge students’ 
reactions to the functional-based pedagogy. It consisted of ten questions. These related to 
perceptions of difficulty experienced at the beginning and the end of the course, teacher’s 
explanations for the use of functional grammar, and its usefulness for the development of their 
writing. The questionnaire also sought to determine attitudes to learning grammar (e.g., from 
rules or ‘talk about language’), both at the start of the course and at the end, and for 
understanding the different spoken and written forms of English.  A further two questions 
sought expressions of interest in learning more about functional grammar and its usefulness for 
future Year 11 and 12 students. The final question asked for an expression of satisfaction with 
the course as a whole. Results of this questionnaire are considered in Chapter Eight.  
Data analysis 
Students’ essays 
The following essays, which constituted the four principal pieces of formally assessed extended 
writing used for the purposes of analysis, were, in assessment order: (1) the Task 4 explanatory 
report [reflective evaluation of work done in Semester One (5 June)]; (2) The Miracles of Jesus 
(MoJ) descriptive report [descriptive analysis of one of the miracles reported in a BBC 
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documentary] (5 August); (3) the Death Penalty Dilemma (DPD) analytical report [analysis of 
strengths and weaknesses of a newspaper article] (9 September); and the (4) the Final Report 
[formal written response to a question relating to students’ viewing of the BBC documentary 
The State of the Planet (SoP)] (2 December).  
Each text was analysed for post-Head nominal group structure. Texts were arranged in 
consecutive numbered clauses and a word count was made for the constituent elements of 
embedded structures in nominal groups. These were tabulated in Microsoft Excel and 
comparisons made for individual students and for sub-sections of the cohort and for the total 
number of students across the four writing tasks in order to determine any changes in the extent 
of embedding which might indicate greater complexity and, as a result, increased sophistication 
in students’ control of this grammatical feature during the research period. A view of results is 
presented in Chapter Seven in the form of a mini case study featuring the writing of one student 
(Turner).  
Video 
Ten hours of class interactions were recorded during the Friday theory classes from late July 
through to the end of October.  The first two (25 July and 1 August) were fully transcribed. 
Due to the extensive time involved in transcribing these, the remaining eight (Viewing Notes) 
were transcribed partially, with direct word-for-word transcription of the most significant 
interactions provided and detailed comments and explanations of what took place recorded for 
the rest of the lesson. The most significant pedagogical moments were identified and brief 
descriptive notes made for later qualitative analysis. A total of 43, 869 words were transcribed 
and/or annotated as a result of the video recording process.  
Audio 
As noted above, a total of 27 one-on-one discussions (of approximately 10-15 minutes each) 
relating to students’ writing across two of the four formal assessment tasks (Death Penalty 
Dilemma [14 interviews] and Miracles of Jesus [8 interviews]) were transcribed, amounting to 
63,716 words. The third audio transcriptions were of the final interview (24,558 words [11 
interviews]), bringing the total number of words in the one-on-one discussions transcribed to 
88, 274.  These were then available for reference in building a picture of students’ ability to 
talk explicitly about the lexicogrammar of and overall response to tasks. The transcription of 
the whole class recording of 14 November (made in the absence of the video camera operator) 
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yielded extremely valuable data, particularly in relation to the whole class construction of a 
definition of grammatical metaphor.  
Students’ research journals 
All 18 participants were invited and regularly encouraged to maintain a research journal. Ten 
students did so. In the notes provided to them concerning the purpose of the journal, I 
encouraged them to focus as much as possible on the development of their academic writing. 
This point of focus varied considerably from student to student, with some hardly commenting 
and others writing reflectively and at some depth on their perceived progress. The extent to 
which they maintained the journal also varied to a large degree between participants. As the 
following table shows, this ranged from around 1,000 words (in Ronald’s case) to nearly 14,000 
(in Aileen’s). The ten journals yielded 61,432 words in total [5]. When they did write about the 
research and the materials and ideas that we shared, the journals provided an important source 
of information about students’ perceptions of the most useful and powerful ideas relating to 
functional grammar.  
My professional journal 
This was maintained for the whole of 2008 and consisted of nearly 27,000 words of reflections 
on the development of the research project, its implementation, as well as its strengths and 
weaknesses, among other issues related to my role within the English teaching faculty. My 
journal notes for Semester One yielded 3,103 words, with 23,832 words recorded for Semester 
Two.  
Class notes 
These notes were maintained for all lessons over the two semester period. They provided a 
form of ‘archive’ of work covered and formed a reference to which we frequently referred in 
order to establish whether and how particular ideas had been shared. 
Chapter summary 
In this chapter I have outlined and provided a justification for the choice of methodology for 
the research undertaken in 2008. I have considered the appropriateness of practitioner research. 
I have also looked briefly at this form of qualitative inquiry in its historical context, drawing a 
link between its roots in North American pragmatism and symbolic interactionism, which, as I 
noted in Chapters One and Two, has become increasingly important for my analysis of the 
Interpersonal dimension of the data (see Chapter Six). I have also briefly reviewed some of the 
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issues confronting English teaching in Indonesia, noting a general imbalance between oral 
language development and more traditional forms of grammar- and translation-based teaching 
methods, with the former not accorded as much attention as the latter. Finally, I have provided 
details of the approach I have taken to the formation, collection and analysis of the 2008 data. 
In the next chapter, I extend the information provided about the research context, outlining the 
school and classroom environment, as well as introducing the reader more fully to the 





4. PEDAGOGICAL FIELD (1): SEMESTER ONE (PREPARATORY 
PERIOD) 
 
Wednesday night, far from sleep. I have become excess with enormous 
quantity of words. They are conquering my peanut size brain. I record 
them in my iMac stickers note. Underneath this plain sheet, I write as I 
toss and turn and stretch to discover my secure spot. I continue writing, 
notting down every single obsession that interrupts my five senses . . . 
I am bored. A little aloof is a soft reverberation from the SONY flat-
screen television. From the murmuring and narrating, I assume it is one 
of those Discovery Travel and Living programs. I do not bother to 
watch, in fact, I keep on writing and writing, shaping one word after 
one word, figuring what story I would come up with at the end. Nothing. 
(Aileen’s journal: 6 August 2008) 
 
The present chapter extends the contextual information outlined in Chapter Three by providing 
more detail about participants and friendship groupings. My reason for providing this 
information is to personalise their role in the research as much as possible, to portray them as 
young living and breathing individuals, and not just simply as statistics. I hope that the portraits 
found here, albeit brief and incomplete, will help make greater and more meaningful sense of 
their individual presence in the chapters that follow. Without their enthusiasm, the research 
would have been diminished in quality and interest.  
This chapter also sketches key details of the most relevant research-related activities 
that occurred during Semester One. The focus here is on those ideas from functional grammar 
that were shared and extended to prepare for the much more intensive theoretical work 
undertaken later. Together with Chapter Five, this chapter also provides details of the order in 
which activities were undertaken, with considerably more detail in that regard articulated in 
Chapter Five. In that sense, they describe the pedagogical Field of research. The present chapter 
functions as an introduction to that Field. The next completes the picture, providing a much 
fuller representation of how the pedagogy was instantiated. 
Pre-delivery survey results summary 
The following student information is drawn from the pre-teaching questionnaire, which was 
administered on Friday 18 July, 2008. Of the 18 students who agreed to participate, 16 were 
present to respond to the questionnaire. As noted in Chapter Three, the questionnaire consisted 
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of 41 questions, broadly divided into three parts: (1) students’ past experiences learning 
English; (2) students’ attitudes to English language study; and (3) plans for further study and 
the projected role of academic writing in that study. Survey results are summarised below with 
attention paid to the most salient issues.  (see Appendix 4 for full details).  
All participants had previous experience of English study at elementary level with the 
majority having studied from between 6-10 hours per week. Half had overseas English learning 
experience. In terms of exposure to English outside school, all noted watching  English 
programs on TV (e.g., movies) with almost all (15 of the 16) also indicating video games as a 
source of input. In addition, internet chat and other forms of online communication accounted 
for most (13) of the group. All reported having experienced a focus on grammar in previous 
learning. The great majority evinced positive attitudes towards both past exposure to teaching 
materials and experience with teachers themselves. A majority (12) expressed satisfaction with 
the quality of their in-school English learning experiences. In more specific relation to English 
skills, most (11) considered speaking and listening more important than reading and writing. 
Similarly, grammar, vocabulary and oral skills were considered of highest importance by the 
majority (11-12) with a noticeably lower rating for reading and writing. In terms of preference 
for a rule-based teaching approach, responses were mixed (1 agreeing strongly, 5 agreeing, 
with 4 disagreeing and 6 unsure). A much clearer response was demonstrated to the question 
about teachers providing examples of English based on native speaker use with 5 agreeing 
strongly, 10 agreeing and with one unsure. In summary, it is clear that these students were 
strongly motivated to gain control of contemporary spoken English. In terms of English use in 
future post-secondary studies, almost all (15) had a clear idea about continued study at tertiary 
level. Eleven knew which country they would eventually go to for further study.  Almost all 
(15) thought it important to study in an English speaking country at tertiary level. Twelve knew 
the course they wanted to study after leaving IPEKA. Asked how important academic writing 
in English would be for their future studies, 10 considered it very important, 4, important and 
only 1 unimportant. 
The research participants: perspectives from a final writing ‘Who I am’ task 
The following brief and fleeting portrayal of individual participants is gleaned from a short, 
informal writing task students undertook at the very end of the program, in early December, 
2008. Rather than present their reflections in isolation from their peers, I wish to locate them 
informally and broadly within the context of the groupings identified above. In addition to their 
own words, whether quoted directly or paraphrased, at times I add my perspectives of their 
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‘location’ in the collective learning space. Since three of the participants had left the school by 
the time the rest wrote their descriptions, I shall begin with the one remaining from the seating 
order outlined above, Vanessa.  
Vanessa was an important contributor, often bringing highly lateral insights to our 
work. According to her self-report, “I am not smart, but also can’t call myself stupid because 
even though I’m not good at maths or other science stuffs that can make me incredibly dizzy, 
I still believe that I have talent in Art.” She tells us that she loves drawing and design and, when 
required to present something in class, “[she] didn’t pay attention much to the content but how 
it looks.” One of her concluding comments reflects the depth and abstract capacities of her 
thinking and her imagining: “This is a part of me that may represent myself as a whole.” As 
noted earlier, Vanessa’s participation waned towards the end, and we lost much of the highly 
valued conceptualising that she brought to the first half, or so, of the research. 
Moving to the group of boys at the front left of the room, Calvin St and Calvin Sr add 
their voices to this picture. Calvin St speaks clearly of his interests in “technology stuff, such 
as computer, mobile phone, among others” His self-report presents the picture of a quite (and 
quiet) serious-minded student, one with little interest in physical education and sport (“I am 
bad at sport”), but one who is honest enough to say that this interest in subjects is closely 
determined by his success in them and that “sometimes [his] work performance depends on 
[his] mood.” He rarely ‘acted up’ in class and could invariably be relied on to answer a 
question, or, at least, attempt an answer. Some of the most penetrating and insightful comments 
and observations came from Calvin St, as will be evident from my discussion of our class work 
on nominal group structure, where one of his descriptions of the purpose of pre-Head 
modification, and his clarificatory interactions with Turner on this subject, led to a very 
important moment of peer-led scaffolding. Moving on, Calvin’s good friend Calvin Sr provides 
a penetrating insight into his mind and purposes, as well as into his critical analytical abilities. 
He tells us that  
I think I have both good and bad characters. My good character is that I like to have a 
good relationship with people and helping them that are in need. Then my bad character is 
that sometimes when I am stressed I am easy to get mad. 
Interested in both formal academic study as well as sports (badminton and basketball), Calvin 
notes, interestingly, that he does not particularly enjoy reading books, “but [likes] calculating 
things (mathematics) that use logical thinking.” What he says next has a strong bearing on his 
role in the project’s aim to generate collaborative learning: “My method of study is by learning 
from the expert. By learning from the expert, I can learn faster than by studying myself.” His 
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logical approach to things is demonstrated again by his comment that he “also [schedules his] 
time for study.” Due to the insightful details that Calvin Sr provides, it is worth quoting his 
final remarks in full: 
My relationship with my friend [‘friends’?] is close. My study activity also depends on my 
mood. Now as I finish my Fundamental of English class my writing has improve. Then 
after I finish my school, I want to become a doctor, so that I can help many people.  
The point Calvin makes about learning “from the expert” is particularly salient in terms of the 
one-on-one writing conferences we engaged with on a number of occasions in reviewing their 
writing. Working with Calvin in these contexts was, in many ways, like being subject to 
interrogation. He was certainly not content just to let me explain things (to ‘teach’ in other 
words). He wanted to know ‘why’ at every turn. We arrived at some highly technical 
understandings of what was happening in his texts. Calvin Sr, too, was one of those students 
who made the most positive remarks about the particular value of a functional grammar 
approach during his final interview.  
Directly behind Calvin St and Calvin Sr were Calvin F and Doug. Since the latter was 
not present when the rest wrote their ‘Who I am’ texts, it is not possible to represent Doug 
other than through my own recollections, which are sketchy. I do not recall Doug ever asking 
or being able to answer a question. He was present in class, but appeared to be more interested 
in sotto voce discussions with Calvin F (and finding humour in what was going on in class) 
than with our actual work. Doug’s friend, Calvin F, however, describes himself in the following 
terms: 
Frankly I’m not a linguistic person that I like reading but not a very writer. I don’t like to 
learn about language. My interest is towards technology, culinary, logic, phsychology and 
deduction reason. Those aspects are my favourite. Also music, it’s my favourite. But it’s 
not a slow type music like jazz among others My keen interest is too dance that relates to 
my hip hop and rap music. I don’t really like to study. (hehe) Instead I like to play cards 
and video games.  
Again, like Doug, I do not recall Calvin F participating beyond the mandatory assessment level. 
Students in the Year 11 Fundamentals of English program were not there by choice. They were 
required to attend on the basis of their mainstream Year 10 ESL results. In many cases, it was 
surprising to see certain students in these three classes (that is, Fundamentals A, B, and C). 
Their writing and oral abilities were, in many instances, of a high order. Students like Doug, 
Calvin F and a number of others in the Fundamental B class attended, it could be said, under 
duress. Although such students were rarely particularly disruptive (this respect perhaps 
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reflecting the ethos of social responsibility that was heavily reinforced throughout the rest of 
their IPEKA experience), their disinterest was apparent.  
My notes on the seating plan referred to the powerful influence of the students seated 
in the centre front and middle of the room as well as one student, Andrew, who habitually sat 
on the right hand side. In what follows, I first present the group of three girls at the front, Iris, 
Claudia and Kelly, then Dulcie and Turner (Don had left by the time the ‘Who I am’ texts were 
written, as had Jordan and Cindy, as noted earlier), followed by Andrew.  
Iris was one of the ‘fun’ students in the Fundamentals (or ‘Funda’) B group. She 
frequently brought one of her soft toy animals to class (these becoming a common point of 
reference when I needed to relax the discussion – for example by asking what her bear, ‘Mr 
Brown’, had to say). Her fun-loving and positive nature is clearly evident in her self-report: 
Hi. My name is Iris. I am 16 years old. Going to 17 of course. I am the second daughter in 
the family. My parents are dentist. And I want to be a dentist too. Haha. LOL. Well I just a 
simple girl who likes to read books than hang out with friends. Haha but I like shopping. 
Haha. Especially hunting dress and shoes. Hehe. I love pink colour so much. I also like to 
cook and watch TV as well specially the Disney channel program. Haha. Hmm. I think 
that’s all about me. (+ emoticon: smiley face).  
In presenting Iris in this way, it is not my intention to represent her as ‘empty-headed’ in any 
respect. She appeared to be genuinely interested in our work and could mostly be seen to 
concentrate. She did, however, enjoy the lighter side of the ‘Funda B’ experience.  
In the middle of the three girls was Claudia, who describes herself in very similar ways 
to Iris as fun loving and at times slightly “crazy” (“A lot of my friends say that I’m narcist. 
Lol”). She talks about her interest in photography and animal welfare and not being able to 
stand seeing animals suffer, and reveals another dimension of that softer side in saying she is 
“an easy cry person” (“Hahaha. Weird, huh? But that’s the real me”). She goes on to note that 
“Actually I really want to show others who I really am. I really want to be someone in this 
society.” I would consider Claudia another of the more serious-minded participants. Given that 
there was quite a bit of gentle levity in the front row at times, mainly due to Iris’s (and ‘Mr 
Brown’s) presence, Claudia could be counted on to take our work seriously and to contribute 
thoughtfully when called on.  
Probably the most attentive of this group was Kelly, a quiet but committed student. Her 
clear sense of responsibility and family loyalty are evident in what she wrote in this final piece. 
She talks of her pleasure in playing with her little sister, an activity she numbers among her 
hobbies (“ swimming, reading, clothing, and playing with my siblings”) and notes that “[a]s 
the oldest daughter in my family, I’m forced to be mature in giving examples for my siblings. 
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They always ask me questions when they get stuck with their homeworks. I hope I can be a 
good sister for them.” It seems that Kelly carried over this strong sense of self-discipline and 
purpose into her approach to study. She frequently made notes during discussions and asked 
sensible and insightful questions. Also, she never failed to attempt an explanation when asked. 
Very softly spoken, Kelly was often hard to hear when contributing, which was a shame since 
her comments were always valuable. She was also remarkably tolerant of my repeated requests 
for clarification. That was typical of Kelly.  
Turning now to two of the most dynamic and engaged students in Fundamentals B, in 
her ‘Who I am’ response, Dulcie provides an engaging picture of an interesting and 
multifaceted personality. She opens with the following whimsical reflection on a nickname 
given to her by friends: 
My name is Dulcie but people usually call me “Dodo”. Yeah – I know. it's sort of lame to 
be called as “Dodo” which referring to the Dodo Bird but I have this motto “I am the only 
Dodo bird that can be fly” and this show that I am a strong and have my own characteristic 
that won’t let anyone tear me down.  
She admits she is not particularly diligent, adding “But I still trying my best and giving some 
effort on my work, especially my favourite one.” I quote Dulcie here, perhaps, a little more 
than I have done the others due to her almost total commitment to the research; just as her voice 
was frequently heard in class discussions, she deserves a little more space in the present 
context. In relation to her class or school work, she notes: 
I think I have quite big confident to stand in front of alot of people and talk about 
something. as long as I had prepared. However, sometimes I can go ‘blank’ on my work if 
I didn’t pay any attention of it so I’m kind of person that have to learn well or at least pay 
attention to it, then I will be able to understand it.  
It was this capacity to maintain focus on our work that helped move ideas along as far as they 
did during 2008. Her persistence in trying to understand or have me unpack the ideas I was 
intent on sharing was of considerable importance in generating the kind of abstraction we were 
eventually able to achieve. This ability was evident in the contributions Dulcie made to our 
final class definition of grammatical metaphor (see Chapter Five). Her final comments in the 
self-report, however,  reveal her as very much a normal, fun-loving teenager: 
I love to read, dance and sing. Never too picky on listen to music. Harry Potter is my 
favourite books so far and I have done several choreography on dancing, hip-hop freestyle 
dance.  
As noted earlier, it was Dulcie and her friend Turner who could be relied on to help 
maintain focus. They contributed an agreeable degree of good humour in that process. Turner 
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in particular appeared to have a very strong interest in developing his knowledge of academic 
writing through the functional grammar approach. He invariably attempted to answer questions 
and took the challenges I presented to the class with consistent seriousness. In his reflections, 
we have a picture of quite a complex young man, able to express his feelings quite eloquently. 
He constantly sought the meaning of new words and tried them out courageously in his writing, 
reflected in the following excerpt by his reference to “weird and inexplicable feelings”: 
 From what I see from myself, I’m quite a complicated boy. I’m not sure if it’s just my 
nature or it’s due to the fact that I’m still an adolescent. I’m often bewildered by myself – 
my feelings, my actions. Sometimes I can have a really weird and inexplicable feelings 
that often lead me to do something extremely silly or vacuous. I myself even find it’s very 
difficult to understand about myself – I don’t really have a distinctive separation between 
my likes and dislikes, between what I want and what I don’t want, between what I’m 
capable of and what I’m entirely horrible at. I guess that’s a big compelling factor that 
makes me a really bad procrastinator.  
Turner’s capacity for introspection is evidence of a rapidly maturing young mind, one capable 
of significantly abstract thinking, particularly represented by his sequence of affective 
antinomies (Markova, 2003): “my likes and dislikes, between what I want and what I don’t 
want, between what I’m capable of and what I’m entirely horrible at.” As Markova notes, the 
presence of antinomic thinking is one of the key distinguishing features of advanced thinking, 
based in our representation of the world around us49, and can be found in the very earliest 
writings of the Ancient Greeks, for example. That Turner engages in this kind of emotional 
representation is clear evidence of his high intelligence and his fascination with language. He 
concludes in, perhaps, more predictable adolescent self-criticism by reflecting on his love of 
music, and singing in particular: 
However, despite of all my confusions, I can say that I’m quite fond of singing. Although I 
only have a standard baritone voice with standard-to-low quality, amazingly I find it 
enjoyable to sing, even though sometimes it makes me even more stressed because I 
couldn’t accept the fact that I’m not a tenor.  
A significant amount of space has been devoted to these two students, I would hope, for good 
reason. Their contributions will become more evident in the following chapters.  
                                                 
49 In one of her many references to antinomies and antinomic thinking, Markova (2003, p. 203)  notes: “I have 
first conceived of antinomies in human thinking, language and dialogue. But then I have turned the question 
round. Why do we think and speak in antinomies? Because, I hypothesise, thinking and speaking in antinomies 
is an expression of dialogicality of the human mind.” As one of the principal actors in the group, Turner 
displayed remarkable evidence of dialogicality at work. His internal ‘mirroring’ of the ideas I shared with the 
group was almost visible, and more often than not resulted in questions, comments or observations of his own.  
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 Like Aileen, who will conclude this review of the ‘Who I am’ texts, one of the most 
enigmatic of characters in the classroom was Andrew. When not asleep or in a state of semi-
consciousness, Andrew expressed interest in our work, frequently offering ideas, not all of 
which were entirely relevant to the work at hand. Andrew tried very hard, but, at times, his 
thinking was slightly parallel to the main discourse. One of Andrew’s main battles in 
developing his writing (which he was keen to do) was to move from ‘more spoken’ to ‘more 
written’ texts. His writing tended to be a kind of stream of consciousness. Achieving more 
conventional clause structure was particularly challenging (In one writing conference, he told 
me he envisaged what he wanted to say as a form of radio script). We had long conversations 
about this. Here are Andrew’s reflections: 
The best way to describe myself is I’m music. Everyday I listen to music, whether from 
radio or CD. I used to play musical instruments everyday but not now. Somehow my 
interest in music change the older i become. Less talk just do it is my motto. Sometimes 
need a lot of effort for us to achieve certain goals. In order to become a great musician I 
have to fight for it. Keep on Practicing and developing more music techniques.  
In his writing, right up to the very latter part of the research, Andrew evinced an almost 
Germanic fascination with capitalisation. One residual example is seen here. That more are not 
present in this text, I suspect, is evidence of his desire to improve his writing, something he 
maintained to the last.  
One student who habitually sat towards the centre back of the classroom was Doreen. 
Her role in many ways was similar to Calvin F and Doug’s. I recall attempting to elicit ideas 
from Doreen without much success. Her usual response to such exposure was to refer to 
someone around her for help or clarification. In her reflections she emphasises (almost 
exclusively) her passion for basketball.  
Two boys located at the right hand side of the room pretty much directly behind Andrew 
were Ronald and Calvin W. Both maintained a low profile but were distinguished by levels of 
interest. Although quiet, Ronald was consistently attentive and would answer questions. He 
took his work seriously. In his ‘Who I am’ reflections, Ronald noted his love of sports, 
particularly soccer and in collecting car die casts. In our work on thematic development in the 
latter part of the program, Ronald missed a critical lesson where we went over the theoretical 
dimensions. When it came to the practical student Theme-Rheme self-analysis work, he was 
enthusiastically peer-mentored by Andrew.  
The last boy considered here is Calvin W. Without doubt, Calvin was an unwilling 
conscript into the Fundamentals program. In his oral presentation, he informed us that he 
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wanted to become a doctor, but that his marks in science or maths were holding him back. The 
fact that he also had to undertake the Fundamentals class perhaps was a final feather. He never 
appeared particularly happy, which was unfortunate since this was, on the whole, a dynamic 
and engaged group, most of whom were keen to develop their writing. Calvin’s attitude is fairly 
clearly evident in the few lines he wrote: 
I am Calvin. I have father, mother, and one brother. My home is near school. It’s like 
fifteen minutes from home. I very like to play basketball, soccer and computer. What I 
don’t like is study.  
Finally, there is Aileen. As noted earlier, Aileen preferred to sit at the back with ‘J’. 
She was clearly highly imaginative and maintained her research journal very seriously, writing 
far more than any other student. Her journaling was creative, well-worded and engaging, as the 
quote at the beginning of this chapter reveals. She loved literature and wrote copiously about 
her favourite books. However, her approach to writing essays was different. This she found 
difficult.50 Her grammatical control in these texts was undoubtedly not equal to her personal 
writing. We had many conversations about this anomaly and Aileen tried hard to overcome this 
hurdle. In the final interview, Aileen admitted she had received some help and advice when 
writing her journal entries, from her father and from one of her close friends at school. Although 
it appeared from our probing of this matter that most of the work was Aileen’s, it was never 
entirely clear just how much her received help had effected significant changes in her 
journaling. In the same interview, Aileen offered constructive criticism on how I could have 
improved the course, by providing more entertaining and fun activities (see Chapter Eight). 
This was valuable advice. Due to what I have characterised as her enigmatic presence, I will 
quote Aileen’s ‘Who I am’ in full (with line spacing regularised): 
Hello! 
My name is Aileen N. R. I was born in Jakarta 3 June 1992. I’m the first child and I have 
one little brother. I love to keep my self entertain from hang out until partying. I’m happy 
with my life & I’m not regrets with everything that I have choose. I’m a little bit selfish & 
spoiled, I mean what I say, I get what I want and I have dealt with every problem that 
teenage would have. Usually I like to veg for a while for reading and relaxing. I love 
beach. especially Bali & Miami. In my free time, I usually shopping with my mother, and 
dad or spa or painting my nail and hanging with my friends. Sometimes its very hard for 
me to trust new people because I’ve been burned by so many friends and what would stop 
them not doing that again in the future? It’s not I’m holding the grudge, but I choose who 
my best friends and now I know they would never betray me. So I love everything I have 
                                                 
50 Reflecting observations by Rothery {Martin, 1980 #4} that some students “develop narrative abilities but 
encounter difficulty with essay writing” (p. 3).  
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now and I’m thankful with everything. I’m always be a nice girl but this year I realized I 
should go after what I want. So this is the little story of me.  
 
Outline of research-related work undertaken in Semester One 
I originally hoped to have ethics clearance to begin the research proper at the beginning of 
2008. This was not to be and approval was not granted until April. This then had significant 
implications for delivery in Semester One. This period, therefore, had to be one of conceptual 
preparation and much of the explicit theoretical work I wished to share had to be delayed. I 
would stress, however, that despite the limitations this delay caused it was still possible in 
Semester One to focus attention on resources for creating written formality. For reasons of 
ethics approval, no participant data from the pre-research are reported. What I represent comes 
from class notes and materials.  
One of the principal benefits in teaching the Fundamentals of English program was the 
freedom I enjoyed in curriculum design. Provided that a number of formal assessments were 
completed, I was able to tailor the program to my overarching objective of building knowledge 
and concepts that would progressively allow us to delve deeper into an understanding of how 
language works from the functional perspective. A key component of this process was a focus 
on the resources that differentiate degrees of formality. We sustained this focus throughout the 
year, chiefly via the concept of recontextualisation. Throughout Semester One, various texts 
were examined for their potential to be re-expressed along a continuum of formality. As noted 
in Chapter Three , these key texts included ‘The old woman and the mayor’, ‘The Secrets of a 
Street Magician Finally revealed’, the ‘James Barry’ work, the ‘Gambling report’, ‘Douglas 
Ross’ work, the ‘Quokka’ and ‘Rats A, B and C’ work, among others (See below for more 
detail). We discussed these texts with a consciousness of what constituted formality and 
informality in terms of grammatical resources. A notion pervading all our work was that we 
were engaged in the creation of one particular text type – reports –to be achieved through the 
exploration of “more formal technical and scientific writing”. Among the explicit grammatical 
features examined in relation to this construction of formality were ‘A = B’ structures and finite 
and non-finite forms51. Another key concept was recognising what constituted more formal 
text building in terms of the writer-reader relationship. Therefore, awareness of the 
Interpersonal resources of language began early and formed a sub-text for all discussions.  
                                                 
51 Christie (2012, p. 18) notes that, although children master non-finite of purpose early, other uses of non-finite 
grammar occur in later adolescence.  
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In what follows, extracts from students’ Task 4 explanatory reports are presented. These 
are included to show how students were able to reflect critically on and verbalise their 
understandings of functional concepts from Semester One. They were required to discuss what 
had contributed most to their understanding of writing more formal academic texts. This 
activity corresponds closely to the research question in terms of learner awareness of the 
resources necessary for creating ‘more written’ language. The section begins with discussions 
of recontextualisation and continues with material on creating more formal language and report 
writing. It then moves to a consideration of those grammatical resources mentioned above 
(finite and non-finite grammar and ‘A = B’ structures) and concludes with student comments 
on writer-reader relationships. While sharing of these ideas did not proceed on a purely linear 
basis, therefore resulting in this particular order of presentation, the concept of 
recontextualisation was one of the key motivators for text analysis, and so is presented here 
first.  The comments represent a selection only of relevant references to the key ideas. Due to 
the overriding importance of recontextualisation and formality, some duplication of references 
to these issues is present. 
Recontextualisation 
As noted above, Semester One delivery focused predominantly on one central idea – 
recontextualisation. This concept underpinned most of our work. For students to gain a sense 
of what constitutes more formal academic ‘written’ expression, attention was drawn to 
differences between ‘more spoken’ and ‘more written’ language. Tasks were designed to 
highlight the grammatical and other textual differences characterising the two modes. Class 
talk focused on how texts might be re-cast in either direction along a continuum of formality.  
Comments by Calvin St (T4:9-14) reveal an understanding of how context functions in 
constructing texts for particular social purposes. His identification of those assessment tasks 
underpinned by the notion of recontextualisation is indicative of how this concept informed 
our Semester One work: 
 Recontextualisation is one of the most important materials because students are required 
to be able to recontextualize by the Fundamentals of English curriculum. 
Recontextualising is a process of changing texts in order to suit its context. For example, 
changing an interview script to a report. By learning to recontextualize, we will be able to 
write proper reports in other subjects, such as an experiment report in Physics class. This 
material was covered in the first and second formal assessment tasks, and task one to three 
in in-class assessment. (Calvin St: T4:9-14) 
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In her reference to recontextualisation, Vanessa draws attention to the relationship between the 
concept and our shared focus on spoken and written language differences and how this 
knowledge potentially results in increased formality.  
The first topic I learn was recontextualising texts. Recontextualize means to change the 
context of a text to another context of text. In this case is to change from spoken language 
to written language and vice versa. This was supposed to be one of learning methods that 
used to develop a more formal writing texts such as essays, journals, and reports. To know 
the difference between written language and spoken language was its purpose. Thus I 
could know the characteristics of a formal writing text. (Vanessa: T4:12-17) 
In the final remark of her more extended discussion of this concept, Kelly reveals an 
understanding of one key functional notion – that of choice. She also is able to employ certain 
features of the pedagogic discourse embedded in our class discussions when she refers to 
‘different social contexts’.  
During this first semester, I have learned a lot about how to develop my academic writing. 
Among other things, we have considered the idea of recontextualisation and various kinds 
of language structures. The first task which was very useful for my understanding the idea 
of recontextualisation was about the “Secret of a Street Magician Finally Revealed”. I 
could write a report using present tense and organize the ideas in a better way. The other 
activities which help me to change the informal text to a formal text are the discussion 
report about gambling, the James Barry report, and the newspaper article about the old 
woman and the mayor. From that I have learned a lot about using formal language by 
avoiding colloquial expressions. From all the tasks and activities which I have done, I am 
beginning to understand the meaning of recontextualisation as the changing of a form of 
text in order to reflect different social contexts by keeping the main ideas.(Kelly: T4: 3-5; 
12-18; 25-27) 
It might be helpful, here, to provide additional information about various tasks students 
mentioned in their Task 4 responses. The ‘Old woman and the mayor’ work involved students 
in creating a sensible explanation for a series of rather bizarre occurrences (an exercise from 
their Year 11 course book). After considerable class discussion and note-taking, students were 
asked to work in groups to create a short newspaper report dealing with the death of the old 
woman as a result of falling from her window after observing the mayor acting strangely in the 
street below. The ‘Secrets of a Street Magician Finally Revealed’ task (the first formal 
assessment) was a viewing-representing task requiring students to view and make notes on a 
Fox TV program revealing how a street magician performed his tricks. They were asked to 
select one of the tricks and explain: (1) the trick as it appeared; and (2) how the illusion was 
executed. The ‘James Barry’ work focused on the story of an early nineteenth century female 
doctor who lived her life as a man. Students were asked to first read biographical information 
about Barry and then construct: (1) the transcript of an interview between James Barry’s ghost 
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and a representative of a British medical journal; and (2) a summary of the interview as it might 
be reported in a medical journal. Another key text was the ‘Rats’ series of tasks. The material 
for this work came from a transcript of a segment from the TV series ‘Burke’s Backyard’. In 
this episode, Don Burke ‘road-tested’ rats as potential pets. The text was broken into two parts 
(‘Rats A and B’ and ‘Rats C’). Work on the first part looked at recontextualising the text in the 
direction of increased formality. The second part required students to ‘unpack’ the ideas 
presented in a more informal way. Considerable attention was paid in all this work to the 
various resources present in the transcript which created interpersonal relationships between 
composer and responder. For the ‘Douglas Ross’ task, students viewed the DVD of a Year 12 
student’s solo guitar performance and read a biographical report which charted the 
development of Douglas Ross as a music student in Melbourne. Students were required to 
answer various questions about the report. The other key recontextualising work was what 
many students referred to in their Task 4 reports as the ‘Orang Utan’ task. This was the third 
formal Semester One assessment task. We examined a series of short scientific descriptions of 
various animals, noting important grammatical resources. For the assessment, students were 
provided with outline points relating to the Orang Utan, which they expanded to form a short 
cohesive scientific explanation.  
In his discussion of recontextualisation, Ronald reveals his understanding of the 
purposes of the various tasks in relation to the concept of formality. What he also reveals is an 
understanding of movement across the mode continuum in both directions.  
In every unit that we have learned, they have several activities that related to 
recontextualising. Also some of our assessment tasks are included with recontextualising a 
text. A quite important activities like converting “Old Woman and the Major” story to a 
newspaper report in Unit 1 was a form of recontextualising a text from one form to 
another form. “Orangutan” and “Magic trick Report” are two important task that also 
recontextualize a text but they have a difference. The “Magic Trick Report” was converted 
from spoken language to formal report, but on the other hand “Orangutan” was converted 
from informal points to a formal writing. The similarity between these tasks are 
recontextualize from informal form to more formal text. The latest activity about Douglas 
Ross that we have discussed taught us more about recontextualising from a movie to a 
report. Another quite important activity was “Rats C”, this was another recontextualising 
text from formal to informal. (Ronald: T4: 8-19) 
The ubiquity of comments about recontextualisation across the Task 4 scripts shows that this 
concept was uppermost in students’ consciousness as a fundamental concept in the Semester 
One experience. Moving away from recontextualisation, among other students Kelly alludes to 
the use of present tense in the construction of more abstract formal language, an important idea 
shared in relation to the verb system. It was also one that continued to challenge the Funda B 
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students, for whom the notion of a past event appeared to require a past form representation. 
Teacher-led discussion focused on the link between the use of present simple and the creation 
of abstraction, a key resource for progression towards formality (Christie, 2006; Christie & 
Derewianka, 2008; Christie & Macken-Horarik, 2007; Christie & Unsworth, 2005; 
Derewianka, 2001, 2007; Painter, Derewianka, & Torr, 2005; Schleppegrell, 2004, 2006; 
Schleppegrell, Achugar, & Oteiza, 2004; Schleppegrell & Colombi, 2005).  
Creating more formal language 
The concept of formality was central to all our work. Students became used to hearing the 
phrase ‘formal academic, scientific and technical language’ and frequently used this phrase in 
their own writing during Semester Two. The Task 4 scripts provide considerable evidence for 
this, as is evident throughout this section of the chapter. What is also significant to the central 
thesis is that students were able to identify many of the features that contribute to formality and 
abstraction. Many references to these are found in the scripts.  In Calvin Sr’s words, there was 
a clear and identifiable relationship between the concept of formality and the assessments 
undertaken. He also comments on recontextualisation: 
There are three out of four assessments we have done in class that directly relate to the 
development of formal academic writing. We have learned about viewing and representing 
by watching a video and wrote a report to explain a part of the video and recontextualising 
language that being spoken in the video. (Calvin Sr: T4: 4-12) 
The connection between issues of formality and the concept of recontextualisation is 
foregrounded in Dulcie’s Task 4 response: 
Some ways of re-contextualisation that we have learned are to change informal texts to 
formal texts and vice versa, and changing brief points into an essay. One of the most 
difficult topics that we have learned is re-contextualising informal texts to formal texts 
because my writting ability was being challenged . . . The easiest topics that we have 
learned in this semester is re-contextualising formal texts to informal texts which was 
represented in the in class assessment, Rats C. One of the most exciting topic is the formal 
assess 3, The Orang Utan, which we need to change some brief points into an essay. It is 
interesting because we have to think critically to understand the information so we can 
make the essay triumphantly. In this topic, we also learned how to use some verb choices, 
such as; action verbs and being/having verbs. (Dulcie: T4:6-16) 
Dulcie’s identification of the ‘Orang Utan’ work is to a degree reminiscent of Kelly’s remarks 
about ‘keeping the main ideas’ through reinstantiation of content in a different form. It reveals 
an appreciation of the purpose of the various tasks and activities which occupied us during this 
period. She also reveals the ability to reflect critically on her own writing development in this 
extract. In the following remarks by Calvin F, it is also possible to see the development of 
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thinking in this student, for whom the initial exposure to this approach to language learning, 
with its focus on grammar, was quite challenging. It is a testament to the pedagogy’s potential 
to enact attitudinal changes towards the development of writing.  
At first time, those who wanted to learn how to write an academic formal writing were 
sent to Fundamentals of English. . . .During a period of time, students are trying to learn 
how the grammar in formal academic writing are different. We really got a hard time 
because we didn’t get used to it. It was reflected on my first assessment which is so-so. . 
.This far, my skill to write a formal, academic writing is highly improve compare to my 
previous skill. All the task are well compiled that it makes it suits us.  (Calvin F: T4:3-7; 
16-17) 
Calvin’s comment about not being “used to it” is important in relation to my purposes.  
Insufficient explicit attention is, I argue, generally paid in second language teaching to the 
concept of grammar as resource. For this student, this was a challenge to which Calvin rose 
positively.  
Turner’s comments, in contrast to most other Task 4 responses, reveal an awareness of 
the very different pedagogy he was experiencing from that of his other Year 11 (ESL) English 
program. They are very close to those of Ronald above. This awareness is reflected in remarks 
he later made towards the end of the year, when he mentioned the lack of interest in grammar 
evident among his fellow non-research Year 11 friends and even among the other English 
teachers. One of my arguments is that it is not sufficient to stress creativity in writing. The 
resources that permit that creativity need to be explicitly taught.  
In this semester of Fundamentals of English, our major purpose of learning revolves 
around the development of our ability in academic writing. Despite of the fact that our 
school’s English curriculum requires more creative type of writing, we were introduced to 
the importance of more academic type of writing, as it might be very useful for several 
purposes in the future. For business, purposes, for example, it is more appropriate to use 
academic style of writing than creative style, even though it is formal, as it sometimes uses 
some figurative languages which is not really necessary in business writing. Therefore, we 
also tried to develop our ability in writing more formal, academic English. (Turner: T4: 3-
11) 
Turner was not alone in seeing implications for his future academic needs. Later data reveal 
students’ awareness of the significance for their own academic development of the functional 
approach they experienced and its potential to prepare them for tertiary writing.  As already 
stressed, Turner’s presence was significant, particularly in peer-scaffolding understanding of 
ideas. He also demonstrated a particular interest in reflecting on the work and its significance 
for his own writing and language development. Turner’s contribution to the research will 
become even more apparent when the data are further examined.  
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Occasionally, students would ask grammatical questions. These interactions usually 
happened outside lesson time. The following notes from my journal [6] provide a glimpse of 
one student’s reaction to shared ideas about formality and her need for answers. In this case, 
Vanessa was not asking about grammatical correctness, but of their expressive significance.  It 
seems that this kind of interaction evidences student interest in knowing about the relationship 
between the grammar and the notion of choice for realising meaning. Failure to provide this 
kind of exegetical nexus through a theoretically informed curriculum is, in my view, a failure 
of pedagogy and a disservice to students.  
As is evident from comments reported above, Vanessa had a strong interest in the idea 
of formality. This is revealed in her Task 4 comments: 
The method of writing report itself introduced me to several tips and tricks that would 
make my writing more formal. For example, passive-form of language is really needed 
instead of the active one and concise writing is highly recommended to avoid the look of 
lacking vocabularies, and repetition. (Vanessa: T4: 22-25) 
Report writing 
As noted earlier, a focus existed throughout Semester One on report writing, beginning in 
January and February 2008 with the newspaper report recontextualisation of the ‘Old woman 
and the mayor’ story and the viewing-representing ‘Secrets of a Street Magician Finally 
Revealed’ report through to the Task 4 explanatory report in June. This focus continued 
throughout Semester Two. The following comments by Calvin St reveal awareness of the 
function of reports in relation to the curriculum: 
Reports writing in Fundamentals of English has helped us to understand the characteristics 
of each report type and to write a formal report. In this semester, we practiced to write 
reports in the first, second and third in-class assessment tasks, and in the first, third and 
fourth formal assessment tasks. By doing these tasks, we can identify the difference 
between descriptive and explanatory report. We also learned that a report should be formal 
and no colloquial language can be used.  (Calvin St: T4: 16-21) 
Grammatical resources: Finite/non-finite grammar 
Mention of finite and non-finite verb forms was made quite early in the year. In my view, 
insufficient attention is paid in language teaching generally, and in advanced second language 
teaching specifically, to the existence and function of non-finite grammar, particularly as it 
helps construe abstraction through its unrelation to temporality. A focus on this concept, 
therefore, came to the fore in our Task 3 descriptive (scientific) animal reports.  Evidence from 
my journal [7] speaks to this attention. 
Calvin F mentioned this feature in his Task 4 response: 
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For a short time, we are looking for grammar that is more into the formal language. The 
one that we look for is “finite and non-finite clause”. This lesson is very useful for our 
future writing. (Calvin F: T4: 11-13) 
Another was Calvin Sr: 
Since I entered Fundamentals of English class, my scores in primary English (ESL) have 
increased. This class also discussed things, for example, the differences between finite and 
non-finite verbs, until I understood it. I learned many good and useful things in this class, 
whether from the educational or social sides. (Calvin Sr: T4: 23-26) 
I suggest that knowledge of non-finite/finite differences in language was one of those 
“good and useful things” Calvin Sr learned, something also reflected in Calvin F’s comment. 
As can be inferred from Turner’s remarks, this knowledge was not available in the mainstream 
ESL class, nor, I would argue, would it very often be shared at HSC level by the majority of 
teachers. In his response, Don lists a range of grammatical resources shared, including 
information about non-finite forms. He refers to the Task 3 (‘Orang Utan’) work: 
Many exercises, we have done in class about changing a outline form which were less 
grammatical and abstract to full grammatical language and more understandable. In this 
subtopic, we also learned about language focus, e.g. mood choices, verb choices, finite-
non-finite, cause effect structure and A=B structure. I think, the most important part so far 
has been this subtopic. Because, in this sub-topic, I learned more about formal writing, 
grammar that I haven’t know it before. I’m luck [I] could learned this sub-topic. Actually 
this sub-topic has improved my writing skill then before, of course there were many 
problems and questions in my mind while learning this subtopic. Luckily at the end of 
sub-topic, I could understand about what I was confusing about. (Don: T4: 10-19) 
It is evident from Don’s final comments that this kind of knowledge was not easy at first, 
mirroring Calvin F’s earlier remarks. However, with persistence from students as well as on 
my part we made progress in sharing knowledge and awareness that had considerable 
significance as students worked through the course. Its value for Dulcie, for example, is evident 
in her observations about spoken and written language differences – a persistent point of 
emphasis throughout the year:  
In the Rats A and Rats B texts, we have learned a lot of language features, such as; finite 
or non-finite, tone, verb choices, and the others. I think it is very effective because I can 
understand more about the differents between spoken language and written language. 
(Dulcie: T4: 17-20) 
Among the range of resources Andrew mentions, we also find the idea of non-finite grammar: 
If we were going to wrote an information about sort of things, we had to ensured people 
would understand by reading it, and I learned how to use some particular language that 
could help me develop my writing. Such as finite and non-finite, how to use the verb of 
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being and having, how to compose a short and a clear text without losing an information. 
(Andrew: T4: 15-19) 
Andrew’s response reveals he experienced some challenges expressing his thoughts and that a 
number of surface level issues of grammar were still problematical. Nevertheless, Andrew 
made significant progress throughout the year, as will be seen in later chapters. Much of that 
progress came through Andrew’s increasing participation in our functional-based discussions. 
I paid very little explicit attention to his surface level problems. In the final analysis, it was 
Andrew’s developing control of the more macro features of text construction that resulted in 
observable improvement in his grammar. At no point during the year did I provide traditional 
grammar exercises for the class, nor did any student ask for them. This is not to say that 
attention to traditional concepts and rules of grammar was not paid contingently through 
incidental teaching either at the whole class or individual levels, but it was rarely planned for.  
‘A=B’ structures 
As early as Semester One, students were introduced to the notion that verbs can be differentially 
categorised and that relational processes are key in constructing more technicised texts. In this 
respect, as noted in Chapter Two, the idea of ‘A = B’ structures, whereby the relationship 
between clausal participants ‘A’ and ‘B’, construed through relational Processes, formed 
critical knowledge. Many students referred to this resource in their Task 4 reflections. The 
following notes from my journal indicate: (1) my intentions for sharing this information about 
clause structure; and (2) the nature of contingent interaction in a particular teaching context. 
[8] Additionally, the potential for the Fundamental B class’s engagement with theory was a 
factor in their selection as research participants. 
Claudia was one student who mentioned this feature in her Task 4 reflections: 
During the 1st semester in this fundamental class, I have learned a lot about how to 
develop my academic writing by acknowledging different types of texts. From the texts, I 
learned about recontextualising, how to change spoken language text to a more written 
language, constructing ideas into sentences, grammars and A = B structure. . . There were 
some in class assesment which also helped develop my ability. There were “Rats A & B”, 
“Douglas Ross” and “Quokka”. Rats A & B was the text which there was A – B structure.  
(Claudia: T4:1-6; 15-17) 
However, it is Kelly who makes an explicit connection between A=B’’ structures and relational 
Processes: 
My ability to determine the examples of relational verbs also improved by A = B structure 
which was explained after the running dictation. 
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As was noted earlier, Halliday (1994) points out that one of the key features of more written 
language is its grammatical simplicity compared to the relative complexity of more spoken 
language. It was important, therefore, that this concept of simplicity in terms of clausal 
relationships within the sentence embodied in the ‘A = B’ concept was introduced early and 
that a continued focus was maintained. In all the language teaching materials, including English 
for Academic Purposes (EAP) and English for Specific Purposes (ESP), I have seen, nowhere 
have I been aware of attention to this critically important concept nor of how it allows, by 
means of the packing of information into nominal group structure, for the creation of more 
lexically dense texts (Halliday, 1979, 1980a, 1988c, 1992c, 1992d, 1994b, 2005).  
Constructing writer-reader relationships 
Work on the construal of appropriate writer-reader text relationships began with the first formal 
assessment in Semester One, the Fox TV ‘Secrets of a Street Magician Finally Revealed’ 
viewing/representing report. Students were asked to avoid resources that create direct 
relationships, such as rhetorical questions and the use of first and second personal pronouns. 
Apart from the obvious point that these create more spoken, less abstract texts, one of my 
purposes was to raise appreciation of the existence of choice in the instantiation of meanings. 
Dulcie reveals such awareness, noting that, “In this topic, we learned how to use formal 
language and avoid colloquial language or direct reference to the reader” (Dulcie: T4: 9-10) or 
when Calvin St writes, “Another important thing that we have learned from our teacher’s 
feedback is how to directly address the reader in a formal report” (Calvin St: T4: 21-24).  
While it is not possible to represent everything from the Task 4 responses, I hope that 
what has been presented will be accepted as evidence that, even prior to the explicit sharing of 
SFG theory that took place from July onwards, Fundamentals B students were developing a 
metalanguage for talking about language and grammar and how linguistic choices reveal higher 
order social meanings and purposes. I argue that, without the creation of such shared 
metalanguage, teachers and learners are denied the ability to talk with sufficient depth about 
language. Without such an opportunity, I contend that teachers and learners are together thrown 
back on an over reliance on ‘methodology’ to make the process of language learning 
meaningful. Methodology alone, in my view, is insufficient to drive advanced forms of 
learning.  I hope this chapter, albeit in a limited way, provides some indication of how much 
the teaching and learning experienced in Semester One was strongly driven by a functional 
epistemology and how students were able to adopt the language of functional grammar in order 
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to ‘talk’ increasingly powerfully about language generally, and about their own texts in 
particular. 
Chapter summary 
In the first half of this chapter, quite extensive information was presented in order to create a 
sense of individual students’ classroom identity, in a purely physical or locational sense as well 
as in their relationship to others and to the research. In the second half, a number of key 
concepts from functional grammar and epistemological priorities (recontextualisation, writer-
reader relationship, among others) were sketched out together with some reflections on how a 
functional grammar can inform advanced language learning pedagogy. Chapter Five will 





5. PEDAGOGICAL FIELD (2): SEMESTER TWO 
 
Recently, I learned a lot of grammar stuff in Fundamental of English class. Some of them 
are theme/Rheme, structures in paragraphs, sentences, text, left and right hand modifiers, 
among others. For me personally, the most useful material was the left and right hand 
modifiers. That material not only improved my English skill grammatically, but also 
improved my analytical ability. I have not realized about that those modifiers are actually 
‘modify/change’ the object before. Previously, I thought that these modifiers appear ‘as 
is’. After I knew about these things, I realized that language can be analyzed deeply. For 
sure, these materials had improved my formal academic writing skills. (Calvin Sr’s 
journal: November 11, 2008) 
 
This chapter extends the account provided in Chapter 4 of my informal introduction of 
functional grammar in Semester One. It details seven key stages of the pedagogy in Semester 
Two, starting at the end of July with my introduction of the nominal group and ending with our 
final work on grammatical metaphor in November. I focus principally on Ideational structure 
(Participant, Process and Circumstance), nominal group structure (pre- and post-Head 
modification and Classifiers), the role of the metafunctions, with particular attention to 
thematic development, grammatical metaphor and, to a lesser extent, lexical density. In 
addition, discussion of the important difference between finite and non-finite forms, ‘A = B’ 
structures and nominalisation, as well as some of the key grammatical and structural 
differences between ‘more spoken’ and ‘more written’ text, introduced in the preceding 
semester, was reinforced and extended.  Evidence for the developmental role of this theoretical 
approach to student writing will be provided through excerpts from class transcripts, video and 
audio notes, extracts from class notes, PowerPoints and other shared class materials, as well as 
from student research journals and my own journal.   
What drives this pedagogy is my belief in the possibility of representing the holistic 
nature of language as an integrated system of co-dependent and co-interactive parts (Halliday’s 
(1994b) analogy of metafunctional ‘choreography’)   from the perspective of systemic 
functional grammar. What allows for its theoretical foundation to be translated into accessible 
knowledge for learners is its potential for semiotic representation, as will be explored further 
in Chapter Six in relation to pedagogical scaffolding. The metafunctional trajectory (that is, the 
order in which the various metafunctional elements were introduced) mapped out in this 
chapter relates directly to the possibility for this representation to be made explicit. The point 
of entry to the metafunctions is, I claim, via the Ideational level of meanings that construe 
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‘happenings and goings-on’: the relationship between Processes and their associated 
Participants and by extension the Circumstances around or through which these happenings are 
situated. This level was presented as the ‘top’ layer of the ‘language cake’.  At this level it is 
possible to represent elements of structure fairly simply, that is as Participants, Processes and 
Circumstances. The amount of successful work that has taken place in schools in Australia, 
particularly in the primary years (Coffin & Donohue, 2014b; Williams, 1998, 2005), in 
communicating these concepts to students bears witness to the logic of this approach. In the 
2008 research I conducted, however, Ideational structure was extended and deepened to include 
a focus on nominal groups.  This extended students’ awareness of the potential for information 
to be packed into Participants for increased abstraction and therefore formality, particularly 
through relational processes (verbs of being and having), as noted in Chapter five, in the form 
of ‘A = B’ structures.  
In terms of macro presentation, I argue the potential for semiotic representation is next 
best achieved via the Textual metafunction due to: (1) the intrinsic relationship between 
Ideational elements and the constituents of (topical) Theme; and (2) the potential for this 
relationship to be presented graphically. Therefore, the introduction of Theme-Rheme structure 
follows logically on from discussion of the Ideational metafunction. The principle of Given-
New is also possible to represent in the same way, further extending learner awareness of the 
Textual resources available for achieving cohesion. A third closely related idea capable of 
visual representation, shared with students at the stage of introducing the Textual metafunction 
was what I coined the ‘First position principle’ [9], a concept designed to reinforce the idea of 
thematisation at all levels of text construction.   It is significant that the research students as 
well as those in the two other Fundamentals of English classes responded so positively and 
with such animated interest to the work done on thematic development, particularly when it 
came to an opportunity for them to analyse their own texts for evidence of Textual relationships 
(Stage 7). Research shows that the construction of cohesion in second language writing is 
particularly challenging (Ryshina-Pankova, 2006; Schleppegrell, 2006). A focus on the 
construction of Textual meanings, therefore, is an important step for engaging learners with 
the challenges of creating more cohesive texts.  At this point, the holistic nature of the language 
system can begin to be sensed and appreciated by learners. Evidence for their interest in 
thematic development is found throughout a range of the data collected, for example Turner’s 
comments reported in Chapter Seven and Calvin Sr’s in the following chapter.  
The issue of semiotic representation is more complex and conceptually demanding, 
however, when it comes to the Interpersonal metafunction.  In my view, this is best left until a 
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clear sense of the Ideational and Textual elements of language is consolidated. It is possible, in 
my view, with very advanced learners, and in order to extend and consolidate understanding 
of clause structure, to present a mood analysis focusing on the relationship between Mood and 
Residue, particularly in relation to the function of question tags. However, a full Interpersonal 
analysis in schematic representation which takes account of Complements and (Comment and 
Mood) Adjuncts is probably only relevant for and accessible to students at university level 
studying linguistics or applied linguistics or for the very exceptional student at lower levels. 
Therefore, the introduction of Interpersonal elements can, I suggest, only realistically take 
place contingently. One example is those resources which go towards the creation of modality 
(modal verbs, mood adjuncts of possibility, probability, among others) (see Stage 4).  It was 
for this reason that I chose the metafunctionally restricted short text Cyclone Rona (Stage 2) in 
order to begin talking about the construction of ‘one- and two-way street’ relationships through 
our discussion of the modal can as an example of Interpersonal resources (or ‘the middle layer 
of the cake’). This text, however, was pre-eminently suited to sharing knowledge and 
understanding of the Ideational level, and will be described in greater detail below.  
The following figure maps the pedagogy in terms of the trajectorial order of 
metafunctional presentation that informed explicit delivery and as outlined above. It attempts 
to show the broad move from an initial focus on the Ideational through to the Textual together 
with the progressive and contingent underpinning of Interpersonal elements.  
 
 
Figure 9. Schematic representation of metafunctional trajectory delivery showing 
metaredundancy and epistemological development 
 
Table 4 [10] presents a mapping of the pedagogy in delivery stages, detailing the Semester Two 
weeks during which that delivery took place together with the key concepts, scaffolds and texts.  
The following section details the key written reports written by students for assessment 
during Semester Two. These texts fulfilled three main functions. First was their role as material 
for official reporting purposes. Second, and more importantly, they functioned as vehicles for 
advancing development of students’ knowledge of functional grammar. Third, they formed a 
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reservoir that we drew on for talking about language, this fulfilling one key element of the 
research question: raising students’ metalinguistic consciousness.   
The reports and their place in the research project 
The four reports serving as the primary vehicles for Semester Two reporting purposes extended 
over the whole of the research period from June to December 2008. The first, Task 4, was 
written at the end of Semester One [Thursday, 5 June 2008]. Its purpose was to present a 
personal reflection on each student’s part of the perceived value to them individually of their 
Semester One work. The remaining three, Death Penalty Dilemma, The Miracles of Jesus, and 
The State of the Planet reports were written at staggered intervals during Semester Two, 
extending to the first week of December and coinciding with the end of the teaching and 
research period. A short description of each report follows.  
The Death Penalty Dilemma task required students to comment specifically on the 
positive and negative features (‘strengths and weaknesses’) of an undated Jakarta Post 
newspaper article which examined the pros and cons of capital punishment. This task explicitly 
required students to comment on specific grammatical features in the text (right modifiers and 
Classifiers) as well as evaluate the logic of the evidence presented by the writer in the 
construction of an argument. Students were given detailed information about the structure 
required (e.g., number and focus of paragraphs). Considerable time was spent deconstructing 
the article from both a grammatical and a logical perspective as well as modelling an 
appropriate approach to the task. This was challenging for most students. The article itself was 
not easy to read and confusion was caused through the writer’s illogical organisation of ideas. 
My reason for choosing this text was that it had been given to another Year 11 English class 
by one of the other English teachers the previous year. I felt that, without considerable 
deconstruction, the article represented a great challenge to students at this level. I, therefore, 
set out to provide deconstruction for my Fundamentals of English group. The language 
resources employed by the writer also served my pedagogical purposes very well in that there 
was considerable use of right modification in nominal groups, complex embedding within those 
right modifiers and a very wide range of Classifiers.  Following the completion of this task, I 
was able to work one-on-one with many of the students (14), going through their written 
responses once I had marked the work and prepared a basic Transitivity analysis showing their 
use of right modification and Classifiers.  We were able to talk through the issues relating to 




The Miracles of Jesus report required students to choose one of the miracles examined 
by the American illusionist and born-again Christian Brock Gill in a BBC VCD documentary 
aimed at evaluating the evidence for and against the hypothesis that Jesus created the miracles 
described in the New Testament through magic or illusion. Students were asked to describe the 
selected miracle and then comment on the evidence presented and evaluated by Brock Gill in 
collaboration with a range of experts including biblical scholars, historians, a psychologist and 
a professional illusionist colleague of Gill. They were also asked to draw conclusions based on 
all the evidence presented. No specific grammatical focus was required for this task, but 
students were asked to write their reports using formal language. The VCD was viewed a 
number of times in class. Students were encouraged to make notes on their chosen miracle and 
considerable discussion was undertaken to unpack the contexts in which the miracles took place 
and the views on the miracles provided by not only Brock Gill but also by the experts.  As a 
listening exercise, this was quite challenging. As with the Death Penalty Dilemma work, one-
on-one writing conferences were conducted with a number of the students (9).  
The final formal task was written in response to extensive viewing and discussion of 
David Attenborough’s BBC VCD documentary The State of the Planet. This was very 
challenging for students since they were required to make viewing notes and then, with 
recourse to those notes, write a formal report about the state of biodiversity on Earth based on 
the information provided by Attenborough. As with The Miracles of Jesus report, students were 
required to write formally. Since this was the final assessment task for the year, and time was 
quickly running out, I was unable to prepare Transitivity analyses for this task or conduct any 
writing conference interviews.  
Stage 1 (Weeks 1 and 2: 18 and 25 July) 
Overview  
This stage represents an entry point into the theory that was to come. It begins with a 
brainstorming consideration of the social functions of language in the broadest terms, before 
moving onto my introduction of the ‘‘Cake’ model’. In this stage, the first four slides of the 
PowerPoint ‘PowerPoint slides from the model’ were shared and discussed. As noted in 
Chapter One, the model provided an easily accessible visual representation of the much more 
difficult concept of metafunction, a word that I did not use throughout the course until perhaps 
at the very end and only in a very limited way. Due to its ready potential to represent a three-
layered model, the ‘‘Cake’ model’ metaphor served its purpose well throughout the explicit 
sharing period. One of its main advantages is that it is possible to characterise the ‘middle’ 
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layer, the Interpersonal system, as being particularly resource rich and to talk about it 
metaphorically, as previously noted,  in terms of ‘all the good things like jam and cream’. 
Even before I broached the introduction of the explicit metafunctional knowledge 
delivery, I was concerned to represent ideas about Mood (Interpersonal metafunction) through 
discussion of the ‘one-way/two-way street’ idea. As mentioned above in the mapping of the 
metafunctional delivery (Figure 8), the building up and sharing of ideas relating to the 
Interpersonal dimension of language underpinned everything we did, but as a metafunctional 
‘sub-text’ and not at the superordinate level of metafunctional trajectory. This is also reflected 
in the very first work we did on Day One of the research proper.  
 
On Friday 25 July, before I felt able to commence work on the model, I felt it necessary to 
contextualise the theoretical work with a discussion of the various social roles that language 
plays. This focus reflects the view of systemic functional linguistics that language is a social 
semiotic (Halliday, 1978b; Hasan, 2005a, 2005c). Therefore it was important to begin our 
discussions by considering the socially constituted nature of language.  This was the point of 
departure, then, for the first video-recorded theory lesson on Friday 25 July. As I noted in my 
journal (Saturday, 26 July), one of our principal conclusions was that all the various functions 
or purposes of language were communicative and that all were essentially social. The purpose 
of this discussion was to establish a broad view of language operating  for various purposes, 
but which were all communicative and involving social relationships of some kind (“What is 
common to every use of language is that it is meaningful, contextualized, and in the broadest 
sense social” (Halliday, 1973, p. 20).  
In addition to the principal question (‘What does language do?’), I wrote up the 
following additional prompt questions: ‘What do we use language to do/achieve?’ and ‘What 
are our purposes in using language?’ Discussion ranged widely and many ideas were 
forthcoming, as the following list of ideas from my weekly class notes (Week 2: Friday 25 
July) will show. As mentioned in Chapter Three, my invariable practice was to use a laptop 
connected to an LCD projector so that key ideas, issues of importance and notated points and 
questions, among others, from students could be recorded for archival purposes. Therefore, the 
following list of ideas about the purposes of language is directly imported from the notes we 
made that day [11]. It is clear from the responses that this question, or series of related 
questions, provoked considerable interest and reflection. Additional notes reveal that our 
discussion emphasised the multi-faceted nature of language (‘Language is multifunctional’) 
and that a strong relationship exists between the use of language and the creation of identity 
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(‘Language a social identity/environment’). As a result of this discussion, the groundwork was 
laid for continued discussion about the social purposes of language and, indirectly, for the 
introduction of ideas related to those resources of language that go towards the construction of 
Interpersonal relationships. Following this discussion, we began looking at the PowerPoint 
‘The ‘Cake’ model’ and worked through to Slide 4, as Figure 10 depicts [12].  
In choosing the image of an iced cake to represent language, it was my purpose to 
convey the idea that language is an integrated whole, but a whole capable of deconstruction as 
a system of interdependent constituents. It was also important to explicitly introduce functional 
grammar as our chosen theoretical tool. Throughout the research period, I referred repeatedly 
to functional grammar (or even ‘systemic functional grammar’) in order to convey to students 
that we were adopting a view of language that was grammatically based but different from the 
kind of school grammar to which they may have been exposed. I was also concerned to share 
the notion that the tool was theoretical, that we were engaging in principled, theoretically- 
based language-learning practice. We finished the lesson when the most basic information had 
been shared about the purposes of the various levels of the language ‘Cake’. We had even 
formulated a model sentence to exemplify the constituents of the Ideational metafunction: ‘Iris 
is sitting on a chair at the front of the classroom.’ This formulation was our point of reference 
for some time when we wanted or needed to recall the Ideational elements.  
Stage 2 (Weeks 3, 4 and 5: 1, 8 and 15 August) 
Overview 
This stage represents a clear extension and completion of Stage 1. In it our consideration of the 
‘Cake’ model PowerPoint (slides 5-8) was concluded. Students’ understanding of the three 
Ideational elements of Participant, Process and Circumstance was reinforced through intensive 
discussion and analysis of the key text ‘Cyclone Rona’. The Interpersonal metafunction 
received its first probing through talk about the modalising role of can (‘can be buffeted’)  in 
the text, opening the way for further consideration of the negotiability of meanings through 
other Interpersonal resources, including the verb system (for example, Stage 4b). Among 
important grammatical ideas shared during these three weeks was a revisiting and extension of 
ideas relating to finite and non-finite grammar. In analytical terms, our work on ‘Cyclone Rona’ 
allowed me to introduce bracketing for identifying embedded (post-Head) features of nominal 




Stage 2 extends over Weeks 3, 4 and 5 and in metafunctional terms forms a sub-trajectory 
mirroring the macro trajectory outlined above, that is a movement from the Ideational through 
to an initial consideration of the concept of thematisation by way of limited reference to the 
Interpersonal (modal can from ‘Cyclone Rona’ text), as noted in Figure 11 [13].  In this period, 
we completed both the PowerPoint ‘‘Cake’ model’ work from Week 2 and our Ideational 
analysis of ‘Cyclone Rona’ [14], identifying Participants, Processes and Circumstances and 
began considering the difference between circumstantial information embedded as right 
modifiers in nominal groups (e.g., ‘buildings [on higher ground]’) and Circumstances 
functioning in their own right at clause level (e.g. ‘To the north’). In this context, we talked 
about the ‘moveability test’ as a way of disambiguating these two forms of circumstantial 
information (that is, if a Circumstance is moved, does it make any difference to the meaning, 
or does it add some kind of definitional meaning to a noun and hence is wedded to it as a post-
modifier?). We also embarked on an analysis of a considerably more challenging text from an 
upper secondary physics textbook, ‘Structure of an atom’ and considered the relationship 
between Ideational meanings and the organisation of texts at whole text level.  
 In Week 3, we completed our examination of the ‘‘Cake’ model’ PowerPoint [15], 
focusing on what was possible to say about ‘Charlie’ in Slide 6, settling on the bare bones of 
Ideational meaning in the formulation ‘Charlie is lying on the chair’ to reinforce the idea that 
an Ideational analysis focuses on ‘happenings and goings on’ (Slide 5). We also continued our 
identification of the Ideational elements of ‘Cyclone Rona’, which was finally completed in 
Week 5 on the 15 August. My purpose was to consolidate understanding of Participant, Process 
and Circumstance at the topmost level of the model. While this was my primary focus, 
‘Cyclone Rona’ afforded me the opportunity, as noted earlier, in a very limited way to begin 
talking about one of the resources (modality)  from the Interpersonal system, represented by 
the modal verb can in the Process ‘can be buffeted’. A substantial amount of time was spent 
that lesson teasing out the ‘one word’ that created a ‘two-way street’ relationship between 
writer and reader in this text, finally identified by Turner. As our discussion about modal verbs 
progressed, it occurred to me that I could make the point that can here was an element operating 
at both the Ideational and the Interpersonal levels at one and the same time, reflecting 
Halliday’s notion of grammatical polyphony (Halliday, 1994b).  
This approach to pedagogical talk about modal verbs contrasts starkly with a more 
traditional one, where these verbs are more likely dealt with as a discrete set of verbs without 
reference to their modal function in the construction of the composer-responder relationship. 
In the context of our ‘Cyclone Rona’ work, discussion of modality arose from a whole-text 
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view of grammar and involved students in seeing particular grammatical resources–in this case 
process selection–as reflecting specific ways in which the writer-reader relationship is 
construed. In this sense then, focus on this verb in the context of this particular text is evidence 
that a functional pedagogy develops explicit awareness of the nexus between form and social 
function. Our focus on the whole text notion is further exemplified in the way that ‘Cyclone 
Rona’ was unpacked for purpose.  
 ‘Cyclone Rona’ also allowed us to continue work begun in Semester One on passive 
structures (‘can be buffeted’, ‘were flooded’, ‘had to be evacuated’ and ‘were badly affected’) 
and non-finite grammar (‘causing widespread flooding’ and ‘sleeping in buildings on higher 
ground’). The work on passive voice continued to be directly tied to discussions relating to 
thematisation at the Textual level and as such was instrumental in the macro move from 
Ideational to Textual in the metafunctional trajectory. The two examples of non-finite clauses 
in the text gave me with an opportunity to revisit our Semester One discussions of this verb 
form. The following extract from our class notes for 8 August [16] reveal my attempt to 
disambiguate a non-finite clause from the similar looking but functionally very different 
continuous form.  
At various times in my teaching career, I have pointed out non-finite structures (usually 
of the present participle type) to groups of students, asking for identification of the verb form. 
Invariably, students are either confused and unable to come to any form of identification or 
they believe the present participle signifies the continuous form.  As already noted, finite 
structures had been discussed in Semester One. It was now time to take this discussion further 
and to talk about the contribution of non-finite grammar to the construction of abstraction. My 
purpose in contrasting the clause as found in ‘Cyclone Rona’ with those in points 1, 2 and 3 
was to show that non-finite grammar effectively disassociates meaning from time–that it 
represents a disjunction  of semantics and temporality, or tense, and therefore allows us to talk 
about ideas in their ‘pure’ form, without reference to time.  I continued to repeat the point from 
this time onwards that the use of non-finite grammar, and clauses in particular, is an important 
feature of more formal academic writing. When I first introduced the concept earlier in the 
year, I attempted to conceptualise it through reference to the universe and the concept of infinity 
– that something which is infinite (or ‘non finite’) has no limits and that in grammatical terms 
those limits are concerned with time. One of my continued references to verbs, therefore, 
throughout the course was to the idea that verbs can be represented as being ‘plus or minus 
time’ (+ time/- time). In my experience, this is an aspect of grammar rarely dealt with explicitly 
in either first or second language teaching, but one that deserves such treatment. In fact, it 
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represents a superordinate concept over and above any discussion of tense–at least at the 
advanced stages of learning. It is also my conviction that many students are interested in going 
deeper into grammar, which discussion of finiteness represents. One of a number of instances 
of this interest occurred at around this time, involving the role of non-finite forms in 
nominalisation, as I recorded in my journal [17].  
This interaction is a powerful index of the potential for learning and linguistic 
knowledge development through an explicit SFG pedagogy. It is likely that these particular 
students brought their grammatical conundrum to me knowing I would be willing and keen to 
throw light on their confusion. Having a range of tools from functional grammar at my disposal 
allowed me to approach this clarificatory task in a principled and theoretically justified way. 
Anything less and it is likely that they would have gone away with lurking doubts about a 
grammatical construction that juxtaposed ‘to’ and  a verb ending in ‘-ing’, and possibly with 
doubts about my ability to explain a grammatical point authoritatively. Being able to discuss 
the problem in the way we did, referring to the problematic clause as a ‘noun idea’ replaceable 
by any number of other nouns and having the resource of bracketing to draw on to represent a 
nominalised structure  simplified the task of satisfying their curiosity directly, quickly and with 
certainty. Therefore, a functional grammar response and explanation, in this case, achieved a 
result that would most certainly have been a much more difficult exegetical exercise if 
approached from a traditional or school grammar perspective. Being able to talk about text in 
terms of units of meaning, as opposed to isolated syntagmatic elements, made the task of 
resolving Turner and Vanessa’s confusion a simple matter capable of ‘on the run’ response.  
The issue of bracketing has just been raised in relation to nominalisation. Our initial 
work on ‘Cyclone Rona’ afforded us the opportunity to share this representational device, albeit 
in a limited way. Mention has been made of our work on disambiguating circumstantial 
information. It was in this context that I first used single brackets to convey the notion of 
embedding. Our ‘Cyclone Rona’ work continued and was completed in the first part of the 
lesson on Friday 15 August.  
Stage 3: Getting deeper into grammar: nominal group structure (Weeks 6 and 7: 22 and 
29 August) 
Overview 
This stage is highly significant in the overall trajectory. It represents a broadening and 
deepening of shared ideas, particularly through the PowerPoint ‘Participants and nominal 
group structure’. During this stage, our discussion of bracketing became more detailed, 
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allowing us to talk at considerably greater depth about the possibilities for ‘packing in’ content 
into nominal groups. Through this process of increased technical focus on post-Head 
modification, we were able to intensify our discussions relating to ‘more written’ versus ‘more 
spoken’ language, and to touch on grammatical metaphor.  
 
Five purposes, or points of specific focus, are evident in this stage. The first was to begin to 
relate Transitivity knowledge to new information about nominal group structure, particularly 
with regard to right modification. Work on nominal groups also saw an introduction to the 
function of Classifiers in building technicality. The second purpose was to use students’ own 
writing to focus on nominal groups to disambiguate problematic clause structure as well as to 
validate their own grammatical abilities. An extension of this second purpose was to relate our 
theoretical work on the ‘language cake’ and nominal groups to issues arising from assessment 
tasks. A fourth purpose, representing an extension of Semester One recontextualisation work, 
was to focus more specifically on grammatical differences between spoken and written English 
through the introduction of a conceptual model of mode (‘Cline of spoken and written 
English’). Finally, it was important for my purposes to devote discursive space to the idea of 
grammatical metaphor.  
From the very beginning, I was keen to get to the point where I could talk explicitly 
about nominal groups as a resource for ‘packing’ meaning into text, specifically through the 
process of expansion, in order to achieve the kind of lexically dense structures that are so 
important in the development of more formal, more written, language, particularly in the 
sciences (Martin, 1993a; Martin & Veel, 1998; Rose, 1998; Veel, 1997). Being able to discuss 
this aspect of grammar was also essential for my purposes of juxtaposing ‘more spoken’ and 
‘more written’ texts. Therefore, the work we were about to embark on at this stage of the 
pedagogy was of critical importance.  
The relationship between our Ideational focus and the new work is evident in the title 
of the first PowerPoint slide presented [18]. The purpose of the work is also embedded in the 
other information presented at this point: ‘Resources for building meaning and adding content 
in formal, technical, and academic texts.’ The key notion explored in our talk about the slides 
was expansion, first left of the Head (Slides 2 and 9), and then right (Slides 3, 5, 6, 8 and 10). 
The highly significant notion that nominal groups can consist of many words, or as few as one, 
was something I wished to stress. For the sake of simplicity and familiarity, I chose the word 
‘schools’ to function as Head of the various nominal groups we would consider throughout the 
presentation [19]._PowerPoint_‘Participants_and I asked the class to describe what was 
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happening in this process of adding words to ‘schools’. The following extract from the Viewing 
Notes not only provides a glimpse into co-constructed knowledge development. It also reveals 
how peer scaffolding can operate for this same purpose and for enabling learners to take charge 
of learning, a point that will be further developed in the next chapter. This extract is presented 
here in more extended form due to its significance [20].  
In presenting this view of expansion, in this case left modification, it was not my 
purpose to talk about the very powerful idea that Calvin St raised, which was disambiguated 
by his classmate Turner: that as increased premodification occurs, the ‘identity’ of the nominal 
group Head, or the semantic range, is made increasingly more ‘specific’, or ‘narrower’ in 
Turner’s two formulations. That this concept came from the students was so much more cogent 
than if I had initiated it. It was also an opportunity for valorisation and praise. Their joint work 
also allowed me to highlight the relationship between grammatical structure and meaning (“T 
makes it explicit that the ‘range of meaning is becoming narrower’ as the amount of info (in 
the left modifier) is increased” [16.20]). This clearly exemplifies the purpose of a functionally-
based pedagogy. As I repeatedly reminded students, it is not enough just to talk about grammar 
descriptively, using words to name ‘parts of speech’. We need a language that allows us to talk 
about the relationship between the forms of language and the meanings they realise. ‘School’ 
grammar does not permit this.  
Slide 3 [21] took the idea of expansion one step further. My purpose for constructing 
the examples of right modification here was to lead understanding towards two key features of 
embedding: (1) rankshifting through groups and clauses; and (2) multiple levels of embedding. 
A further purpose was to present a more formal introduction to bracketing. I asked students to 
identify the ‘key word’ in both slides (‘schools’) and to comment on the relationship between 
the key word and the different forms of added information shown in slides 2 and 3 in the hope 
that they would identify expansion in both directions. The notion of nominal group ‘Head’ was 
unpacked through discussion of Slide 4 [22]. At this point, I was concerned to limit information 
about the range of grammatical forms a Head might take, so I emphasised the relationship 
between ‘noun’ and ‘Head’. At various times from this point on, I mentioned the possibility of 
one of the pre-Head modifiers fulfilling this role; however, this was done informally and not 
stressed. Focus on the role of Head is evident in the following excerpt from the viewing notes 
[23]. 
The last points in this extract are particularly significant in terms of building awareness 
of grammatical structure. They represent a direct challenge to the practice of ‘reading’ text and, 
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more specifically, structure syntagmatically (that is, as a concatenation of individual words).52  
It is only through mechanisms of interpretation, such as the ability to ‘see’ structural units in 
relation to their function, can students be helped towards the often complex and challenging 
task of creating meaning from advanced and difficult texts – in other words, to read 
paradigmatically, drawing on multiple layers of resource to inform the reading gestalt. This 
was a significant point in the lesson and in the larger process of knowledge generation. 
Informal mention of bracketing has been documented in relation to the ‘Cyclone Rona’ 
text and to Turner and Vanessa’s questions over the problematic ‘I look forward to reading. . 
.’ issue mentioned in the last section of this chapter. In this lesson, I explicitly addressed the 
function of this formal analytical tool.  How this was done is suggested in Slide 5 [24].The 
discussion which followed in my attempt to elicit the reason for the difference between double 
and single bracket use challenged students’ inductive reasoning. Turner’s suggestion that the 
embedded clause, as represented by the double brackets, was ‘deeper’, providing more ‘detail’ 
reveals sophisticated thinking. The presence of the Process in the right modifier certainly 
provides increased semantic depth since it indicates fuller Ideational meaning (Halliday, 1994, 
describes the clause as the basic unit of meaning). His response shows that Turner was 
attempting to create a direct link between meaning and its lexicogrammatical realisation. 
However, this was a difficult concept. Students needed further scaffolding, which was provided 
in Slide 6 [25]. The viewing notes [26] show students were able to draw on existing knowledge 
of Transitivity to resolve the problem.  
In the ensuing work, I hoped to lead the class to appreciate how left and right 
modification can result in structures of significant length and complexity, but still only 
represent one Ideational element of clause structure: Participant. We considered Slides 9 and 
10 [27] and sought to put all this information about modification together to build a picture of 
how Participants can be expanded, as represented in Slide 11 [28]. 
The following representation of interaction at this point of the lesson provides a view 
of my purpose to push students’ thinking even further: to consider how nominal group structure 
as the grammatical realisation of Participant relates to the overall structure of the clause. The 
reference to ‘Calvin W’s sentence’ (33.35) is particularly germane since it formed the point of 
departure for the lesson itself, and will be explained later in this chapter. At this point, students 
were exposed to one of the seminal concepts underpinning the pedagogy, that of post-Head 
                                                 
52 See Atkinson (1985, pp. 67, 149) for a clear explanation of the terms ‘paradigmatic’and’syntagmatic’, 
frequently found in SFL writing and attributed by Atkinson to Saussure, and also in relation to Bernstein’s 
notions of classification and framing.  
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embedding (or ‘rank-shifting’ in SFG terms). We returned to this idea on innumerable 
occasions; it led to the exciting lesson on 22 August when we conducted a whole-class analysis 
and critique of short extracts from their own Task 4 essays. I argue this represented linguistic 
meta-consciousness-raising of an extraordinary kind. Due to the importance of this discussion, 
as earlier, the viewing notes are presented at some length [29].  
As represented here, this work indicates the power of a functional pedagogy to reveal 
the reasons for grammatical inaccuracies in student writing, to student and teacher. An 
alternative approach to this problem from a school grammar perspective might be to inform a 
student that “there is a verb missing from your sentence”. However, as we note from Kelly’s 
apparent confusion, and one that persisted for a time, when presented with this kind of response, 
a student might ask “What about ‘attended by’? Isn’t that a verb?”’ yet not feel sufficiently 
confident to raise this objection or to seek clarification. Of course, I am constructing a 
hypothetical scenario, and the possibility undoubtedly exists that another teacher might resolve 
the confusion in an entirely satisfactory way. Yet, having the tools of functional grammar at 
hand to respond in a disciplined and theoretically informed way, in this case pointing out the 
difference between Process operating at group as compared to clause level, I argue, assists the 
unpacking of challenging grammatical ideas very satisfactorily.  The final interactions in the 
notes (36.01-36.17) touch on an arguably highly abstract level of grammatical understanding 
(rankshifting), yet here it is evident from Turner’s reaction as well as the assent given non-
verbally by others, including Claudia, that this concept had been understood. By extension, this 
idea was now potentially available for future knowledge-building and application, particularly 
in the one-on-one writing conferences. It also represents quite clearly a progression from a 
syntagmatic to a paradigmatic view of text structure.  
As noted above, Assessment 3 (Death Penalty Dilemma) provided us with, among a 
range of Textual issues, the opportunity to discuss at length the role of Classifiers in nominal 
group structure and to extend our consideration of embedding. As part of our text 
deconstruction, we focused attention on the following clause: 
On Tuesday, the Constitutional Court upheld the legitimacy of the death penalty in its 
response to a request for a judicial review made by death-row drug convicts. 
Many students found this sentence challenging.  Applying our recently-formed knowledge 
about nominal group structure, particularly in relation to layers of embedding, I shared this 
analysis [30]. Even with the scaffolding provided and a considerable amount of supportive 
vocabulary work and ‘talking it through’, as well as considering how we had engaged in this 
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process, this sentence remained difficult for most students.  At this point we talked about how 
this stretch of text was a particularly good example of strongly ‘written’ language. We came 
up with the following formula: 
‘Spoken’ language     ‘Written’ language 
(Based more on verbs)     (Based more on nouns) 
I then shared a handout which I hoped would take us even further in our consideration of some 
of the important differences between more spoken and more written texts. Most students agreed 
that ‘B’ was more written than ‘A’. At this point, albeit implicitly, we began our journey into 
grammatical metaphor. We talked about the number of clauses involved and I shared the idea 
that spoken language consists of more clauses joined together with conjunctions. We saw that 
this was happening in the case of ‘A’ but that the same ideas were instantiated in only one 
clause in ‘B’. We also considered the role of vocabulary in the formation of the different modal 
realisations (e.g., ‘pedagogy’ for ‘teaching’). Another point of consideration was that ‘in 
Indonesia’, which is realised as a Circumstance in the more spoken version is translated as a 
left modifier (that is, Classifier) in ‘special Indonesian status’ and that by moving the idea into 
a pre-Head position, we needed to supply a Head, which in this case was the sophisticated term 
‘status’. This discussion reinforced the idea that, in moving from more spoken to more written 
forms of language, we were moving from more verbal to more nominal instantiations of 
meaning. I then re-expressed these two short texts in the following graphic [32].  
In these two lessons (22, 29 August), I pushed the students considerably. The work was 
intensely theoretical. We had moved from an understanding of the elements of an Ideational 
analysis through to the formation of knowledge about nominal group structure and how this 
knowledge was able to inform our appreciation of how successful examples of clause structure 
could differ from less successful attempts. We had begun to resurrect our earlier (Semester 
One) consideration of spoken-written differences, but did so from a more theoretically 
informed position. We had even begun to touch on the highly complex but nevertheless 
extremely powerful concept of grammatical metaphor. In addition to our introductory inclusion 
of bracketing into our analytical repertoire, we had also brought the formalisation of Ideational 
structure through diagrammatic representation into the mix. The next stage involved an 
intensive and deeply rewarding examination of the ‘bottom level’ of the ‘Cake’ (the Textual 
metafunction), most specifically in terms of Theme-Rheme relations.  
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Stage 4 (Weeks 8 and 9: 5th and 12th September) 
Overview 
This stage represents a pivotal point in the pedagogy. In terms of Ideational meanings, we 
finally discussed a taxonomy of Process types and considered the relationship between Process 
and aspect selection. This consideration allowed me to reinvigorate our talk about the 
Interpersonal system (“the middle layer of the cake”) in more detail than our earlier discussions 
of can in ‘Cyclone Rona’ permitted. We extended our consideration of certain aspects of 
modality in our lesson on 5 September (Stage 4a) to include the ideas of probability and 
usuality. We also extended our work on nominal group structure by focusing specifically on 
the role of Classifiers in the Death Penalty Dilemma text and in our analysis of extracts from 
their own Task 4 essays, where, in addition to the presence of Classifiers, we looked at some 
interesting examples of embedded post-Head structures. A week later (12 September: Stage 
4b), we returned to our Semester One work on Process and aspect selection by considering the 
question of Processes in an example of scientific writing (‘Indonesian Settlements’).  
At this point, my goals of: (1) introducing the class to the general concept of language 
as system by way of the language ‘Cake’; (2) examining the three Ideational components; (3) 
considering in some detail nominal group structure; and (4) touching on certain key aspects of 
the Interpersonal system (modality and verb aspect) had largely been achieved. It was now time 
to introduce the Textual system and to consolidate understanding of grammatical metaphor.  
Stage 4(a) (Friday 5 September) 
This pedagogy is not linear. As noted earlier, at the beginning I knew I would start with 
discussion of the Ideational and I suspected strongly that I would end up with the Textual, 
particularly in terms of their potential for visual semiotic representation. Just how the 
Interpersonal system resources would be represented or conveyed, however, was not quite so 
obvious, as I noted in my journal at the time [33]. Due to the complexity of the Interpersonal 
system (Butt et al., 2000, p. 128) and the difficulty that any unified or integrated attempt at 
representing it poses, its sharing was inevitably done in a rather piecemeal and ad hoc fashion. 
We dealt with discrete points as they arose, as will be evident from this present stage of the 
trajectory. The scaffolding (‘schematic’) materials mentioned in the journal entry above were 
only distributed towards the end of the course. Given the time remaining and our need to focus 
on the final assessment, our evaluation of these materials was not undertaken to the degree I 
would have liked. The extent to which an explicit, discrete and more thorough focus on the 
Interpersonal system might be possible, therefore, is somewhat hypothetical. However, there 
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were times, as in this lesson, where I deliberately and explicitly focused on “the middle layer 
of the cake”.  
Stage 4 provides a view of the tensions at work in the construction of the pedagogical 
journey, particularly in relation to its developmental and iterative qualities. In this median stage 
of the project, a strong sense of the relationship between planning and delivery and the tensions 
between them is evident. For example, even though in strictly logical terms, a taxonomy of 
Process types should have been shared at this point, other priorities, such as the need to use 
some of our Friday theory class time to prepare for upcoming assessments, intervened and 
pushed this discussion back. The same applied to the incipient work on grammatical metaphor 
that we had touched on the previous week in looking at the ‘Cline of Spoken and Written 
Language’.  
One motivation for this lesson was to keep students focused on the effects of modality 
and to apply the concept of a cline to this aspect of grammar. We had already considered at 
some length how the modal can created a two-way street relationship. I was keen to extend this 
discussion. At the beginning of the lesson, we revisited the occurrence of modality in the earlier 
text to pursue the notion of certainty and the possibility of doubt about the truth value of 
propositions [34]. We had considered the notion of continuum or cline in relation to the idea 
of ‘more spoken’ and ‘more written’ language the week before. It was important to me to 
maintain a focus on this semiotic device, since many students may be tempted to think about 
language in terms of right and wrong or absolute values. Being able to represent a range of 
meanings for a linguistic concept through their representation as a continuum or cline can 
militate against this tendency and open the door to a more lateral consideration of resources.  
The following figure was shared with the class to provoke discussion about the possible range 
of some Interpersonal meanings.  
 
 
Figure 22.  Cline of probability and usuality expressing modality (from ‘Some resources from 




In our Death Penalty Dilemma work, among various points of focus, we had spent considerable 
time examining Classifiers and their role in nominal group structure and as well as their 
potential to increase technicality and formality. We continued this focus on 5 September when 
we examined excerpts from their own Task 4 (Assessment 1) essays. First, I asked the students 
to identify all the Classifiers. We considered the relationship between Classifier and epithet 
and how they can be distinguished from each other by asking whether Classifiers can be 
intensified (e.g., by premodifying with ‘very’) [35].  
It is a central argument of this thesis that students need to develop awareness of the 
functional nature of the grammar they read in texts and construct themselves. Insufficient 
attention is paid in course books and other teaching materials to Classifiers and their functional 
difference from other adjectives – signifying, among other things, a difference between writer-
speaker attitude towards the nominal element of propositions and their sub-classification. As 
Halliday (1994) also shows, the univariate nature of Classifier sequencing is also a powerful 
grammatical resource for constructing technicality, particularly in science and technology. This 
was, therefore, part of the rationale for our focus on Classifiers.  
The class notes [36] provide an overview of the range of structures we discussed in our 
search for Classifiers, both pre-Head and embedded in right modifiers, and in our search for 
the most interesting examples of nominal groups. Our discussion of Example 9 brings us to 
another important aspect of the pedagogy. The creator of this nominal group, Kelly, provided 
us with a valuable resource for revisiting the notions of embedding and nominalisation. 
However, her work also provided us with an opportunity to valorise and validate the personal 
dimension of our work – in this case, the sophisticated development of Kelly’s control of 
grammatical structure [37]. At this point, the applause given to Kelly, initiated by her friend 
Claudia, was probably the highest form of compliment given in the Fundamentals of English 
classes. It was a mark of honour and respect. Not only did her input index collective 
development, it was also very much indicative of individual consciousness-raising and 
advances in knowledge.  The confidence that such peer-initiated acknowledgement and praise 
afforded students at various points throughout the year was powerful for developing their 
willingness and readiness to approach me out of or at the end of class to pursue issues at greater 
delicacy. For example, as I noted in my journal for that lesson, at the end of this particular 
lesson both Kelly and Dulcie wanted to confirm structural ideas related to the second 
assessment for the following week. Dulcie expressed her thoughts in a particularly 
sophisticated way.  I commended her on the power of her analysis. Another high point I noted 
in my journal was reading Turner’s own journal comments (see Chapters Seven and Eight). He 
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talked about his appreciation of the material on nominal groups and Classifiers and mentioned 
this work had sorted out his confusion about the order of the pre-Head elements. In class that 
afternoon I had talked about a cline of permanence in the nominal group, from less permanent 
on the extreme left to most permanent as we approach the Head.  
Stage 4b (Week 9: Friday 12 September) 
Consisting of a single lesson, this stage of the pedagogy represents a slightly unusual treatment 
of Interpersonal resources in relation to its development throughout the whole metafunctional 
trajectory.  As I have already noted, the complexity of representing this element of the linguistic 
system to students meant its handling would inevitably be contingent. However, and again as 
mentioned, explicit attention to Processes within the Ideational paradigm had been delayed. 
Our work on 12 September represents a conjunction of two metafunctional perspectives. Not 
only did we need to consider the role of Process, it was also necessary to view the role of the 
verbal system from the Interpersonal perspective of mood as well as of tense, aspect and voice. 
In this sense, Stage 5 was pivotal in the overall pedagogic design, as suggested in Figure 23 
[38]. An additional motivation for this focus on Processes relates to our Textual analysis. We 
were becoming increasingly concerned with the analysis of more complex written texts and the 
role of Process selection in their construction was an issue that needed to be dealt with 
explicitly. As noted in the last chapter, Process selection was touched on in a limited way in 
Semester One in our work on the ‘Rats’ texts. At that time the students had been provided with 
the following information as part of that coverage [39]. They were introduced to the possibility 
of sub-classifying verbs according to a functional framework (that is, of ‘action’ verbs, verbs 
of thinking, verbs of saying and being/having or relational verbs). We had also noted that as 
the ‘Rats’ text developed (from ‘Rats A’ through ‘Rats B’) there was a significant shift towards 
the employment of verbs of the relational type. Our work on 12 September, therefore, was a 
consolidation of concepts shared some months earlier as well as an extension designed to 
provide an insight into the relationship between Process type and the Interpersonal dimensions 
of mood and aspect.  
The relevant teaching-learning sequence for this work begins in the viewing notes [40]. 
Claudia’s response to my initial question (‘What makes verbs have the form/shape they do 
have?’) shows a significant orientation to the relationship between different levels of 
grammatical form. Her response reveals a sophisticated awareness of context in shaping 
grammatical structure and is further evidence of developing ability to consider grammatical 
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issues paradigmatically. She did not provide a simplistic pat answer. This response reflects a 
key pedagogical purpose.  
In the next six minutes or so of the lesson we identified all four elements that contribute 
to verbal form: tense, aspect, mood and voice. However, this was not new information, having 
touched on this aspect of grammar in Semester One in our scientific description. This was one 
reason we were able to move through these rather difficult and technical ideas so quickly. The 
key work for this lesson happened from this point on and started with the distribution of the 
handout ‘Ideational level: Process and Aspect’, beginning with the orientation [41]. A 
functional grammar perspective on the relationship between Process and aspect was then 
provided in sharing a challenge for students to explain the association of Process and aspect 
selection [42]. I then asked why we had selected simple aspect and not continuous for all of 
Processes since they were all about things happening at the moment. Traditional grammar 
would say that continuous is the aspect choice when the action is present (the ‘happening now’ 
rule that is frequently presented to learners). However, as I pointed out, it does not provide an 
answer to the issues in (a)-(d). On the other hand, functional grammar does. According to 
functional grammar, different Process types select different aspects as first choice [43]. This 
matrix of unmarked Process selection was reified through the examples [44]. The following 
point was made to avoid presenting an inflexible set of rules, which would have been an anti-
functional perspective in this situation. We had noted that certain types of verbs select 
differentially in terms of aspect. However, I was keen to point out it is also possible to make a 
second choice (continuous instead of simple and vice versa) for specific communicative 
purposes. My point was that language is not an exact science and that sometimes we 
deliberately break what appear to be rules.  
We were heading in one key direction with this work: towards consideration of the role 
of a combination of material and relational Processes, and relational Processes in particular, in 
constructing more ‘written’ texts. The final point of focus for the lesson, therefore, was a 
handout containing the following focus on material and relational processes exemplified in a 




Stages 5 and 6: Building technicality through Textual features and grammatical 
metaphor (Weeks 12, 13 and 15: 10, 17, 21, 28, 30 and 31 October) 
Overview 
These two stages share a common preoccupation: (1) introduction of the Textual metafunction 
(“the bottom layer of the cake”) by way of thematic development (Theme-Rheme analysis); 
and (2) applying our understanding of thematic processes to the analysis of texts. The two 
stages could conceivably be conflated as one single pedagogical move; however, the fact they 
represent two very different pedagogical functions–introduction of theory and its application–
in my view justify their differentiation. As explained below, three key texts feature during these 
four weeks in October. Each served a different purpose. First, ‘Crystals and Crystalography’ 
introduced the basic principles of thematic organisation. Next, ‘Mary had a little lamb’ led us 
to consider how thematic development can contribute to genre. Finally, the ‘Decathlon’ 
paragraph revealed how attention to Textual organisation can make a considerable difference 
to coherence. In addition to our work on the Textual metafunction, we seized grammatical 
metaphor by the horns.  
 
A key feature of Stages 5 and 6, which extended over Weeks 12, 13, 14 and 15, is the increasing 
sophistication of ideas shared. Strongly apparent is a considerable amount of building on 
previous knowledge and rapid movement into quite difficult and challenging linguistic ideas. 
At this stage we embarked on a sustained focus on the Textual metafunction via a range of 
texts, the first being a short extract from a scientific text on the atomic structure of crystals 
(‘Crystals and Crystalography’) taken from a book of readings used at KFUPM. I chose this 
text for its clear Theme-Rheme patterns reminiscent of short texts exemplified by Halliday and 
other systemicists for similar purposes.   
As noted, three key texts featured during this stage: ‘Crystals and Crystalography’, 
‘Mary had a little lamb’ and ‘The Decathlon paragraph’. The first will be described in some 
detail, however limitations of space preclude extended discussion of the others. In examining 
the traditional nursery rhyme [46], which involved me writing a revised version [47], we saw 
that the generic prosodic features of the poem in its original form created a complex pattern of 
thematic development that contrasted markedly with the pattern of constant and linear Themes 
apparent in ‘Crystals and Crystalography’. In its revised form, I organised the messages so they 
conformed to this latter pattern; however, it was no longer a poem in any recognisable sense. 
It was clear to us all there was a demonstrable link between text genre and thematic 
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development. This was even more apparent when we tried to sing the revised version. We also 
considered the integral relationship between Ideational elements and thematic selection [48] as 
well as some highly theoretical discussion of thematic predication, principally a consequence 
of Turner’s analysis of clause 6 [49]. 
The ‘Decathlon’ text [50] was one I had previously used with a class at KFUPM. Even 
though there was nothing obviously ‘wrong’ from a traditional grammatical perspective, the 
paragraph simply did not ‘work’ well. I subjected this short text to two revisions ([51] and 
[52]), showing how conformity to the more scientific patterns found in the ‘Crystals’ text 
created a much more cohesive paragraph, one that flowed more successfully. This work had 
proved effective with my Saudi students. I used it once more with my Fundamentals classes to 
consolidate understanding of how thematic development contributes to the creation of more 
effective texts. 
The first text we used for the purposes of a Textual analysis, mentioned above, was the 
short 6-clause text ‘Crystals and Crystalography’ [53]. The viewing notes [54] reveal important 
aspects of that process. In building our understanding of the relationship between the 
lexicogrammar and the meanings, we drew on existing knowledge of nominal group structure, 
particularly Classifiers (l. 38.05). My first move was to have students work through the text for 
meaning. I then asked what happens to the atoms (Turner responds ‘pack’). I confirmed but 
asked them to express the idea without using the original ‘pack together’. Iris suggested ‘They 
join together’ (l. 36.55). I confirmed and checked whether they could identify the introduction 
of a technical term (chemical bonding) (l. 37.57). I followed with the question “What is the 
relationship between ‘chemical bonding’ and the information we had before?” (l. 38.05), 
stressing as we proceeded the Classifier-Head structure in the nominal group. “Why are they 
talking about ‘chemical bonding?” I asked, “Is this a new idea?” (l. 38.40). The viewing notes 
reveal my underlying purposes, of leading thinking towards a deeper understanding of how 
formality is constructed in texts of this kind.  
The process of creating meaning from this short but nevertheless challenging text 
involved  considerable co-construction, for example through reformulation of lexical items ( 
‘They join together’, l.36.55) and inductive reasoning (for example, identifying the 
introduction of the technical term, l.37.57). The focus throughout this sub-episode was framed 
by the opening and closing focus on the idea of formal academic grammar – the idée fixe to 
which the class was continually exposed. At this point, we had begun an analytical journey 
matching the grammar of increasing abstraction with the representation of a scientific process. 
We had also drawn on our recent knowledge-building work on Classifiers to identify the first 
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grammatical abstraction in this text–chemical bonding, but we had done so in a way that gave 
ownership for the concept back to the students (ll.38.40-38.42).  
Our next task was to identify the grammatical features contributing to the text’s 
formality. The following list [55] was generated through discussion and listed in the class notes. 
Lists of this kind, written up as they were in real time and projected onto the class whiteboard, 
were an important resource for our developing understanding (cf., ‘What are the purposes of 
language?’ work at the beginning of the ‘Cyclone Rona’ lesson sequence). While I initiated 
some ideas (e.g. ll.47.53-49.05), important new ones came from the students themselves (e.g., 
‘J’s introduction of ‘jargon’ [42.00] and Vanessa’s contribution of ‘conciseness’ [43.05]). 
These represent increasing collective ownership. From this point on, we explored the thematic 
relations evident in the text by way of the thematic development analysis [56].  
The two types of thematic relations (constant and linear themes) evident through the 
use of the arrows were also named, an additional degree of abstraction in the representation of 
intra-textual resource analysis first introduced through bracketing in the ‘Cyclone Rona’ work. 
The arrows gave us yet another analytical tool and were important features of our knowledge 
building in relation to the Textual meanings that led from ‘Crystals and Crystalography’ 
through our work on ‘Mary had a little lamb’, the ‘Decathlon’ paragraph and finally to the 
students’ analysis of their own Task 4 writing. This short scientific text was also the first I 
presented to the group with clause numbering. We had earlier referred to clause numbers in our 
work on the ‘Structure of the atom’ text for the purposes of reference; however, with the 
‘Crystals’ text we had entered a new visual territory, representing each clause in the two ways 
shown as ‘Theme’ and ‘Rheme’. Not only were we talking in increasingly more abstract ways 
about grammatical structure, we were now engaging with more higher-order visual semiotics. 
My viewing notes also show that, in addition to our focus on the way that thematic development 
contributes to increasing formality in this text, we also came back to nominalisation and the 
idea of grammatical metaphor (the conjunction ‘because’ becoming the noun ‘reason’). 
[Stage 6] Week 14: Friday 17 October (Driving the Textual metafunction forward) 
Managing all aspects of the Fundamentals of English program in which the theoretical research 
component was embedded was at times like juggling oranges. One of my concerns in 
developing the research was maintaining students’ interest in often what was essentially quite 
difficult material. Although the Friday afternoon lessons were ostensibly dedicated to research, 
as noted above, at times it was necessary to steal time to deal with other important aspects 
issues: assessments, to name probably the most important.  
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However, despite these tensions, this lesson was of great significance for advancing 
discussions of thematic structure and our as yet tentative incursions into the abstraction of 
grammatical metaphor. It was as much testimony to the preparedness of the Fundamental Bs 
to entertain and respond to my focus on the research as it was to any organisational ability on 
my part that we were able to cover so much ground that day, particularly considering we dealt 
with three very different points of focus: our completion of the ‘Crystals’ text, our first real 
engagement with grammatical metaphor at the discursive level and our extension of work on 
thematic development via the nursery rhyme ‘Mary had a little lamb’.  
In completing our review of the ‘Crystals’ text, we looked at the contribution that 
thematic relationships, particularly the linear relationship of Rheme-Theme, makes to the 
development of nominalisation. In the following extract from the viewing notes, the point 
frequently made by Halliday and other systemicists that, once ideas become cast as nouns, they 
are susceptible to a much wider range of grammatical operations than in their life as verbs (viz., 
line 8.10). As earlier, because of its considerable significance for our thinking about the 
grammatical creation of abstraction, the viewing notes for this discussion are presented here 
more fully [57].   
Underpinning this discussion is a recurrent focus on the fundamental differences 
between language operating congruently and metaphorically, as is evident in the above notes 
at line 5.05. In order to make this idea more easily accessible, I attempted to reify it through 
the following reference to bottles of water. My constant concern in the transmission of such 
potentially impenetrable knowledge was for the students to ‘see’ that what we were about in 
our theoretical discussions was something that bore on their own writing in a highly practical 
way, that we were talking about resources of language that were there to be understood and to 
be used (e.g., my last point at l.8.25 where I attempt to relate our previous discussions on the 
elements at the Ideational level with ideas just touched on). The next ten minutes of this lesson 
were entirely devoted to grammatical metaphor.  
The following representation of the ten or so minutes we spent discussing grammatical 
metaphor drew together two important existing theoretical threads: (1) clause number 
differences between ‘more spoken’ and ‘more written’ language; and (2) the clausal concept 
of ‘A = B’ based on relational Processes. It also reveals my need (viz. l.10.05) to create a 
connection between the highly abstract notion of grammatical metaphor and students’ own 
awareness of the term as they had experienced the concept of metaphor from the perspective 
of a literary device in their other English classes, another attempt on my part at reification.  
Although I had prepared an extensive handout on grammatical metaphor (Appendix 2), it was 
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only the two contrasting sentences–(1) ‘She went to McDonalds’ because she was hungry’ and 
(2) ‘The reason for her going to McDonalds’ was her need for food’–that I drew on at this point 
for our first serious consideration of this resource. My first move was to ask if the two sentences 
expressed the same idea (l. ll.49), to which Turner replied ‘Yes’. I then asked if the idea is 
expressed in exactly the same way [58].  
The reference to my “silly story about going to the mall” (l.12.42)  was a linguistic 
scaffold I frequently used (and use) in order to provide a vision of what Halliday refers to as 
the choreographic nature of grammatical complexity found in informal spoken language. In 
this story I would ‘ad lib’ a short hypothetical narrative about how I had needed to go to the 
mall to buy something “but, when I got there, realised that I had forgotten my money so had to 
return home to get my wallet and then return to the mall and withdraw some cash at the ATM 
before going to the shops to buy the items I needed, among others”, emphasising the critical 
role of conjunctions in stringing together ideas in the typical manner of spoken language. Of 
course, in another teaching context, or had we enjoyed the luxury of another year of work 
together, it might have been a logical step to extend the theoretical discussion by talking about 
the functional notion of taxis (parataxis and hypotaxis) and how these logical relations within 
texts in spoken language particularly create considerable levels of complexity, of a type that, 
for the most part, is much more restricted in formal academic writing in English (Halliday, 
1994b). The final point in the extract (ll.13.05-13.21) about  the significance of ‘A = B’ 
structures, as noted in Chapter Four, was  a recurrent reference to the significance of this aspect 
of clause structure (achieved through employment of relational processes) as found in much 
formal, technical and scientific writing. Table 5 represents the various examples of 
grammatical metaphor that we were able to find present in the second of the ‘McDonald’s’ 
sentences [59].  
Key points from the viewing notes for the lesson on Friday 17 October include 
identification of the noun form that stands for the conjunctive relation ‘because’ (Sentence 1), 
which Turner suggests is ‘The reason’ (l.16.30). This example of grammatical metaphor as 
representing movement from other parts of the grammar to nouns is clearly evident in the 
viewing notes [60], as is my use of a humorous and dramatic approach to the construction of 
ideas (l. 17.19), as discussed elsewhere in this thesis (see Chapter 6). The notes [61] also reveal 
a significant aspect of the pedagogical Tenor. One of the students, Dulcie, suggested a structure 
(‘for her going’ as a possible candidate for grammatical metaphor inclusion. My initial 
response was to reject this, but, as the notes reveal, I was forced to revise my opinion and accept 
her suggestion. At the point at which Dulcie intervenes, I had only thought to draw attention to 
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two examples of grammatical metaphor in the sentence in question. It was all the more powerful 
that the third identification came from Dulcie, especially when I had at first appeared doubtful 
of the usefulness of her contribution (l.18.23). This was not only a validation of her 
perceptiveness and theoretical understanding; it was also an admission to the class that I was 
not perfect in my ability to analyse the text I was using for the purposes of grammatical 
metaphor analysis and that her input had raised discussion to an even higher level of analytical 
delicacy and epistemological formation. A final example of grammatical metaphor that we 
uncovered and which is evident in the viewing notes (ll.20.19-21.30) included ‘need for food’ 
for ‘hungry’ (adjective/quality). My purpose for focusing on grammatical metaphor, to stress 
the critical importance of nouns and noun-based grammar, is evident in the final extract from 
these notes [62]. 
The argument I am advancing in this thesis is that in order to raise awareness of the 
particular nature of advanced forms of formal written language, it is possible and necessary to 
approach language-based knowledge construction explicitly and at considerable theoretical 
delicacy, even with students as young as 16. This treatment of language as a subject for 
investigation should, I argue, in no way be different from the approach expected when students 
study biology, physics, chemistry, economics or business studies, and so on. The battle that has 
to be engaged in is overcoming the resistance of those who argue against the need for or the 
possibility of subjecting language to such scrutiny and analysis, who see language as a 
communicative tool only and not a proper subject for reflection and deconstruction. This is a 
failure to see knowledge of patterns and interrelationships within linguistic forms as a potent 
tool for understanding how texts work and how meanings can be manipulated instantially for 
specific communicative and social purposes. A functional grammar approach allows for such 
possibilities.  
 Stage 7: ‘Handing over’ (Week 16: Friday 31 October) 
Overview 
As explained below, this stage consists of a single lesson and brought together all our previous 
work on the Ideational and Textual metafunctions in the students’ analysis of a short extract 
from their own individual Task 4 essays. They drew on their understanding of Theme as 
constituted by one of the three Transitivity elements in order to identify Theme in their own 
writing. They also organised their one paragraph extracts in accordance with the analytical 
model presented in our ‘Crystals and Crystalography’ analysis: divided clausally and analysed 




I conceive of the Friday 31 October as forming a separate and discernible stage. Not even the 
whole lesson functions in this way, but from a point where we concluded our discussions of 
the ‘Decathlon’ paragraph and embarked on the analysis of their texts. In a sense, this is the 
shortest stage in the pedagogy. Without doubt, though, it is the most powerful. In a broad sense, 
the lesson represents the culmination of our knowledge work, particularly in what might be 
roughly characterised as the students’ understanding of the relationship between the ‘parts’ and 
the ‘whole’. The work we did that afternoon required students to draw on knowledge formed 
of the various Ideational constituents in order to identify design elements (thematic 
relationships) in their own writing in terms of the organisation or ‘flow’ of ideas. They needed 
to be able to link the concepts of Participant, Process and Circumstance with their newly formed 
understanding of Theme. This analysis was scaffolded through the provision of a thematic 
development template requiring students to input identified Themes and Rhemes and then draw 
in connecting arrows to map relationships.  
In this lesson, we departed from our normal mode of interaction, the more traditional 
teacher-fronted model I usually adopted, to work individually with students or in small groups 
of 2-4 students. Apart from the one-on-one writing conferences, incidental teaching moments 
requiring more personalised interaction and those before and after short impromptu discussions 
predictable in this kind of teaching context, this was probably the only dedicated lesson time 
during the research when I worked individually with students. Based on the very positive, even 
excited, response of the class as a whole, their engagement with the task and their apparent 
eagerness to ‘get it right’ suggests they were in a very real sense being inducted through a form 
of manageable apprenticeship in applied linguistics into a community of practice (Lave & 
Wenger, 1991, 1996) in much the same way that students may do in the sciences and other 
content subjects.  
My hope for this lesson was that students would come to see that a theoretical 
engagement with language, and more specifically with text, goes deeper and further than a 
surface level understanding of grammatical structure. Up to this point, we had been involved 
in some rather abstract conceptual model building in our work on the ‘language cake’ and 
through all our discussions and analysis of nominal group structure. It was time to put it all 
together. The challenge was there for students to make sense of knowledge acquired and apply 
it to their own writing, to see more clearly how they were constructing and orchestrating their 
own ideas in writing. My journal notes [63] provide an overview of this work. Due to the 
considerable importance of this lesson and my need to represent what took place as vividly and 
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directly as possible, I draw heavily in the following account on the viewing notes, my journal 
reflections and on brief extracts from the students’ own research journals.  
Their enthusiasm is clearly evident in the video recording made that afternoon. It is also 
captured in the viewing notes and my journal entry (2) [64]. Here, I specifically mention 
Andrew’s role in the interactions. As noted earlier, Andrew frequently fluctuated between keen 
interest and active participation in class discussion and periods of dormancy, often involving 
napping. However, things could not have been more different on this occasion. Not only did 
he want to be involved, he clearly wanted us all to know this. He vied with other students for 
my help and attention, even to the point where I had to turn him away for queue jumping. The 
following brief extracts from the viewing notes help create something of a picture of his 
engagement with the ideas and processes at hand [65]53. Andrew’s first comment that he was 
stressed (l.15.12) was a clear signal to me, after knowing him for the best part of a year, that 
he was excited and wanted to rise to the challenge. His evident interest in what Ronald and I 
were doing (l.15.22) is another unmistakeable sign of his engagement. He later returned, 
attempting to push in ahead of others [66]. This was another typical ‘Andrew moment’. My 
memory is that he could hardly contain his desire to have me look at his work. Andrew was not 
asleep between 2.00 and 3.10 Friday 31 October. I continued to work with Aileen and Doreen, 
but it was not long before Andrew returned [67].The next reference to Andrew again shows 
him competing with another student for my attention. The final reference to Andrew in the 
notes once more shows him keen for his involvement to be noticed and for his analysis to be 
legitimised [68].  
My focus on Andrew has been to convey how this culminatory work on thematic 
development had the power to galvanise a student like Andrew, someone who, for the most 
part, vacillated between active, committed interest and boredom. It seems that, for Andrew as 
for many others, the ‘pieces’ started to come together that afternoon. They did so, I have no 
doubt, because the students were analysing their own writing and ownership of analysis had 
shifted dramatically to much more independent work. This was a moment of validation.  
Another student whose engagement reveals noteworthy depth of interest is Calvin Sr. 
His ability to concentrate on abstract linguistic ideas was remarked on in considerably greater 
depth and detail in Chapter Four (see also Chapter Eight), particularly in relation  to the final 
interview. However, for the moment the following viewing notes provide a glimpse of the 
                                                 
53 ‘TIB’ = Thematic identification principles 
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intense focus which Calvin Sr was able to bring to matters of Textual and structural form. The 
extract reveals him not only listening intently but asking questions and interacting directly with 
the text [69].  
I would emphasise that Calvin’s intellectual grasp of linguistic concepts was so acute 
that dialogue with him was exponentially faster than with almost any other student, even to the 
point of taxing my own mental resources. This engagement, I argue, is clear evidence of both 
the ‘learnability’ of functional grammar and its power to provide a lens through which learners 
are able to see language in a completely new and meaningful light. I also argue that knowledge 
gained by students during this research was not only ownable but also transportable (see 
comments made by various students in their final interviews to this effect in Chapter Eight). 
Calvin’s final gesture of completion (l.23.42) suggests to me that this analysis was now his and 
that he had the right to indicate completion of at least that part of the process. Just as Andrew 
had indicated (l.55.08) his desire that we should all know of his commitment, Calvin’s non-
verbal gesture was a signal to me that he had taken on board our previous discussion and was 
able to continue his theoretical journey empowered by the knowledge gained through our 
examination of his text.  He later returned for confirmation of his analysis and was rewarded 
with praise and affirmation [70]. 
Another student who had consistently demonstrated strong interest and ability to 
understand concepts shared throughout the lead-up to this lesson was Turner.  The first 
reference to interactions with Turner in the viewing notes for this lesson reveals a strong 
interest by others in his analysis. Turner alone had prepared an example of his own writing for 
the thematic analysis exercise. It seems significant that others (in this case, Kelly and Claudia) 
took an interest in the dialogue that was about to take place (l.27.15), in a way similar to 
Andrew’s interest in the work Ronald and I did together (that is in line 15.22 above) [71]. 
Turner was clearly successful in his attempts, being able to identify examples of marked 
themes, among other structures. The following viewing notes show that what Turner had very 
cleverly identified in our earlier class work on ‘Mary had a little lamb’, which I had explained 
as ‘dummy subject’, reappears in Turner’s chosen text and is confirmed as a sophisticated 
structure capable of contributing to increased complexity (ll.45.49-46.10)  [72]. Turner’s 
interest in this aspect of the theory is further revealed in the notes he made on 11 November in 
his research journal [73] (see also Chapter Seven). This entry reveals the extent to which Turner 
is both attracted to the knowledge gained from our thematic development work and challenged 
by it, a powerful combination of forces for writing development. Despite the difficulties posed 
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by his newfound awareness of this important aspect of text construction, he goes on to note its 
significance for his future studies [74].   
In the final interviews, students were asked to comment on what they perceived as the 
transportability of the knowledge gained. Overwhelmingly, they talked about its usefulness for 
their future academic writing. We see the same recognition of the power of an analytical 
approach to text cohesion in what Turner wrote in his research journal shortly after this lesson. 
Much the same sentiment is evident in Claudia’s journal notes [75]. Andrew, too, was moved 
to enter his thoughts about this work in his journal [76]. His comments begin to reveal a 
growing awareness of one mechanism by which Andrew is able to achieve some improvement 
in his writing, which, up to this point, had been marred by confusing sentence and paragraph 
structure. One of his challenges, which we discussed on a number of occasions, was to move 
beyond the expression of ideas as they might be instantiated in informal mode to that of 
increased formality. His journal comments indicate his awareness that the Textual dimension 
had the potential to move his writing in that direction.  
A final journal entry that specifically mentions our work on Theme-Rheme structure 
comes from Calvin Sr. These notes were written the day before the watershed class on 31 
October and indicated that, even at this point of time, Calvin could see the importance of 
approaching text analysis in the way we had been preparing. His reference to discussions with 
other students is significant in showing that students were engaging with these materials at 
more than a superficial level of mere task completion for assessment purposes [77].  
What took place on the 31 October and in the weeks leading up to that lesson from 
Week 12 through to Weeks 15 and 16 speaks to the value of an explicit functional grammar-
based approach.  We had established a progression from knowledge formed in relation to the 
Ideational elements to its Textual application. What had started out in the explicit research 
period as information about Ideational structure had, some 15 weeks later, been transformed 
into an appreciation of what text cohesion contributes to more advanced writing.  In one sense, 
we had drawn the two strands of the metafunctional trajectory together to achieve a more 
abstract, higher level, view of a key underpinning function: Textual design through thematic 
selection. As evidenced from the selected viewing notes and comments from their research 
journals, students were beginning to understand the interdependence of the metafunctions. In 
the weeks that remained, our explicit focus on functional grammar returned once more to the 
notion of grammatical metaphor, and with that focus we concluded our explorations.  
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Stage 8: Final work on thematic development and grammatical metaphor (Weeks 17-18: 
7th and 14th November) 
Overview 
Following the lesson on 31 October, we consolidated work on the Textual metafunction during 
Weeks 17 and 18 (7th and 14th November). We revisited the ‘Indonesian Settlement’ text (Week 
17), which we had analysed for Process types on 12 September, this time examining it for 
thematic development. In addition to constant and linear themes, we noted a third pattern, the 
split-Rheme pattern. A second text (Week 18) was one of the students’ own, a short written 
summary of an oral presentation by Calvin W. This final stage came to an intense conclusion 
towards the end of the lesson on Friday 14 November, when we made one last ditch attempt to 
formulate our understanding of grammatical metaphor through a whole-class definition. In 
these final moments of our explicit engagement with functional grammar, some of the most 
important ideas about textual formality we had previously worked on and talked through came 
together most powerfully.  
The final stage of the metafunctional trajectory involved a wrapping up of thematic 
development and one last attempt to consolidate understandings of grammatical metaphor. Two 
key texts were used for this concluding  work on thematic development, a short descriptive 
report on informal settlements in Indonesia, ‘Indonesian Settlements’, and an example of 
student writing arising from the third formal assessment (Oral Presentation), ‘Calvin W’s text’. 
The first of these, ‘Indonesian Settlements’ was the second use of this text, the first of which 
had been for the purposes of exemplifying Process selection in formal academic writing, a 
theoretical detail from SFG we had first considered in Semester One. This second pass at the 
text revealed the same kind of thematic development we had observed and discussed in our 
work on ‘Crystals and Crystalography’, namely the strong presence of constant and linear 
Themes. This time, however, the text provided us with another aspect of thematic 
development–the split Rheme pattern (Bloor & Bloor, 2004) [78]. In addition to modelling a 
very regular thematic patterning, ‘Indonesian Settlements’ was also useful for us in Semester 
One, where we had examined it for its dominant Processes, which were material and relational 
(shown respectively underlined and in bold). 
The second key text, ‘Calvin W’s text’, a whole-class revision and reconstruction of 
one student’s written summary of an oral presentation, showed how substantial improvements 
can be made in text organisation through the re-distribution of thematic material and through a 
move from clause-based expression to more lexically-dense and nominalised expression.  
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During our work on Calvin’s text, I managed to introduce the concept of linguistic stratification 
(semantic, lexicogrammatical, and phonological/graphological) At an earlier point in the 
semester,  I had attempted to push our theoretical conceptualising above and beyond the 
metafunctional model of the ‘Cake’ to conceive of the multiple strata of expression in which 
ideas instantiated  at the lexicogrammatical level are contextualized in Figure 24 [79]. We also 
considered the need to express ideas nominally rather than clausally, as Calvin had done (for 
example, with 7 clauses in one sentence).  
Grammatical metaphor (Friday 14 November) 
Until this point, my attempts to engage the class with grammatical metaphor had been sporadic 
and incidental. The time available for sharing such knowledge was now running out. We had 
consolidated our work on the Ideational and Textual metafunctions as much as was possible.  
We had repeatedly returned to ideas about more spoken and more written language, including 
concepts such as nominalisation, grammatical complexity and lexical density and the 
associated features of the number of clauses found in these deliberately juxtaposed modes of 
expression, for example through our formulation of the ‘A = B’ structure. Our work on nominal 
group structure, and its inevitable focus on the noun, had led us to its logical conclusion, the 
need to confront grammatical metaphor. This was important because, as Halliday (1997,  in 
addition to the many references from Halliday's oeuvre cited earlier), Martin (Christie & 
Martin, 1997) and other systemicists (see, for example, among the great many references to 
grammatical metaphor in the SFL literature, Byrnes, 2006; Christie & Derewianka, 2008; 
Colombi, 2006; Unsworth, 2000) have clearly shown,  and as noted in Chapter Two, it is the 
presence of grammatical metaphor which characterises more technicised and abstract language. 
Our overriding purpose for the course was to explore the grammatical nature of formality in 
written English. On Tuesday 11 November, as noted earlier, I had given the class a six-page 
handout on grammatical metaphor (Appendix 2). At that point, I asked them only to read it 
since I was fully occupied with the one-on-one writing conferences. Friday 14 November, then, 
was our only opportunity to devote time exclusively to this concept.  
The lesson was framed by my initial request for the class to define this feature on the 
basis of their reading of the handout and by our final joint attempt at such a definition. The key 
elements of the handout were the initial two sentences where I had juxtaposed two highly 
disparate instantiations of one idea relating to the consequences of someone’s visit to 
McDonald’s: (1. She went to McDonald’s, ate too much and got ill; 2. Her illness resulted from 
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an over-indulgent visit to McDonald’s); and Martin’s (2007) graphic representation of 
congruent and abstract expression (see below).  
 Our discussions mirrored this transition from the congruent to the abstract as we 
unpacked the features constituting the more metaphorical of the two sentences to the point 
where we focused on Martin’s diagram and attempted to make sense of it. As part of the 
unpacking process, we revisited some more basic grammar concepts and terminology, such as 
word class descriptors and the disambiguation of active and passive voice.  Kelly, for example, 
believed that Sentence 2 contained an example of passive voice, an issue we had discussed at 
some length on a number of earlier occasions. We discussed the concept of vocabulary in 
relation to register and, despite initial opinion, concluded that Sentence 1 did not include any 
examples of colloquial language, but rather that the expression was simple, everyday and 
informal. Our discussion next moved to one of the key points I wanted to stress:  a focus on 
noun-heavy grammar. The following notes summarise the key directions of our audio recorded 
and transcribed discussions and are divided into a number of identifiable moves (a-d).  
In the first ((a) Audio transcription: Friday 14 November [80]), we focused on nouns, 
trying to identify the number of nouns in each sentence (that is, in S1 and S2), noting the 
presence of one noun and one pronoun in S1 and three nouns in S2. We then extended 
consideration of nouns to the notion of nominal group (e.g., ‘her illness’ and ‘an over-indulgent 
visit to McDonald’s). We examined the second of these nominal groups from the perspective 
of left and right modification, taking into account the number of actual nouns (2). Comparing 
the two sentences, we confirmed that S1 was much more verb- or clause-based and is typical 
of ‘more spoken’ grammar, with S2, in its more noun-based form, being typical of more formal 
or abstract English.  
Our discussion next turned to the question of transformation. After clarifying Kelly’s 
initial confusion over the active-passive voice issue, noted above, we turned our theoretical 
gaze to the nature of the transformation that had taken place in my rewrite of Sentence 1. Again, 
as on so many other occasions, it was Turner who provided us with the key jumping-off point 
for our discussion [81]. We talked  about how grammar is capable of being transformed from 
more spoken to more written and examined the process by which this happens (Turner first 
describes this in terms of ‘organisation’ [82] and a little later adds ‘Changed the structure’ [83]. 
We looked at this idea and noted that ‘went’ had become ‘visit’, ‘ate too much’ was expressed 
as ‘over-indulgent’ and ‘got ill’ realised as ‘her illness’. We summed up this process as follows 
[84], which led us directly to the final page of the handout and Martin’s graphic representation 
of the process of re-instantiation we had just been considering [85].  
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Until this point, we had been talking about the ‘mechanics’ of grammatical metaphor. 
We next focused on its function, or purpose. I redirected our gaze to something we had begun 
to consider the previous week–strata of language (see above)–and to the underpinning systemic 
functional notion of choice [86]. Before we were able to bring it all together in our definition, 
however, we spent time looking at one of the more challenging applications of grammatical re-
instantiation at the heart of this process–that of the movement from logical relationships 
expressed congruently as conjunctions to their nominal representation [87].  
The evidence from this lesson in the form of the audio transcription reveals a very 
different view of a grammar-focused second language lesson than what might loosely be 
described as ‘the norm’. Students were strongly engaged in theoretical discussion of 
considerable abstraction and difficulty, but did so on the basis of knowledge progressively 
constructed throughout the year, with our object of attention being two rather simple sentences 
about someone visiting a fast-food outlet, overeating and then falling ill. In reality, these 
students were being inducted, albeit at a very basic level, into an apprenticeship in applied 
linguistics just as they are in other subjects such as biology, business or economics, all with the 
ultimate purpose of giving them a shared language to talk about texts. Only a pedagogy 
grounded in an appliable linguistics could allow this level of engagement and knowledge-
building. It also supports the claim made by Hasan in the opening quote of Chapter One.  The 
following extract from the audio transcription provides a final view of that level of engagement 
as, almost at fever pitch due to the limited time now available in the lesson (10 minutes), we 
formulated our conclusive definition. As with the lesson on Friday 31 October, two weeks 
previously, when the students had become so excited and engaged by their own thematic 
development analyses, when we finally embarked on our definition of grammatical metaphor 
and compared it with those of the other two Fundamentals classes, the atmosphere was charged 
and the students fully engaged. The audio recording transcript for this concluding part of the 
lesson [88] clearly shows that excitement. It is not an overstatement to say that by the time we 
reached our final version of the definition discussion had reached fever pitch. We were all very 
proud of the sophistication of our final attempt. One last view of this lesson, including the 
definition itself, comes from my journal two days later [89].  
Chapter summary 
This chapter provides an overview of how the pedagogy played out in practice. This review is 
necessarily selective. It shows how we began our formal exploration of some key functional 
grammar concepts by considering some of the social purposes of language (Week 2). This 
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discussion was a precursor to our consideration of Halliday’s metafunctional model (also in 
Week 2), presented to the students as the ‘‘Cake’ model’. Our first venture into formal text 
analysis from this metafunctional perspective came with the presentation of the short seminal 
text ‘Cyclone Rona’ (Weeks 3-5), an example of a text capable of easy analytical representation 
in terms of ideation. In that sense, it served referentially in an important way throughout the 
semester. Our work on ‘Cyclone Rona’ led us to a consideration of nominal group structure, 
which then formed the basis for the analysis of a range of texts. Through discussion of ‘Cyclone 
Rona’, bracketing of post-Head embedded structures was introduced, increasing the range of 
mediating semiotic resources available to us for analysis. Other resources related to our 
‘Cyclone Rona’ investigations included underlining, circling and boxing of Transitivity 
elements as well as the use of coloured highlighting for the same purpose. The second main 
thrust in our metafunctional explorations came with our work on thematic development (Weeks 
12 through 17). A range of texts was examined to raise awareness of cohesion as well as the 
relationship between text genre and thematic patterning. This was particularly evident in our 
‘Mary had a Little Lamb’ and ‘The Decathlon’ discussions. We examined patterns of Theme-
Rheme relations as well as the concept of Given-New. A third element was a consideration of 
the ‘First Position Principle’, as noted above, a resource aimed to provide visual reinforcement 
of the thematising role of information found first, whether at phrase, clause or sentence levels 
or higher up at paragraph and whole text levels. Throughout all of this work from the Ideational 
to the Textual (with ad hoc excursions into the Interpersonal), we focused on nouns and 
nominal processes in the creation of more abstract, technical and academic grammar. Nowhere 
was this work more powerful and explicit than in the development of our shared understanding 
of grammatical metaphor, the final concept. In parallel with our metafunctional journey was a 
noticeable trajectory of commitment and engendered excitement amongst the students, first 
demonstrably evident in their own thematic analysis and finally overwhelmingly so in our 
whole-class co-construction of the grammatical metaphor definition.  
The events and interactions mapped out in this chapter provide more than sufficient 
evidence for the power of a functionally based and dialogically grounded pedagogy for raising 
awareness, understanding and interest in a more theoretically and analytically oriented 
approach to academic writing development. The next chapter will explore the interpersonal 





6. PEDAGOGICAL TENOR 
The last assessment about “Death Penalty Dilemma”. I got an average marks about 7. I’m 
not satisfied with the marks. Mr Ross did some interviews with all the students in my 
class. I think its really helping because we can share our thoughts & ideas with him. I 
talked to him and told them everything I haven’t told him (from journal among others) I 
can exactly express my mind with him because he’s English skill is awesome and I don’t 
know I just impress because he can read my mind. Then we also discussed about 
Classifier, the ‘Cake’, among others and I think I become more understand about that 
because he teach me face to face and one-on-one so it’s like private tutor. Now I 
understand really well about it and I think Mr Ross also had many ideas from my 
perspectives as english as secondary language students. (Aileen’s journal 2/12/2008) 
 
In systemic functional terms, ‘Tenor’ relates to the Interpersonal dimension of communication 
, that which exists between reader and writer, speaker and listener (and to extend this idea from 
a symbolic interactionist perspective, between the individual and him/herself through the 
process of self-indication); therefore, my central interest in this chapter is to examine one key 
and highly visible aspect concerning the Interpersonal dynamics existing in the 2008 research 
classroom, pedagogical scaffolding: those tools and pedagogic practices contributing to the 
creation and maintenance of symbolic semiotic mediation. As well as identifying and 
describing the different scaffolds I employed, I will also provide evidence for their 
effectiveness by way of extracts from the recorded data. Due to the salience and significance 
of scaffolding, I attempt to extend traditional notions of this concept through a consideration 
of scaffolding as semiotic mediation and from a number of important ideas drawn from 
symbolic interactionism, particularly Mead’s (1934/2009) ideas of symbol and social object. 
My interest in interaction relates primarily to the more macro outcomes of dialogic 
language use throughout the research, revealed through students’ research journals, final 
interviews, post-teaching questionnaires, one-on-one conferences, and through those examples 
of interactions and comments by students interspersed throughout these final chapters. I am 
more concerned with these aspects of interaction than conventional analysis of classroom talk 
along the lines of discourse analysis (for example, Cots, 2006; Fairclough, 1992; Martinez, 
2007) or conversation analysis (Schlegloff, 1972, 2000; van Lier, 1996; Willing, 1991, 1997). 
Therefore, the present chapter will provide a brief outline of relevant key constructs from 
symbolic interactionism, particularly as these relate to scaffolding. It will then examine the 
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various forms of pedagogical scaffolding employed in the research, particularly as these 
contributed to semiotic mediation.  
Pedagogic symbolic interaction: the dual roles of symbol and social object 
Consideration of the interactionist notions of symbol and object (or, in Mead’s terms, ‘social 
object’) helps shed light on the critical function of semiotic mediation in linguistic 
consciousness-raising and higher-order thinking through the divergent range of scaffolds I 
employed in the research. Strongly implicated in these processes are the twin constructs of 
‘minded behaviour’ and ‘self’. Since so much of the pedagogy required students to engage in 
reflective analysis of texts and analysis of their own thinking about text and language, these 
two aspects of their personal presence were very much to the fore and constantly drawn on in 
our dialogical work (for example, “What does language do? What do we do with language? 
What purposes does it serve?” [Video transcript 1:10, 25 July]). According to Mead (1932 
[2002], 1934/2009), minded behaviour represents an individual’s ability to interpret the 
symbolic nature of objects, an ability conferred by virtue of common agreement on the shared 
meaning of symbols, or ‘significant gestures’ in Mead’s terms The process of understanding 
these meanings is a direct result of socialisation, of induction into the common culture, and, as 
Mead would have stressed, of being human. However, as interactionists point out, the 
construction of symbolism is not unidirectional, it is metaredundant. The individual is not a 
passive recipient of culture (symbolic interactionism is strongly antideterministic) but rather as 
a constructor of meanings. In Musolf’s words, “the actor is a cultural-maker not just a cultural-
recipient” (2003, p. 104). 
Since the pedagogy was emergent and developmental, it was important that the critical 
concepts I wished to share were made communal property. The scaffolds represented one key 
mechanism by which symbolic meanings about grammatical structure, for example, came to 
function as communal intellectual property. This happened as much as anything through 
repetition and continued discussion.  A further dimension of this commonality, important for 
my purposes, was the need for us to construct a common appreciation of having a pedagogical 
and epistemological identity54, of being co-researchers, a group of people engaged in a single 
project focusing on learning about language55. In this respect, Mead’s ideas about self are 
                                                 
54 For a detailed discussion of identity in relation to self (see Vryan, Adler, & Adler, 2003).  
55 In positing a definition of interaction, McCall (2003, p. 329) notes that establishing a sense of ‘we’ is a matter 
of negotiating identities and roles (“Who are we and what are we doing?”). In that process, two factors are 
obligatory: physical co-presence and membership. Our sense of being the ‘Funda B’ group was seminal in the 
development of our identity as co-researchers engaged in a project of importance for the students’ academic 
futures. Our roles were complementary.  
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important. For Mead, our ability to engage in joint understanding, to take on the role of the 
other, to respond to ourselves just as others respond to us, to ‘self-indicate’ in other words, 
results in our having a sense of ‘self’56. It is that same sense that makes us human according to 
interactionists. In Reynold’s words, “[i]f you can act toward yourself as you have toward 
others, you possess a self. To have a self means that you are capable of responding to yourself 
as an object”, and as a consequence “by looking back at yourself as others do, you gain 
perspective on yourself” (2003a, p. 73). This process of self-construction is solely enabled 
through language. For us, then, language was not only the object but the means by which 
increased understanding of that object and of each other came about. Through dialogue, we 
shared ideas about language and how texts came to mean what they were meant to mean. 
Increasingly, we became a community of practice in Lave and Wenger’s terms (Lave & 
Wenger, 1991, 1996). In building this community, the role of symbols was critical.  
According to Hewitt (2003, p. 307) , “[s]ymbolic interactionism proposes that human 
beings employ symbols, carve out and act towards objects rather than merely respond to 
stimuli, and act on the basis of interpreted and not only fixed meanings.” Although concern for 
the role of symbols in human life was a predominant concern of Mead, his contemporaries and 
followers, for example Herbert Blumer, interest in symbols is nothing new, and goes back at 
least to Aristotle, who, recognising there is no necessary relationship between signifier and 
signified, was focused on the arbitrary and conventional nature of symbols (from the Greek, 
symbolon) when he wrote:  
And just as written marks are not the same for all men, neither are spoken sounds . . . A 
name is a spoken sound significant by convention . . . I say “by convention” because no 
name is a name naturally but only when it has become a symbol. (Aristotle, De 
Interpretation, 1: 16a, as cited in Prus, 2003, p. 29) 
In order to shed light on human communication, Mead made a distinction between 
gesture and symbolic communication. In the non-human animal world, Mead (1934) noted that 
animals respond to the initial part of another animal’s act (or ‘gesture’) in determining how to 
respond. Reflecting on Mead’s observations, Hewitt (2003) notes that “[f]or each animal, the 
incipient phase of the other’s act is a signal of what is to come and thus a stimulus to its own 
act” (p. 308). However, in the case of humans, communication takes on a much more complex 
and abstract form with implications for our understanding of meaning making, entailed in 
                                                 
56 This idea was echoed by Charles Horton Cooley in his notion of the ‘Looking glass self’ (Forte, 2003). 
Cooley, as noted earlier, was another of the early pragmatists, along with James, Dewey, Thomas and Mead, 
who served as forerunners in the later development of symbolic interaction by Mead’s student, Herbert Blumer, 
at the University of Chicago.  
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Mead’s notion of the ‘significant symbol’. According to Mead, “significant symbols create 
meaning for the producer as well as for the recipient” (Hewitt, 2003, p. 308). As Hewitt 
explains, this fact has significant implications for the construction (or co-construction) of 
meanings, due to the fact that “[a] significant symbol . . . is a gesture that arouses a similar 
response in the user as in the recipient of the symbol”, a very similar point to the one Reynolds 
makes above in relation to the construction of self. In this sense, without being explicitly aware 
of this theoretical perspective deriving from symbolic interactionism, I was engaged in a long-
running process of constructing symbolic awareness in my students through the dialogic use of 
language and through the persistent and recurring employment of significant symbols 
(scaffolds).  
Seeing scaffolded interaction in terms of significant symbols has particular significance 
for the research in terms of building language-focused higher-order thinking. According to 
Hewitt (2003, 2007), there are three governing characteristics of symbols: (1) their meanings 
are arrived at by means of agreement through social interaction; (2) regardless of whether their 
signified correlates are present or not, they can be produced at will; and (3) they form complex 
systems “in which symbols stand for other symbols” (2003, p. 2). In interactionist terms, these 
three characteristics form a ‘symbolic attitude’ (Hewitt, 2003, p. 312) with important 
implications, the first of which is the emergence of categorical (as distinct from particular) 
thinking. Thinking categorically encourages rapid thinking (that is, thinking as a form of 
‘symbolic shorthand’), a quality necessary for the development of higher-order thinking due to 
the need for complex conceptualisation of systems and their interrelationships, all of which has 
direct relevance to our work and to our understanding of that work. In terms of Hewitt’s first 
category, although many of the scaffolds were initiated or introduced by me, thorough 
repetition they became familiar and formed one aspect of our common vocabulary, By means 
of this familiarity, meaningfulness was established over time. The second of Hewitt’s 
characteristics, that of production at will, is, in our research context, an extension of the notion 
of familiarity. Due to the considerable range of scaffolds I have posited, not all can be said to 
be reproducible ‘at will’ (toys being an obvious example), but some of the most significant 
ones (e.g., bracketing of embedded structures, the ‘body scaffold’, among others) made regular 
appearances when needed for contingent purposes. As for the third characteristic, complex 
systems, scaffolds as Mead’s ‘significant symbols’ formed a commonly recognised network or 
retrievable resources built up over time and available for use both in general theoretical 
discussion and analysis. The other important implication relates to Mead’s notion of self-
indication. According to Hewitt, thinking symbolically allows for access to one’s own mind 
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and behavioural processes, for thinking symbolically about oneself and not just in relation to 
external objects. The implications for the development of higher-order thinking and 
metalinguistic consciousness-raising–a central concern of the research question–should be 
apparent.  
Since the aim of the research was pragmatic, exploring scaffolded pedagogical 
interaction from the perspective of symbolic interactionism, with its roots in the pragmatism 
of Peirce, Mead, Dewey and James, is appropriate. As Hewitt points out, pragmatism rejects a 
view of the world as constituted of fixed entities. Rather it sees reality as emergent and 
“[awaiting] discovery]”: 
Rather, human beings employing symbols to designate the contents of their world are, in 
their very knowing and acting, giving birth to the world they inhabit. Human acts 
constitute the human environment and do not merely respond to it. The act of knowing, in 
particular, carves objects from ongoing experiences, names them, identifies their 
significance for conduct, keeps them alive, and when necessary transforms them.  (Hewitt, 
2003, p. 315) 
As I have made clear, the research was grounded in the need for ongoing and complex 
knowledge-formation. This process was its principal object. Objects in interactionist terms are 
not necessarily material but rather can be ideas, goals or “something the individual can hold in 
mind (using a symbol) while moving toward it” (Hewitt, 2003, p. 316). Further they are seen 
as something “carved out of experience by action rather than a thing whose essence is given 
and to which there can only be one response or a very limited range of responses.” As Hewitt 
puts it, “the object is constituted –carved out—by actions taken towards it” (p. 317). Our goal, 
developing understanding of formality in academic writing, represented our principal 
collective object, which Mead takes to a higher degree of abstraction in his notion of social 
objects. Hewitt stresses the interdependence of the twin concepts of act and object in his 
explanation of Mead’s concept: 
. . .  Mead’s image of the act extends to, indeed emphasizes, social interaction. There are, 
he said, social objects and social acts, and their relationship is precisely that between 
individual objects and acts. Social acts involve the cooperation of several individuals, and 
their object is a social object. (2003, p. 317) 
If nothing else, the 2008 research was social, cooperative and interactive. At all times, we were 
involved in a process of epistemological co-constructed act formation, and, as noted a number 




Types of scaffolds 
Scaffolds consisted of two distinct types: written and non-written. The figure ‘Written scaffolds 
for 2008’ [90] provides an overview of the various kinds of written scaffolds employed, not 
only during the explicit research period but also in the preparatory period.  
My instantiation of scaffolding over the two semesters was quite different. In Semester 
One, scaffolds were tied directly to the assessment tasks required for satisfactory completion 
of the NSW Board of Studies Fundamentals of English curriculum. In Semester Two, 
scaffolding supported both formal assessment tasks and the project. Therefore, from a 
theoretical perspective, although the pedagogy for this preliminary period was informed by my 
need to share a number of important functional concepts, Semester 1 scaffolds were 
considerably more limited in terms of their functional content. My aim for Semester 1 was to 
consolidate students’ understanding of recontextualisation.  
Semester 1 written scaffolds fall into two broad categories: administrative   and support. 
Included in the administrative scaffolds are: (1) schedules of assessment tasks showing the 
breakdown of marks according to various Board of Studies requirements; and (2) notifications 
of assessment and assessment materials. In the second category are grammar notes and 
supplementary tasks for assessment preparation. Although closely related to assessment, 
underlying all of these materials, was an emphasis on developing awareness of language as 
resource for creating formal written reports.  
Semester 2 scaffolds were more complex by comparison with those shared in Semester 
One for a number of reasons. Firstly, non-written scaffolds of the kind that show up so vividly 
in the second half of the year were not captured due to the absence of class video and audio 
recording. This data from the research period sheds considerable light on the mechanisms by 
which students were enculturated into the research process. In addition, considerably more 
complexity is evident in the range and type of written scaffolds employed during Semester 2, 
as is clearly evident from Figure 26 above.  
Non-written 
References in the following descriptions of non-written scaffolds are from the video and audio 
recording transcriptions and from one-on-one conferencing of students’ Miracles of Jesus 





Among the analytical group is a broad range of scaffolds for drawing attention to certain 
elements of structure. Examples of analytical scaffolds are: (1) the use of colour highlighting 
in viewing notes and lesson transcriptions to show relationships between ideas (25 July: 412-
443); (2) the use of bracketing (8 August: 52.50; 26 August: 26.15; 5 September: 48.46, 49.20, 
58.03) and clause numbering (24 August: 24.10; (3) underlining, circling and boxing of 
Participants, Processes and Circumstances in text analysis (1 August: 423-425); 8 August: 
49.24; Aileen DPD: 121.132-125.136); (4) arrows to represent thematic development (17 
October: 25.35-27.10; 56.30; 57.06-1.00); (5) and the widespread use of tables for analytical 
purposes (Class notes: 4 November) . Closely related to the use of references to McDonald’s 
for creating humour are references to the fast food chain for examples of short texts (e.g., for 
awareness of grammatical metaphor) serving analytical purposes (1 August: 423-425; 12 
September: 14.45; 17 October: 10.52-12.30).  
Contingent pedagogical 
Contingent pedagogical scaffolds, as the name implies, consisted of those scaffolds created ‘on 
the fly’ for the purposes of deepening students’ metalinguistic consciousness through 
exploration of ideas and structures occurring incidentally and unpredictably in pedagogical 
real-time. These scaffolds were opportunistic but important for deepening and widening 
learning. Quite often, this type of scaffolding occurred in response to comments or actions of 
individual students, but frequently they resulted in ideas being shared across the whole class 
and were, therefore, important for constructing common knowledge.  
The first example of such scaffolding recorded in the data resulted from the actions of 
one student, Vanessa, at around the time (8 August: 42.40) that we were exploring ideas of 
Ideational structure. Vanessa asked to go to the bathroom.  I probed the class with the following 
questions:  ‘What was the Circumstance in Vanessa’s question? (T: ‘May I go: SS ‘to the 
toilet’).  A similar issue arose a few minutes later (8 August: 46.12) when another student, 
Doug, made the same request, resulting in some humour. In this way, a pedagogical scaffold 
combined with one involving humour to cement a current theoretical point. Several weeks later, 
when considering the relationship between aspect and Process selection, Turner made the 
telling remark (12 September: 14.16) that this was new for him. I pointed out that this kind of 
knowledge is not generally taught, thereby underlining the power of a functional approach. 
Another example of contingent pedagogical scaffolding came on the 31 October, when, in our 
thematic development analysis of students’ Task 4 texts, Dulcie and I ended up discussing 
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projected clauses, something which I would probably not have done or planned to do at the 
whole class level, but which our application of a functional analysis at the Textual level allowed 
us to do. These examples are only a few of many that appear in the data, particularly the 
transcripts of the one-on-one writing conferences.  
Humour 
Humour served an important function in the development of the research and reflected my need 
to balance the seriousness of purpose underlying the project with students’ need for ‘down 
time’. As pointed out in Chapter Three, this down time was deliberately built into the 
curriculum during Semester 2 through our regular singing classes and viewing of entertaining 
movies. It also formed one aspect of our weekly IPA lessons through the use of games of 
various kinds designed to reinforce knowledge of the international phonemic alphabet symbols. 
The use of humour also served a psychological purpose and was closely related to 
psychological scaffolding in being contingent and strongly interpersonal.  Humour possibly 
represents the most frequent non-written scaffold in the data.  
One early and notable example comes from the initial sharing of the metafunctional 
model. On 25 July, in presenting the class with the PowerPoint ‘The ‘Cake’ model’, Andrew 
picked up very perceptively the implied humour in the title slide (Slide 1), ‘Learning language 
as [Andrew: ‘is’] a piece of cake’ (25 July: 460-466). On the same day, one element of recurring 
humour scaffolding came into being. As noted in Chapter Four, a group of boys, a number of 
whom had the same name (Calvin) habitually sat at the front of the class near the door. I had 
some concerns that they were a little remote from the main classroom action and commented 
on their location in geographical terms, designating them as ‘Denpasar’ (25 July: 541) and the 
rest of us as ‘Jakarta’. I would, henceforth, frequently refer to them collectively as ‘Denpasar’, 
to the general amusement of the rest of the class, including the boys themselves. Quite often, 
humour was initiated by the students, evidence of the strong interpersonal relationship we 
enjoyed. On one occasion (1 August), while unpacking the ‘Cyclone Rona’ text, the question 
arose what the effects of cyclones were, or what could be affected by them. Among the various 
suggestions (e.g., buildings, houses, people), considerable amusement arose from Dulcie’s 
suggestion (1 August: 194-198) that laptops might be affected, which gave me the opportunity 
to develop her theme in a surreal way (something about laptops flying around the sky). On 
another occasion (22 August), in introducing the body scaffold, I noted to the class that I was 
going to turn myself ‘into a grammatical structure’, joking that I was not a toy (that is, that I 
was not going to ‘morph’), but that I was going to become a ‘metaphor’. A final example, from 
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5 September, comes from our evaluation of examples of students’ Task 4 writing, when I 
acknowledged the sophistication of one of Kelly’s nominal groups. I had created a list of 
various examples in our class notes and when I came to Kelly’s work, I pushed it down on the 
page, separating it from the other examples. I noted that, due to its sophistication, ‘this person 
needs to be isolated’, causing general amusement, even if a little embarrassment to Kelly. On 
many occasions, linguistic humour of this kind, or attempts at linguistic humour, featured 
significantly for the creation of consolidarity. One final example comes from our frenetic 
lesson of 31 October (the thematic development analysis of students’ own Task 4 writing). As 
I noted in Chapter Five, one of the most excited students that day was Andrew, who appeared 
almost desperate to show me his work and to have his analysis validated. At one point during 
the lesson, he tried to jump the queue, resulting in my comment that he was ‘interloping’ (31 
October: 35.40), amusing Andrew considerably. I cannot be sure that he knew its meaning, but 
I am certain that he was pleased by the attention he was receiving and his collocation with such 
an interesting-sounding word.  
Meta-pedagogical 
Meta-pedagogical scaffolds consisted of all those contingently arising interactions that served 
the purpose of relating a present issue to the main theoretical thrust. They frequently related to 
our central concern with the resources at the heart of the spoken-written mode juxtaposition, to 
references to the ‘Cake’ model and to the essential functions of its layers, or ‘levels’, as well 
as to references to nominal group structure – particularly to left and right modification. Meta-
pedagogical scaffolds represent one of the most frequently occurring scaffolds and were 
important in generating and maintaining theoretical focus.  
One early example of meta-pedagogical scaffolding comes from the 25 July, the first 
video-recorded lesson. Before introducing anything more theoretical or technical, I was 
concerned to build up a gestalt of ideas about the functions of language (“What does language 
do? What purposes does it serve?”) (see Chapter Five). After brainstorming ideas, and 
highlighting in blue ideas arising in the list, we concluded that everything related to the 
relationship between language and communication.  We concluded that language serves a wide 
array of purposes [91]. I consider this moment an example of meta-pedagogical scaffolding 
because we had come to see language as at the heart of social systems, embodying those 
systems and not separate from them. This is very much a central concept in both systemic 




A second example can be found in the viewing notes for 8 August (a ‘Cyclone Rona’ 
lesson). The previous week we had talked about the moveability test for Circumstances. At one 
point on 8 August, I explicitly asked them about the extent of the Participant structure in 
‘howling winds and heavy rain from a tropical cyclone’, which we had identified as a 
Participant. Both Turner and Calvin St confidently asserted (Viewing notes: 8 August: 28.00) 
that the Circumstantial information was part of the Participant [92]. At this point, we were 
building knowledge about the structural components of Ideational meaning. The contingently 
arising discussion above was preparing the ground for work we had yet to embark on: nominal 
group structure, and elements comprising right modifiers. In this way, contingently arising 
meta-pedagogical scaffolding was leading us to a key grammatical concept.  
Peer scaffolding 
Although not so widespread in the data, peer scaffolding records reflect a potent form of 
cognitive and psychological support. Quite often, this scaffolding represents occasions when I 
had missed a point or had not quite understood a student’s intent, so the clarification provided 
by a student helped build epistemological democracy. At other times, one student would help 
clarify the ideas of another or show respect for a fellow student’s contribution through the 
explicit demonstration of acknowledgement in the form of clapping–to be considered in 
relation to psychological scaffolding. Due to its power for creating a collective orientation to 
the work, I was always at pains to acknowledge instances of peer scaffolding as original and 
highly valued contributions. Such occasions were, for me, opportunities to hand over 
ownership, to realign power structures and to demonstrate respect for my students. An early 
example of this scaffolding comes from the 25 July and follows on from our discussion of 
linguistic multifunctionality [93].  
Towards the end of this extract, Andrew suggested an idea that I initially dismissed. In 
elaborating, however, Andrew contributed a further plank in the construction of our thinking 
about how language is socially instantiated. Although Andrew was not always consistently 
focused, we were often indebted to him for sharing some highly original and thought-provoking 
ideas. 
 Another even more powerful example of peer scaffolding comes from the lesson of 22 
August at the point in the lesson where I asked the class to consider what was happening in 




What is so significant about these exchanges is the power of peer collaboration on the 
part of Calvin St and Turner in disambiguating a keenly perceived understanding on Calvin’s 
part, particularly in the face of my apparent conceptual tardiness.  Without doubt, what took 
place in those moments led to significantly greater collective understanding than any 
explanation I might have offered.  
Physical scaffolding 
Physical scaffolding, particularly what I refer to throughout the data as ‘body scaffolds’ 
assumed an important and powerful reference. At its most obvious level, the body scaffold 
involved an extension of my arms from the shoulder and parallel to the floor to create 
something like a ‘T’ shape. The purposes were varied but generally represented some kind of 
continuum (e.g., ‘more spoken’ at one end and ‘more written’ at the other). I frequently resorted 
to this full-scale body scaffold to represent nominal group structure, with my extended right 
arm (viewed as left from the students’ perspectives) representing left modifiers and my left arm 
(their right) as right modifiers. Another important form of physical scaffolding involved my 
broader movements within the classroom. As has been noted in Chapters Two and Three, my 
habitual position in the classroom was seated at the front behind my laptop. At times, however, 
whenever I wished to draw attention to a point I considered particularly cogent, I would stand 
and move closer to the front row of students or possibly to other positions in the classroom. 
These relocations were deliberate, consistent and, it seems, perceived by the students as a signal 
of an imminent theoretical or salient point (see my discussion of Bourne’s teacher in Chapter 
Two).  
One simple example of a physical scaffold appears above in the video transcription for 
the 25 July (454), where I grip my hands to help students understand a likely new vocabulary 
item (‘integral’). Another, from the same lesson, sees me spreading my hands wide in a very 
expansive gesture (Video transcription: 25 July: 449) to reflect ‘a big idea’, that of language as 
a social construct. At other times (e.g. Viewing notes: 1 August: 57), I used my hand extended 
at various heights (from high to low) to represent the various metafunctions (‘levels of the 
language cake – top, middle and low’). Yet another (Viewing notes: 1 August: 441) sees me 
butting my fists together to show that two Circumstances of time (in the ‘Cyclone Rona’ text) 
are juxtaposed but still separate and moveable. One final example of many comes from the 
same lesson (Viewing notes: 1 August: 464) when I ‘conduct’ the chorused response to my 
question about where Cyclone Rona brought strong winds and heavy rain (Students: ‘to many 
parts of Queensland!’). Throughout the research, I was conscious of how physical movements 
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and gestures could add dramatic force and that my recourse to this type of scaffolding 
represented an effective part of my professional repertory.  
Psychological 
Psychological scaffolds were among the most common and varied forms I have identified. As 
noted, they are closely related to the use of, but were not limited to, humour. One clearly 
identifiable form of psychological scaffolding relates to the various ways I attempted to 
generate excitement and enthusiasm for the research. One means was through my own 
excitement. An example was the various ways I attempted to raise the ‘temperature’ through 
my own heightened intensity and conviction, bordering on theatricality, something the data 
shows created amusement (Viewing Notes: 17 October: 17.19). Another was, again as noted 
in relation to peer scaffolding, through the use of clapping to acknowledge particularly 
powerful student contributions. Initially, I started what became a class tradition. As the 
semester wore on, students also took the opportunity to honour classmates’ contributions in 
this way. As a form of scaffolding, the clap was closely related to physical scaffolding, but 
with a difference of purpose: to stimulate enthusiasm and honour outstanding effort.  
Another way that psychological scaffolding worked was through my own modeling of 
more challenging and sophisticated language in my explanations and questioning. An example 
of this comes from the Viewing notes for 8 August. Once again, the text under discussion was 
‘Cyclone Rona’. We had been considering the writer’s range of purposes. With Vanessa’s help, 
we identified ‘effects’ (of cyclones) as a key idea. After some intervening discussion, I asked 
the following (Viewing notes: 8 August: 19.30): “How extensive is this text in terms of the 
information that is being conveyed to the reader?” which I then repeated. I then proceeded to 
unpack the question through a much simpler re-formulation: “Does it present a lot of different 
kinds of information?” and once more referred to Vanessa’s summary of the text’s main 
purpose – an enumeration of cyclonic effects. I argue that this kind of scaffolding, linguistic in 
its origin, represents a form of psychological scaffolding since both its purpose and effect were 
to push cognitive processing towards greater abstraction and metaphoricity. It also represented 
a form of homage on my part to their ability to understand more sophisticated language, even 
if it was not immediately accessible.  
A little later in the lesson, we discussed the moveability of Circumstances and the 
possibility of breaking up a structure to show the potential separability of its elements. For a 
moment, I directed attention to the relationship between feelings about language and the 
language learning process [96]. Talking in this way about language learning as conditioned or 
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contextualised is, in my view, important for raising awareness of the learning process. Being 
able to talk about individual and intuitive ideas of grammatical ‘rightness and wrongness’ 
challenges the notion that everything linguistic is subject to rules and that there is some kind 
of one-to-one correspondence between different languages that will be made clear once the 
‘key’ is discovered. This is a very different approach from a more functionally motivated one, 
where students are encouraged to draw inferences from the study and comparison of different 
authentic texts, their purposes and the resources that constitute them as well as to see these 
texts in light of their own attempts at meaning making. A consequence of this kind of multi-
perspectival comparison is the creation of a complex gestalt of understanding about the 
capacity of particular languages to embody specific meanings. In this respect, the role of 
intuition is of particular importance. I see the short excerpt from class discussion cited above 
as an example of a psychological form of scaffolding learning.  
Two further examples of this kind of scaffolding come from the viewing notes for 17 
October, a lesson that focused on grammatical metaphor. As mentioned earlier in this section, 
the excitement I was keen to generate among the students, often as a result of my own 
enthusiasm, represents a powerful form of psychological scaffolding. Such a moment is evident 
in the following short extract from the viewing notes, where I enthusiastically proclaim “We’re 
heading towards nouns!”(17.19) At this point we were considering how conjunctions can be 
re-expressed more abstractly [97]. 
One might argue that Turner and Dulcie’s reaction to my excitement (17.19) was a 
moment of laughing ‘at’ the teacher, as indicated earlier in the chapter in terms of risk. 
However, this would be misleading.  Their response, in my view, indicated involvement in the 
generation of ideas that was taking place and that they were, for that moment, caught up as co-
conspirators in a wider project of intellectual adventure. My point of arrival (17.30 -17.41) lay 
at the heart of the project:  to raise awareness of the resources underpinning more technicised, 
formal and abstract language.  
Shortly after this moment, Dulcie found an example of grammatical metaphor I had 
overlooked [98]. Rather than see this as evidence of my own analytical shortcoming, I 
welcomed such contributions as evidence of engagement with often difficult and challenging 
concepts, the understanding of which we were developing. As I have noted elsewhere, it was 
of the utmost importance to me that students saw my commitment to a democracy of learning 
and that their input was, potentially, of even greater value than my own. Without the students 
on board, I would have been able to achieve little of lasting value.  
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Toys and objects 
A final non-written scaffold came in the form of toys and objects brought by students together 
with my use of physical objects close at hand on my desk or in the classroom. One example of 
the latter was my use of water bottles to reify the abstract grammatical concept of Process 
becoming Participant in discussions on 17 October of ‘Crystals and Crystalography’ [99].  
As evident from the reaction of students in this short excerpt, my use of something as 
simple as two water bottles helped lead students to a greater awareness of both the concepts of 
congruence (‘more concrete’, ‘more down to earth’, ‘more directly expressed’) and abstraction 
and the notion (as yet not identified as such) of grammatical metaphor, whereby what is first 
expressed congruently as verb is re-expressed more abstractly as noun. It is also worth noting 
(at l.5.50) my reiteration of the basic message of the mode continuum, highlighted and repeated 
throughout the year.  
Not infrequently, students brought in favourite toys and some of these even made 
regular appearances, as was the case with Iris’s stuffed bear, ‘Mr Brown’. Such was the 
presence of this toy that I found myself referring humorously and anthropomorphically to him 
on many occasions to determine his thinking on various theoretical issues. In this way, he 
formed part of the humour scaffolding employed by me and also by Iris. At times, I 
‘disciplined’ Mr Brown, when Iris and her friends had lapsed in their concentration. In this 
way, I achieved vicarious regulatory control (Bernstein, 1996). On another occasion (15 
August), Don’s toy monkey became the object of our attention, or later Vanessa’s toy lamb (17 
October).  
One might question my purposes for drawing attention to such personal belongings. By 
doing so, I was explicitly recognising students’ individuality as they chose to express 
themselves by bringing these objects to class. I was also using these items as a form of 
symbolism, an approach that accords strongly with symbolic interactionist thinking (that is, 
making them significant symbols, in Mead’s terms).  I could easily have dismissed them as 
unimportant or failed to recognise them at all. Through the acts of recognition and 
incorporation into class discourse, I was deliberately elevating the interpersonal aspect of our 
work. A further relevant perspective from interactionist theory relates to the concept of taking 
the perspective of others (Mead, 1934/2009). Through my identification with students at this 
idiosyncratic and personal level, I was encouraging myself to relate to them as teenagers, 
thereby reducing barriers to communication. In this respect, we were not just about learning 
abstract theoretical ideas. We were in many ways a group of friends able to feel confident 
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enough of acceptance that they could share something as personal as a favourite toy with the 
rest of the group. Conversely, just as I was prepared to accept and promote these artifacts as 
personally relevant identity markers, I was also implicitly inviting the class to accept my own 
idiosyncrasies of style and presentation in order to diminish possible walls of resistance. This 
was never an autocratic classroom. It was a learning environment where preparedness to 
commit was as important as materials and concepts. Something as mundane as toys and other 
objects, therefore, played a significant role in creating the mutual trust necessary for learning 
to occur and for the research to succeed.  
Written 
Semester One 
As has already been noted, all tasks focused on the NSW Board of Studies Fundamentals of 
English curriculum. In addition to this curriculum orientation, Semester One tasks also helped 
prepare the ground for the research period. Of the four formal assessments, three were written 
reports. The fourth was an oral presentation. The sustained focus throughout Semester One was 
on raising awareness of certain features of formal academic writing. The notion of 
recontextualisation functioned as the vehicle for this process. Students were led to appreciate 
how ideas could be represented by means of a range of different written genres or forms; for 
example, the material from a radio interview could form the basis for a formal article in a 
medical journal (the James Barry informal assessment).  
The following brief analysis of Semester One written scaffolds reveals key concepts 
important in the development of student awareness of resources available for creating more 
abstract and formal texts and of choices leading to the instantiation of meanings at the more 
written end of the mode continuum. This focus applied to both the formal assessments as well 
as the informal in-class assessments that supported formal assessment preparation.  
The following tables of written scaffolds for both Semester One and Semester Two 
constitute an extensive representation of written support materials. However, they are not 
exhaustive. They have been selected on the basis of most relevance to assessment preparation 
and to the research.  
Table 6 [100]  reveals important concepts about text structuring (Table 6 (1)), the role 
of register as a function of the recontextualisation process (Table 6 (2)) and an introduction to 
discussion about appropriate levels of formality in report writing (Table 6 (4)). Students were 
provided with extensive written feedback (Table 6 (5)) on their Assessment 1 response.  
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Assessment 1 work was very much designed to break open the ground underpinning 
students’ understanding of the constituent elements of written reports. This preparation 
continued much more intensively with our work on Assessment 3 [101]. The 
recontextualisation process now focused on the creation of complete texts of paragraph length 
from notes describing the physical and behavioural characteristics of various animals. Many of 
the lexicogrammatical concepts required for this work were based on the ‘Rats’ texts (Table 7 
(1, 2 and 3)). As evident from the table, a number of important grammatical features of more 
advanced writing were considered, including the important Interpersonal aspect of mood 
selection, Process choices and finite and non-finite forms.  
Assessment 4 [102], the final formal assessment for Semester One, functioned as a 
reflective exercise designed for students’ identification and discussion of the most important 
learning experiences in the development of their awareness of formal writing from our 
semester’s work. A view of our preparation for this task is reflected in the first two written 
scaffolds in Table 8 (Writing an explanatory report: 1 and 2). Two significant ideas for 
constructing formality are reflected in the last entry in the table (Table 8 (4)): ‘A = B’ structures 
and the logico-semantic relationship of cause-effect.  
The final written scaffold table for Semester 1 details assessment information provided 
to students at the beginning of the year [103]. In addition were individual notes that 
accompanied the end of Semester Fundamentals of English reports. The first functioned as a 
conceptual mapping of all formal assessments or as in-class tasks supporting these. The second 
functioned as personal feedback on participation. As such, these two scaffolds represent macro 
and micro views of our work and helped frame the semester.  
 
Semester Two 
Written scaffolds for Semester 2 lean heavily towards the research, as indicated earlier in this 
chapter in Figure 26 (Written scaffolds for 2008). Those with a curriculum (that is, assessment) 
focus are described first. Before examining scaffolds relating to the three formal written 
assessments (1: ‘Miracles of Jesus’, 2: ‘Death penalty dilemma’ and 3: ‘Final report’), the 
following brief table details a PowerPoint presentation shared with the class at the very 
beginning of the research [104]. Its purpose was to provide an overview of the relationship 
between assessments across the two semesters and a view of the breakdown of the curriculum 
during the research period. 
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In comparison to Assessment 1 [105] and Assessment 4 [106], both of which show a 
rather parsimonious provision of written support materials, Assessment 2 [107] work was 
supported by a wide range of written scaffolds, which can broadly be divided into 
administrative and curriculum and support materials, the most significant for the research being 
Table 13 (6 and 8). 
Of the remaining written scaffolds, those developing awareness of the metafunctions 
are the most numerous and capable of the greatest classificational delicacy. Figure 26  [90] 
(above) shows that the metafunctional scaffolds dealing with the Ideational and Textual levels 
are more significant than those specifically addressing Interpersonal relations, which, as was 
noted in the last chapter, were very limited in number by comparison. The remaining written 
scaffolds focused on the important areas of grammatical metaphor and spoken and written 
language, with a final group representing my attempts to formalise theoretical concepts 




Nominal group structure 
I include nominal group structure scaffolds in the Ideational category for two reasons, both of 
which are pedagogically motivated. These reasons can be conflated and dealt with 
concurrently. Presentation of this grammatical structure essentially co-occurred with our work 
on the Ideational metafunction. This was because, in terms of presenting the ‘Cake’ model, we 
were concerned with the role of Participants in clause structure. I was motivated to do this by 
my desire to share Halliday’s notion of lexical density as a feature of advanced writing. 
Therefore, the way that nominal groups can be expanded, particularly through right 
modification, was a critical element in raising awareness of the structural forms of Participants.  
As Figure 26 [90] shows, written scaffolds supporting understanding of nominal group 
structure are divided into ‘texts’ and ‘theory’ subgroups. The first of these text scaffolds, as 
has been noted already, was a very powerful resource, which stimulated a great deal of 
excitement and interest among the group. Some very powerful understandings were forged as 
a result of discussing these short examples from the students’ Semester One Task 4 writing, 
particularly as a result of Kelly’s sophisticated employment of embedding. The second 
example, ‘Carey’s second argument’ [108], demonstrated the degree to which nominal group 
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structure can be lexically packed in some academic writing, almost to the point of 
impenetrability.  Of the two theory scaffolds, the PowerPoint ‘Participants and nominal groups’ 
was seminal in developing understanding of the notion of expansion through left and right 
modification of the Head. We frequently referred to this PowerPoint and the ‘schools of the 
future’ in subsequent lessons when discussing the idea of embedding.  
From the perspective of efficiency and effectiveness in presenting Transitivity, 
‘Cyclone Rona’ [109] was the most effective for this purpose. This was for two reasons. First, 
it was the first text discussed for this purpose, and therefore probably came to be referred to on 
future occasions more than others when we wanted to talk about elements of Transitivity. It 
was also the most economical example, containing only Participants, Processes and 
Circumstances together with a few examples of conjunctions from the Textual metafunction. 
This text also provided one or two extremely powerful elements capable of analysis as 
Circumstances in their own right or as post-Head modifiers. Therefore, probing the difference 
between the two, as was noted in Chapter Five, allowed me to deepen understanding of clause 
structure and pursue structural identification, that is, whether it matters or not if we understand 
a certain Circumstantial element as either one thing or the other. Our discussions about 
‘buildings on higher ground revealed such knowledge as having considerable implications for 
how we read texts for meaning through a more fine-grained grammatical lens.  
Of the remaining texts listed in the table, the ‘Structure of the atom’ (Table 14, (5 and 
6)) work was the next most significant in terms of discussion generated and of Transitivity 
identification. Finally, following up on ideas first shared in Semester One in our ‘Rats’ work, 
the handout ‘More about Relational verbs’ (Table 14, (7)) was also an important scaffold, 
providing a clear and culturally accessible example of Process selection in scientific text.  
Written scaffolds under ‘theory’ for the Ideational metafunction can be considered for 
significance in the following order. First and probably most significant was the initial 
PowerPoint presentation ‘‘Cake’ model’ (Table 14, (8)), not only because it was the first 
scaffold to convey a sense of the whole metafunctional model, but also because of its more 
visual format and the simple sentence example it provided for contextualising the Ideational 
elements of Transitivity in a memorable short exemplar sentence (the ‘Charlie’ sentence). 
Sharing the two written resources that extended our Semester One discussions of Process 
(Table 14, (11 and 12)) was also significant for deepening appreciation of how functionally-
based grammatical knowledge provides a view of language not available by means of 
traditional school grammar. As was noted in the last chapter, we had a great deal of fun 
examining the relationship between Process choice and aspect. At the same time, we extended 
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our understanding of the verb system through discussions of mood, tense and voice. In this 
way, our understanding of verbs went beyond rules about agreement and standard table-form 
views of regular and irregular verbs. We began, by means of these scaffolds and associated 
work, to see verbs (as Process) as part of an integrated and systemic model of language.  
INTERPERSONAL 
Table 15 [110] shows that written resources relating to the Interpersonal system are extremely 
limited by comparison with the Ideational and Textual although it could be argued that those 
materials relating to Mood that form part of the resources on Processes also belong in this 
category. Explicit reference to Interpersonal resources came more in the form of remarks made 
contingently and incidentally, as was the case with our extensive discussions of can in our 
‘Cyclone Rona’ lesson on 15 August. The scaffold ‘Some resources from the Interpersonal 
system (‘middle level of the cake’)’ was an entry point into discussion about the potential 
mutability of meanings inherent across modal continua. As Butt et al. (2000) note, the 
Interpersonal dimension of language is extremely rich and complex in terms of the resources 
that construe it. Therefore, it was much more difficult to present written scaffolds to represent 
this metafunction. I made a final attempt, however, at the end of the course with the 
presentation of various metafunctional models [111].  However, the students were probably 
experiencing theory overload by this stage of the course; therefore, the wisdom of presenting 
these models at that point of time was questionable.  
TEXTUAL 
Written scaffolds [112] dealing with the Textual metafunction focus almost exclusively on 
developing awareness of thematic development and fall into a number of key groups based on 
four main texts: (1) ‘Crystals and Crystalography’ (Table 17, (2-4)); (2) ‘The Decathlon’ 
paragraph (Table 17, (5-8)); (3) ‘Calvin’s paragraph (Table 17, (10-12)); and (4) ‘Mary had a 
little lamb’ (Table 17, (13-15)). Work on these texts generated the most extensive theory 
building by comparison with the remaining texts, which were largely shared for analysis 
practice. Our ‘Crystals’ work introduced students to the notion of thematic development and 
the basic patterns of constant and linear theme relationships, while at the same time establishing 
an initial understanding of the relationship between Textual processes of development and the 
concept of nominalisation, something first introduced in Semester One which was a recurring 
point of reference in our growing awareness of how formal academic writing is created. By 
means of our ‘Decathlon’ work, students were led to see that, by examining patterns of thematic 
development, an increased understanding could be achieved of how a seemingly grammatically 
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‘correct’ but nevertheless rather awkward text can be improved through revision of its Theme-
Rheme relationships. Another purpose was to challenge students’ ideas about the immutability 
of texts, a possible view held by some students suggesting that written texts, because of their 
nature as physical and static objects, are unalterable and unchallengeable products57 . Much the 
same purpose applied to our discussions of a short text deriving from an oral presentation by 
Calvin W (see Chapter Five). Our ‘Mary’ analysis, on the other hand, not only provided us 
with more profitable and consequential Textual analysis practice; it also led to the raising of 
awareness of the relationship between thematic patterns and text genre, as noted in Chapter 
Five. My revisions to the poem (Table 17, (15)) allowed us to see how the superimposition of 
a more standardized or normalized pattern of Theme-Rheme relations only led to a text that 
failed to achieve its generic purpose, losing as it did in the process of revision the prosodic 
features of rhyme that construe its function as poem. Probing the nursery rhyme further also 
led, as has been noted elsewhere, to some advanced and rather abstract discussions of thematic 
predication, largely negotiated by Turner’s input. Our ‘Mary’ work also provided material for 
a theoretical explanation of the constituent nature of Theme and Rheme (Table 17, (26)) 
together with a view of both a Textual and Ideational analysis. This particular scaffold was of 
critical importance in assisting students with the thematic development analysis of their own 
Task 4 writing on 30 October, as was noted in the previous chapter.  
Of those written scaffolds dealing with theoretical aspects of the Textual metafunction, 
the most significant was a fairly extensive unpacking of essay structure based on our views of 
the ‘Miracles of Jesus’ (Table 17, (23)). Introduction, body and conclusion, as well as 
paragraph structure were modeled using information and ideas from and about the 
documentary, providing students with a well-developed example with explanations of a formal 
written essay as a viewing/representing report.  
Grammatical metaphor 
Coming at the end of the research period, our explicit work on grammatical metaphor provided 
the greatest challenge to students’ understanding of abstract grammatical processes as well as, 
arguably, the most exciting incidence of joint theoretical meaning-making, as reported in the 
last chapter, in our attempt to create a definition of this concept. To this effect, the scaffold 
‘FoE Introduction to Grammatical Metaphor’ (Table 18 (2)) [113] was the most sophisticated 
                                                 




and demanding handout shared for the year. An intensive double lesson’s discussion of these 
materials led students to a fuller appreciation of what grammatical metaphor means for the 
development of formal academic, scientific and technical writing.  
Models 
Table 16 [111] shows the range of models shared during the research. Those labeled 
‘conceptual’ were the most significant, arising contingently through specific class activities 
and discussions. The more formalised metafunctional models (5-8) were developed and shared 
at the very end of the course at a time when students were preoccupied with final assessments 
and exams and were less consequential for learning. This begs the question of when these 
materials might have been more effectively presented and how that presentation might have 
been achieved.  
Spoken and written language 
Despite a constant focus on differences between more spoken and more written language 
throughout the course, including Semester One, the range of scaffolds I prepared for the group 
specifically addressing this issue was notably limited. In all likelihood, it was the ‘Boxed 
IPEKA texts for spoken and written language’ [114] (3) and the ‘[Cline of] spoken compared 
to written language’ (4) that were most powerful in stimulating discussion.  
Chapter summary 
In this chapter, I have provided a very brief overview of a number of key concepts from 
symbolic interactionism, a theory that clearly (though not explicitly) informs the work of van 
Lier’s ecological approach, but which was implicitly present in my pedagogical explorations 
from my time at KFUPM through to the research at IPEKA.  The most salient of these 
constructs for the purposes of explicating the critical role of pedagogical scaffolding are those 
of symbol and social object and their relationship to the construction of semiotic mediation. I 
also considered how ‘minded behaviour’ can be seen to contribute to the development of 
higher-order thinking and linguistic conscious-raising.  
In my presentation of scaffolding, from my discussions in Chapter Two to this point I 
have sought to clarify its origin and the implications for the BEP of the critical difference 
between this original use by Bruner and Sherwood and subsequent applications and 
understandings. The view I presented relates scaffolding more to van Lier’s notion of 
contingency and, by extension, to contingent online and emergent intervention along 
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Vygotsky’s lines of the zone of proximal development than to a more traditional view of the 
strategy as planned support, Therefore, the view of scaffolding I have presented is, arguably, 
more process than product.  
This chapter advances a new understanding of what might be construed as scaffolding 
through a less restricted and more inclusive view. Such a view suggests an understanding of 
scaffolds as a conflation of product and process through their iterative and reiterative 
appearance throughout the pedagogy. It also points to the potential for seeing such teaching 
tools as humour and reference to students’ personal possessions (e.g., the toys mentioned) as 
part of the legitimate pedagogical environment rather than an incidental (and probably 
distracting) concomitant of the teaching process. 
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7. PEDAGOGICAL MODE 
 
This week I learned about the proper organization of English sentence; it basically consists 
of participant, process and circumstance. It helps me to construct a complete sensible 
sentence, as when a sentence lacks any one of them (except circumstance) it would not 
really make any sense (unless it is part of a complete sentence). For example, a clause like 
‘Being a student’ doesn’t really make any sense, but if it is combined with another clause, 
it can make a complete sensible sentence, such as ‘Being a student, I always try to study as 
hard as possible’. (Turner’s journal: 10 August 2008)  
 
This chapter adopts a mini case study approach to the analysis of students’ formal written 
assessment tasks, focusing specifically on the writing of one student (Turner) as an example of 
the approach taken to the written data analysis.58 I have not conducted exhaustive functional 
analysis of the scripts, involving, for example,  complete Transitivity  and Interpersonal mood 
analyses, thematic development analysis for all 56 reports,  or representation of lexical chains, 
to name just a few of the analytical operations possible from a functional grammar perspective. 
Items identified for analysis are closely tied to those features of structure featuring in the 
project. These include nominal group structure, with a predominant focus on post-Head 
modification but also with consideration of Classifiers, and the construction of abstraction 
through the resources of nominalisation, non-finite forms and grammatical metaphor. 
Just as no attempt is made to engage in a full script analysis of the four formal 
assessment tasks, neither do I attempt to make evaluative judgments or draw conclusions about 
overall writing quality. This is not my purpose. In order to achieve that, much more would need 
to be taken into account in the evaluation of each script, for example overall sentence structure, 
intra- and inter-sentential cohesive devices, lexical chain analysis, paragraph structure, logical 
organisation of ideas and overall communicative effectiveness, to name only a few of the 
potential points of focus that might be brought to bear in an exhaustive analysis of student 
writing. Its purpose, however, as indicated above, is to draw attention to the presence of certain 
structures identified as important by systemic functional linguists for creating powerful written 
texts, a concept that was constantly reinforced in the teaching-learning process throughout 
2008. I hope these aspects of student writing might be taken into account more as one of a 
range of indices of formality and technicality available, for example to language teachers, in 
                                                 
58 See Appendices 6a, 6b, 6c and 6d for Turner’s original four reports and Appendix 7a, 7b, 7c and 7d for a 
clause analysis of each report.  
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the overall evaluation of student writing, particularly of additional language learners of 
English.  
It is impossible to ‘prove’ with absolute certainty that what took place in the classroom 
directly resulted in the instantiation in the scripts of knowledge shared. However, across all of 
the 56 scripts analysed, noticeable development is evident in terms of increased complexity in 
post-Head embedded structures from the first formal assessment in Semester 2, the Task 4 
report, through to the final State of the Planet report. This general pattern of development will 
be considered here specifically in relation to Turner’s texts.  
 
Range of resources discussed 
As noted above, the inclusion of specific features of student writing as revealed in the four 
formal report scripts relates directly to my research purposes.  Apart from the third, lexical 
density, which was addressed more implicitly, all others received explicit attention. These 
formed some of the key elements of the message which ran as an idée fixe throughout the year, 
but more so in a deliberate and consistent way from July to December. This was a focus on 
certain features of formal scientific and academic language which juxtaposed with the 
grammatical features of more informal spoken language. This juxtaposition, as noted in 
Chapter Four, began with our first work on recontextualisation in Semester One and became 
progressively more detailed and theoretically formulated as the year progressed.  The concept 
of nominalisation was also introduced in Semester One and was unpacked further in the 
research period as we were able to build knowledge about nominal group structure, in particular 
the grammatical features of right modification, through our exploration of the Ideational 
metafunction.  Much the same could be said for knowledge about finite and non-finite forms, 
again first introduced in the first six months. It was important for the development of formal 
academic writing that awareness of the functional distinction between finite and non-finite 
forms increased, since the instantiation of ideas by means of non-finite selection is another 
highly significant means by which abstraction is achieved: temporality is made subordinate to 
Ideational content by sacrificing tense. The particular function of Classifiers was another 
outgrowth of our work on nominal group structure and received considerable attention around 
the time of the second formal assessment, the Death Penalty Dilemma report, in September, as 
noted. Our focus on thematic development formed the most significant aspect of our work on 
the Textual metafunction. This proved to be highly significant pedagogically in revealing to 
the class something of the integrated nature of the metafunctional components of the language 
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system and helped to provide a justification in the students’ eyes for all the intensive work we 
had done on Transitivity.   Therefore, based on a clausal analysis of embedded structures in the 
scripts, the following features were identified for analysis: 
x Complex embedding in right modifiers 
x Nominalised clausal participants 
x Lexical density 
x Non-finite structures 
x Classifiers 
x Thematic development 
 
These will be discussed in turn in relation to Turner’s four formal assessment tasks.   
Why nominal group structure is important in academic writing 
As noted in Chapter Two, it is clear from a wide range of research, comment and analysis from 
both inside and outside the SFL community that one of the key identifiers of more formal 
academic writing is its ‘lexically dense’ nature, as distinct from ‘grammatically intricate’ 
archetypical spoken language (Halliday, 1994b). Information is packed into nominal groups in 
such a way that considerable content can be built into what are essentially very simple 
grammatical structures (e.g., of the A = B type, where A and B are potentially heavy nominal 
groups joined archetypically by verbs of the relational kind:  “So, (A) human voice (=) can be 
classified into (B) seven different classes’.” (Turner: Oral Presentation). This particular 
structural feature contrasts with the formulation of ideas through successive clauses joined by 
conjunctions, the principal method of organisation of much spoken language, especially of the 
informal or colloquial type. It is significant that many of the students commented on the 
importance for them of knowledge about ‘A=B’ structures in their Task 4 reports, as noted in 
Chapter Four.  
Why development of awareness and use of more complex nominal group 
structures are needed and important for students at Year 11. 
As Martin and his colleagues have shown consistently for the past three decades or so , noted 
earlier,  there has been, and as I will argue is still the case with the NSW HSC English 
curriculum, a strong emphasis in students’ English studies on personal and creative writing of 
the narrative kind (Martin, 1980).  This contrasts with a comparatively weaker focus on 
expository (e.g., report) writing together with a greater focus on Ideational content as distinct 
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from the formal mechanisms by which that content is instantiationally enabled. 59 This point is 
clearly brought out by Turner in his final interview comments on 4 December [115]. At this 
early stage of the interview, I asked him to comment on the usefulness the functional 
knowledge shared. It appears again at the end of the interview where I ask Turner about the 
transportability of the knowledge he had acquired [116].  As I have made clear, a research focus 
was explicit sharing of knowledge about the nominal group. Evidence of student uptake of this 
knowledge is examined in the following section in relation to the complexity of embedded 
post-Head structures.   
Complex embedding in post-Head nominal group modification 
An index of increased grammatical control in relation to the construction of more complex 
structures in formal writing can be found in the extent to which students are able to ‘pack’ 
information into the right-modifier component of the nominal group. In its various forms, this 
might consist of a prepositional phrase following the Head (e.g. ‘The result [of the research]’), 
a clause (e.g. ‘able [[to follow the food chain properly’]]) or a combination of embedded 
phrases and clauses (e.g. ‘The keystone species [[that hold the life [of the earth] ]]’), with its 
two levels of embedding (a prepositional phrase embedded within a clause,  or in considerably 
more complexity:  ‘the ability [[to conduct deeper and more complex experiments [[that 
resulted in the finding [of new creatures [[that were not able [[to be found before]] ] ]] ]] ]]’)’), 
displaying five levels of post-Head embedding (preceding examples from Turner’s State of the 
Planet report).  
These examples show that the convention of using a single square bracket [ ] represents 
an embedded phrase (either prepositional or adverbial) and that of the double square bracket [[ 
]] a clause. Levels of embedding are ‘read’ from right to left. Therefore,  the last example above 
is read as: a clause in a clause in a phrase in a clause in a clause, or to represent it graphically: 
[[a [[b [c [[ d [[ e ]] ]] ] ]] ]]. Numbers in brackets refer to the number of words in that particular 
structure, whether embedded phrase or clause. Therefore, [3] in [3] means three words in a 
prepositional or adverbial phrase embedded in another three-word phrase.  
The following examples from Turner’s Task 4 report illustrate how this data was 
tabulated in the analysis. In this text, there were five examples of complex embedding 
(clauses1, 2, 4, 9 and 10). To illustrate the numerical expression, here are the relevant text 
extracts: 
                                                 
59 See Coffin (2003, p. 17) for comments about SFL as an integrated model of language use in contrast to one 
following more traditional grammatical models informing pedagogy. 
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Clause 1: (a) In this semester [of Fundamentals [of English]] and (b) the development [of 
our ability [in academic writing]]60 
Clause 2: the importance [of more academic type [of writing] 
Clause 4: more appropriate [[to use academic style [of writing than creative style]]] 
Clause 9: [[writing more formal text from a more informal text and vice versa]], and 
[[writing a more understandable text with the core ideas [[that were presented in point 
form]]]]  
Clause 10: For the purpose [of [[writing more formal text from the more informal one] 
]], 
 
Table 20 [117] provides a view of complex embeddings in Turner’s writing across all four 
texts. The following table summarises embeddings across all four tasks [118].61 (See Table 22 
[119] for a global picture of this aspect of Turner’s writing in relation to the whole group.)62 
This data shows significant development overall in the extent to which students instantiated 
meanings in their writing through embedded structures, with appreciably more occurring in 
their final report. What is particularly significant about this data is its relationship to the type 
of texts students were required to write. The two reports revealing the highest levels of complex 
embedding (Death Penalty Dilemma and State of the Planet) were much more analytical in 
nature compared to the more reflective Task 4 and the interpretive Miracles of Jesus report. 
The Death Penalty Dilemma report required students to analyse the newspaper report from a 
strongly linguistic or grammatical perspective; the final State of the Planet text demanded 
strong synthetic and summary writing skills in relation to a scientific subject. In the final text, 
Turner demonstrates the most compacted and complex grammatical structures, reflective of the 
group as a whole and are strongly indicative of increased formality and technicality. The 
clearest example is found in clause 9, where Turner begins with a Circumstance and completes 
the clause with significant and impressive control of clausal embedding,  revealing at its most 
complex five levels of rankshifted structures:  
                                                 
60 See Halliday (1994b, p. 213) and Halliday & Matthiessen (2004, p. 270) for viewing the structure marker ‘of’ 
as an element (“full preposition”) of prepositional phrase structure in right modification. 
61 In the table, ‘range’ refers to the lower and upper limits to the number of embedded structures. 
62 The table is arranged in rank order of presentation from Turner with the greatest total number of embeddings 
(24) to Calvin Win final rank position with a total of six embeddings. His first formal task (Task 4), at the 
beginning of the formal research period contained his highest total (4) whereas by the end of the program we see 
no incidence of this feature. It is tempting to speculate that Calvin’s attitude might have played a part in this 
decline. As I noted in Chapter Four, Calvin W was an unwilling participant in the program from the outset. By 
the end, he had withdrawn quite noticeably. Additionally, the two columns (‘a’ and ‘b’) presented for each 
student represent number of embeddings per task (column ‘a’) and the range of embedded structures in each 
case (b) (for example for Turner’s State of the Planet task, embeddings ranged in complexity from two (for 
example a phrase in a phrase or a phrase embedded in a clause) to five (for example, a clause in a phrase in a 




but with recent advancement [in the technology], new researches have the ability [[to 
conduct deeper and more complex experiments [[that resulted in the finding [of new 
creatures [[that were not been able [[to be found before]] ]] ] ]] ]].  
 
While only briefly referring to right modification, the following extract from Turner’s research 
journal (5 September, 2008) provides clear evidence of the power that information about 
nominal group structure had for him:  
Recently, we have been learning about nominal group. Basically, what I understand is that 
the concept of nominal group helps to increase the specificity of the participants in a 
sentence, by using the left and right modification. I’m personally glad to learn about this, 
because I used to be confused whether to put the Classifier first or the epithet first and the 
same thing with the numerative modifier; but now I’m quite confident about it. I also find 
it useful, analyzing the ‘Death Penalty Dilemma’ article as there are some examples of 
complicated nominal groups in the text. 63 
 
In this extract, Turner refers to two important concepts for developing academic writing. 
The first is his mention of increased ‘specificity of the participants’, a concept 
fundamental to a functional analysis of more formal language. The second resulted from 
incidental teaching on nominal group structure and the order of elements within it: the 
existence of a cline of permanence within the pre-Head modifiers. Rather than present 
what might be argued as forgettable rules about the order of these elements, I was able to 
talk about a single concept governing word order: a cline of permanence, with the least 
permanent elements occurring at the beginning of a group (“to the left”) and the most 
permanent ones (e.g., Classifiers) preceding the Head (“to the right”). This concept was 
clearly important to Turner and helped him resolve the confusion he refers to. I argue that 
a dialogically embedded unified theory of language such as systemic functional grammar 
is a much more powerful tool for language teachers to draw on for developing 
understanding of language in general, and academic writing in particular, than grammars 
and grammar practice materials of the conventional kind, regardless of the intrinsic 
quality of those materials. These do not encourage a global view of language and its 
functions, in contradistinction to an approach based on a theoretically motivated 
knowledge-building ‘talk about language’.  Such a pedagogy, I argue, has the power not 
only to raise awareness of language as system but also to contribute meaningfully to 
actual writing development. A final point in Turner’s entry refers to a benefit that he was 
                                                 
63 Turner made similar highly reflective comments in his journal about the importance that knowledge of 
thematic development had for him (see below). 
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not alone in expressing in relation to the value of knowledge about nominal group 
structure. This relates to an increased ability to ‘read’ grammatical structure in the course 
of reading texts, thereby resulting in a more sophisticated academic literacy. 
Nominalised clausal Participants 
Another indication of grammatical complexity relates to nominalised clauses functioning as 
Participant in clause structure. Examples from Turner’s Task 4 come from clauses 14, 15, 17, 
consisting of 12, 13 and 20 words respectively: 
Clause 14: [[how to transform a more informal text to a more formal one]] 
Clause 15: [[how to write a more understandable essay from pointed form ideas in the task 
Rats C and the formal assessment ‘Orangutan’]] 
Clause 17: [[how to expand more abstract ideas into a more understandable and grammatical 
text]] 
 
The following table shows the full extent of nominalised clausal Participants (underlined) 
across all four of Turner’s formal written tasks [120]. It should be noted that the identification 
of nominalised clausal Participants also includes rankshifted nominal groups functioning as 
Participants in embedded structures. The first example of such rankshifting occurs in clause 10 
of Task 4: [[writing more formal text from the more informal one]], where the nominalised 
clause forms part of the post-Head modifiying prepositional phrase. A good example of 
Turner’s strong command of this type of grammatical structure can be found in clause 9 of the 
same task: [[writing a more understandable text with the core ideas [[that were presented in 
point form]]]]. The examples found in clauses 15 and 17 of Task 4 are highly representative of 
structures employed by most students in this task. Despite not being a nominalised clause as 
such, the example given for the State of the Planet does show Turner employing the resources 
of nominalisation in clause 25 in the creation of grammatical metaphor. Here he employs the 
process to surround in nominal form.  
Lexical density as an index of nominality in student writing 
As noted in Chapter Two, lexical density is one indicator of more formal and technicised 
language. It is determined by dividing the total number of clauses by the total number of content 
words (nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs) – those parts of the grammar that carry semantic 
content, as distinct from those words (‘grammar’ or ‘function’ words) that provide the 
grammatical ‘glue’ which creates syntactical continuity (pronouns, prepositions, articles, 
conjunctions, among others). The notion of lexical density was first touched on in our 
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discussion of the ‘IPEKA’ text on 22nd and 29th August (see Chapter Five, Stage Three), but 
was not fully explained at that point of the research. The following table [121] demonstrates 
the consistently high level of lexical density in the four key texts written by Turner during the 
research period: Task 4 (reflective explanatory report); Death Penalty Dilemma (DPD) 
(analytical report); The Miracles of Jesus (MoJ) (critical analysis of a video documentary); and 
The State of the Planet (SoP) (critical response to a documentary).  
Turner consistently wrote texts featuring high levels of lexical density compared to the 
rest of the participants [122] although he was one of the lowest in terms of word and clause 
length. The highest lexical density count is for his Task 4 text. Here Turner was relying on his 
memory and reflecting on what he had learned about formal writing during the first semester. 
It contrasts with those later texts where he had recourse to notes and the capacity to build 
technicality through his ability to draw on the content of a newspaper article and video 
documentaries. High lexical density in his texts points to Turners’ awareness of the resources 
necessary to create informational density and technicality through a range of sophisticated 
grammatical structures. It might be asked why lexical density was highest in Turner’s writing 
for the Task 4 exercise. It is possible to argue that this task was less consciously (and arguably 
more freely) constructed, drawing as it did on students’ memories of Semester One work with 
its attendant emphasis on explicit functional grammar terminology (for example, 
nominalisation, ‘A=B’ structures, finite and non-finite clauses) and a consequently wider range 
of more pedagogically explicit vocabulary than is evident in the more consciously expressed 
later texts.  However this fact is viewed, I do not believe it provides negative evidence of 
development in terms of lexical density.  
Non-finite forms 
Table 26 [123] presents evidence of the various non-finite forms (underlined) found in Turner’s 
writing. For the sake of presentation, only the data for Task 4 have been presented here. There 
is considerable overlapping of non-finite forms and nominalised clausal Participants since 
those Participants have the potential to be either finite or non-finite. In Table 26,  we see all 
non-finite structures across Turner’s four formal tasks according to their structural location: A 
= at clause level (e.g.,  ‘By doing these tasks’); B = as a nominalised Participant at clause level 
(e.g., ‘we learned [[how to expand more abstract ideas into a more understandable and 
grammatical text]]’; and C = as a nominalised Participant in an embedded structure (e.g., ‘it is 
more appropriate [[to use academic style [of writing  than creative style] ]]’. The table expresses 
the occurrence of these structures in relation to the total number of clauses in each of the four 
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texts. There is a significantly higher number of the embedded ‘C’ type in Turner’s Task 4 and 
The Miracles of Jesus scripts than the other two types, although type ‘B’ also features strongly 
in The Miracles of Jesus work. The next highest frequency relates to the Type ‘A’ non-finite 
forms at clause level in the Death Penalty Dilemma and State of the Planet texts as evident in 
the table. The following figures show the total number of the three types across all four tasks: 
A: 33.1; B: 17.8; and C: 55.9. Clearly when non-finite forms appear in Turner’s writing they 
will most likely be nominalised Participants in embedded structures. This would appear to be 
consistent with: the ease with which he is able to construct complex post-Head modifiers of 
considerable complexity; his fascination with language; and his evident desire to increase the 
range of his grammatical expression, as his journal comments reveal.   
Classifiers 
Table 27 [124] provides an indication of the range of Classifiers in Turner’s texts together with 
totals for each text and the overall total. The highest number per text appears in the report where 
a considerable teaching emphasis was placed on this feature prior to the students undertaking 
the assessment (Death Penalty Dilemma). As part of the handout provided, Classifiers were 
listed. In clauses 45 and 46, Turner demonstrates accurate awareness of the position of 
Classifiers and correctly provides examples: 
cl. 45.The author uses a fair amount of left modifiers, especially in the form of Classifiers. 
cl. 46. Some examples are “the death penalty”, “death row”, “death-row drug convicts”, 
among others  
It would not be surprising that, being a diligent student focused on doing well in the assessment, 
Turner made a special effort to include as wide a range of Classifiers as possible in the 
construction of his report. It is not sensible to rule out this possibility and conclude that the 
high incidence of Classifiers in Turner’s second formal assessment for Semester Two was due 
to uptake of shared knowledge. A more delicate explanation might involve a combination of 
both factors. Evidence for the naturalisation of Classifiers as part of Turner’s already formed 
bank of grammatical resources is provided, however, in his Task 4 response, which took place 
prior to the Death Penalty Dilemma report. This, however, fails to account for the relatively 
low incidence of this feature in the final two reports. A reason must be sought elsewhere.  
Comments on Turner’s nominal group data: 
The above data do not necessarily make any claim to improvement in the development of 
Turner’s formal academic writing. However, what is most interesting is the degree to which he 
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is able to create a significantly greater number of embedded right modifier structures in his 
final piece of writing than was the case with the earlier Death Penalty Report, revealing 
increased sophistication of expression and control. As is apparent throughout this thesis, Turner 
was consistent in his pursuit of understanding the theoretical discussions and sharing of ideas. 
This was particularly telling in his enthusiasm for our work on thematic development.  
Thematic development 
As mentioned earlier in this section, understanding of thematic development was one of the 
last theoretical concepts developed with the group. A noted in Chapter Five, a number of texts 
were analysed for Theme-Rheme constituency and the relationships between them (thematic 
development) made explicit through the use of arrows as modelled by a number of systemicists 
(Christie, 2012; Eggins, 1994; Jones, Gollin, Drury, & Economou, 1989; McCarthy, 1991; 
Rose, 1998; Unsworth, 2000). The purpose of Textual links was also made explicit in terms of 
constructing both cohesion and abstraction in formal scientific writing: ideas that first appear 
as processes become nominalised and become available for grammatical manipulation (Coffin, 
Donohue, & North, 2013; Halliday, 1978b, 1993c; Martin, 2001a). As I noted particularly in 
Chapter Five, and elsewhere, students evidenced an unusual amount of enthusiasm for the task 
of analysing some of their own written text for thematic development. The following extract 
from Turner’s final interview on 4 December (Turns 21-40) provides evidence from his 
perspective for the significance of this particular knowledge [125]. 
The following table provides a breakdown of the nature and number of different Textual 
links in Turner’s final piece of assessed writing, The State of the Planet report [126]. In addition 
to the more standard constant and linear Themes, Turner’s text displays considerable 
complexity in the number of links instantiated rhematically, both as constant Rhemes and as 
rhematic relations over more than adjacent clauses. A glance at the thematic analysis for this 
text reveals the extent of that complexity overall in the report.  
Turner’s final comment (Turn 40: Move 44) in the final interview extract above is 
significant in terms of the broader picture of the pedagogy’s potential to the development of 
grammatical control and linguistic consciousness-raising. Semester Two finished just when 
ideas were starting to fall into place, to make sense and to have value for students such as 
Turner. It is unfortunate that we were forced to stop at that point. We had only just managed to 
mount the horse. Here are Turner’s reflections on the significance of our thematic development 
work from his research journal (11 November 2008).  
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I’m currently learning about thematic structure of text. Surprisingly, I find it very 
intriguing and interesting! It increases my determination to work on my academic writing 
because now I know that it’s one of the main techniques to make a strong formal academic 
text. However, saying it is much harder [sic] than really doing it! I’m still very confused at 
times how to create strong thematic relationships in my text. I even still find it quite 
difficult to analyze it in a text. And, because of this, now I take an even longer time 
writing essay as I have to think about it! Well, it’s not really a problem if I’m writing on a 
computer at home, as I have a plenty of time; but, if it’s a class test or something like that, 
I’m afraid that the time will be insufficient. Moreover, it’s really hard for me to find a time 
to practice it at home, because I still have a plenty other time-consuming tasks I gotta do at 
home. Nevertheless, I’m still very eager to work on this, as I really want to have the ability 
to create a strong formal academic writing, which hopefully would help me both in my 
current English curriculum and also in the upcoming future. 
 
Chapter summary 
To return to the research question: To what extent is it possible to co-construct sufficient 
theoretical knowledge of Hallidayan systemic functional grammar to enable noticeable 
development of formal academic writing and metalinguistic consciousness-raising in the EAL 
context of an upper secondary English class in Indonesia, the brief analysis of Turner’s writing, 
together with journal comments presented in this chapter, provides evidence that both 
objectives were met for this student. In terms of complex embeddings in nominal group 
structure, I have provided clear evidence of progressively more complex structures in his 
writing during the course of the research period, as was the case with the research group as a 
whole. As noted above, Turner’s writing displays the greatest amount of lexical density of all 
students. To my mind, this is not surprising given his keen interest in words and his strong 
desire to increase the breadth and depth of his vocabulary, evident in a number of his recorded 
comments.  His ability to talk about the benefits of functional grammar knowledge also attests 
to a heightened consciousness of language in general and grammatical structure in particular. 
This is also reflected in comments by other participants in their research journals as well as 
many instances extant in the video and audio transcriptions. As noted at the beginning of this 
chapter, the data presented here is just one snapshot of all that was collected and analysed. It is 
necessarily a partial view. However, being able to look at the specific elements identified for 
analysis, as presented in this mini case study and based on their explicit teaching throughout 
the year, and more specifically in the second half, evidences the value and the effectiveness of 




8. EVIDENCE FOR THE SUCCESS OF THE PROJECT 
This chapter brings together a range of evidence to support my argument for the effectiveness 
of the research: that it is possible to ‘teach’ sufficient of Halliday’s theory of functional 
grammar to enable development to take place in intermediate to advanced EAL learners’ 
writing as well as to contribute to metalinguistic consciousness-raising. I begin with the 
presentation of data to show development in post-Head embedded structures (complex 
embeddings) evidenced by increased use of post-Head embedding in formal assessment tasks 
over the research period, which was one of my principal objectives, and which I advance as 
singular evidence for its success. I then provide evidence gained from a post-delivery survey 
and from the final interviews.  
Statistical evidence of development 
The rise referred to above is largely attributable to increased complexity in the writing of six 
of the fourteen participants, namely Turner, Kelly, Doreen, Calvin F, Ronald and Aileen (see 
Table 22 [119]). A concise view of complex embedding for the whole group across all four 
tasks is provided in Table 29 ([127]).  As noted in Chapter Seven, Table 22 highlights the totals 
for these students.  Of particular note were increases in use of complex embedded structures in 
the work of Turner, Kelly and Aileen. As I have noted elsewhere, development in the case of 
Turner and Kelly is not particularly surprising, given their conscientious application to the 
work. However, as I noted in Chapter Four, Aileen’s commitment was quite often erratic. I 
have also noted the considerable disparity between her highly engaging journal writing and her 
formal assessment writing. Therefore, the incidence of seven complex embeddings in her final 
State of the Planet report is striking and encouraging when compared to the virtual non-





Evidence from the post-delivery questionnaire  
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Fourteen students completed the post-delivery questionnaire64 on Tuesday 9 December, 2008, 
just two days before the final class. As will be noted, there were some design flaws, particularly 
in my failure to present students with the opportunity to express more critical views. In this 
sense, results from the survey need to be read in conjunction with those from the final 
interviews and other data (for example, the research journals).  The survey consisted of ten 
questions designed to gauge attitudes towards their experience of learning about functional 
grammar. The first two questions sought to determine their assessment of difficulty with 
functional ideas at the start of the course and their concluding attitudes. Results showed a 
significant increase in ease of understanding functional concepts by the end of the year (92.8% 
‘Ok’ to ‘very easy’ at the end compared to 64.2% ‘hard’ to ‘very hard’ at the beginning). 
Question 3 asked how effectively I provided reasons for using FG. At this point the survey 
design was flawed, with only the following three options available, giving them no option for 
expressing critical views. 28.5% responded ‘very well’, 42.8% ‘well’ and 28.5% ‘ok’. Question 
4 asked them about the usefulness of FG for developing their writing. 21.4% responded ‘very 
useful’, 71.4% ‘useful’ and 7.1% ‘ok’. Again, the design lacked balance.  
Question 5 probed attitudes towards learning grammar (for example from rules or by 
talking about language). 78.5% preferred a dialogical approach with the remainder preferring 
a rule-based approach.  The following question sought to determine whether attitudes had 
changed at all after exposure to FG.  Results for this question indicate some confusion on their 
part, suggesting that their initial attitude (responses to Question 5) should be regarded as the 
most accurate guide to their thinking (see Appendix 5(a)). The critical question (Question 7), 
seeking views on the perceived usefulness of FG for understanding the differences between 
spoken and written language, suggests strong understanding of this important factor (78.5% 
‘helped a lot’, 7.1% ‘helped a bit’ and 14. 2% ‘ok’). Approximately two-thirds of students 
indicated interest in learning more about FG (Question 8) (64.2%) compared to a negative 
response (21.4%) with 14.2% unsure. Even more positively, 85.7% saw FG as useful for Year 
11 and 12 students (with 7.1% ‘no’ and 7.1% unsure) (Question 9). Overall, 7 1.4% were 
satisfied with the course (Question 10). 21% responded negatively and 7.1% were unsure.  
Given that this was an untrialled and highly experimental research-oriented program, 
the results were pleasing and strongly suggestive of the potential for such a course to be refined, 
                                                 




developed and made more student-friendly. As a consequence, in such a hypothetical 
circumstance, the end of course feedback might be even more positive.  
Evidence from the final interviews 
 In addition to the post-delivery questionnaire, the final interviews provide valuable evidence 
of students’ overall evaluation of the functional grammar component of the Fundamentals of 
English program. As noted in Chapter 3, these were semi-structured, consisting very broadly 
of seven or eight reference point questions (see below). They sought to elicit ideas about 
students’ attitudes generally to the learning of functional grammar, the most useful and the 
most difficult elements studied, their perceptions of any effect on their work and results in the 
other (ESL) English class and the development of their writing generally, as well as the 
transferability of the knowledge gained (for example to Year 12 and beyond).  In addition, I 
asked students whether they ever discussed functional grammar with their friends or classmates 
(either in or out of class) and to suggest how I might have improved my delivery of the 
materials. Eleven students were available for interview: Aileen, Claudia, Kelly, Dulcie, 
Andrew, Iris, Calvin Sr, Calvin St, Ronald, Turner and Vanessa. Due to the rather informal 
nature of the interviews, I did not manage to ask every student to comment on all the above 
points, but rather was keen to allow them to develop their ideas. I wanted them to take the lead 
as much as possible. In that way, I hoped to elicit the most valuable and authentic material.  
In presenting the student’s responses to my prompt questions, I have two options, the 
first being to do so thematically, a move that would yield a more quantitative and objective 
picture, the second discretely in order of individual student’s interview. I have opted for the 
latter mode, aiming to recapture some of the personal ‘profiling’ that I hope was achieved in 
Chapter Four, a move that reflects the centrality of the intersubjectivity (in Meadian terms) at 
the core of the project. This second option also helps me represent the degree to which 
individual students engaged with the process of reflection. Some did so extensively and quite 
profoundly. Others, predictably, were more limited in their ability to represent their learning 
verbally.  As I have made clear throughout this study, the research was not about generating 
statistical data, although I have called on that already to a limited extent in this chapter and in 
Chapter Seven. The research was all about the students, their individuality, their contributions 
and their differing levels of commitment. In this chapter, it is particularly important that I give 
my participants as much space as possible to make their presence overt. 
The first question ‘What do you think about using functional grammar (and general 
reflections on the course)?’ certainly did not elicit the total range of comments on this aspect 
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of the course, but was intended rather as an ice-breaker. Compared to the responses to Question 
Two, comments were fairly limited. Aileen noted that the program had helped her improve her 
grammar, help which was not available in the other English class. This point of comparison 
was something commented on by a number of other students, Turner in particular, and will be 
considered further in relation to Question Four. Aileen referred to the knowledge she had 
gained in the Fundamentals program as “deeper”. Kelly made the very specific point that what 
she had learned enabled her to build “more information in shorter clauses”. Since creating 
greater lexical density in their writing was one of my underpinning objectives for the research, 
such explicit acknowledgement is important evidence.  In rather typical and enthusiastic style, 
Andrew agreed “Absolutely” that the work had helped him develop his writing, referring to 
being able to produce “better structured work”. In similarly broad terms, Vanessa noted that 
the work was “really academic and formal”. Calvin Sr, in his usual serious and analytical style, 
referred to its usefulness for his academic writing, noting that he had learned “new things”, 
mentioning nominalisation in particular, an idea that we returned to at a later point in the 
interview. Asked what he understood about functional grammar (that is, what it was and/or 
meant to him), Turner responded “Fully structured grammar!” He noted that it was not only 
useful to look at language in the way we had done but that it was also interesting. He 
commented that it was only in Fundamentals of English that we had gone into the details of 
language, that in the “Standard English” (ESL or Preliminary) class “we don’t really go deep 
into the technical things and the structure, just write and write. . . so it’s really based on the 
ideas only . . .” He added that in Fundamentals “we’re studying more into the,  like the,  theory 
of language . . . so I find it a little bit more interesting than just reading novels . . ..” 
Question Two asked students what had been the most useful information about 
functional grammar. As a number of students made clear in their response, knowledge about 
modification (left and right modifiers) was considered one of the most important benefits. 
Claudia, for example, referred to this as important (“very helpful for me”), noting that, before 
encountering functional grammar, her sentences had been “very messy” and that she had 
learned “so much from this.” In particular, she noted that knowledge about modification helped 
her know “where should I put this word . .  . like the subject or the Participant . . . like that”. In 
a very similar vein, Kelly identified right modification as “the part that I understand”. She 
referred to being able to see right modification when reading texts. Asked why that was 
significant for her, she replied “Ah, it’s more formal . . . and yeah, like, and I think . . . it 
contains more information”, reinforcing the point she made earlier when talking about more 
information in shorter clauses. To my mind, this is crucial evidence for the success of the 
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research. Kelly was able not only to recognise the relationship between embedding in post-
Head structures and lexical density in the construction of formality, she was able to verbalise 
this highly abstract grammatical concept clearly and articulately. In my reading, this constitutes 
important linguistic metacognitional development. A third student who focused on the concept 
of modification was Dulcie. She noted that learning about functional grammar raised her 
awareness of grammar, that before she didn’t think about “proper structure of grammar”. 
Dulcie indicated that her exposure to FG allowed her to think of grammar as more than just 
making tense choices. She referred to left and right modification as part of this raised 
consciousness in order “to produce more scientific and, ah, formal writing.” Asked which part 
of the ‘Cake’ model was most important for her, she identified Theme and Rheme, but then 
qualified this, noting that most important for her was left and right modification “because like 
from all of them it’s like the hardest one . . because the left modifiers are divided into a lot of 
parts . . . it’s actually very important.” This last point echoes very strongly one made by Turner 
in his journal that learning about nominal group structure clarified issues to do with the order 
of pre-Head modifiers.  
A number of students identified aspects of Transitivity as important in their writing 
development and knowledge of grammatical structure. According to Andrew, the most 
important idea for him was being able “to understand and identify which one is the Participant 
and which is the Process.” Iris referred to the same two aspects of the Ideational metafunction 
as significant for her: “It’s like we know that, ah, this one has to be used in here or where to 
put it . .  . so the structure of the essay is more structural and more nice-looking and more . . . 
interesting to read.” Vanessa’s comments on the same issue of Transitivity are interesting in 
that they reflect the development of her thinking about clause structure in relation to formal 
expression. She noted that knowledge of Circumstances and Participants was the most useful 
for her “because I can write my writings in more formal ways to reduce my clauses so that my 
writings can be more formal and academic”, reflecting Kelly’s earlier point about writing 
shorter clauses. These two students were very different from each other in their approach and 
commitment to our work, yet, in identifying shorter clauses as important, both revealed an 
understanding of one key and defining feature of more scientific, academic and formal writing.  
The next three students’ responses to Question Two reveal considerable analytical and 
theoretical depth, features very typical of their approach to our Fundamentals work in general 
and to the research agenda in particular. When asked what was most important to him, Calvin 
Sr responded “many things”, mentioning “Theme-Rheme, language features, metaphor, the 
relationship between ideas to ideas, how they are developed”, reiterating his focus on the 
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Textual dimension of text with the comment: “I learned so many Theme-Rheme relations” and 
that he had “found many Theme-Rheme in my essay . . . after I read it”, adding that he had 
done this before handing in his final essay. His next comments focused even further on 
cohesion: “I looked at the organisation or the structure . . . whether it is connected from 
paragraph to paragraph or not.” I then commented to him that he was referring to ‘cohesion’, 
to which he responded “What is cohesion?” We then discussed and confirmed the importance 
of cohesion for the development of his academic writing, with me noting how encouraging it 
was that he was interested in talking about these things. What is most notable about Calvin Sr’s 
final interview is that in reality it ceased to be a simple exercise in getting feedback from a 
student on the course and what it meant to him. It became just one more learning opportunity 
for Calvin. His thirst for linguistic knowledge seemed unquenchable. In the time we spent 
together on this occasion we pursued a number of theoretical ideas at considerable depth and 
length. This will become more apparent in my presentation of his responses to other prompt 
questions.  
Calvin St’s response to this question, like that of his friend Calvin Sr, indicates how 
deeply students were able to reflect on their learning, particularly by way of the example he 
provided at the end. Calvin noted that functional grammar “makes the work more formal . . . 
because it’s part of formal academic writing.” Asked what was most important for him in terms 
of the ‘Cake’ model, he replied, “For me, it’s the nominal group structure . . . because it makes 
me more analytical by studying it. Before that I haven’t think anything like that.” I asked him 
what the consequences were of his analytical focus, to which he replied, “I mean I just can 
analyse texts more deeply, like ‘liquid crystal display’”.  In their studies at IPEKA, both Calvin 
Sr and Calvin St were focused on the sciences to a large degree. It was interesting to see how 
they brought their analytical faculties to the question of grammar, as I have noted in relation to 
the KFUPM OEP students. In identifying pre-Head modification by way of Classifiers, as 
Calvin St did in his reference to nominal group structure and “liquid crystal display”, he reveals 
in quite a striking way his recognition of one of the key grammatical strategies employed in 
scientific and technical writing, the condensing of technical information through the Classifier 
structure, as reported ubiquitously throughout the SFL literature.  
The third of this group of three more analytically inclined respondents, Turner, 
commented that having just learned about thematic structure, he found our work on thematic 
development was “quite useful”. He continued: “Before we learned the thematic structure, [we 
were ] just learning pieces of the technique . . . and then when we learned about the thematic 
structure we were like putting it together . . . and we could write . . . the whole thing.” Turner 
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commented further: “I hope we have time, I mean, more time to elaborate more on how to use 
thematic structure more.” It will be recalled that quite striking evidence from Turner’s journal 
was provided in Chapter Seven for the impact that our work on Theme-Rheme relations had 
had on this particular student, and the significance that it held for him. This is further evidence 
of this impact. What is most interesting here in his repetition of this theme was the comment 
that, having learned “the technique”, by which he meant the Transitivity elements of 
Participant, Process and Circumstance, we were now in a position to see the relationship 
between the Ideational and the Textual metafunctions (that is, through their various roles in the 
creation of Theme), or the two levels of the ‘Cake’ model, had he expressed the idea in this 
more theorised way. In the last part of my second prompt question with Turner, I noted that 
throughout the course I had focused very heavily on the idea of the nominal group and 
nominalisation. I asked him why he thought I had done that. His response is most interesting: 
Well, our main aim is to, to approach to more formal academic writing, right /T: Yeah/ 
and I think that the [‘concept’?] of nominalisation it really helped me to approach to more 
formal academic writing /T: Yeah/. Just, it just connected all [Unclear 2 words: sounds 
like ‘academic type’] /T: Yes/. Yes, so I see that nominalisation also helps for me to be 
more able to write more formal academic writing. (Turner’s Final Interview, T44.48) 
While it is suggestive from these remarks that Turner was not necessarily able to provide a 
clear definition or explanation of nominalisation, the fact that it had become part of our 
common vocabulary and that he saw its relationship to the development of academic writing, 
and was confident in talking about it, is once more evidence of participants’ raised 
metalinguistic consciousness.  
On a final note with regard to Question Two, Ronald provided an interesting and very 
different perspective on the usefulness of functional grammar in noting that our work had 
helped him considerably with his speaking. He cited increased confidence in oral presentations, 
adding “before I couldn’t talk . . . fluently. Then I couldn’t talk with the right grammar . . . and 
then it’s really terrible” but that learning about language from the perspective of functional 
grammar was “very good for my development of my writing and speaking.”  This, when added 
to comments by other students (for example, Dulcie), already noted, that learning about 
functional grammar helped them with reading texts, is further evidence of the power of this 
approach for the whole gamut of learners’ language development.  
Question Three sought to determine what areas of functional grammar had posed 
challenges. Five students were able to provide responses to this question. The idea of 
modification was identified by Iris (“Sometimes I just confused what is this, what is that”). 
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Ronald also signalled right modifiers as an issue, as did Dulcie (“Cos actually I haven’t 
mastered it all . . . and can feel think that I haven’t used it a lot .. but I will try my best on 
learning by myself”).  Both Claudia and Dulcie mentioned grammatical metaphor as 
particularly challenging (Claudia: “I was really confused like”). For Calvin St, recognising the 
Ideational elements was also difficult (“It’s confusing to determine whether it is a Participant 
or is it a . . .what?  . . .Yes, Circumstance”). It is certainly no surprise that grammatical metaphor 
was a concept that needed considerably more consolidation, coming so late in the semester as 
it did. More practice recognising Participants, Processes and Circumstances as well as right 
modifiers also seems to be something I could have built into the program. These issues will be 
explored further in Chapter Nine.  
As noted at the beginning of this section, I referred to ‘seven or eight’ prompt questions 
in the final interviews. Questions Four and Seven dealt with very similar ideas (Question Six: 
“Has FG helped you with your English studies (e.g., ESL class)?”; and Question Seven: “Can 
you see any difference in your writing (e.g., in the writing you did for the other (ESL) English 
course?”)). For this reason, I am presenting students’ responses as one block. Two students 
indicated they had noticed improvement in their marks for the other class (Kelly, Calvin Sr). 
Turner, however, threw an interesting light on this particular issue, noting, to me most 
significantly, that he had noticed no discernible change in his marks “because the teachers are 
not even concerned about that [the language used]”. He went on to say that he was thinking 
about his writing more, mentioning specifically that knowing that some words are “really 
informal and they’re not really appropriate in academic writing . . . so I think I have more 
control.” The issue of vocabulary was something that came up a number of times with Turner, 
either in his journal comments or in ones he made to me directly in or after class. He was most 
concerned to extend the range of his expressive capabilities. In this respect he was a linguistic 
risk-taker.  
On a different note, Claudia reported improvement in her writing score for the extra-
curricular English studies she was pursuing with the private provider English First (EF). 
According to the EF teacher, her ‘score’ improved every week. Iris, on the other hand, had 
noticed an improvement in the essays she was writing compared to those from the previous 
year. Calvin St was even more specific about the knowledge that allowed him to make 
improvement in his writing, noting “Before I take this course my writing is not structured, like 
in a paragraph the first sentence isn’t the main idea. I didn’t structure my writing.” Asked why 
he thought he had changed his writing practices, he noted “Because in a writing we need to 
introduce what you’re going to talk first . . . to the reader, so that we need to get the overall 
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what we are going to talk in the first, what is the main idea.” Asked if he thought this change 
was a result of the course, he replied it was, noting that the idea came from the work on structure 
we had done in our Miracles of Jesus work and also “before that . . . we did it once too.” The 
work he was referring to in this instance was a model I prepared for the development of a 
response to the Miracles of Jesus report assessment task. In that scaffold, I provided a model 
introduction and conclusion together with suggested topic sentences for the body section and 
one fully worked through body paragraph.  It was reassuring to know that it had been helpful 
for at least one student.  
The fifth question sought to determine whether students viewed the knowledge about 
functional grammar learned during the year as useful (‘transportable’) for their future studies 
(for example, in Year 12 or at university). Six responses indicated this was the case. Aileen 
noted “Absolutely, yes, because in every subject we need to make an essay and this 
Fundamental it built my grammar so I can write an essay in a good, great grammar.” Kelly 
confirmed what she had learned as not forgettable “because I think it’s for the Year 12 or even 
the universities.” Both Ronald and Vanessa (adamantly) also agreed that the knowledge could 
be carried forward to Year 12. As always, Dulcie’s optimism was evident in her response: 
“Personally, I think I won’t really forget it all . . . cos a lot of stuff I learned in these two 
semesters . . . very useful and I still remember it right now.” As usual, Calvin St brought an 
added dimension to the topic at hand, noting that he found the information about the 
International Phonemic Alphabet (IPA) to which he had been exposed in many of our Thursday 
classes was valuable as well as “that formal academic writing.” 
By asking prompt Question 6, I hoped to gain an insight into what I might have done 
better in terms of my delivery of the research program. The most common suggestion was that 
I could have made the theoretical ideas a little more fun and accessible through a variety of 
exercises and more practical activities. Aileen suggested a game “because when we see the 
paper like lots of paper, we say ‘Oh my go . . .!” She suggested that I might have given them  
“a story that’s really well known . . like so we can see the grammar, see the structure . . .” 
Similarly, Claudia suggested using examples from conversation “or the sentence examples 
from novel . . from song.” In much the same spirit, Iris suggested examples from conversation 
or from movies, or using non-standard examples of language (again suggesting movies) for 
analysis. Kelly thought I could have tested the class on their knowledge of functional ideas 
while Calvin Sr thought small group discussion might be one way of consolidating knowledge. 
The idea of gaining more practice through progression “from simple to hard” was an idea 
suggested by Calvin St. Reinforcing points made by a number of the other students, both 
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Andrew and Ronald suggested I needed to present the information in a more “practical way” 
to make it more interesting (Ronald) and “cos somehow maybe we understand it in our mind 
but we still have to do more exercise” (Andrew). As with the issues arising from Question 3 
(What was most difficult to understand?), the ideas suggested here by students will be 
considered in greater depth in the next and final chapter, under ‘Limitations and constraints’.  
The final prompt question (Question 8) explored to what extent students may have 
talked among themselves about functional grammar, or at least about the ideas we had shared 
in class about this approach to grammar. Dulcie noted that, not surprisingly, she had discussed 
things often with Turner: “Yeah, Turner is very good on this, ah, functional grammar stuff and 
he is very good on the subject, Fundamental, and I also learn a lot of stuff from him.” Dulcie 
also noted that outside the class they also used to discuss ideas with one of the students in the 
Fundamentals C class: “We talk a lot with her too and she thinks like the course is very 
important.” Calvin Sr noted that he talked “maybe” with the other Calvins. He noted, “Of 
course I got many new things from them”, mentioning that they talk about the theory: “Some 
of them explain to me . . . and we share our ideas together.” Another reference to such inter-
group discussions occurs in Calvin’s journal notes for 30 October, where he specifically 
identifies Theme-Rheme issues as the topic.  
From his comments on this subject, it appears that Turner had tried to discuss some 
functional grammar ideas with students in the other (non-FoE) English class, but they were not 
interested (“not really concerned about like grammar”): 
But they were not really concerned about it. So, but I talked with [‘them’] about the 
structure, I mean like when I’m having a project or an assessment, like writing reports or 
something /T: Yeah/ I always tell my friends like ‘No, we have to check about the 
thematic structure .. all the grammar’ and they were like, ‘Oh my God, we don’t have to 
do that!’ (Turner’s final interview: T58/64) 
To these remarks, I commented that the other students would probably not have been concerned 
with issues of this sort since it was not part of the curriculum, but that this represented a 
limitation in my view. I asked Turner what he thought about this, to which he replied: 
Yeah, I think so because, ah, well, it’s like me, when I compare my writing /T: Yeah/ with 
their writing /T: Yeah/, I can see that there’s a difference /T: Yes/ in the grammar structure 
/T: Uhuh/, all the structures that we have learned. (Turner’s final interview:” T64/70) 
In contrast, Turner noted that it was not uncommon for him and Dulcie to discuss grammatical 
issues with other Fundamental B students, especially when preparing reports: “I mean, like, 
just asking for each other’s opinions . . . We just discussed about it like ‘What do you think 
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about this structure?’” Information of this kind about the extent to which our knowledge work 
had influenced students is important. Not only were students changing their thinking about 
language and the role of grammatical structure, they were sharing these ideas and generating 
understandings independently of my teaching. This is clear evidence of the power of a 
functional grammar-based pedagogy to raise learners’ metalinguistic consciousness, as noted 
many times now throughout this thesis. As difficult as these ideas were at times, and as possibly 
mono-methodological my pedagogical approach, these students were learning, sharing and 
using important ideas about textual formality.  
In addition to the ideas presented above resulting from my prompt questions, a number 
of other noteworthy issues arose during the course of the final interviews. Aileen noted how 
valuable the one-on-one work that we had done in our writing conferences had been for her 
and suggested limiting the class size to ten. When discussing her future studies, Claudia told 
me of her intention to study at a university in the USA. We had just been talking about the 
value of knowing about functional grammar, so I suggested that she might even find a course 
on functional grammar in Seattle and asked her if she would consider attending that. She 
affirmed she would, “because in university we have to make a lot of report. . . especially cos 
I’m going to take like scientist like that.” In discussing his last piece of writing (the State of the 
Planet report), I commented to Andrew that this was without doubt his most successful piece 
of academic writing so far, to which he remarked: 
Because I know how to put= which word should be there and which word should be put 
there and how to put this main ideas in this paragraph /T: Aha/ and how to make the 
paragraph become related each other and= (Andrew’s final interview: T47/49) 
I noted how different this text was from his more ‘spoken-like’ earlier writing, that it had a 
much clearer structure and “read like a written text”. It was very pleasing to have been able to 
provide such positive feedback to Andrew in this last stage of the course since his application 
to our work and his generally very informal presentation of ideas in writing had been a concern 
to us both during the year.  
I have noted on a number of occasions now how impressed I had been by the seriousness 
of purpose of a good number of the students in the Fundamentals B class, noting in particular 
in this present chapter the depth of discussion that Calvin Sr and I entered into in his final 
interview. Following on from our discussion of nominalisation, Calvin asked whether “the 
clause must be independent and dependent (that is, when an embedded, or rankshifted, clause 
functioning as Participant in clause structure). We agreed, after some checking of some 
extemporised sentences, that the idea would need to be expressed in non-finite form. When I 
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asked why Calvin wanted to talk about nominalisation, he mentioned I had talked to him about 
this concept in our one-on-one writing conference for the Death Penalty Dilemma assignment. 
We continued our discussion with me suggesting he find some books on linguistics, specifically 
on cohesion in functional grammar (for example, a Google search). We finished this discussion 
by considering some of the resources that create cohesion in the Textual system (for example, 
repetition, synonyms). Once more, it is clear from this discussion that students took the ideas I 
had presented to them during the course of the year, thought about them, built on them and 
showed their desire to pursue their understandings.  The fact that Calvin and I were still 
engaged in a highly intensive (and for me even quite challenging) discussion of grammar at 
this final stage of the year is significant, and reveals the extent to which students’ thinking 
about language had changed positively and constructively.  
Chapter summary 
This chapter provides additional and final support for the success of the program from the data. 
From the post-delivery survey, there is clear evidence that students viewed the program in a 
positive light and could see its potential for their own academic writing development as well 
as for other students’ future development. The final interviews extended this evidence in 
considerable detail. Among the range of topics covered in the program, the following represent 
some of the most frequently cited as useful: (left and right) modification; Transitivity 
(Participant, Process and Circumstance); thematic development (Theme-Rheme relations); 
nominal group structure; and nominalisation. Development in his speaking was also cited by 
one student as a consequence of our work.  Additional comments referred to improvements in 
students’ ability to structure their texts. There was also strong evidence that students saw 
considerable potential for transferability of knowledge gained to future academic writing 
needs. Since this was one of the key motivations for the research, such evidence was pleasing. 
A further meta-pedagogical purpose, to develop students’ sense of participation in a community 
of practice, was realised through evidence that theoretical discussions were not limited to our 
explicit collective work, but extended to intra-group debate, whether in-class or outside. 
Finally, a number of very helpful suggestions for my own improvement of the program 
provided me with ideas for potential sharing beyond the confines of this particular study (see 






9. DRAWING DISPARATE THREADS TOGETHER 
 
To defamiliarize language, to make it an object that we look at, to turn language on its 
head so that rather than see it as the carrier of meaning we see it as the maker of meaning, 
requires something of a paradigm shift. (Coffin & Donohue, 2014a, p. 281) 
 
Revisiting the challenge 
The recent publication of a significant research initiative at the Open University by Caroline 
Coffin and Jim Donohue, A language as social semiotic-based approach to teaching and 
learning in higher education (Coffin & Donohue, 2014a) has strong resonances for my own 
BEP project, and will be briefly considered here. Drawing on SFL, the authors together with 
teaching staff of the University investigated the application of a language as social semiotic 
approach to teaching and learning across a range of disciplines. Central to their project, and 
echoing the quote above, was a concern to make language visible to teachers and learners alike, 
through processes of semiotic text analysis and talk about text, which they describe as 
‘metasemiotic mediation’. Turning language “on its head”, they engaged students in detailed 
discussions of text structure and the resources of language needed to achieve the 
communicative aims of assessment tasks. The principal focus of this research involved raising 
both learners’ and teachers’ awareness of the generic (staging) features of text structure, and it 
is this focus which forms the key content of their book. However, as they note, they also 
believed in the importance of raising learners’ KAL of text lexicogrammar. While having very 
similar global aims, it is with this second focus that my own research was principally 
concerned.  
From a theoretical perspective, Coffin and Donohue note the great challenge implicit 
in recontextualising SFL for learner consumption, a challenge due to the extent and complexity 
of Halliday’s “extravagant” functional grammar. This challenge, which I have already made 
clear in this thesis, constituted the key motivation for my own research. The authors draw upon 
Bernstein’s (1996) notion of the pedagogic device, which in this instance sees academic theory 
reconstituted, or recontextualised, in a university setting. In my own case, this re-representation 
of SFG was eventually intended for the consumption of upper secondary school students 
working to improve their academic writing. In order for this recontextualisation to take place 
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and to be effective, Coffin and Donohue argue that SFL has to be reduced both in scope and 
complexity. In Chapter Two and elsewhere, I have made clear those elements of SFG that I 
considered of the greatest importance for the aims that the School, my students and I all shared. 
That is the dimension of scope. The issue of complexity I approached, as Coffin and Donohue 
did and would strongly advocate, from a dialogic, metasemiotic, perspective. We focused on 
language. We did that through language, and by doing so we learned, among many other things, 
about language. In light of Bernstein’s theory of the pedagogic device, it appears more than 
coincidental that the chief focus of our work in Semester One, 2008, focused on the 
recontextualisation of texts from spoken to written and back again.  
Due to its terminology, complexity and extent, SFL has been and probably continues to 
be subject to some suspicion (Harrison, December 20, 2010; Yates & Kenkel, 2001). However, 
those within the SFL community like Coffin and Donohue with a deep knowledge of the theory 
and the resources for implementing teaching and learning programs based on it have clearly 
shown (as in their 2014 book) its power to raise learner awareness of how texts are constructed 
and achieve their social purposes. As these authors argue, in defence of attempts to use SFL 
for KAL, “. . .  complexity and the risk of the transformation of worldview have never been 
regarded as acceptable justifications for students to avoid deep learning. Neither should they 
be justifications for teachers to avoid deep teaching.” (p. 286) I strongly believe that my own 
profound conviction of its potential for developing formal academic writing was one of the key 
factors in the success the Fundamentals B class and I enjoyed during the research.  
As I have made clear on a number of occasions now, the research resulted from a 
challenge I posed myself as a result of a brief conversation with Rhondda Fahey, where I had 
suggested the potential for using functional grammar with English language learners. As 
mentioned in that chapter, Rhondda raised doubts about its usefulness for classroom practice 
on the basis of its complexity. The data and discussion presented so far in this thesis confirm 
both the possibility of reconstituting sufficient of Halliday’s theory for student consumption 
and development at the upper end of secondary school in an EAL environment, and my success 
in doing so.  
The research question65 
                                                 
65 To what extent is it possible to co-construct sufficient theoretical knowledge of Hallidayan systemic 
functional grammar to enable noticeable development of formal academic writing and metalinguistic 




As I declared at the beginning of Chapter Three, this research project has been messy. This 
notion of messiness is something that a great many in the qualitative research tradition have 
commented on as intrinsic to the nature of exploratory research (and as my foregrounding of 
the Schӧn quote in Chapter Two makes clear). The first aspect of messiness was geo-locational. 
As noted, originally I conceived the project as being conducted at the King Fahd University of 
Petroleum and Minerals in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia with students of the Orientation English 
Program, and approval for the research was originally given by the Deakin University on that 
basis. For a number of reasons, that intention was modified and the data collected at IPEKA 
International Christian School in West Jakarta, Indonesia. In much the same way, the research 
question has undergone a number of instantiations and revisions. It certainly did not neatly and 
clearly precede the formal beginnings of the project as a consequence of a hypothesis, as would 
be expected in a doctoral project in the so-called ‘hard’ sciences  
Instantiation of the pedagogy also involved considerable revision. As I have made clear 
earlier in relation to my first attempts to introduce learners to functional grammar, my use of 
the Gerot and Wignell’s (1994) Making Sense of Functional Grammar with an advanced 
ELICOS class in Dandenong, Victoria, was not particularly successful. This then forced me to 
consider what it was that I thought most important to share with students in order for them to 
gain an appreciation of Halliday’s notion of language as system. Inevitably, this led me to focus 
on the metafunctions.  I was aware of a considerable body of materials already developed by 
teachers in Australia for introducing the notions of Participant, Process and Circumstance along 
with other functional concepts (Williams, 1998, 2005), and knew that explicit sharing of 
knowledge of the Ideational elements of Halliday’s metafunctional theory would be a starting 
point. However, beyond that I was a little uncertain to what extent it would be possible for me 
to introduce details of the Interpersonal and Textual systems.  
In my own SFG studies, I had found the analysis of texts from the Interpersonal aspect 
extremely powerful in terms of how clause structure from this dimension sheds light on the 
verb system (in particular mood and aspect) and how the idea of mood and residue help make 
sense of ellipsed structures (for example in informal spoken forms). The power of Interpersonal 
resources for ‘manipulating’ the writer-reader/speak-listener relationship (for example 
Judgment and Affect, and modality [Halliday’s modulation and modalisation]) was also clearly 
something that deserved pedagogical space. On the other hand, I intuitively felt that it would 
not be too difficult to relate Transitivity to the Textual system due to the intrinsic relationship 
between the Ideational elements and the notion of Theme. In practice, this hunch turned out to 
be quite accurate. My move from the Ideational to the Textual with students at KFUPM 
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happened almost automatically. Evidence for this transition came from the work I did with my 
OEP students on the ‘Decathlon’ paragraph, later shared with the students at IPEKA. The 
culminatory power of this eventual focus on thematic development is clearly evident in some 
of the final work we did at IPEKA in the Fundamentals B group on the 31 October, when 
students analysed a short stretch of their own writing, noting the patterns of thematic 
relationships they had unwittingly constructed, again as detailed in Chapter Five.  
In addition to the metafunctions, which, as noted elsewhere in this thesis, I characterised 
to students (first at KFUPM and later at IPEKA) as a multi-layered language ‘Cake’, my focus 
from the beginning was firmly and consistently on the notion that there are material and clearly 
discernible grammatical differences between languaging at the ‘more spoken’ and ‘more 
written’ ends of the mode continuum. This focus was deeply embedded in our preparatory work 
in Semester One 2008, for example in the ‘Street Magician’ reports, ‘The old woman and the 
mayor’ work,  and our analysis of the ‘Rats’ texts, among many others. Evidence that this 
message about mode differences between forms of text had been received was reported by them 
in their ‘Task 4’ reports at the very beginning of the research period proper (Semester Two). 
One of the consistent themes they expressed in that report was their awareness of the concept 
of recontextualisation. Another was the notion of nominalisation. Together, awareness of these 
two concepts points towards important development in their individual and collective thinking.  
Although my ultimate goal was to broach the idea of grammatical metaphor, the idea 
of nominalisation was a much more accessible concept to share. Reference to nominalisation 
reappears again and again in the class notes, the class video transcriptions and across a range 
of other data (for example, the research journals). As I noted in my description of our final 
class work on grammatical metaphor, where we very successfully defined this term, reference 
to nominalisation was made by Dulcie. Clearly, this rather abstract and, potentially, very 
difficult grammatical idea had found a place in our common vocabulary.  The fact that Dulcie 
was able to see the relationship between this notion and the much more abstract idea of 
grammatical metaphor is indicative of the overall success of the project. Furthermore, the 
evident enthusiasm students displayed for their work on thematic development, as reported in 
Chapter Five, clearly shows that they were able to join the very technical ‘dots’ between our 
work on the ‘top layer’ elements of Participant, Process and Circumstance and that of Theme 
and Rheme. 
So far in this brief summary of the relationship between the research question and the 
blended ecological pedagogy I have been concerned to account for the main planks of its 
epistemological makeup, that is those elements of Halliday’s functional grammar theory that I 
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believed it both possible and important to share with students in order to achieve the kinds of 
advances necessary for the development of their greater control of formal academic writing. 
This aspect is what I would characterise as the Ideational, or representational, aspect of the 
pedagogy (the What). It is now time to do something similar, however briefly, with the much 
more complex dimension, the Interpersonal (the How). Any attempt to represent the ‘Tenor’ 
relations of the pedagogy, the means by which that knowledge was shared and constructed, is 
exponentially more complex and has largely been dealt with in Chapter Six.  However, some 
of the ideas from Coffin and Donohue’s recent book are helpful to me in summarising this 
aspect of the research.  
Although Coffin and Donohue’s Language as Semiotic (LASS) Approach is extremely 
detailed and technical in many of its aspects, one key theme is strikingly clear: the potential for 
semiotic mediation to take place by means of metasemiotic mediation, resulting in the 
reconfiguration of students’ semantic orientations. Put more congruently, by raising awareness 
of the functional resources of texts through the explicit sharing of information about these 
resources, and by means of rich and meaningful two-way discussions about their writing, 
significant development is able to take place in student learning. This development not only 
relates to the products of their learning (the texts themselves) but results in the potential re-
setting of their understandings concerning the relationship between contextualised (that is, 
more congruent) and more decontextualised (that is, abstract) meanings, echoing both 
Vygotsky and Bernstein and the SFL notion of register variables (students’ conceptual or 
semantic variables are challenged and re-formed66). This is very clear from the examples the 
authors provide. I strongly believe that this process also took place quite demonstrably in the 
Fundamentals B classroom. The kind of metasemiotic discussions that Coffin and Donohue 
report were paralleled in the one-on-one conferences students and I conducted on their report 
writing, in the sometimes highly illuminating comments they made in their research journals 
and even in the final interviews, not to mention in our daily class discussions. During the course 
of the year, our collective discursive space increasingly became a community of practice 
devoted to the deepening of awareness of the power of language and the resources and choices 
that constitute it.   The journey that led us from our initial discussions about the ‘Street 
Magician’ report and other recontextualisation tasks through to our final attempts to define 
grammatical metaphor must be seen as demanding and complex, yet highly rewarding. All of 
                                                 
66 Coffin and Donohue define Hasan’s notion of semantic orientation as “[the] predispositions towards 
configurations of meanings and ways of making meanings established through earlier socialization experiences” 
(2014a, p. 182) 
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this work took place in a visible and explicit pedagogic space, involving high challenge and, I 
contend, high reward.  
All of the theoretical modelling that underpins the BEP is intrinsically informed by the 
notion of dialogicality. In terms of the ‘How’ of the pedagogy, this is the fundamental operating 
principle. Each of the key theorists approaches this issue in a slightly different way. From 
Halliday, I have drawn on the idea of learning about language through language. Bernstein’s 
notion of the radical visible pedagogy, as exemplified by Bourne, establishes pedagogy as the 
orchestrated interplay of dialogical formality and informality. Van Lier provides the window 
of contingency, through which we see the creative emergence of learning based on real-time 
reflection and action. Perhaps, most profoundly, however, it is Mead’s notion of taking the role 
of the other that goes to the heart of the dialogical pedagogical experience that I see as essential, 
if not unique, to the BEP. It is through the process of minded behaviour on the part of the 
teacher, ‘getting inside the heads’ of learners, that one is able to draw on one’s professional 
knowledge and then re-cast that in whatever form is necessary for development to take place 
given the needs of the moment (e.g., into Vygotsky’s ZPD) that classroom language becomes 
pedagogical experience. Such an approach, however, is risky, as I have noted earlier in this 
thesis. It is risky both for the teacher and for the learner. Without the certainty of all-
determining structure (exercises, set work from books, rigid curriculum, and so on, the 
‘technological’ approach in van Lier’s terms), both are forced to take on trust a belief in the 
good intentions of the teacher (despite the apparent logical tautology of this claim).  It is this 
process, probably more than any other, that permits movement into the ZPD. This is what Wells 
means with his idea of prospectiveness. This is also what Bruner and Sherwood first identified 
in terms of the unstructured aspect of the game by the name of ‘scaffolding’ in their ‘peekaboo’ 
research. It is also at the heart of Mariani’s notions of high challenge and high reward as well 
as Bernstein’s notion of the radical visible pedagogy.  To characterise the Tenor aspects of the 
BEP in this way is at once both highly complex and extremely simple. Viewed in essential 
terms, a dialogically motivated and enacted pedagogy takes us to the heart of the human 
experience, to what makes us unique in the animal world, our ability to conceptualise and 
communicate symbolically through language. As Coffin and Donohue remind us, we need to 
see language not as the carrier of meaning, but as its creator. Therefore, the role of language in 
the BEP is not just instrumental or, to use Hasan’s term, auxiliary. It is constitutive.  
I consider the role of pedagogic scaffolding in the enactment of the BEP as central to 
its success. As I have made clear in Chapter Six in particular, scaffolding took many diverse 
forms and was both ‘designed in’ and contingent, as advocated by Hammond and Gibbons 
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(2005). It involved both written and non-written forms, both of which types contributed to the 
creation and maintenance of metalinguistic awareness. As important as the written forms were, 
it was their reiterative reappearances throughout the year and the way in which they came to 
form part of our collective working consciousness that made the non-written forms so potent. 
This power resulted from their distinctly symbolic value. These non-written scaffolds also 
played a seminal role in the contingent operation of the pedagogy. As I have noted elsewhere, 
many of them formed part of our collective vocabulary. In symbolic interactionist terms, they 
were instrumental in the creation of minded, socially-instantiated learning behaviours. Due to 
their contingent, at times rather transitory nature, non-written scaffolds such as those I have 
classified as psychological or humour could have been interpreted by participants (or a 
hypothetical critical observer) as irrelevant to the task of building grammatical and textual 
knowledge. This is where the notion of high risk-high challenge, reflected in Bernstein’s radical 
visible pedagogy and Mariani’s model (see Wilson & Devereux, 2014, for a recent re-
evaluation of pedagogic scaffolding), set the BEP apart from the instrumentally-driven 
approaches to language teaching that van Lier has objected to so vehemently. It also reflects 
the kind of reflection pedagogy that Hasan has advocated.  
In her three-tiered model of literacy (Hasan, 1996 [2011]), Hasan identifies a 
progression from the most instrumental coding or representational level of literacy as 
‘recognition literacy’, through ‘action literacy’ to ‘reflection’ literacy. While acknowledging 
its contribution to language education, Hasan views genre-based pedagogy as occupying the 
middle rung of this pedagogical hierarchy. She identifies Rose’s Reading to Learn (R2L) model 
(Rose, 2005) as one attempt from within the SFL tradition to move towards literacy pedagogy 
as reflection. What Hasan seeks in the pursuit of reflection literacy is the production (as 
opposed to the reproduction) of knowledge.  I suggest that the pedagogical model reported in 
my research could be viewed as a possible complement to Rose’s R2L pedagogy or as a stand-
alone approach to SFG-based KAL, particularly in relation to the EAL teaching-learning 
context, a model that accords with Hasan’s vision of a reflection-oriented form of literacy, 
promoting “reflection, enquiry and analysis” (Hasan, 1996 [2011], p. 197) by means of a 
sustained and rich dialogic focus on language as social semiotic through meaningful text-based 
examination and appreciation of its resources. On many different levels, the data from this 
research reveal that it is possible to talk meaningfully, explicitly and in a sustained and deep 
way (Hasan’s “efficacy of discursive knowledge”) with students in the service of their language 
development, particularly in the more general EFL, EAL context. The role of contingent 
scaffolding, and contingency in its broadest sense, and that of the non-written scaffolds 
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identified in Chapter Six is a vital ingredient in the creation of the kind of pedagogy that Hasan 
advocates, which van Lier argues for, which Bernstein and Bourne have delineated, and which 
I have imagined and realised in practice.  
As one final point in this brief summary of the ‘How’ dimension of the BEP, I would add that 
the pedagogy was informed by an unshakeable belief on my part in the students’ capacities, 
in their ability to move into the ZPD and in my own professional, intellectual and 
academically prepared ability to support them in that move.  
Conclusions with regard to the research question 
It must be clear from the rich array of data presented that the first part of the research question 
can be answered unequivocally in the affirmative: To what extent is it possible to share 
sufficient knowledge of Hallidayan systemic functional grammar to enable noticeable 
development of formal academic writing to take place? In view of the statistical data relating 
to increased usage of post-Head embedded structures reported in Chapters Seven and Eight, it 
is possible to claim that significant development occurred in students’ ability to create more 
lexically dense and complex nominal group structures. As for the second part, the issue of 
raising metalinguistic consciousness, without question this challenge was realised most 
decisively in a number of important ways. Together, we built a common vocabulary of 
technical terms and concepts from the first references to recontextualisation and spoken and 
written differences to some highly technical understandings of grammatical metaphor and 
nominalisation. The recorded data for the one-on-one interviews reveal some striking instances 
of students’ ability to engage in detailed technical metadiscourse about clause structure, 
vocabulary choices, the role of Classifiers in creating technicality, Participant, Process and 
Circumstance and Theme-Rheme structure, among a wide range of other theoretical issues. Not 
only were they able to talk about these things, in a good number of instances they also wrote 
about them in their research journals. In some cases they explained how this knowledge helped 
them read texts with greater understanding.  
In addition to the more objective, epistemological evidence for students’ achievement 
of the research question, it is fair to claim that the great majority of the class experienced 
personal pleasure to varying degrees in the knowledge they had acquired as a result of the 
research-based teaching and learning. Some of this pleasure has been made explicit in the form 
of quotes from students presented in this thesis. Other instances are more implicitly represented 
in the extracts from the class recording transcriptions presented in this document. As final 
testimony in this regard, I cite Kelly, who, in a number of her final research journal entries, 
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lamented the fact that there would not be any continuation of the Fundamentals of English 
program the following year. Here is her expression of regret: 
After mentioning my disappointment of dropping Fundamental lesson in year 12, I’m just 
thinking, can I ask you if I have troubles in year 12? Because I think yr 12 will be MORE 
complicated and it needs a good analysis in reading, writing, or even speaking. By the 
way, could we have a fare well on Thursday next week? Because it will be our last 
Fundamental class in year 11 and after holiday I won’t be here, at Fundamental class 
which helps me in improving my english. So sad to leave this important class x) (Kelly’s 
research journal: 5/12/2008) 
Significance of findings for others’ professional practice 
In addition to the explicit one posed by Rhondda Fahey’s belief that functional grammar is too 
complicated for useful second language teaching purposes was the implicit challenge resulting 
from Burns and Knox’s (2005) research, as described in Chapter One: How do pre-service 
teachers with education in SFL use their knowledge once out in the classroom? After 
conducting the research and reflecting considerably on it, it is my view that the best approach 
is one that I would describe as accretional. I started simply by introducing students to the notion 
of recontexualisation with the aim of alerting them to the grammatical and textual differences 
between more spoken and more written language via a text that I knew would be attractive for 
them, the ‘Street Magician’ video. This work started the process of talking about text. From 
here we moved on to a number of other examples of recontextualisation, giving us with each 
new text different opportunities to extend our shared knowledge with increasing complexity. 
The point I would stress in this process is that I was not ‘teaching’ functional grammar, but 
rather using my knowledge and the affordances offered by each new text to expand the range 
of our discussions and to introduce new concepts. As much as this was an iterative process, it 
was also highly reiterative in that we continually referred to existing knowledge, building on it 
progressively as we worked, talked and analysed. (This is highly reflective of Mead’s definition 
and use of ‘emergence’, as noted earlier.)  I was certainly not working to a script at any point 
during the pre-research period. However, I was judicious and selective in the texts I chose to 
share, with my pedagogical eye on the possibilities inherent in them. 
The same principle of selective text choice applied in Semester Two, but in a rather 
different way. Semester One texts opened up possibilities for learning in a more contingent 
way than those I used in the research period, particularly those, like ‘Cyclone Rona’ and 
‘Crystals and Crystalography’. I knew in advance what I wanted to get from these, what 
avenues of discussion would likely open up as a result of our analysis. These texts were very 
much forward-pointing in their function. Contingency was present more in the talk about these 
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texts than it was in their selection. Perhaps more importantly, the Semester Two texts focused 
much more closely on the metafunctions. As I noted in Chapter Five, ‘Cyclone Rona’ afforded 
us an excellent opportunity to analyse a text from a predominantly Ideational perspective 
without the potentially distracting (or, at least, complicating) presence of much Interpersonal 
grammar. This simple little text was highly effective in reinforcing the elements of Transitivity 
that I had introduced by way of the ‘‘Cake’ model’ PowerPoint.  
In much the same way, ‘Crystals and Crystalography’ afforded a highly visual and 
accessible representation of the basic principles of thematic development. Much of the success 
of the work we did on the Textual metafunction can be attributed to this simple text. In many 
ways, it was very much representative of the kinds of texts Halliday has used in his writings to 
demonstrate thematic processes, particularly in the earlier publications. I also believe that being 
able to very clearly represent the essential thematic relationships (constant Theme, linear 
Theme, split Rheme) very simply and visually, as I could do with the ‘Crystals’ text allowed 
for the much more abstract discussion of Textual features that we engaged with in our work on 
‘Mary had a little lamb’. This latter work allowed students to see the link between the Textual 
features inherent in thematic development and the notion of genre (that is, through my 
presentation of a revised form of the poem). Thematic analysis of texts is not a simple matter. 
In fact, it is quite complex and demands considerable abstract understanding. In my view, the 
enthusiasm they showed collectively and individually for this challenging and advanced work, 
particularly when it came to analysing some of their own writing, owed a great deal to the 
analysis we had conducted previously on these two texts.  
If I were to give any advice to teachers such as, retrospectively and hypothetically, those 
of Burns and Knox or, prospectively, those in a similar situation having studied functional 
grammar formally in a dedicated course, it would be not to see functional grammar as 
something to be ‘taught’ but as a resource for the exploration of texts and for the building of 
both grammatical understanding and metalinguistic awareness. Trying to teach it, as I 
discovered with my first ‘guinea pigs’ in the TAFE ELICOS class, and as I have pointed out, 
simply did not work. It was not interesting enough in and of itself. However, as a pedagogical 
tool for the analysis of how language works on the ground, at the coal face, in relation to 
authentic language use, it can be, and was, highly productive. It can also be engaging and 
interesting for students. That is what I finally learned as a result, particularly, of my work with 
the Fundamentals B class. 
Appropriateness of methodology 
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In terms of the teaching methodology, my principal strategy throughout the year centred on 
talk about texts. This took place in the context of a range of text-based activities (for example, 
activities where texts were worked on, analysed, recontextualised and discussed). This 
approach to the use of functional grammar for text analysis, as noted elsewhere in this thesis, 
represents a significant departure from the ‘teaching and learning cycle’ format generally 
adopted in genre-based language education. The main reason for me not using this accepted 
approach was because my key focus was on specific grammatical forms, structures, units or 
metastructures (for example, the metafunctions) rather than on specific text types. As I have 
made clear, the principal and very broad genre I asked students to write in was the report. This 
umbrella genre served my teaching and learning purposes without the need for more refined 
unpacking. This is where the BEP represents a very different approach to the use of functional 
grammar from a genre-based pedagogy. It is also more in accord with Hasan’s notion of 
reflection literacy. In this respect, the BEP is focused more on process than product, the process 
essentially being the extended dialogic construction over time of shared knowledge about 
language. As da Silva (2008, p. 131) notes of Mead’s understanding of education, Mead saw 
instruction in simple terms as conversation. For the Fundamentals B class, 2008 was a year of 
extended and deeply engaged conversation.  
In theoretical terms, the methodological model I adopted–practitioner research–served 
my purposes well. With its ethnographic roots, the model permitted my full participation in the 
social context. Frequently referred to as ‘participant observation’, I would characterise my role 
as one of ‘full participant observation’. Due to my dual role of teacher and researcher, such a 
model demands the highest level of self-scrutiny to overcome the risk of subjectivity. However, 
in light of this risk no measures to determine the success of such scrutiny can be, or were 
applied. Any success I achieved in overcoming this methodological challenge in that regard 
has to be determined externally by the reader on the basis of the convincibility of the reported 
research and the trustworthiness established by me as researcher. Only the reader can make 
those determinations.  
The theory versus practice issue 
Having come to the end of this research project, I am in a position to re-evaluate the question 
of how much the practical contexts of teaching and learning, and more specifically of teaching 
and learning language, should be influenced by theoretical considerations. At one point during 
the research, I was challenged for making the claim that the project was driven by theory. This 
challenge issued from a view that the work of education principally, if not exclusively, takes 
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place when we are engaged in doing it, and even perhaps doing little more than that. At that 
point, the theoretical model was dominated by SFL with some admixture of sociocultural 
notions. By its conclusion, it had expanded dramatically to embrace Bernstein sociology of 
education and symbolic interactionism via the ecological approach. Not only has the model 
reshaped itself to accommodate the complexity of what took place, it is now pointing forward 
even further to the need for a theory of pedagogic interaction. My modulated view of the role 
of theory in the creation and enactment of practice is, therefore, an ever-expanding (and in 
Hasan’s term, a deeply ‘exotropic’) one. Potentially, as in the case of post-Head modification 
in nominal group structure, its limits are only conditioned by what is meaningful, processable 
and useful.  
Personal and professional dimensions: Significance of the research 
In some respects, these two areas overlap; however, it is possible to make a broad distinction 
between them. From the professional perspective, although the motivation for embarking on 
the research largely arose from a personal interaction, I see the research question as falling 
within the domain of professional practice. As I have argued above,  it has been successfully 
answered. I have responded to that challenge and achieved my purposes. The research points 
to the possibility of a language-based pedagogy focused on the formal grammatical aspects of 
SFG rather than having generic staging as its main concern, this being a clear and important 
difference between the BEP and genre-based approaches. In broader second language 
acquisition terms, it reinforces a focus on form (FoF) rather than a focus on forms (FoFs) 
approach to the explicit teaching of grammar (Basturkmen et al., 2002). It also challenges the 
hegemony of the textbook, emphasising instead the use of authentic texts as the print-based 
vehicle for the negotiation of grammatical knowledge.  
Again, in terms of its professional significance, this research has implications for 
practice by others, which will be further considered in the final section. In my view, the model 
has potential for refinement through experimentation, while adhering to the essential principles 
of: dialogicality as the basis for knowledge building; iterative and reiterative exposure to 
technical knowledge; preparedness to share some of the simpler tools of functional grammar 
analysis (bracketing, boxing of Transitivity elements,  and Theme-Rheme tables to show 
thematic development, among others); and, perhaps, most importantly, reinforcing the idea that 




A further professional dimension of the BEP research is to stress its value for showing 
how Bernstein’s notion of recontextualisation–the translation of academic knowledge to 
specific other contexts, in this case EAL, ESL/TESOL classroom environments–can be 
achieved. In addition, it opens up other avenues for SFG/SFL-based language teaching 
investigation. In this way, the study presented here is not intended to be considered exhaustive, 
but rather suggestive in terms of its professional meaning potential. 
One factor that bridges the two areas of professional and personal significance relates 
to the theory-practice issue. As I noted in the previous section, this research justifies my 
personal belief that effective professional practice requires a firm basis in theory. I have shown 
this in a number of ways, through my presentation and discussion of the data, through the view 
of others working in similar fields (most importantly, van Lier and Coffin and Donohue), and 
through the conclusions that I am attempting to draw in this final chapter, particularly the idea 
of an expanding theoretical model. In some respects, the BEP research represents a direct 
challenge to those who subscribe to the KISS (“Keep It Simple, Stupid”) model of practice.  
Apart from this important question, there are other facets of the personal dimension that 
are highly significant to me as a practitioner. One of these relates to my own academic 
development and to the trajectory of my own attempts to present an argument. This has always 
represented a significant challenge to me as a student writer. As a result of this research and 
the writing process, I have come closest to achieving that aim. A further, and not unrelated, 
issue concerns the trajectory of my candidature. This research has been a very long and, at 
times, extremely challenging and frustrating process. For much of the candidature, particularly 
in the earlier years, the process was and has been largely an individual effort, one where I have 
been thrown back on my own resources and endurance. As a consequence, the project has 
taught me a great deal about my own capacities, whether professional, academic or personal. 
Therefore, in Mariani’s terms, this research has represented both aspects of high challenge and 
high reward.  
One final, and perhaps the most important, reflection on the personal significance of 
this research for me concerns the interpersonal dimension, the relationships that I enjoyed with 
my students. Watching them grow in knowledge about language and in curiosity was 
something of immense satisfaction to me as a teacher and as a person. Throughout the long and 
sometimes arduous process of transcribing video and audio recordings, typing up their writing, 
analysing it for grammatical structure, and many other processes involved in bringing this 
research to its conclusion, the memory of their dynamism, wonderful good humour and 
patience with my many foibles has sustained me. One of the final technical moves in writing 
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up this research for examination has been to de-identify them. I delayed that process as long as 
I possibly could. Once ‘rebranded’ for the ethical purpose of ensuring anonymity, they will 
have, in a very real sense, disappeared. Having to do so has been one of the hardest jobs I have 
undertaken. Their faces will no longer be conjured up quite so directly through the act of 
writing their reconstituted names. They will have begun the process of fading into memory.  
Limitations and constraints 
A number of issues posed some degree of limitation or constraint on the research. The first of 
these relates to the timing of my ethics approval. As I pointed out in Chapter Three, I hoped to 
have ethics clearance early in 2008 to enable me to begin the research proper and gather my 
data during first semester. The fact that clearance only came through in April resulted in me 
having to postpone the formal commencement of the research by several months. This was 
unfortunate since so much important preparatory work was undertaken in the first part of the 
year. Being able to collect and use data from that period would have enriched my argument 
considerably.  
An important limitation or constraint to the enactment of the data analysis was that no 
similar project has ever been undertaken to the best of my knowledge (for example, canvassing 
this question amongst the online SFL community in addition to an extensive search of the 
broader literature). Therefore, I had no model of an extended classroom ethnographic project 
similar to my own to work with in terms data analysis.  Just as the delivery of the research 
program was itself exploratory, so was my approach to the selection of evidence that was most 
relevant and appropriate to answering my research question. This was always of considerable 
concern to me throughout the post-data collection writing period. It was suggested to me late 
in the analysis period that a grounded theory approach might be considered. However, it was 
clear to me on researching this methodological design that I would have needed to embrace 
this approach well ahead of data collection due to the rigour demanded by grounded theory.  
Another time-related issue over which I also had no control was that I was unable to 
extend the research beyond the end of 2008. Of course, it would not have been possible for that 
to have happened since the Fundamentals of English program was only a year long, Year 11 
program. Had more time been available, I would have designed an extension program that 
required students to apply the knowledge gained in more wide-ranging and creative exploration 
of texts of various types. I also believe I would have extended the sharing of SFL-based 
knowledge to include discussion of genres from the perspective of generic staging. A further 
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extension of epistemology would have been to extend discussion and understandings of the 
Interpersonal system through an examination of the resources of Judgment and Affect.  
Another limitation or constraint relates generally to the interpersonal nature of the 
project. As at least one student (Aileen) commented in her research journal and final interview, 
I could have made the course a little more teenager-friendly (‘fun’). Knowing that I had limited 
time to achieve my purposes meant that I adhered closely to my theoretical agenda, which was 
by its very nature rather dry and academic. With the wisdom of hindsight, I could have made 
the knowledge and my modes of sharing it more enjoyable and less formal through the 
development and production of artifacts such as wall charts, puzzles, games and analysis of 
extracts from movies and other similar media. Such materials are widely available and 
profitably used in the TESOL teaching domain for the teaching of grammar and pronunciation, 
for example. This would certainly be something I would suggest for anyone attempting to 
replicate this BEP project.  
A further aspect of the interpersonal dimension of the research was my inability to 
engage others in the English department in my project. From the start, there was a certain 
suspicion of my research work by others in the department. This may have been due to their 
unfamiliarity in relation to functional grammar; however, it is likely that the suspicion was also 
occasioned by the fact that my research was in support of a PhD, something which I felt was 
rather threatening for my colleagues.  This was unfortunate since I made it clear from the 
beginning that I was keen to share knowledge about functional grammar. As I noted in Chapter 
Four, the Head of English had little understanding of his field. This lack of formal knowledge 
may have made him quite uncertain about having a staff member in his team working with 
students in an area that was completely unknown to him. Despite my willingness to share my 
knowledge, he was not interested in using me as a resource for the professional development 
of his staff. This, of course, quite radically limited the potential for any collaborative work to 
occur.  
On a much less significant note, I would add that, on reflection, I could have made more 
of the ‘Cyclone Rona’ text in our work on the Textual metafunction. This short text served us 
very well and powerfully as a reference point for later discussion of Transitivity. It was also 
very important in introducing the notion of the ‘two-way street’ idea (through the modal can) 
that ushered in discussion of the Interpersonal system. However, it did not occur to me at the 
time to provide a thematic analysis of the text. Had I done so, there would have been greater 
theoretical continuity in the delivery of information about the metafunctions. A complete 
analysis of the text, therefore, from the Ideational, Interpersonal and Textual perspectives 
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would have served as the basis for later complete metafunctional analysis of other texts. This 
is certainly something I would do in any extension of a program of this nature.  
Recommendations for further research 
The following suggestions largely relate to classroom practice and accord with the practitioner 
research model embraced in the present study.  
1. A project further exploring the area of pedagogical scaffolding, particularly from a 
more expanded view as outlined in Chapter Six. Such an investigation might explore 
the less ‘obvious’ non-written forms of scaffolding identified in this thesis, for example 
the use of humour, personal objects and artifacts, and psychological interventions. This 
approach would align with the contingent as distinct from the designed-in forms 
identified by researchers such as van Lier and Hammond and Gibbons. It would also 
provide valuable data for the exploration of a theory of pedagogical interaction as 
tentatively adumbrated in this thesis.  
2. As an extension of the points raised in Recommendation 1, the development of a theory 
of pedagogical interaction based on principles from Meadian symbolic interactionism 
and on the Bernsteinian work of Jill Bourne, as presented in Chapter Two. An additional 
and associated research idea might be to investigate the contribution of Mead’s social 
psychology for democratic pedagogic practice.  
3. A collaborative approach to the BEP model in the form of an action research project. 
Such a project might be of a shorter time-frame than that reported here and might 
involve the intensive analytical discussion of all the key grammatical features of a 
particular text according to an understanding of nominal group structure, the 
metafunctions, lexical density and grammatical metaphor. A good example for such an 
analysis might be a text from a popular medium such as a movie or the lyrics of a music 
video clip.  
4. A further classroom-based action research project might see students provided with a 
clearly presented set of printed functional grammar resource materials detailing 
information about the metafunctions, nominal group structure, lexical density and 
grammatical metaphor (e.g., a simplified SFG reference resource with short, accessible 
text examples together with analyses). They would be asked to progressively conduct 
specific analytical tasks on texts of their own choosing. This work would be done in 
small groups with particular students assigned specific task-based roles (e.g., the 
‘researcher-instructor’, the ‘analyst’, and the ‘explicator/commentator/writer’). Group 
reports would be submitted to the rest of the class for broader discussion and critical 
comment. Responses would be written up and published in a class newsletter (e.g., 
online and in print for distribution to other English classes). A follow-up to this work 
might see particular groups going into other classes to explain their projects. Such a 
move might counter the kind of critical concern of students like Turner, who noted the 
disinterest of students (and teachers) in the mainstream ESL class in matters of 
grammatical form and structure.  
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5. The production of visually appealing functional grammar-based support materials 
together with a scripted explanation of how these might be employed in classrooms. 
This could be videoed for distribution via a medium such as YouTube.  
 
Chapter summary 
In his chapter, I have attempted to bring together the many disparate threads of the research in 
necessarily brief and summarised form. Given the breadth and depth of the research and the 
vast amount of data that supports my claims, it is possible that I have neglected some elements. 
However, what I do advance in this final stage of the work is sufficient for my argument to be 
accepted as evidence to support my claim that the research has not only answered the research 
question satisfactorily, but has done so in a highly rewarding way, for me personally and 
professionally and for the students–in their technical development as writers of more formal 
academic texts and in terms of their increased awareness of the role of language in the creation 
of meaning.   
I have restated the starting point for the research, the challenge I set myself, and have 
provided evidence for how I met and overcame that challenge. I have provided a direct link 
between the principles informing the BEP and important recent work in higher education by 
Coffin and Donohue, whose concerns are closely related to mine albeit from a different 
pedagogical context and perspective. I have also restated the central theoretical parameters 
within which the research developed and traced its development from my first attempts in 
Melbourne and Dhahran to form a workable pedagogy for the purposes I had set out to achieve 
through to the form it took in 2008 in Jakarta. In addition, I have revisited briefly the BEP’s 
development in terms of Vygotsky’s ZPD and Bruner’s notion of scaffolding together with 
Bernstein’s radical visible pedagogy and Mead’s understanding of education as dialogically 
mediated.  
I have also restated my belief that the BEP represents a distinctly different approach to 
the employment of SFG for EAL writing development from the genre-based approach, one that 
is more in line with Hasan’s idea of reflection literacy. I have once more considered the 
appropriateness of the methodology I employed and have reasserted the value and usefulness 
of the practitioner research model for an ethnographic-style project of the kind I envisaged and 
enacted.  
Further, in this final chapter, in the spirit of practitioner research, I have reflected on 
the meaningfulness of the project for me both professionally and personally and have provided 
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some indications of both the constraints and limitations within which I worked as well as 
providing a number of ideas of how such a project might be added to or used as the basis for 
further investigation in the creative use of SFG for EAL academic writing.  
I conclude by referring to the quote from Moscovici at the head of this thesis. It is my 
hope that at least three individuals might find sufficient substance in this study to warrant 
mobilising against. Additionally, it is my hope that at least a further three might find the 
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